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PREFACE 

This thesis is primarily an attempt to discover how a sense 

of nationality develops and which factors go to shape it, The 

hypothesis proposed is that a childts developing sense of 

national identity is influenced by ideas embodied in the 

storiesp rhymes and songsp imported to him originally by adults 

from an early age or read by him at a later stage, 

The hypothesis is explored in several ways. The general 

pattern of development in children's literature is examined 

with particular reference to Scotland and Switzerland, The 

influence of historicalg geographical and socio-economic 

factors in the two countries is assessed in relation to 

children's books. Selected pairs of bookag written about 

1870 and 1970t in as far as they proved availableg are analysed 

in depthe Children's books from the minority languages and 

cultures within both countries are briefly discussed* Finally# 

because illustration and children's books are seen to be so 

closely connectodg representative examples of children's book 

illustrations are compared* The validity of the original 

hypothesis is discussed in the concluding chapter. 

It is made clear in the introduction and also in the body 

of the dissertation that I have had much help from many sources. 

First of all I must thank the staff of the 'Schweizerisches 

Jugendbuch-Institutl in ZU'richt especially Verona Rutschmannj, 

the staff also of the International Youth Library in Munichp 

in particular the then Directort Walter Scharf* I owe much 

to my two supervisarap Derek Bowmant of the German and Ian Campbell 

from the English Literature Departments of the University of 
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Edinburgh. I also remember with gratitude Dario Williamson 

who typed and retyped this lengthy work with inexhaustible 

good humour and skillq as well as Fez Faraday and Leon 

Litvack who checked the typescript with exemplary cars, 

I must also thank my childreng Michael and Catriona 

Rowst Douglas and Alison Kingg for constant support and 

constructive criticismg but most of all I am indebted to 

my late huabandq Professor Donald Rsidq without whose 

helpt this research could not have been undertaken* The 

thesis is dedicated to him* 

ADDENDA 

Mention must be made too of most willing 

and expert assistance given by Catriona MacKinnon 

from Eriskayq who read Gaelic children's books 

with mag and by Thomas Diethelm who was always at 

hand to answer any "Schwyzard0tsch" query. 
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I declare that this entire work has been written 

by me and that no part of it haa been previoualy 

published. 
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this thesis is to propose the hypothesis 
that a child's developing sense of national identity is 
influenced by ideas embodied in the storiesp rhymes and songs 
imparted to him by adults or contemporaries from an early age 
or read by him at a later stagee The hypothesis is explored 
by 

1) examining the pattern of development in Children's 
Literature in generalv but with particular reference to 
Children's Books in Scotland and Switzerlandq including 
also a brief survey of books in the minority languages of 
these two countriest 

2) by assessing the influence on these books of historical, 
geographical and socio-sconomic factorag 

3) by comparing selected individual books from both countries, 
as far as they were evailablep written around 1870 and around 1970, 

4) by comparing representative examples of illustrations from 
children's books. 

By survey and analysis a conclusion was reached about 
the original hypothesis, It was deduced that the whole wealth 
of popular Juvenile literature provides the child with a back- 
ground against which he can construct his imaginary country. 
It cannot be provadq because of the imponderable nature of 
the material under discussiong that a child receives nationhood 
through literature in its many aspects. It is cleart howevert 
that this particular genre of literatureq addressed specifically 
to children and young peopleg certainly reflects and influences 
a shifting conception of nationality* It is no passive form 
of entertainmentp but a continuous dialogue about the picture 
of national identity to be transmitted to future generations. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

In the seventies there was much discussion about the 

merits or demerits of Devolution. In Scotland the Royal High 

School was prepared to welcome the new Scottish Assemblyg and 

during that period attempts were often made to define 

'national identity' which was soon discovered to be 'a 

subject of engrossing significance and diverting complexityl. 

The roots of our identity seemed to stretch back into 

childhood, to the attitudes of those who looked after or 

played with ust for children pass an their own lore to each 

other 
2 Just as stories we were told or later read also 

contributed, We certainly inherited a tradition from the 

old heroes and there arose the question of a possible 

connection between 'national identityt and children's 

literature, It was not yet realised that like 'national 

identity' 'children's literature too abounds in contr! sdictionsg 

ambiguities and arguments making it a fascinating but 

necessarily complex field of study'. 
3 Initial intsiest was 

not so much in children and their books as in national identity. 

After the Second World War I was privileged to meet and 

know men and women who had been in the Resistance in a number 

of European countries and who had come to London to be 

rehabilitateds Many of them came from relatively small 

countries: Holland# Denmarkq Norway, Czechoslovakiaq Poland 

and Yugoslavia. I was struck time and time again by the 

depth of their national feeling and their desire for freedom* 

I wondered how these emotions had been nurtured within them 
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and thought they could probably be traced to early childhood, 

Years laterg on returning to my homeland Scotlandq I was 

surprised by the strength of national identity still so 

evident in a nation which had relinquished its sovereignty 

in 1707* It had simply never occurred to the people round 

about me that they were anything other than Scottish. I 

asked myself how such a feeling was kept alive and deduced 

that part of the answer might be found in the stories told 

and the songs sung to children at an early age. The tales 

or ballads would originally have been devised by grownups 

and would reflect the attitudes they passed on sometimes 

subconsciously to their children, In this way the two 

concepts of national identity and story-telling became 

fused in my mind and I began to devise a piece of research 

which might or might not reveal a connection between the 

two. I was unaware at this stage that this piece of 

research# primarily of a literary naturet would lead into 

other disciplinesp historyq psychologyp sociology and 

a 
educationg the very disciplines that continue to make the 

critical assessment of children's books so difficult* Many 

questions &rose in my mind about the nature of national 

identity and just as many about the nature of childrents 

literature. This thesis is basically the story of my 

search for answers. 

From the beginning I was intent on finding a small 

country I could compare with my own. In the end I chose 

Switzerland because I felt the similarities and the 

differences were sufficiently striking to make the comparison 
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fruitfulg and more decisively because I knew the country 

already and could communicate with its inhabitants easily, 

at least in French and in German. 

I began by rediscovering the background of both 

countrisag with emphasis on history and geographyq while 

as a parallel activity I kept reading as many children's 

books as possible and made myself familiar with much critical 

writing on children's literature* 

The population of both countries is roughly the same, 

five to six milliong although Scotland with all its islands 

has twice the area. Both the Scots and Swiss have long 

military traditions and have supplied soldiers for many armies 

in Europe and beyond, I was surprised to discover that they 

were sometimes comrades in arms. In 1763 they fought so bravely 

to relieve Fort Pitt (Pittsburgh), when it was surrounded by 

Indiansp that their velour has been recorded an a monument 

erected by the Americans, In the speech of remembrance it 

was saidt #Nicht durch englisches Bluty noch durch die 

Tapferkeit dieses Volkesq sondern durch das Blut der 

Schweizer und Schatten ist der entscheidende Kampf der 

Weissen gegen die Roten vor 120 Jahren gewonnen worden'* 
4 

Both countries were also renowned for their love of homeland: 

'Scatchmeng but particularly the Highlanderaq are well-known 

to be subject to that tmaladis du paisIq that longing desire 

of revisiting their native countryg which characterises still 

more strongly the natives of Switzerland'. 
5 

The Scats and 

Swiss are clearly wanderersq and their wanderings are by no 

means always voluntary* Poverty and persecution more often 
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provide the motivation than love of adventure* A display 

in the Scottish National Portrait Gallery in 1980 recorded 

Scots in Canadaq Africa and India* 6 Some were people evicted 

from their homes during the Clearancesq others were merchantat 

soldiers and a goodly number of missionaries. Very recently 

the Swiss National Library in Bern kindly sent me a list of 

176 books they hold an Swiss emigration. The titles come in 

all four languages of Switzerland as well as Englishq and 

sometimes reveal the reasons for emigrating: ambition and 

adventurep war and religious persecution. 
7 

Scotland and Switzerland have their national harosag 

Robert the Bruce and Wilhelm Tello from almost the same period 

in their history - the Wars of Liberation against respectively 

the English and the Austrians. They are countries in which a 

Protestant ethic is strongg deriving from the teachings of the 

Reformers Zwingliq Calvin and Knox. They share a seriousness 

of purpose and a passionate interest in education* They have 

a mixed racial inheritance and some ancestors in commons Celtst 

Romans and Germanic tribes. Very important in the history of 

both countries is the presence of large, and at times threateningt 

neighbours. Lastly in this brief survey of similaritiesp they 

are lands of great and varied scenic beauty, parts of which are 

mountainous and inaccessible. 

The most fundamental difference is, of courset that 

Scotland whicn was for hundreds of years a sovereign powsrq 

with a monarch of its ownp who in 1603 inherited the throne of 

England* This accession brought about indirectly the decision 

to abolish the Scottish Parliament and to join an incorporating 
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union with England and Wales as part of the United Kingdom. 

Switzerlandt on the other handq although an ancient Federationg 

only established itself as a Federal State in 18489 but already 

at the time of the Vienna Congress (1815) the permanent 

neutrality of Switzerland was guaranteed by the Great Powers. 

The United Kingdom remains a monarchy and retains an obvious 

class structure. Switzerlandq from its inception and the 

defeat of the mounted Austrian knights by the sturdy Swiss 

peasants with their long halberdsp remains a republic. 

The socio-sconomic historiesq especially since 18159 could not 

be more different. Union with England brought eventually much 

wider opportunities for 'the smallerv poorerg yet very proud 

and independent nation', 
a but also involvement in many wars: 

Napoleonicq Crimeang Indiang South African and two World Wars, 

Switzerland although retaining a most stringent form of military 

servicep has not been directly involved in a war since Napoleonic 

times. Instead it has developed and defended its tradition of 

neutralityp founding the Red Cross (1864) and later playing host 

in Geneva to many international organizations, for example the 

League of Nations (later the United Nations)t the World Health 

Organisationg and the International Labour Office. 

Scotland experienced the full rigours of an industrial 

revolutiong Glasgow being at one point the second city of the 

Empire# and 'Clyde-built$ a guarantee of excellence; Switzerland 

with only 'white coal' (water-power) at its disposalq developed 

lighter industries and benefited from its central position in 

Europe to expand its transport systemp its banking, chemical 

and pharmaceutical industries. By contrast to Switzerland 
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Scotland is on the edge of Europe, sea-girt as opposed to 

land-locked and its population concentrated in the central 

belt* From 1603 onwards London has acted as a magnet and tended 

to draw talent from other parts of the United Kingdom including 

Scotland; there is no comparable drift in Switzerland, The 

biggest townp ZUrichq has approximately the some number of 

inhabitants as Edinburght half a million* The federal system 

of government creates a number of centres corresponding to the 

cantons. The system may be slow and cumbersomep butIthe 

corridors of power in Switzerland aret after allq filled with 

Swiss people$. 
9 

These lists of similarities and differenceag brief as 

they arev provide some clues as to what it means to be Scottish 

or Swiss. There seems to be a certain rugged independence 

about the atmosphere in both countries; yet when you ask a 

Scot how he first became aware of his nationality, the answer 

is nearly always ambivalentv whereas the Swisso without exception 

in my experiencel replies: 'When I saw my father put an his 

soldierls uniformp collect his gun from the cupboard and depart 

for his stint of military service'. The Scot fools somewhat 

uneasy about his nationalityp aware that a largely English 

parliament in London has supreme power. The Speaker of the 

House of Commons in 1707 is said to have #informed the house 

with satisfaction that they had catched Scotland and would hold 

her fast'* 
10 

Switzerlandt for all its federalismt has a strong 

centralised government and every Swiss male knows that at the 

age of twenty he will be called to the colours. His experience 

of military service must reinforce his sense of national identity. 
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Some aspects of each national consciousness are of 

particular interest, First of all there is the question 

of nomenclature* My susceptibilities as a Scotq British 

but by no-stretch of imagination Englishq are bruised by 

the frequent use of British and English as interchangeable 

adjectives. The cultural image of Britaing perceived from 

outside as 'English$ and from inside the country too by the 

same misleading and historically inaccurate title (and 

resisted by the Welsh and Northern Irish as well as the 

Scats) is one which suffers isle visible identity crisis, 

Such a crisis would not take place in Switzerland; there 

the crises are of language identityp minority preservation, 

dialect versus central language and cultural preservation 

in the face of encroachment, Nevertheless the contextual 

frame is without question Swiss: as members of the 

confederationt the Swiss look at themselves as Swiss with 

problems. As members of the United Kingdom the Welsht 

Northern Irish and Scats have no such secure basis. In 

Scotland even the retention of its own legal systemp its own 

church# its own system of education are not sufficient 

guaranteesof a distinct and separate national identity. 

This feeling of insecurity is reinforced by certain 

aspects of the tourist industryp very important to both the 

Scottish and the Swiss economy, How does one present a 

country whichp although a nation, is not a state? Foreigners 

find this conception difficult and see very little difference 

between the Scots and the English. Scotland experienced 

hundreds of years as a separate kingdom and in consequence 
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to emphasize its uniqueness stress is constantly laid an the 

past and what is considered to be distinctive about it. For 

examplep the garb of the old Highlanders# tartan kilt and 

sporrant even the pipes with their drones and fluttering 

ribbonsv have become a symbol for the whole of Scotland, 

Scotch Mythsvll witty as it was, was also serious in intent. 

It was an attempt to provoke debate about the representation 

of Scotland and the Scotsp including the attribute of meanness9 

thriftiness or carefulnessp which has received world-wide 

recognition in the $Scotch jokelo Even the Americans market 

sellotape as Scotchtape and the Swedesp West Germans and Swiss 

sell their reduced rail tickets coupled with a reference to 

Scotland, A kindly Austrian tourist once quoted to me: 

'Alle Schotten spareng alle Schattent grop und klein, 
Doch nicht jeder Schotte mup ein Geizhals saint. 

The idea of combining thrift with tartan# the whole image of 

the music-hall Scotament was probably the invention of the 

Scats comedians Harry Lauder and dates from the early years 

of the twentieth century* Although Scotland shares with 

Switzerland an impoverished past, the Swiss seem to have 

escaped this form of notoriety, Quite the reversal Nowadaysp 

Swiss babies are said to come into the warldt furnished with 

their cheque-books. The Scots have never hesitated to 

underline their failings, 3ames Boswell puts it quite 

bluntly on 28 Novembers 17649 writing from Soleure (presentday 

Solothurn) to his friends 3ohn 3ohnston of Grange in Edinburght 

'You are in a Scats towns I am in a Swiss town. I am in a 

j12 clean towns you are in a dirty town* 0.. on one occasion in 

Switzerland I was amused to find a stereotyped Highlanders complete 
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with kilt and glangarryt used as a symbol for 'Engeltearal, 13 

The Swiss too have their stereotypes. Only a few 

months agop I saw a whole army of Wilhelm Tells in a 

confectioner's window, All around there are symbols of 

Swissness: edelweip and gentiang climbing gearg cow-bells 

and collarsp alphornag crossbows and applesp mounds of 

chocolate baraq wrapped up in Alpine scenesq cheeseboards 

with Appenzaller cowherds in full costume. This is the 

face of Swiss tourism and on the whole the visitor is pleased 

with what he sees. I have also heard Switzerland described 

lately as a tight little# right littlev rich little land where 

the authorities have little understanding for the young and 

their attitudes, The riots in Zurich in the early eighties, 

sparked off initially by the closing of a youth centreq brought 

out the police in vast numbers, in complete riot gearg making 

use of rubber bulletsq water cannon and dogs. As an 

involuntary participant I had time to observe another side 

of Swiss life. The window smashing and the daubing of public 

buildings were wide-spread. This was a rising of the young 

and as such interested me in relation to the line of study 

I was pursuing. I did not know why the pat had suddenly 

boiled over. 

Thera are many Swiss who are anything but smug 
14 Two films I saw in #, as several recent books show. 

ZOrich in 1982 and 1983 convinced me that there is much heart- 

searching going on about Switzerland's role in the Second World 

War, The first film, Des Boot ist Vollp is about the escape 

of German Jews across the border into Switzerland and the second, 
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Glut tells the story of a Swiss armament manufacturer which is 

linked to the fate of Polish soldiers interned in Switzerland, 

Children are much involved in the action of both films. In 

Scotland and Switzerlandt in recent years writers and 

illustrators of children's books have treated socio-political 

themes involving moral questionsp for example Joan Lingard's 

five books about Ulster 15 
and 38rg Stainer (writer) and 36rg 

Maller (artist) with their series of picture books. 16 

Interestingly psychologists in Switzerland and Scotland, 

and lately in England, have carried out a number of experiments 

with a view to finding out what children felt about their 

homeland and how they viewed'other countries. Psychologists 

certainly undertook this work in the hope of reducing 

national prejudices. Piagett working in Geneva for UNESCO, 

concluded that children were 10 or 11 before they developed a 

sense of nationality. 
17 

3ahoda in Glasgow posed similar 

questions to groups of Scottish children* They found the 

distinction between 'Scottish' and 'British' difficult. A 

six-year-old hit upon an ingenious relationships 'One week I'm 

Scottish and the next week I'm Britishl' is Tajfel in Bristol 

mentions the separate social identity of the Welsh and the Scots 

in Britain and also the French-speaking minority in the Canton 

Jura. 19 He also dwelXf at length on the social psychology of 

minorities and enabled me to see from a fresh angle a problem 

which Scats and Swiss share. Much larger countries like 

England, France and Germany experience genuine difficulty in 

grasping the pressures which minorities feel and their inhabitants 

may often appear insensitive when confronted with a minority 
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viewpoint* 

Two young Swiss sociologists carried out a survey of 

primary school history-books in all four language-areas of 

the country* 
20 

They found that different emphasis was laid 

an national eventst depending on the language-speaking area. 

Individual cantons too laid stress on more local happenings. 

Another of their conclusions was that national identity was 

reinforced by a sense of security* This finding seems to tie 

in with a previous observation I made about the Swiss child's 

apparent early awareness of his father's secondary role as a 

soldiarg capable of protecting the countrye Anliker and 

Schmid also told me that a now type of history book was being 

introduced which put more emphasis on world as opposed to national 

events* 
21 Recently a now history book# addressed to children 

of 12 to 14 in Scottish secondary schoolst has appeared, it 

takes a wide view of eventat while stressing the role of Scotland 

right up to 1980.22 The three authors are Scottish teachers 

and the publisherst John Murray, frequently bring out books of 

specific interest to Scots. These books attempt to increase 

the Scottish child's awareness of his Scottish heritage. The 

Swiss child already has history books like Wir wollen frei sein 
23 

and is, in any case, more secure in his national role. Anliker 

and Schmid also told me of their visit to Paris where they had 

been invited to present a paper an their work. They returned 

rather crestfallený for they found that the French had little 

intuitive grasp of the concept of other people's 'national 

identity's Their experience confirms Tajfells observation 

about large nations being almost unaware of minority doubts 
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and uncertainties and, if they are awareq simply ignoring 

them - witness central government attitudes to Bretons and 

Corsicana@ 

Towards the beginning of the introduction I wrote that 

this thesis was primarily a literary one, and of course Scottish 

and Swiss historians and critics have frequently written an the 

subject of national identity* Both Scotland and Switzerland 

have pronounced inner divisions which make generalisations 

difficult and sometimes undesirable. It is obvious that a 

Gaelic-speaker from the Butt of Lewis will have a different 

identity from a Borderer, although they are both Scots, In 

the same way a German-speaking Appenzeller will have a very 

different outlook an life from a French-speaking native of 

Genevaq although they are both Swiss* In the fifties Kurt 

Wittigt a Germanp and hence perhaps a more objective commentatort 

24 
wrote a history of literature, covering a wide field in timet 

back to the Britons, Picts, Celts, Vikingsp Angles - our 

forbears whose blood still runs in our veins - and forward 

right up to the post-war period. He also included the 

Gaelic traditiont whereas most writers confine themselves to 

what is available in English and Scats. Throughout the back 

he suggests qualities which he thinks give Scottish literature 

its individual character: a love of freedom, an awareness of 

the common manp egalitarianiamp rugged independencet a spirit 

of rebelliousnessp a delight in the beauties of naturep but 

also a love of argumentp especially about fundamentals. These 

qualities all appear too in Scottish children's literature and 

make clear that children's books are part of the same tradition, 
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Alan Bold wrote recently in the Introduction to his 

Modern Scottish Literaturel: 25 'Although Scotland is not 

officially an independent statep Scottishness is a recognised 

state of mind, sometimes an independent state of mind# 

occasionally a theocratic State of mind, frequently a 

confused state of mind accepted by Scots and acknowledged 

by observers. Physiologically the Scat may be no different 

from anybody else but has acquired a distinctive identity as 

a result of historical and cultural conditioning. $ He then 

gives a resumd of historical events and their cultural 

consequencesp resulting in the divided Scottish mindp but 

the last paragraph of his Introduction ends on an optimistic 

notes 'The best modern Scottish writers are individuals seeking 

to express the undivided self in an image of artistic wholeness'. 
26 

Scottish childrenla books mirror very clearly the divisions of 

the Scottish mindq but can also conjure up a vision of the 

undivided selft 'Somewhere beyond the rejoicing faces all 

around himv Call saw his dream of the Stronghold enlarged to 

a vision of coastline after coastline dominated by towering 

impregnable defences; defences strong enough to stand for 

generation after generationg until Rome was finally defeated 

and there was no further need of his Strongholds'. 27 

Arguments about what constitutes tScottishness' crop up 

frequently in literary journals and recently such a dialogue 

was conducted under an intriguing title. 28 The point at issue 

is whether 'sense of place$ andq in particular, a Scottish 

place, is an essential ingredient in Scottish writing* Andrew 

Greig feels that such a suggestion negates the whole function 
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of literature and believes that Scottish identity will come 

throughp whatever the subject matter. He lists the 

characteristicst 'qualities of scepticismp of sarcasmt 

of curiosityt of a persistent identification with the 

undardogg of a distrust of striking attitudes, of a refusal 

to be easily impressedt a certain edge that marks off the 

educated Scot from his or her English counterpart'. Kurt 

Wittig's and Andrew Greig's lists have certainly a common 

denominator. Setting aside 'scepticism' and Isarcasmt which 

are foreign to children's literaturat I could compile a very 

similar list from the Scottish and Swiss children's books I 

have read. Perhaps the key may be the smallness of these 

two nations in comparison with their large and powerful 

neighboura. 

With four national languageat twenty-four cantonst two 

of them divided into half-cantonsg all of them semi- 

indepandentq the Swiss have obviously problems of national 

identity. The German Swiss, much the largest percentage 

of the population (65%)v speak in one languaget 'Schwyzerd0tachtv 

but write in anotherp Standard Garment the French and Italian 

Swiss are greatly influenced culturally by France and Italyq 

the Romanche speakers of the canton Grisonsq although fewer in 

number than the Gaelic-speakers of Scatlandq have been helped 

federally to preserve their language. 

In the eighteenth century the German writerg Johann Gottfried 

Herder (1744-1803) evolved many theories about language and 

nationality and published his most famouS, assay Abhandlung Ober 

, 
don Ursprunq der Sprache in 1772. (Treatise on the Origin of 

Language). To sum up very briefly 'A languageq thong is the 
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criterion by means of which a group's identity as a homogeneous 

unit can be established. Without its own languagag a Valk 

(nation) is an absurdity (Unding), a contradiction in terms'. 29 

Despite Harder's influential views Switzerland flourishes as 

an entity. To quote A. 3, P, Taylors 'The Swiss are 

indisputably a nation though they use four different 

languages ..... The historian can look with unatinted 

admiration only at one atatep Switzerlandv where four 

nationalities live together with little conflict for 

superiority between themv without any claim that one 

nationality should dominate the others and with a united 

determinationor four nationalities to maintain the unity and 

independence of their historic statet. 
30 Although Taylor is 

equivocating a little with the words 'state$ and Inationtp his 

meaning is quite clear. The Swiss# performing a highly 

complicated balancing act, make their federation work. 

In the thirties the very existence of a Swiss 'national 

identity' was bitterly questioned by the distinguished French 

Swiss writert Charles-Ferdinand Ramuz (1878-1947). 31 Shortly 

after this controversy in 1938 the Bundesrat (Federal Council) 

founded Pro Helvetiat an organisation very much like the 

Scottish Arts Council. The aims of the new organisation 

were clearly established by the government in Berns 

'Maint8nir 18 patrimoine spirituel do Is Suisse 
at preserver lea caracteres originaux de so culture; 
encourager an Suisse lea crSations do llesprit an 
slappuyant sur lee forces vivas des cantonal des 
diff6rentes regions linguistiques et des divers 
milieux culturels; premouvoir lea ; changes entre 
lea differentes regions at lea milieux divers; 
faire connattre a 118tranger lea oeuvres at lea 
activit's de le Suisse dens llordre de is peneds 
at de 1: cultural, 
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In this way the central government of Switzerland took 

immediate steps to counteract a threat to the national 

identity of the country* 

In Scotland there is today a common language: English 

understood by all. In Switzerland problems of communication 

are much greater. The only general Swiss history of literature 

I know was published in 1958 in Frenchp translated in 1966 into 

Germang and into Italian in 1968p but it is now out of print. 
32 

During the thirties and forties the Swiss felt a great need to 

emphasise their own nationality* They felt threatened 

particularly by events in Germany* Calgerip in his history 

of literaturev underlines the need for closer communication 

between the linguistic regions and writes about Icette qu9to 

do llesprit suissiO (this search for a national identity) which 

is not confined to literature but permeates the whole of Swiss 

culturee There is now a comprehensive history of Modern S*Yvýss 

Literature available covering all four languages. The copy 

I have is in German. 33 

In 1981 1 heard Alfred Berchtold of the University of 

Geneva speak in ZOrich an the theme of Swiss national identity. 

He used a number of specifically Swiss themes to illustrate hie 

points: rugged independence, going back to 1291 and the oath 

sworn by the three Forest Cantons to preserve their freedomt 

love of the mountainsq lakes and rivereq an interest in 

children and their educationg determination and tanacityp 

but also tolerance of different viewpointep a marked love 

of countryp alliadq howeverp with internationalismg 

sometimes a sense of frustration# caused by a feeling of 
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imprisonment in such a small# hemmed-in country. 

Having explored a little the complex concept of national 

identity in Scotland and Switzerland# I now pass on to the 

second concept in the title of this thesist Children's and 

Young People's Bookag for it is in this area that I hope to 

find the answers to my question: what constitutes national 

identity? I shall be keeping in mind what has been written 

recently about national identity in Scotland and Switzerland 

and watching to see how far these views tally with the contents 

of juvenile books. At the same time I shall be looking back 

at myself as a child and remembering how I first became aware 

that Scotland was my native country* My father gave me early 

on a copy Of Scott's Tales of a Grandfather* 
35 From an early 

age therefore books and nationality were connected in my mind* 

My own children grow up in England but I was anxious for them 

to have some inkling of their Scottish heritage so I repeated 

the pattern of my own youth. They read Scotland's Story 36 

and DeKe Broster's trilogy which they loved* 37 My own tastes 

were and remain somewhat internationalg so they also enjoyed 

all the Babar booksq Emil and the Detectivesp Tom Sawyerp 

, 
Huckleberry Finn, Heidi of course and a host of otherse I 

have no doubt that Swiss fathers and mothers have passed on 

the heroic tales of their country in exactly the same way 

either by word of mouth or by the printed word. The tales 

may of course also be transmitted in a class-room situation 

or through radio or television. Mature men and women may 

well be sustained in moments of crisis by the deeds of their 

forbears* 
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Tales told to Scottish children for instance might well 

include the account of Roderick Mackenziess action during 

the hunt for the Prince after the disastrous battle of 

Culloden (1745) when the Redcoats were combing the moors. 

Mackenzie knew that he strongly resembled the Prince physically 

sop pretending to be his sovereignq he decoyed the soldiers 

away from the Prince's hiding place. He was of course finally 

ahotq butq as he lay dyingt he called cuts #Mharbh aibh bhur 

Prionnsall (You have killed your Prince) in the hope of misleading 
38 the pursuers further and gaining more time for the Prince, 

Much better known and familiar to most Swiss children 

is the story of Arnold von Winkelried at the Battle of Sempach 

(1386)o When the Swiss peasantry fail to break the line of 

long Austrian lancesq Winkelried gathers the sharp points to 

his chest and diesp calling out: 'Sorget f5r main Weibl 

Sorgt fÜr meine Kindert Ich will auch eine Gasse machenP 

(See to my wifel See to my childrenl I'll make a way for 

youl, 
39 

These are the brave tales from which national identity 

atoms* They are very different, although both tell the story 

of courageous men who are willing to sacrifice themselves; the 

Highland Scot dies for a forlorn hopet a romantic dreamq the 

Swisag a member of a determined body of meng secure in his love 

of familyt dies for a calculated reality. Scotland is a country 

riven by dissenýionq whereas the Swiss forge a unity from the most 

disparate elements. 

I had no experience in the field of children's books and 

soon realised that if I was to pursue my research in any academic 
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wayp I would need some expert help and guidance. Fortunately 

this was forthcoming through the Extra-Mural Department of 

the University of Edinburgh* 40 
Kate Luger came from the United 

States where she was a Children's Librarian. There Children's 

Literature is a recognised academic disciplinev whereas in the 

United. Kingdom# though studied to some extent in Teachers' 

Training Colleges and Schools of Librarianship, it is very 

much ignored at university level. I feel in sympathy with 

Stuart Hannabussp of the School of Librarianship in Aberdeeng 

when he writess 'I've always been struck by the irony of not 

applying the standards we apply to English Literature to the 

literature we give children to read* Scaled downg such 

standards are both cogent and thoroughly workabld. 
41 This 

situation shows signs of changing. I found it initially 

difficult to trace Scottish children's bookst as they are 

not classified apart from other children's books written in 

English which may come from a great many countriest for 

instance, the United Statesp Australia and New Zealandq 

but eventually I found an extensive bibliographyp 
42 

as 

well as a booklet, The Scottish Contribution to Children's 

Literaturl, 43 The National Library of Scotland which houses 

the Mason collection of Childrents Booksp Edinburgh University 

Libraryg The Mitchell Libraryq Glasgow# the National Book 

League (Scotland)p the Central Libraryt Edinburgh, have all 

been major sources of information. The Edinburgh Children's 

Book Group also provides many contacts with the children who 

are at the heart of this piece of researchv with their parents 

and tescherst and with many authors and illustrators* 
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When I set out to plan a study of Swiss Children's Books, 

I had most helpful advice from the 'Institut fGr Jugendbuch- 

forschung1p of the 3ohann Wolfgang Goethe Universityq Frankfurt/ 

Maing where children's and young people's books are studied at 

post-doctoral level. As a result I have worked intermittently 

over the past four years at the 'Schweizerisches Jugendbuch- 

Instituts and also spent three months at the International 

Youth Library in Municht where I was able to study Scottish 

and Swiss children's books side by side. All through this 

piece of research, one of the main difficulties has been the 

non-availability of texts for comparativet simultaneous study. 

This problem was largely solved for me in Munich and I was 

able to make decisions there about comparative themes and 

ultimately about the individual texts I wanted to analyse 

in depth. As the thesis progressedg I became more and more 

convinced about the importance of children's literature in 

the formation and re-enforcement of national identity. 

The 'Schweizerisches Jugendbuch-Institut' has been by 

far my greatest source of information and help in the whole 

area of Swiss Children's Books. There is an excellent library 

with a vast selection of children's booksq reference texts and 

a plentiful supply of journals and a most knowledgeable staff. 

Various research projects have been carried through in the 

past few yearss into Children's Comics throughout Switzerlandq 

into Children's Biblesp into the provision of children's books 

for the large number of foreign workers and their children in 

Switzerland* A travelling exhibition on the work of Swiss 

illustrators and now the publication of a Lexikon Schweizer 
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Bilderbuch-Illustratoren (1900-1980 in the four national 

languages have. occupied much timeg energy and talent. 44 

An on-going project is the publication of a History of Swiss 

Children's Literature which the authors have most generously 

permitted me to consult in German and French. The Institute 

also plays host to innumerable meetings and mounts frequent 

exhibitions* The last one I saw displayed many of the 

treasured old children's books possessed* Despite an 

obvious and wide-spread interest in children's booksg there 

seemsp as in Scotlandt to be little involvement at the 

universities. Swiss publishersq however, continue to be 

very active and hold their own in the German-speaking world. 

Within ZGrich itself I have had help from Pro Helvetia, 

the Pestalozzianumq the lZentralbibliothekIg the 'Schweizerisches 

Jugendschriftenwerk1p the Folklore Department of Zurich Universityq 

but also from the National Library in BerN the Vadiana Library 

in Ste Gallenj the folklore department at Bagel University and 

also of course from international orgenisationa like IBBY 

(International Board an Books for Young People) and the 

International Institute for Children's Literature and Reading 

Research in Vienna. There have also been friendly and 

stimulating visits to the Bologna Childrents Book Fair and 

the Bratislava Biennale for Children's Book Illustrators* I 

list all these arganisations to show what an 'Open Sesame' an 

interest in childrents books can be. It is the mixture of the 

simple and the erudite that makes this field of study so 

fascinating. I may at one point be delving into A NurserY 

Companion, 
45 

whereas the next instant I am thinking of the 
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comparative aspect of my resaarchv being assured that such a 

studyt #gives a more balanced view, a truer perspectivet than 

is possible from the isolated analysis of a single national 
46 

literaturet however rich in itselft, while at the same time 

I hear Professor Prewar who has devoted a whole book to the 

defence of comparative studies 'warning that they may yield 

nothing of value because the subject has been unwisely choseng 

the author lacks literary taste and flairp historical 

imagination or an eye for significant facts$. 47 

With such a warning echoing in one's earst caution is 

indicated, In this introductory chapter an attempt has been 

made to explore the Scottish and Swiss view of national identity 

and to outline sources of help in attempting to become better 

acquainted with the vast field of children's literature and 

the even more complicated one of books addressed to young 

adults. The next chapter is devoted to defining literature 

for the youngg especially in the light of recent critical 

writing an the subject. 'In Britain and the United States 

aloneg over 100,000 titles have been issued since 1957 - 

perhaps as many as in all the years preceding* It has also been 

a period when qualitative changes occurred at a similarly 

dizzying rate. Many of these changes were of such importance 

and sharpness as to occasion sharp debate and widespread public 

attentionto 
48 

An attempt has been made by writers and will continue to 

be madeq to answer the following questionst 

1, What is children's literature? 

2. What is (and has been) the status of that literature 
as it affects the creator, the critic and the consumer? 

3. What critical approaches should we sanction? 
49 
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Egoff (Canadian) and Bator (American) are clearly trying to 

establish generally accepted critical guide-lines. In Britain 
50 

Peter Hunt and-others have been trying to do the same thing. 

Half a century earliert the French critic, Paul Hazard, had a 

very different approachp poetical and heart-warming: tYesq 

children's books keep alive a sense of nationality, they also 

keep alive a sense of humanity. They describe their native 

land lovingly, but they also describe faraway lands where 

unknown brothers live. They understand the essential quality 

of their own race; but each of them is a messenger that goes 

beyond mountains and riverst beyond the seas to the very ends 

of the world in search of now friendships* Every country gives 

and every country receives, - innumerable are the exchanges* and 

so it comes about that the universal republic of childhood is 

bornt. 51 
Paul Hazard was of course an idealist and could 

perhaps be described as an international patriote He 

returned to France from the United States in 1941 to be with 

his country in her hour of need. He died in 1944* 1 think 

it is very important not to forget Paul Hazardta message in 

our endeavours to raise the status and quality of children's 

literature* Paul Hazard was a considerable scholar and occupied, 

from 1925 onwards, the Chair of Modern Literature at the College 

do France in Paris. Books. Children and Man remains one of the 

classics of Children's Literary Criticism. 

The chapter an the nature of Children's Literature will I 

hope give a wider perspective on the scene todayp but it is also 

important to see the main body of this thesis against the 

background of folk narrative from which so many children's books 
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spring and of early writing for children in both Scotland 

and Switzerland# so I hope to include two further chapters 

emphasising briefly the salient aspects of these periods. 

National traits begin to emerge with astonishing clarity. 

In the critical discussion which forms the main thrust 

of this thesist I have naturally imposed a framework on the 

literary themes of childhood which might reveal clearly a 

consciousness of nationality* I have selected pairs of 

books to comparep one Scottish and one Swissp with similar 

themes. 'Scottish' means in my t8rmst written in English, 

by someone barn and bred in Scotland or who has chosen to 

live there for a lengthy period. 'Swiss' means written 

in German in similar circumstances. 

Thematically I have made four divisionss 

I* Everyday Life covering the category known in German as the 

'Bildungaroman'. a novel which recounts the growth of the main 

character in the widest sense. Some of the great classics 

of children's literature come into this grouping and reveal a 

great deal about their country of origin. 

2. Fantasy, is to some extent the counterpart of the first 

category. It is a rich and diverse field for the children's 

writer and may cover the contrasting mythsq sagas and wonder 

tales of different countriesq as well as the invented mystery 

story or personal vision. 

3. Historical Fiction is immensely powerful in shaping the 

national image in the child's mind which may well remain vivid 

within him throughout his life. 

4. Advanturev in one of its many forms, is at the heart of all 
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children's storiesp but the adventure story generally means 

actiong excitement and is loved by children and most grown-ups* 

These tales can equally well let children 'discover who they 

are and what counts as worth doing and knowing'. 
52 

The very choice of category influences the discussiong but 

the field was so wide that selection was inevitable. In the 

event, it is to be hoped that this pairing for critical purposes 

will make possible not an artificial symmetryt but a body of 

hypotheses from which comparative critical deductions can be 

drawn. 

No final deductions cang howeverp*be drawn without mention 

of the minority languages and literatures within Scotland and 

Switzerlandg which add a new dimension to the picture as seen 

so far and modify the pattern of development of children's books 

in the two countries. The final aspect to be considered is the 

illustration of children's books. Pictures are of immense 

importance to the child. Picture books for young children 

have often no words at all. Scottish and Swiss illustrations 

with similar themes will be compared and deductions drawn. 

Final conclusions will be outlined in a brief last chapter. 
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TRANSLATIONS 

p. 3 

Not by English blood nor by the courage of that nationg 

but by the blood of the Swiss and the Scotst was the decisive 

battle of the Whites against the Redskins won 120 years ago. 

p. 8 

Every Scot a saver is, whether big or small, 

But that surely does not meang Scots are misers all. 

15 

To keep the spiritual heritage of Switzerland and to 

preserve the original characteristics of its culture, to 

encourage in Switzerland creations of the mind by gaining 

support from the living traditions of the cantonsv of 

different ways of speaking., of diverse environmentsýýta 

publicise abroad the achievement and the activities of 

Switzerland in the realm of thought and culture* 

. Please insert as indicated by omission 

mark above: 
to proi;, ote exchanges between the 

different regions and diverse 

environments 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THE OVERALL VIEW 

Children's literature was until fairly recently a very 

minor categoryq but in the last thirty years there has been a 

revolution in its status and range. In 1975 Edward Blishen 

published a collection of essays by well-established children's 

writersq called The Thorny Paradisep subtitled Writers on 

Writinq for Children, Joan Aiken found some years back that 

announcing one's occupation as a 'children's writer' tended 

to be socially a conversation stoppert 'considered almost as 

embarrassing as making one's living from contraceptives or 

nappy-linerst. 
1 Later in the same essay Joan Aiken reveals 

the confident belief of the writer who knows all literature 

is a single enterprise: 'To be a children's writer you need 

imaginationg iconoclasmq a deep instinctive moralityq a large 

vocabularyq a sense of humour and a powerful sense of pity 

nd justice'. 2 John Gordong whose books are usually read by 

Ider childrenp teenagers or young adults (the differing 

nomenclature reveals a certain uncertainty in the face of 

this age group) writess 'The boundary between imagination 

and realityp the boundary between being a child and being an 

adultq are border countryt a passionate place in which to 

work* Laws in that country are life-lines$. 3 Joan Aiken 

and John Gordon are but two of a whole group of writers whose 

attitudes reflect the changing moral and social issues of our 

time and whose work has widened the literary scene for children. 

These authors are not writing to a preconceived formula* 
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Children are not regarded in a rather patronising way as 

negligible human beings. The experience of children, 

although limitedt is constantly growing. Their capacity 

for emotion is as great as that of adults although they cannot 

analyse their feelings or express them verbally. (The same 

is true of course of many adults)* They are not regarded as 

innocents to be protected from life's experiencet but to be 

introduced to it. The taboos and silences of earlier children's 

books have gone. The gap between juvenile and so-called adult 

books has been blurred. It is widely realised that writing 

for children is anything but childts playp, but remains a 

genre which is difficult to analyse and define adequately, 

A good children's book can be enjoyed by adults# and very 

often is. The reverse of course is obviously untrue. 

Children's books are undoubtedly, as Paul Hazard already 

asserted in the thirtiesq a part of the whole field of 

literature and artf not a special field unworthy of the 

serious attention of critics. 
4 

now come consciously of age* 

Children's writing has 

The children's writer is a 

professional in his own right and has an assured status not 

only in his own native country but in the international field* 

Children and their books are indeed completely international. 

Kidnapped and Heidi are in every children's bookahop in the 

world and bring the atmosphere of their own country with theme 

Before discussing children's literature in greater detailq 

a brief survey of post-war organisational and critical develop- 

ments, particularly as they affect Scotland and Switzerlando 

is necessary* There are many external signs which point to a 
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growing awareness Of the importance of children's literature 

and to appreciate this one must direct one's attention first 

of all to the international field. The most outstanding 

figure in the immediate post-war era is undoubtedly Jells 

Lepmann, trained as a journalist in pre-war Germany, and 

during the war a Jewish refugee in the United Statest and 

returning after the cessation of hostilities as an officer with 

the American armed forces* She conceived the idea of using 

children's books to build a bridge between the children of all 

nations, Nationalistic and intolerant thinking were anathema 

to her. Children's book exhibitions were held all over 

Germany resulting in 1948t with the aid of a Rockefeller grant, 

in the founding of the International Youth Library in Munich. 

Her second great achievement was to initiate the ISBY Congresses 

in 1952 when Professor Ortega y Gasset delivered the opening 

lecture in which the set childrents literature the task of 

cultivating the child1s myth-forming powers and seeing to it 

that "the inner being in the child" is maintained in the 

growing person'. 
5 IBBY remains an influential international 

body with its secretariat in Basel, A journal Bookbird in 

English, Frenchq Germang Spanish and Russian is published 

four times a year. Another international development is 

the founding in 1970 of the International Research Society 

for Children's Literature which encourages research at a high 

academic levelq and now has over 200 members. Its secretariat 

is in New Jerseyp the membership is worldwidee 

The difference in national status between Scotland and 

Switzerland in the realm of children's books is very clear* 
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Indeed in the United Kingdom as a whole no official body 

emerges as being specifically-concerned with children's 

literature. The National Book League in London is very 

active in the promotion of books in general and this includes 

children's books. The National Book League (Scotland) with 

headquarters in Glasgow has a section devoted to Scottish 

children's books and has recently published a survey of this 

field. 6A 
protracted correspondence in the Scotsman late 

in 1983 had revealed considerable discontent with a situation 

which allowed Scottish children's books to go out of print too 

easily. It was quite clear that correspondents wanted a 

Scottish image reinforced in their children's books* The 

Scottish Arts Council certainly supports the National Book 

League (Scotland)# but does not give the obvious support the 

Welsh Arts Council gives to the Welsh National Centre for 

Children's Literature which now publishes its own journal# 

Draqonls Tale* This somewhat uncertain approach to Scottish 

children's books detracts from a feeling of national confidence, 

It must be stated# however# that at United Kingdom level# 

childrenOs literature is gaining recognition as awards like 

the Carnegie Medal for Children's Literaturev the Kate Greenaway 

Medal for the Illustration of Children's Books and the Eleanor 

Farjeon Award for services to Children's Literature show clearly. 

More space is devoted to the review of children's books in 

the general press and by specialised journals. The most 

critically aware of the journals, Siqnalq first published in 

1969p provides a forum for the serious discussion of children's 

books and topics associated with theme Thera is a corresponding 
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growth in the number of bookag and in the raising of the 

standard of books, of a critical nature often reflecting the 

different disciplines connected with this field. Psychologistsq 

sociologistst educationalists and literary critics inevitably 

write from their own viewpoints and all have a legitimate interest 

in children's books* British Research Seminars have also been 

hold at the Universities of Southampton and Wales in 1979 and 

1981 but expansion is slow, reflecting probably a lack of 

finance rather than a lack of interest. On the other hand the 

big general publishers have expanded their children's lists, 

there are more paperbacks available for childreng bigger and 

more imaginatively presented childrents sections have appeared 

in bookshops and now there are even children's bookshopsq for 
J. 

example Glowworm and Stockbridge Childrents Bookshopq both in 

Edinburgh, 

Most of the activities and developments listed above can 

also be reflected in Switzerland; but there is in Bern an 

official central bodyt concerned only with children's literature 

in the four language areas of the country: Der Schweizerische 

Bund fGr Juqendliterstur, This organisation publishes the 

journal Jugendliteratur four times a year and also lists of 

recommended books for primary and secondary schools: Des Such 

f5r Dich and Das Such - Dain Freund. It also works closely 

with cantonal children's libraries. Cantonal and municipal 
authorities also organise readings in schools by writers of 

childrents books. It is possible for a nominal subscription 

for anyone to become a member of this organisation and have 

advice about choosing magazinesq comics and books for children, 
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Children's choice of what is read seems to be more 

systematically guided than in Scotland and parents and 

grandparents are intensely interested and involved. Of 

course German Switzerland is also part of the general 

German book-scenev but Scotland has however been absorbed to 

a much greater extent into mainstream British publishing. 

Mrs Ewing wrote to her mother on January 2nd, 18689 defending 

rather humbly the activities of children's writerst 100* small 

writers are wanted as well as big ones and there is no reason 

why donkey-carta shouldn't driveg even if there are coaches 

on the road', 
7 

The situation is radically different today, 

The children's writer has more confidence in himself and his 

perception of his role is much clearer# although the skill 

involved in his work is sometimes underestimated. 

What distinguishes children's from mainstream literature7 

They are not intrinsically different* One grows gradually into 

the other until they become merged. Initially there appear to 

be marked differences and the aims of the practitioners also 

seem to differ. Children by their very lack of experience 

seem to be more vulnerable so the children's writer feels a certain 

responsibility and assumes a caring attitude* This may result 

in a kind of writing that is flatv featurelesep blandq easy to 

read, inhibiting to the imagination and even patronizing. The 

prime example of a highly successful writer within narrow limits 

is of course Enid Blyton whose works have been translated into 

countless languages and appear even today in Swiss bookshops and 

linger on in very culturally different countries like Malaysiag 

only there with the names of the English children changed to 
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Mohammadp Ibrahim and Fatimaht they still ate eggs and 

bacon for their breakfastl a The changing of the names 

makes the whole exercise impossibly incongruous. Children 

with their own English names might have been acceptable as 

genuine examples of a different culture, 

This present studyq howeverv is concerned with a 

different subject. 3ohn Rowe Townsendq in his work on 

children's booksq makes a clear distinctiont 'This is a 

study of children's literatureq not of children's reading 

matter, It seeks to discriminate, The books that are worth 

discussing and that on past experience are likely to survive 

are those that have engaged the whole heart and skill of the 

artist or writer'. 
9 In his foreword to the same book he 

writess 'I believe that children's books must be judged to be 

part of literature in general and therefore by the same standards 

as 'adult' books. A good book must not only be pleasing to 

childreng it must be a good book in its own right'. 
10 Writing 

of Treasure Island Professor Robson seems to share the same 

view: 

'On its own plane it fulfills the primary 
function of all fiction to provide the reader 
with imaginative understanding of human nature 
in ideal conditions for the existence of that 
understandingf. 11 

The Swiss critic and publisher# Peter Kackeisq in a wide- 

ranging article about modern trends in Swiss children's literature# 

echoes Robson's view by suggesting that the child toog as well 

as the adultq is seeking for an interpretation of human naturep 

but stresses the distinction that Goethe makes between child and 

adults 
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'Wenn auch die Welt im ganzen voranschreitet, 
die Jugend mup immer wieder von vorne anfangen und 
als Individuum die Epochen der Weltkultur durchmachen 

�� denn so absurd sie [die Kinder einem reiferen 
lter erscheinen mögeng Kinder bleNen doch Kinder 

und sind sich zu allen Zeiten ihnlicht, 12 

Bearing in mind that the child is constantly changing 

and davaloping, Kockeis continues his article: 

$Der junge Mensch liest nicht deshalb ein Buchp 
weil es 'Modern' oder tkonservatiO ist, sondern 
als 8Zuflucht vor der Widersinnigkeit der "condition 
humain9119 (Roger Escarpit)q der Spannungen wegen, 
die das Kindsein im Laufe der Entwicklung notgedrungen 
mit sich bringt#. 13 

In his article Keckeis emphasises the permanent human 

valuesp shared by the best children's books ('best' being 

defined as that which a consensus of informed opinion has 

agreed over a period of time). 

The childrents writer sometimes tries to present his work from 

a double stand-point. He writes as a man but retains the eye of 

a child. He feels comfortablev writing from behind the mask of 

a childe It is a style of writing he may not even have 

consciously chosen; it suits himp he feels at home. That 

is one of the reasons why books like Treasure Island or Heidi 

continue to be read by children and adultap for people read 

very differently at different stages in life. Children's 

books are of course not open to direct comparison with Oickens 

and Tolstoi. Subject matter and language are restricted. 

Neither a child nor an adolescent has had an adult's experience 

of life and adult relationships. They cannot appreciate the 

subtle development of character,, keennessof observation or 

depths of moral vision; yet reading at their own levelt they 

can feel truly in the light of a partial understanding of a 
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text. Children may have difficulty in recognising irony, 

sarcasm and parody and may read a book in a different way 

from an adult to begin withq but they have the capacity to grow 

into a book at a later stagee Fortunately adults too can 

recapture the essence of the child that is still within the 

man and children have a glimmering of the adult they will one 

day becomep and so there is common grounds There are no rigid 

barriers between books* Children and adults are searching for 

the same thingst insightq understandingg wisdamp and are 

perfectly capable of helping each other* 

It is generally agreed that literature is a means of 

communication. Writers may write to please themselves but 

they also hope that there is someone who will hear them. 

Language is of course the tool they must use* It is in this 

area that the difference between Scotland and Switzerland becomes 

in one respect clear. The Scots ýret by and larget speaking a 

world languagev for English often acts as a 'lingua francalp 

an accidental legacy of Empire and Commonwealth* The Swiss 

scene is much smaller and there is the added hazard that the 

German Swiss writer is not using the language in which he 

normally converses. I have time and again been surprised 

by the apparent change in temperament and even character when 

the German Swiss speak 'Schwyzerd6tsch' among themselves and by 

the difficulty they experienced in translating their jokes into 

Standard German for my benefit. In a very different context an 

English naval captain once complained to me in the war about how 

slow the Lewismen, from the far north of Scotlandq were to 

take orders. The mother tongue can prove a barrier as well 
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as an Open Sesame, The Swiss German children's bookj with 

very few exceptions9 is translated into or written in Standard 

German to reach a wider public* This must make for a certain 

stiffnessp however imperceptiblev in the languageo for the 

mother tonguep 'SchwyzerdCltschlv must have deep roots in the 

Swiss identity. 

It is not only the question of language in the context just 

outlined that distinguishes Scotland from Switzerland. For 

Scots there is a wide-open door to the English-speaking country 

of England itself. It cannot be fortuitous that so many of 

the early writers of children's book spent most of their lives 

either in England or occasionally further afield: one may cite 

Robert Louis Stevensont George MacDonaldq J*M* Barrist Andrew Langp 

Arthur Conan Doylet Kenneth Grahameq John Buchane Nor is it 

fortuitous that the present generation of Scottish children's 

writerag although the opportunity still remains to go to 

Englandq elect to remain in Scotlands Mollie Huntert Allan 

Campbell McLeant Eileen Dunlopt George Mackay Brownt Iona 

Macgregort Lavinia Derwent are but a few, Ease of communication 

may have something to do with this decision. In any case the 

horizons within Scotland itself seem wider than in Switzerland. 

The pressure of being enclosed in a very small country in the 

contra of a land mass has given the Swiss fain versondertas Wesenlp 14 

roughly translated 'a withdrawn character' from which even the 

successful sovereignty of their state has not entirely freed them. 

The Swiss talk a good deal about the affect an them psychologically 

of what they call 'die Engel* Some feel they suffer because of 

the smallness and tightness of their country and they are not 
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thinking of these terms only in a physical sense; others 

see the problem of 'die Engel as purely imaginary. The 

Swiss are well aware of these problems of language and 

geography* They also know that they have a reputation for 

being practical and not imaginative. Their best-known 

children's classicso The Swiss Family Robinsont Heidi and 

the Turnachkinder 15 tend to strengthen that impression. 

In an amusing but also moving articlet written more than 

twenty years agog Peter Keckeis tried to persuade his fellow- 

countrymen to be bolder in their creative writing, Some of 

his strictures an 'Kisglockenschweizerl and 'Sennentrachtl are 

very reminiscent of certain Scottish visual clich4se 
16 

The transmuting of the raw material of life is generally 

agreed to be one of the processes by which works of art are 

created and this process applies equally to children's 

literature. Writing for children is no easier then writing 

for adults and has specialised problems of its own* As we 

all know children's books are written by adults9 published by 

adultsp reviewed by adults and very often bought by adults for 

the consumers. A myriad of specialists apart from the children's 

writerg educationistsp developmental psychologistsg sociologistst 

teachersp librarians and of course parents quite understandably 

want to have their say and the literary critic has to come to 

a decision of his own. He is often asked as well to pass 

judgement on illustrations, a field in which he may have little 

competence. He may well also have a feeling of special 

responsibility because the consumer is a child whom he wants 

to introduce to the delights of reading. John Rowe Townsend, 
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who has participated many times in the selection of award- 

winning children's bookspwrites: 

'What the reviewers and selectors were largely 
concerned withq more often than not, it seemed to 
meg was telling you what the story was about: a 
necessary activityq but not an evaluative one. I 
came to the conclusion that where they offered 
judgements the writers always concerned themselves 
with one or more of four attributesq which I do 
not place in order of importance or frequency, 
These were (1) suitabilityp (2) popularity or 
potential popularity, (3) relevancep and (4) 
merit. 'Suitability' is rather a blanket term, 
under which I include appropriateness to the 
supposed readership or reading age or purpose 
and also attempts by the reviewer or selector 
to assign books to particular age groups or 
types of children. 'Popularity' needs no 
explanation. By $relevance' I mean the power 
or possible power, of themes or subject matter 
to make the child more aware of current social 
or personal problemst or to suggest solutions 
to him; where a story appears to convey a 
message I include under 'relevance' the assess- 
ment of the message, Finally by 'merit' I mean 
an the wholev literary meritq although often one 
finds that what one might be called undifferentiated 
merit is discerned in a book. 

Of the four attributes I have mentioned ..... 
it may well have occurred to you that the first 
three are child-centred.... The fourth is book- 
centreds merit of the book, This is an important 
distinction: failure to perceive it has given us 
a great deal of trouble in the post# preventing us 
from understanding each other and what we are 
about', 17 

These are the criteria which Townsend has observed being 

applied to children's books at the present time and he feels, 

as I do toop that they are confusing. Since the subject under 

discussion is litersturep the only vital question to be asked 

is whether the book has literary merit# and if children's 

literature is to be considered part of literature in generalt 

it must be judged by the same standards as any work of the 

imagination. Meantime prizes for children's books proliferate; 
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theme# plotg characters and style are discussedg and experienced 

critics make their decisions* 

Suggestions continue to be made towards defining more 

objective criteria and the literary critics are clearly 

motivated by a desire to understand and interpret this 

complex subject. In Britain the following researchers have made 

recent thought-provoking contributions in the field* Peter Hunt 

uses the terms 'value' and #quality' on a kind of points scalet 

with emphasis on the language of a book as a clue to its deeper 

meaning. He has recently presented a most comprehensive thesis. is 

Margaret Meek's academic work brings her into close contact with 

a wide range of children and adolescents* She feels twe need 

a greatly extended model of children's literatUrst one which 

includes the readers' in order to carry out a proper piece of 

research. 
19 

Aidan Chambers argues convincingly that the 

criticism of children's books can only be taken seriously when 

a tradition emerges as a synthesis of the present viewpoints. 

He starts from another generally accepted idea that all 

literature is a form of communication and that in this case 

the 'implied reader' is a child. The author creates a 'second 

self', often in the guise of a child or an animal with human 

attributes who coaxes the child reader into the book and helps 

him towards the book's potential meaning. Since the child is 

initially a very inexperienced reader he may also need the aid 

of a madiatorg a teacher or parentt who may well help to turn 

him into a literary reader. 
20 

With Aidan Chambers' theory in mind, I want now to look at 

two quotations# first from Treasure Island and then from The Wind 
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in the Willows* Stevenson is writing in the guise of a boyp 

Jim Hawkinsp but giving in addition to the scene he describesp 

a grown-up dimension* Wallace Robson comments unerringly: 

'For Jim the struggle with Hands is largely a "Boy's Game" this 

is after allt a boyls book - he heaves the dead O'Brien whom 

Hands had killed overboard like a sack of brang but for the 

adult readert the dead men are seen somewhat differently$, 21 

Now I quote directly from Stevenson: 

'He went in with a sounding plunge; the red 
cap came offq and remained floating an the surface; 
as soon as the splash subsidedo I could see him and 
Israel lying side by side, both wavering with the 
tremulous movement of the water* O'Brienp though 
still a young mang was very bald* There he lay 
with that bald head across the knees of the man 
who had killed him, and the quick fishes steering 
to and fro over both'. 22 

In a few words Stevenson displays his extraordinary gift for 

conveying to the adult reader the fate of meng while he keeps 

the story going for the young reader. 

Kenneth Grahame can also be read on two levelss 

'The Mole had been working hard all the morningg 
spring-cleaning his little home. first with broomsp 
then with dusters# then on ladders and steps and 
chairsp with a brush and a pail of whitewashq till 
he had dust in his throat and eyes and splashes of 
whitewash all over his black furv and an aching 
back and weary arms. Spring was moving in the 
air above and in the air below and around himq 
penetrating even his dark and lowly little house 23 
with its spirit of divine discontent and longing'. 

Very simply puts the child sees and loves the busy little 

animal, the adult feels the return of hope. 

These two books certainly fit in with Aidan Chamberst 

theory of a 'second self' who invites the child reader into 

the book; Stevenson uses a boyq Grahame an animal, The two 

books also have the power to fire the adult imagination and 
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operate an two levels, the child's and the adult's, That 

may explain the attraction children's books have for many 

adults; the child within still responds while the adult 

keeps watch. Most successful children's writers have the 

capacity to keep fthe eye of the child' at the centre of the 

story right through to the end. Many writers have felt the 

urge to tell a story to their own children art as in O. M. 

Berrie's caset to the children of friends; art as Beatrix 

Patter saidg 'part of me stayed in my childhood until I was 

quite old'. 
24 They observe what children enjoy and master 

the techniques of presentation. Very occasionallyt books 

intended for grown-ups like Robinson Crusce or Gulliverls Travels 

are adopted by children because they can be read for the 

exciting narrative qualities. occasionally too authors 

and illustrators seem to share a vision like George MacDonald 

and Arthur Hughes. 

There is little reason to suppose that general theories 

about literature and its purpose are very different in Switzerland, 

Both Scotland and Switzerland belong to the European cultural 

traditiong but historical and geographical differences and 

cultural ties with particular countriesq for example England 

and Germanyq are certainly reflected in children's books and 

may affect their development and assessment. This may be 

particularly true in the case of children's literaturst where 

writers are attempting to pass an vary different national 

heritages. A review of critical literature concerned with 

writing for childreng written in English in the United Kingdomt 

rapidly makes clear that the vast majority of contributors 
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are English and most of the texts and articles are published 

in England and very few indeed in Scotland# Wales and Northern 

Ireland. The very large population of England in comparison 

with the other three makes this inevitableg along with the 

concentration of publishing houses in the south. Among 

the critics mentioned there is only one Scotp Margaret Meekq 

who works in London. The Scotq in fact, has an open-ended 

nationality and wide horizons. In Switzerland the situation 

is almost reversed, Most children's book critics and the 

books they discuss will normally be written and published in 

Switzerlandq although there are a great many translations 

especially from English and a growing number of Swiss 

authors have their books published in Germany and Austria. 

(I am writing now of German and not French or Italian 

Switzerland). Switzerland is much more of an entity than 

Scotland. It is after all a sovereign state in its own 

right. This fact undoubtedly affects the tons and attitude 

of the criticsq although they share the same human values. 

The 'messages' coming from Swiss children's books are 

of general interest to all children whatever their nationalityp 

but they also reveal their country of origin as one would expect 

and the critics who interpret them usually share the background 

of the writers and understand every turn of phrase# reference 

or insinuation. Peter K8cksis obviously believes thatq while 

the best children's books know no frontiersq what they say 

springs from the deepest roots in their homeland: 

'Alle diese Gestalten und Bücher gehören Über 

nationale und zeitliche Grenzen hinweg zum unver- 
äusserlichen Dastandv zur Innenwelt des lesenden 
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Kindes, gleich auf welchem Kontinent es lebt. 
Dem wartwollen Jugendbuch ist also eine natÜrliche 
Internationalität eigen, es erschliebt dem Jugend- 
lichen die Welt. 

Aber diese natÜrliche Internationalität ist auch 
immer eine Art Dialektik des Regionaleng in all 
seinen Formeng Problemen und Spielartene Um der 
Besonderheiten willen wird ein Such von den 
Kindern aller Welt geliebt und verschlungen. Das 
gute Jugendbuch wird nicht auf eine verbindliche 
Art international. Es sind keine "AllerweltsbÜcher"p 
die etwa durch geistige Standortloeigkeit und 
verflechte Eigenart eine völkerumspannende 
Verständlichkeit erlangen. Im Gegenteill Gerade 
jene Bücherg die in allen Kinderstuben der Welt 
gelesen werden# sind besonders eng mit dem Leben 
und der Denkart eines bestimmten Volkes verknüpft 
und in ihm verwurzelt. In zahlreichen Fillen sind 
es sogenannte "hausgemachte" BÜcherg die aus der 
Intimität einen Sie 9 eszug Über die ganze Welt 
angetreten habent. 2 

A certain 'Swiss' style of writing developed in children's 

books, most markedly after the very early setting up of a 

'Jugendschriftenkommission' (Commission for Juvenile Literature) 

in 1858t much influenced by teachers and this tradition continued 

well into the twentieth century. The recipe was a mixture of 

adventure and instructions with a good pinch of moral intents 

hardly surprising in the land of Rousseau and Pestalozzie The 

answers to a questionnaires circulated by the International Youth 

Library among German school-children suggested that they found 

childrents books from Switzerland lboringg narrow-minded, 

amateurish and more suitable for very young children' (1959). 

Swiss critics during the sixties were more concerned with this 

image of their children's books than with defining what children's 

literature is. Hansjdrg Ostertagg opening a Swiss Children's 

Book Exhibition in 1971 at the same Youth Library 26 
cited with 

endearing frankness and humour two children's books with the 

same themes one from France but translated into Garment the 
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second from German Switzerland, First the book originally 

in Frencht a young girlts mother has had to go into hospital 

and she is now alone in the house - 

tOem Mädchenfahlt vor allem die Zirtlichkeitl 
die sie von der Mutter erfuhrg und die durch nichts 
ersetzt werden kann. Therese kommt ins Schlafzimmer 
und sieht das Kleid der Mutter dort hingen. Sie 
schmiegt sich an den weichen Stoff und spricht 
sanft mit dem Kleidt427 

80as Schweizer Mädchen saubert bis in die Nacht 
hinein die Küche und sorgt fÜr die kleineren 
Geschwistert. 28 

Brief mention may be made of two other reports published 

in Germany on Swiss Children's Literature* Ruth-Gisela 

Klausmsier looked at children's books as a sociologistq not 

as a literary critic* Her conclusions on Switzerland do not 

strike me as well founded since she does not expect Swiss 

children to become artistsq perhaps art patrons or good 

business men or sensible peoplat English and French 

childrents books are also considered in this treatise. 29 

The Swissv Professor Oakob Steinerv working in Go"ttingen 

also sees the Swiss children's book scene as restricted. 
30 

Already great changes were underway in ZOrich which 

resulted eventually in the creation of a centre in 1967 where 

advice and information an childrents books could be given and 

where researchers could pursue their own interests. The moving 

spirit in all this was Dr. Franz Caspar who died suddenly in 

1977, but the Schweizerische Jugendbuchinstitut flourishes* 

Soon Fritz Senft was describing new trends in Swiss children's 

literature. Picturesque myths like Idea Alpinum der jodelnden 

Senneng der Edelwe. * pflGcker und rotwengigen Trachtenmidchent 
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were to be preserved for tourists and television, whereas 

an array of fresh subjects was already being treated in 

children's books: changing life in the villages, the 

building of matorwayst the Third Worldt problems of immigrant 

workers. He suggested that children's books should cover 

all subjects: 

OFirn und Asphalt, Luftschlop und Hochhaus, 
Nonsens und Realität. In der konstruktiven 
Aufgeschlossenheit liegt die beste Gewihrg daß 
wir eine veränderte Welt nicht nur für die 
Jugend sondern mit ihr bestehen wardent. 31 

Eight years later OUrg Schatzmann reported an further 

developmentss recognition in the form of international prizes, 

increased publishing opportunities both in and outside 

switzerlandq fewer stereotyped roles for girlsp more 

fantasy* 
32 Discussions continue both in the general press 

and in specialised journals like 13ugandliteraturl. Hans 

Peter Treichler recently wrote a hard-hitting series of 

articles an Swiss Children's Classics. 33 Otto Steigerv 

who writes for both growm-ups and teenagersq was awarded 

in 1980 the prestigious Jugendbuchpreis. In his speech of 

acceptance he avoids discussing theoretical differences between 

adult and juvenile fiction which he considers minimalp and 

regrets what he perceives as the low status of children's 

literature in Switzerland in comparison with other countries; 

but the main import of his speech is his belief in the vital 

importance of writing for the young who will create the 

world of tomorrow. 
34 

The Germans appear to be more interested than the Swiss 

in theoretical aspects of children's literature, witness thS, 
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volume of essays published under the title Asthetik der 

Kinderliteratur edited by Professor Klaus Doderer. I quote 

a few sentences from the fly-leaf: 35 

Pleidoyers fÜr ein poetisches Bewußtsein 

Die Autoren formulieren ihr Unbehagen an der bisher 
zumeist pädagogischen Einschätzung der Kinderliteratur 
und plä/dieren für eine aesthatische Bewertung. Der 
Ansatzp sich mit aesthetischen Fragen innerhalb der 
Jugendbuchforschung zu beschiftigeng folgt auf eine 

t Phase starker ideologischer Aul. ýe, -., nandersetzungl. 

I return again to the book mentioned right at the beginning 

of this chapter because it throws such light on the process of 

writing for childrens 

'Children and adult masses love narrative, This 
is not looked an with favour in high culture. In 
masses of books of literary criticism narrative is 
a crude clothes-peg for hanging up the stuff that 
really matters and is really deep - symbol# image, 
characterizationg social observationg theme. If 
that were truep it would also be true that children's 
books which are far more exclusively narrative than 
mainstream novelsq were doomed to swim in shallow 
waters. But it cannot for long escape the working 
writerg however much Lit. Crit. he has been stuffed 
withq before he startev that a narrative in itself 
is an image. It is a linear image, extended in 
time* It is an image of a sequence of changes* 
it can be coherent or incoherent, significant or 
sillyv ugly or beautiful in itself. When 
superlatively executedt it carries a full char 8 
of meaningg becomes incandescent in the mindt*96 

There are twenty-two contributors to Edward Blishen's 

volume. Of these only one is a Scats Mollie Hunter, Her 

nationality is emphasiseds I "My spine tingled" or as we in 

Scotland say - "a grue ran up my back"O 37 The Scot emphasises 

his nationality at once* If he is born and bred thereq his 

voice does it for him, Mollie Hunter often makes doubly 

sure that people recognise her as a Scot an her foreign 

sorties by wearing tartan. In big countries like England 
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and France, nationality is simply taken for grantedt the 

inhabitants enjoy the solidarity of numbers and do not feel 

threatened. Recentlyp when it became evident that Scottish 

children's books were in short supply 3oan Lingard wrotes 

'We need people to voice their opinionsq exchange ideasq demand 

change in many areas of our national life. I am presuming 

we do have one of a sortv though many no doubt would wish to 

challenge that'. She goes an to say: 'To have a sense of 

identity it is necessary to have a knowledge and an awareness 
38 

of one's own culture as well as that of other people'. 

Defending Swiss children's literature against a charge of 

being dullq Hansj6rg Ostertag reacts in a similar way: 

'Handelt es sich etwa hier um einen Fall alemannischer 

Selbstkritik und latenter Unsicherheit? ' 39 The Scats and 

the Swiss have no need to explain to each other about the 

pressures of belonging to a small country. 

To return to the work of Mollie Hunters she feels herself 

to be deeply Scottish and the plot of all her books (she has 

written twenty-two) is set either in the Lowlands or the Highlands 

of Scotland. The heroine or hero with whom both she and her 

young readers can identifyy is usually Scottish. She 

specialises in historical narrative or fantasy; only very 

rarely is her theme contemporary or domestic in background. 

She has found that her books are read all over the world in 

English or in translationg and that, far from being regarded 

as parochialq they gain from the individuality and authenticity 

of their setting. In The Thorny Paradise she sums up her philosophy 

as the triumph of human love over the dark power of Soul-loss Ones. 

1; \l ,0 EDI s 

rn 
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The components of this power are couragep compassiong humility, 

a passionate militancy in believing in the importance of truth, 

justice and honesty. 40 Children have to learn as well as 

be entertained, The dark power of the Soul-less Onest the 

concept of an Evil Presence plays no role to speak of in 

Swiss children's books. The Swiss seem to be more 

confident and practical in their approachp but they share 

with the Scots an intense love of their own countryside and 

a belief in freedom and independence for ordinary people. 

Mollie Hunter has also written a book about writing for 

childrsnt based on a series of lectures she gave in the United 

States in 1975p including the May Hill Arbuthnot Honor Lecture. 44 

She explains how she came to write for children and how she 

sets about it. Her views seem to me to be just as applicable 

to Switzerland or Scotland or anywhere else where there are 

young readers. She clearly writes with her whole heart and 

with as much skill as she can muster. Adults enjoy her books 

toog if they have managed to retain a child's sense of wonder 

and delight. From her schooldays onwardsv she has known she 

had a talený for telling stories and a delight in wordsv but 

it was not until she had children of her own and observed how 

much they enjoyed her talesq that she made up her mind to 

become a children's writer. At the same time she began 

to sense the power of wordsp became aware of the vulnerability 

of children and developed a sense of responsibility towards 

them, 

When she embarked on her careert there was already a 

tendency among writers to break away from the middlEP-class 
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conventions which had dominated British children's books 

for so long* Nurseries, nannies, boarding-schoolsp 

aristocrats were all strange phenomena especially to 

Scottish children for whom she particularly wanted to 

write* 1956, the year of the Hungarian Uprisingt was 

a turning point in Mollie Hunter's life and the message 

the Hungarian children carried across the frontier into 

Austriat 'Look after our childrent we are staying to 

fight' has remained in her mind. She thinks deeply 

about modern developments in booksp especially for teenagersp 

the treatment of drugsp alcoholismq sex and emotional hurdles 

like the death of a parent or a divorce in the family. She 

thinks these subjects should only be treated in a way that 

increases the child's or teenager's understanding. Rape 

and extreme violence to which children are sometimes subjected 

she feels to be aberrations that have no place in the frame- 

work of childrents bookso Her views in fact are very close 

to those of the Swiss critic Fritz Senft - freedom with 

responsibility- 
42 

Mollie Hunter's books are by no means as solemn as the 

above account may make them sound. Many of her subjects 

are related to exciting and dangerous incidents in Scottish 

history or are fantasies based an mysterious folk-tales. 43 

Her stories are always told through the child's eyes. Tales 

of witchcraft and the Other World fascinate hert but they 

provide only the background which is always meticulously 

researched, Her practice follows exactly the advice of 016 

nineteenth-century Swiss writerp Johannes Staub, so beloved 
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by Swiss children for decadas: ýWer fÜr Kinder schreiben 

und dichten will# soll auch wie ein Kind fÜhlen und denken 

kBnnen'. 44 

In her last essayo 'The Limits of Language# in 

Talent is not Enough, Mollie Hunter discusses the connotations 

of words like 1dreichl (dreary) or Ifushionless' (aimless) or 

IC00ri8 doon thegithert (crouch down together) for the Scat. 

She goes an to analyse the Gaelic turn of phrase one sometimes 

meets in English and $the softly slurred consonants and liquid 

vowel sounds* of Highland speech. She gives many examples of 

the magical effect of combinations of words from the simple 

'Once upon a times or 'Abracadabra' to Rudyard Kipling's 

'He went back through the Wet Wild Woods, waving his wild 

tail, and walking by his wild lone. But he never told 

anybody'. 
45 1 give my own example from nearer homes 

Here is the seat here is the sandt 
Here is simple Shepherd's Landq 
Here are the fairy hollyhockst 
Here are Ali Babals rocks, 

But yanderp seal apart and hight 
Frozen Siberia lies; where It 
With Robert Bruce and William Tellp 
Was bound by an enchanter's spell. 46 

With the simplest of words Stevenson draws together the 

landscape of home and the immeasurable distances of fairy-tale 

and folk-tale. He then fuses all together by recollecting 

his childhood heroes and their homelands in a distant bewitching 

vision. 
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TRANSLATIONS 

po 38 

Even if the world as a whole strides ong the young must 

always begin again from the beginning and as individuals live 

through the cultural epochs of the world... . for however 

absurd they (the children) may appear to those of riper years, 

after all children always remain children and do not alter with 

the times. 

The young persong thereforeq reads a book, not because it 

is 'modern' or lconservativelv but as a refuge from the 

absurdity of the "condition humainell (Roger Escarpit)v because 

of the tensions which being a childq of necessityp brings with 

it in the course of development. 

41 

Kgsgiockenschweizers dyed-in-the wool Swiss 

Sennentracht: cowherd's outfit 

pp. 46-7 

All these characters and books belong# beyond all barriers 

of time and nationalityt to the indisposable propertyp to the 

inner world of every literate childq no matter in what continent 

he lives. For the valuable children's book possesses a natural 

internationalityq which opens up the world to the young. 

But this natural internationality is also always a kind of 

regional dialecticq in all its forms# its problems and its 

varieties Because of its idiosyncratic detail a 

book is loved and devoured all the world over. A good 
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childrents book is not international in a detached kind of way. 

There are no reach-me-down universally popular booksp whichp 

because of their lack of spiritual ties with any specific 

placet sayq and their ironing out of identity, may be 

understood in every nation that there is. On the contraryq 

these very booksq that are read by children the world overv 

are particularly Closely bound up with the life and mental 

attitudes of an individual nation in which they have their 

roots* In many casesp indeedq they are 'home-made books' 

whichp thanks to their homelineseq have laid the whole world 

at their feet. 

p. 48 

The girl misses especially the tenderness she received 

from her mother which cannot be replaced by anything else. 

Th6rbse comes into the bedroom and sees her mother's dress 

hanging there. She nestles up to the soft material and speaks 

gently to the dress* 

p. 48 

The Swiss girl cleans the kitchen right into the night 

and looks after the younger children, 

p. 48 

The Alpine landscape of the yodelling cowherdag the 

edelwaiss-pickers and the rosy-cheeked girls in costume* 

49 

Firn and asphaltq castles in the air and tower-blockag 

nonsense and reality. In constructive openness lies the 
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best guarantee that we will successfully cope with a changed 

world not onlyfor youngsters but with them. 

50 

Aesthetics of Childrenls Literature 

Pleas for Poetic Awareness 

The authors state their unease about the assessment of 

Childrents Literature which up till now has usually been 

pedagogical and make a plea for a more aesthetic assessment. 

The decision to work on aesthetic questions within the field 

of Children's Literature Research follows on a phase of 

vigorous ideological discussion. 

51 

Is this perhaps a question Of Swiss Self-criticism and 

latent insecurity? 

54 

Whoever wants to write and compose for childreng 

has to be able to feel and think as a child. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

THE ORAL HERITAGE 

The two chapters, $The Oral Heritage' and 'The Literary 

Traditiontq are closely allied and both endeavour to show that 

children's literature comes like much other literature from a 

background of centuries of output* The emphasis of this 

thesis is on Scottish and Swiss children's books which must 

be seen against a wide international background for childrents 

authors draw from many sources.,, England and Germany have 

had particularly close links with their two small neighbours 

Scotland and Switzerland, This thesis, however# is not an 

exercise in cultural nationalismp but an exercise in self- 

examination. Children's literature is both international 

and national* These two chapters underline points of 

interaction with the surrounding literaturesp for example# the 

contacts between the Grimm brothers and Sir Walter Scott or 

the spread of popular literature from Germany to Switzerland 

as the book-pedlars struggled south from Eningen with their 

warese Distinctive aspects of children's literature in 

Scotland and Switzerland have been emphasizeds in Scotland 

a rich and imaginative ballad tradition and a successful 

chapbook tradet in Switzerland the distinctive 'Noujahrsblgtters 

(Now Year Broadsides) and the emphasis on education in children's 

books encouraged by the writings of Rousseau and Pastalozzi. 

rn the previous chapter 'The Overall View$ Mollie Hunter's 

references to the power of the spoken word in her essay 'The 

Limits of Language# I and Robert Louis Stevbnsonta mention of 
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almost legendary heroes in his poem 'Historical Associations$ 
2 

brings the reader to the next part of the framework in which 

this thesis is set and to a review of the oral heritage of 

both Scotland and Switzerland, Children have kept the oral 

heritage very much alive amongst themselves and their 

activities# including their languaget games and customs have 

been very well documented* 3 It is unlikely that children 

think of their rhymes and games as anything more than 

pleasurable occupations and they are probably unaware of the 

immense age of many of the jingles. Many children_become 

aware of their heritage through the printed word and it must 

be difficult for them to realise that relatively speaking the 

written tradition is a now phenomenon. About 1800 fireside 

story-telling was probably universal in the Scottish countryside 

and it lasted into the twentieth century* The singing of songa 

and ballads lasted longer. Lullabies and stories were of course 

passed on from mother to childq but most tales were told in the 

evening in the house, People took turns at telling as the 

women spun and the men took turns at mending nets* There was 

no rigid division between children and grown-ups and bedtime 

was a very movable hour, There are some talented story-tellers 

today, but they tend to give a performance rather than take part 

in an everyday situation* 'The time-honoured phraseaq the 

inflection of the voice* variations in speed and loudness# 

imitations of soundag dramatic gestureaq the hand on your armp 

the compelling gaze' 
4_ these are all part and parcel of the oral 

heritage. The printed word cannot be brought to life in the 

same way, yet Hannah Aitken creates much of the atmosphere$ 
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'And once started the flow of storiseq rhymes 
riddlums and quirklums (puzzles) would probably hold 
out until bedtimev for "a copious supply of song# 
tale and drollery" was basic equipment for any 

-nurse or grandmother worthy of the namse Here t 
least the children of past centuries were fortu: atel. 

S 

Recently I was lucky enough to hear Jock Duncan speak about his 

days as a farm lad in Aberdeenshire# taking the colt foals to the 

sales away from their mothers for the first time and how he 

cuddled them like his own bairnse The warmth of his voice and 

his whole way of speaking was spell-bindinge It was the oral 

tradition brought to life in a unique way and made the listeners long 

for lose standardizedt mechanized entertainment, 
6 

The Swiss too have their tellers of taleaq the most famous 

of them hailing from GraubOnden. The isolated valleys of this 

cantont the largest in extent of all the cantonst provided an 

environment which encouraged an intimate community life. Laze 

Uffer who grow up in Graubýnden began to collect folk-tales or 

wonder-tales during the thirties and later published several 

collections. 
7A 

similar situation was found in the islands of 

the outer Hebrides in Scotlandt but there it is the sea that 

isolates the communities and not the mountains (although the sea 

can also be a highway). Probably the most famous of all the 

GraubZnden story-tellers was the itinerant shoemaker Barba Plasch. 

His tales are preservedt but his way of life has gone, Those 

story-tellers hold their audience like actors in the theatre* 

They know their stories by heart and had large repertoires which 

had been passed down by word of mouth* They were at home in 

a country settingt but in many ways were very like the Icabaret' 

artists in a town like Basel. Curiously enough rranz Hohler who 

writes fantasy books for children also enjoys a reputation as a 
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'cabaret' performer. It is the oral tradition come to life 

again in a different context* 

There are two branches of folk literature which closely 

concern children and young peoples folk poetry and song and 

folk narrative. It seems logical to consider first the 

rhyming sounds a child may hear in infancy for: 

$a language is learned and a culture planted in 
childhood@ So these rhymes should precede the pleasure 
derived from hearing the more mature ballads and folk- 
songs. Indeed the fundamental quality of these rhymes 
attunes the young ear to all postryto 8 

'Clap hanniseq clap hanniesq 
Till Daddis comes hameq 
For Daddists got pennies 
But Mammists got nenes. 

This jingle echoes still in my own ears from childhood. 

Already in the late eighteenth century collectors were 

attempting to save this oral heritage. The Germans were 

the first in the field: in 1778 and 1779 Harder published a 

collection of popular songs and ballads of many nationst 

Stimmen der V81kere Influenced by Harder's theories and 

practicep Goethe and Lenz were already noting Alsace folksongs 

in the 1770s. Brentano and Arnim continued this work e 
10 Soon 

other scholars followed suite In Edinburgh Robert Chambers 

published a collection containing as well as rhymes much 

information about customs in the Borders of that time* 

Sayings connected with rivers like the Till and the Tweed or 

mention of long-established families and their lands like the 

Haige and Bamerside reflect clearly the country of origin* 

Hogmanay (Now Year's Eve) is widely celebrated in children's 

rhymes handed down from one generation to the next: 
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'Get upp goodwifsp and shake your featherog 
And dinne think that we are beggars; 
For we are bairns come out to ple 
Got up and gists our hogmanayll 11 

In Glasgow another publisher# David Robertsong produced in 

the years 1832 to 1847 collections entitled Whistlabinkie or the 

Pipe% of the Party, 12 From the same firm came in 1844 a 

publication more expressly intended for childrens. Songs for the 

Nursery. sonqs to-intarest and instruct. The collection has an 

unusual introductionp advocating kindness to childrent and 

suggesting that 'the nursery forms the national character even 

more than the schoolmaster. 1 Robertson goes an to quote from 

a letter he had received from Lord Jeffreyp the then Lord Advocate 

and one of the founders of the Edinburgh Review. praising the 

collection and advocating the use of the 'Scotch': 

'There are more touches of genuine pathos; more 
felicities of idiomatic expressiong more happy poetical 
imagest andt above all more sweet and engaging pictures 
of what is peculiar in the depth, softness and thougRýul- 
ness of our Scotch domestic affectionst in this extra- 
ordinary little volumep then I have met with in 

1 anything 
like the same compass since the days of Burns', 3 

Even today this collection sounds fresh and evocativev for examplet 

'Creep afore ye gangIq 'Dinna fear the doctorlp 'Chuckielp IY9 

maun gang to the schoolle David Robertaonta selection is 

exclusively written in the vernacular. 

A revival of the vernacularg or at least its retention, 

particularly in children's poemig came after the Second World 

War. There were two movementeg firstly the collection of 

traditional poems in Scots and secondly the writing of original 

verse for children also in Scots, The pioneers in the first 

group are undoubtedly Norah and William Montgoseris with their 
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above-mentioned collections of Scottish nursery rhymes. A 

good example istTam ol Crumstane. 0 A mounting-stone can 

still be seen at the gets of Ouddingston Church in Edinburghs 

Tam of Crumstane 

'A loupin-on stans mounting 
Is a very guid thingt 
For a man that is stiffq 
For a man that is auldv 
For a man that is lame 
0 the log or the spauldt shoulder 
Or short o the houghs 14 thighs 
Tas loup o n his naggief. horse 

Through the seventies and into the eighties collections of 

traditional and original verse for childrent interspersed 

with short stariest have continued to appear so that Scottish 

children have a wide variety of choice, Verse speaking is 

popular in schools and keeps the oral tradition alive in a 

differen t waye 

But in the nineteenth century when childrang and indeed 

many adultat were illiteratep the human voice was paramount as 

a means of communication, James Hogg records his mother's 

protest to Sir Walter Scott: 

'There were never ano ot my songs prentit till 
ye prentit them yoursellp and ye has spoilt them 
awthogithere They were made for singing an' no 
for readingg but ye has broken the charm nowq an' 
theylll never be sung mairl. 16 

Work had already been done in the eighteenth century. 
17 Sir 

waiter Scott was indeed one of the earliest conservationists of the 

Scottish oral heritage and there were advantages in preserving a 

written record, Despite Mrs, Hogg's stricturesg a sense of 

nationality still lingers even in the printed wordq although 

the reader is much affected by the taste and skill of the scribe 

or collector. 
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We are fortunate in having available the results of a huge 

and painstaking piece of research work done by Iona and Peter 

Opia which is largely based on an oral culture kept alive by 

children themseivesq passed on from one generation to the next 

and sometimes dating back hundreds of years. 
is 

With the co- 

operation and active help of many people concerned in different 

ways with educationg they carried out surveys all over the 

country including Scotland. North of the Border they draw 

their results from towns as far apart as Colspie and Langholm, 

These results drew attention to rhymesp riddlest jokes and 

customs collected directly from the children themselves and 

echoed the findings of an earlier worker in this field# Norman 

Douglasp 
19 

who thought the rhymep quoted earlierp 'Rise up, guid 

wifet an' shake yer feathers$ was current in a slightly different 

version at the time of Maryq Queen of Scats* 
20 It seems that 

children are good guardians of rhymes and songs and that the 

oral tradition uncovered by the Opies is still widespread* 

The Scottish children are nowadays not speaking Scots or 

Gaelic in any numbers whereas Swiss German is universally spoken 

and there is no break in the linguistic aspect of the oral 

tradition* Swiss children will continue to talk their own 

dialect in the playground and the home. At the same time they 

learn Standard German as a quasi-foreign language. It follows 

inevitably that the pro-school poems and songs are in 'Schwyzard0tacht 

or dialect. This oral heritage binds all German Swiss together 

in one sense# but isolates them in another, The foreigner is 

presented with an added difficulty, Scotland and Switzerland 

are in a curious situation vi&-A-vis one another. Union with a 
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very large neighbour speaking a universal language is making 

Scotland less Scottish# whereas Switzerland with all its 

diversities is clearly Swiss, 'Schwyzard5tach' is a strikingly 

successful language without a literature of any magnitude, 

'Schwyzardu"tschl is an Alemannic dialect closely related to 

those spoken in south-west Germany. For hundreds of years 

Switzerland had C1088 cultural links with the 'mother country'* 

Swiss children had access to a rich oral cultural tradition and 

with increasing literacy to a written one* Like the Germans 

the Swiss gradually became interested in their own cultural past. 

Folksongst rhymeav riddl8Gv animal poems and action songs were 

finally published, rather later than in Scotlando 

Johannes Staub (1813-1880) was a most influential figure 

in the field of Popular children's literature. His Staube-BOachli 

(1842-54) 21 
were beloved by generations of children and were read 

well into the twentieth century. They contained traditional 

materialt tales and poems by known authors and attractive simple 

poems for children by Staub himself, He combined the activities 

of a callectorg editor and author/illustrator, Others also 

contributed to the art work. To some extent Staub makes a 

bridge between the oral heritage and the written tradition, 

Publishersq particularly Sauerl"ander in Asrauq played a 

very important role in Switzerland as they had done in Scotland, 

Sauerl"nder encouraged the publication of 'Schwyzerd0tacht 

collec: ions of traditional rhymes* Robert Suter's Am BrGnneli 22 

contains one of the most famous repetitive rhymesq versions of which 

vary considerably in spelling and vocabulary as one would expect 

with a rhyme passed on by word of mouth, The version quoted 
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below was illustrated by Felix Hofmann in 1963: Joqqeli watt 

Qo Birli schOttle. A child can turn the pages of the book 

quickly and bring the rhyme to lifse This is the last verses 

IDo goht do Meischtersilber us 
und foht a resonniere. 
Metzger watt jetz Ch'albi stichop 
Chialbi watt jetz Wisserli sufeg 
WAsserli watt jetz Furli lbecheq 
FUrli watt jetz Chnebeli brSnnst 
Chnaboli watt jetz 4ndli haus, 
H6ndli watt jetz Joggeli biases 
Joggeli watt jetz Birli schUttle, 
Birli waind jetz falls#. 23 

Gradually material was gathered more systematically so that 

by 1926 Gertrud ZOrcher was able to publish the definitive work 

in this field,, containing more then four thousand rhymes with their 

variations. 
24 

On a more homely level Alfred and Klara Stern 

published R"selichranzq complete with illustrations and music* 
25 

Lo. 

In this collection is to be found a gay little rhyme about that 

most Swiss of mammalst the marmots 

ýMurmeltierli tanze# 
Eine und zweig drei und vier, 
Schöne Pumeranzog 
Das ach5ne Murmeltier» 
Und an la la und so la la 
Tanzt das sch8ne Murmeltierg 
Und so la la und so la lag 
Tanzt das Murmeltier'* 

Several more collections of traditional rhymes have been 

published recently. Verse. SprOche und Reime Mr Kinder with 

contemporary woodcuts# is one of the most attractive* 
26 This 

collection has already run into eight aver larger editions. it 

contains many action songs for young children riding an their 

mother's knees 
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'So ryte die Herreq die Herre, die Herrelt 

and with slackening pace: 
'So ryte die Buurej die Buure, die Buurs'. 

and finally very fast to simulate the rogues escaping: 
$So ryte die Schelmag die Schelmag die Schelme'. 

That unique publishing arganisationp the 'Schweizeriaches 

Jugendschriftenwerk' also publishes periodically a small selection 

of Swiss German rhymess 

Ich han as chlyses Schifflip ich gahne mit zum See 
und gib am diainn as Puffli, dinn fahrts devo,, ju-heel 
I fahre mit uf Zuri und chauffe-n-alerlei 27 
und brings spaat am Aabig mys Schiff voll Chr5ali heil 0 

There are tunes included and pictures outlined by the distinguished 

illustrator Felix HolMann, ready for children to colour themselves, 

The most recent anthology of 'Schwyzerd0tachl poems for 

children contains both traditional rhymes and others freshly minted 

for today's children. Even the postscript is written entirely 

in 'Schwyzsrcr6t9ch1,, 
28 

Another product of the oral heritage loved by Scottish 

children in particular is the ballad which tells a story in 

poetry and often in song. Ballads were not written in the first 

place for children and young people but they have become popular 

with them and have remained so with every succeeding generation. 

The mixture of dramaq narrative and lyric easily captures the 

imagination of the young. The ballad remains firmly in the 

oral tradition and may well have first been sung in the Middle 

Ages by the wandering minstrels* In a desire to preserve 

record of this traditiong Thomas Percy# Bishop of Dromareq County 

Down in Irelandq published in 1765 Reliques of Ancient English 

Poetry. This book had a profound effect on the thirteen-year-old 
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Walter Scott and fired him with an anthusiasmg resulting later 

in his collectiong The Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border (1802-3). 

Oames Hogg and his mother greatly helped him in this enterprise. 

The Border country of Scotland had been for generations the 

scene of much bloody fighting, often on horsebackv for sudden 

sorties and speedy returns dictated the pattern of this warfare, 

The English were not the only enemy. Feuds among the powerful 

Border families were commonplace. Names like Douglasq Kerrt 

Scottq Elliottt Maxwell and Armstrong recur throughout the 

ballads. 

One of the most renowned, filled with expectation and 

forebodingg is 'The Battle of Otterbournelp which begins thus: 

'It fell upon the Lammas tides 
When muir-men win their hays moor 

The doughty Douglas bound him to ride brave 
Into England, to drive a prey'. 

scotland has a rich and widespread ballad tradition which even 

today does much to maintain a sense of national identity in 

Scottish children* 

War is by no means the only subject matter; love and 

adventure play a big part closely entwined with the supernatural, 

The strange otherworldly atmosphere quickly ensnares the emotions 

of the youngg witness 'Tamlans' 

to I forbid ye, maidens at, 
That wear goud on your hair,, gold 

To come or gas by Carterhaugh, 
For young Tamlane is there'. 

or in 'Thomas the Rhymer*: 

'True Thomas lay on Huntlis bankt 
A ferlie he spied wil his sev fairy eye 

And there he saw a ladye brightq 
Come riding down by Eildon tree'. 
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In such a see-girt country as Scotlandt the sea naturally 

plays an important rolop providing the background to the fight 

against the enemy as in 'Sir Patrick Spenst or against the foe 

in the ballad version of Sir Andrew Wood's final encounter with 

the Earl of Surrey* One of the most beautiful and haunting 

balladog 'The Great Silkis of the Sule Skerryt (The great seal 

of Shool Skerry) takes us right up to Orkney and twenty-five 

miles out into the Atlantic west of Hoyt 

'I am a man upon the landt 
I am a selchia an the seat' seal 

Ant whin I'm far from every strand when 
My dwelling is in Shool Skerry'. roof 

The ballad tells the story of a boy born to a seal father and a 

human mother who joins his father in the sea where they are both 

shot by a hunter. 29 

There is a great wealth of traditional ballad material in 

north-east Scatlandt mainly in Abardeenshirst where there were in 

late medieval times great and independent families like the Hayaq 

Keithst Gordons and Irvines, One ballad beginst 

'It fell about the Martinmas, 
When the wind blow shrill and cauldp 

Said Edom ol Gordon to his ment 
We maun draw to a held'. 30 shelter 

It soon became clear to me in my investigations that there 

was no tradition of balladry in Switzerland comparable to the 

Scottish onev nor for that matter to the German. It was 

necessary to continue to search and to question. Surely 

through all their service in foreign armies, the Swiss must 

have remembered their homeland and those they loved* They 

must surely have sung of their innermost feelings* When the 

Germaneg Arnim and Brentanov were collecting material for the 
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first edition of Des Knaben Wunderhorn in the early nineteenth 

centuryg Switzerland had not yet assumed its present form. Only 

in 1874 did this come about. There were thousands of Swiss 

fighting as mercenaries in Napoleon's armiea; sometimes they 

fought against himt but in both cases they belonged to Swiss 

regiments and felt the honour of Switzerland depended on them, 

This was a strange situation which had laated several hundred 

yearse This type of foreign service had already been opposed 

by Zwingli in the sixteenth centuryv but was not forbidden 

until 1859. This military tradition provides the theme for 

several children's books and for a ballad which came to light 

later* In 1914 Switzerland declared a state of permanent 

neutrality and has maintained that position ever since. 

The Swiss have a long military tradition like the Scots 

and one might have expected this to be reflected perhaps in 

ballad. Scots and Swiss certainly fought for freedom and also 

as mercenary soldierst but the Scots seemed to enjoy fighting 

for its own sakep not only against the Englisht but against 

themselves. The Swiss are essentially a peasant people who 

destroyed the power of the mounted knights. The Swiss believe 

in freedom and in strength through union. A retrospective 

exhibition of Ferdinand Hodler's work in ZGrich (1983) revealed 

the physical and moral strength of the old Swiss or 'Eidgenosson' 

Eventually in the 'Volkskundlichas Seminarl (Falkstudies Department) 

of Nrich University a book came to light which contained a ballad 

as fine as the Scottish ones* 
32 It is called 10as alto Grenchener 

Lied' and refers to a period when young Swiss men were being 

recruited to fight in the Low Countries. The same poem appeared 
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much later in two German collections, 
33 

Von Grayerz searched 

in the Solothurn archives and found details of the original 

, Babsto The charm of the ballad and its power to move come 

from the honour and simplicity of the overwhelming love the 

two youngsters feel for each otherp the father's understandable 

reluctance to let his daughter marry so youngg the boy's rash 

enlistment for the war in Flanders and the final pledge of his 

lovee This is the last verse: 

'Und wenn der Himmel papierig Ar# 
und jeder Stirn a Schriber wi; rt 
und jeder Schriber hBtt siabe Hindq 
sia schriabe doch miner Liebe kes Xndl, 

There were ballads which appeared as broadsidesp in 

medieval Switzerland, They had very varied themost warp lovet 

religiong nature and homelandt but noneq apart from lose alto 

Grenchener Lied'# has become a genuine folk ballad* Swiss 

scholars researched the field as their German counterparts had 

34 
donot but only 'Kunstballadent (literary ballads) appeared. 

In 1918 ELst Eschmanno himself a successful writer of boys# Lrn 

bookst published a selection of ballads, including some by 

Gottried Kellar and Conrad Ferdinand Meyerq but only one poem 

in 'Schwyzerd0tschl by Mainred Lienert has the feel of a 

traditional ballad like 'The Flowers of the ForeW. 

'Am Pfyfferbank sy Hock ist lMr; 
Es hangt ge Fithndli druber hairt 
Or Lieni hand slim Wiltschland glo 
Sys Pfyffli lyt au naimewal, 35 

Goethe wrote of the Granchner poems lain k3stlicher 

Ausdruck des schweizerischon-biurischan Zustandes und des hBchst8n 

Ereignisses dart zwischen zwei Liebendent, 36 It seems clear that 

despite the beauty of occasional ballads# there is no real tradition 
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of this kind in Switzerland, I think the answer lies in the 

nature of the dominant social group over a very long period when 

such a tradition might have taken root. They were hard working 

peasantat struggling against the elements and against those who 

would be their masters. There were no grand families to supply 

leadership nor were they wanted. The peasants gained in 

independencev but they lost in creativity and imaginative 

power. This is clearly seen in the dearth of fantasy and 

wonder in Swiss children's books until quite recently. 

ChildrenIs book illustratorsp howeverg have drawn more deeply 

from the well of folk literaturep as the chapter on their work 

will clearly show. 

The last section of this chapter is concerned with three 

further aspects of the oral traditions folk-talesp myths and 

legends* It is important for the English reader to realise 

that the word 'Sagen' does not mean #sagas# which are so 

closely identified with the Icelandic or Norse tradition* 

'Sagen' is used in German Switzerland for legends which have 

an element of factual truth in themp whereas 'Legendent tend 

to be stories about saints* tSagent are more numerous in 

Switzerland than 'Mirchentg preferably translated by @folk-tale' 

rather than $fairy-tale$. 37 There is a tendency towards fact 

rather than fancyq but it is only a tendency and should not be 

exaggerated* Folk-narrative is an area in which numerous 

Scottish and Swiss scholars 
38 have laboured and these labours 

have produced a vast reservoir of inspiration for children's 

writers. Many taleaq myths and legends have been skilfully 

edited for children and retain their liveliness and freshnesse 
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Others have been trivialiaed and sentimentalised, The 'fairy- 

tale# has suffered in particular from this type-a-f-treatment. 
Finnish scholars, in the second quarter of tlil-d-- 

centurytdeveloped theories about I folk-tales which 
they thought had been 

-_ 
passed 

on by word of mouth for hundreds of years and hadl moved from one 

country to another and from one side of the world to the other. 

There are often several versions of a story even within the same 

country, In 1962 the Aarne-Thompson motif-index of folk-tales 39 

was finally completed# making it possible to trace the progress 

of any given story-type in its many variants. Versions of 

'Cinderella' can be platted throughout the worldq but only Scottish 

and Swiss versions are of concern in this study. 

It was the German brothereq Jakob and Wilhelm Grimmq who 

laid down the first guide-lines for workers in this field. 

Kinder- und Hausmirchen were published between 1812 and 1815. 

Jakob Grimm has recorded his debt to the Scottish folk-tale 

tradition. In 1812 he wrote to his brother Wilhelm: 

#Das Volksmärchen vom Fraschprinz habe ich in 
einem schottischen Buch heute Nachmittag gefundeng 
ich glaube kein Volk steckt au voll mündlicher 
Tradition als diesest, 40 

Jakob was also in correspondence with Sir Walter Scott# 

himself an enthusiastic collector of folk-talesq and they kept 

each other informed of fresh discoveries in this field. In 

1823 Scott wrote to Edgar Taylort the first translator of the 

Kinder- und Hausmirchen about the marked similarities in the 

themes of the German and Scottish folk-tales. 
41 

The first collector of tales whose work can be compared 

with that of the Grimm brothers is John Francis Campbell of 

Islay. His task was quite different for the tales he collected 
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were told in Scats Gaelicq a language widely spoken in the 

Islay of his dayo He himselfq with some help from friends, 

undertook the translation into English* He had a somewhat 

unexpected backgroundt for he was a kinsman of the Duke of 

Argyll and an old Etonianq who had learned Gaelic in his boyhood 

from a piper detailed to look after him. In the dedication to 

his Popular Tales of the West Hiqhlands, he writes to the 

Marquess of Lorna: 

'Amidst the curious rubbish you will find some 
sound sense if you look for it. You will find the 
creed of the people, as shown in their stories, to 
beg that wisdom and couraget though weakq may overcome 
strangtht and ignorance and prides that the most 
despised is often the most worthy; and that small 
beginnings lead to great results* 

You will find perseverancov frugality and filial 
piety rewarded; greedq pride and laziness punished. 
You will find much that tells of barbarous times; I 
hope you will meet nothing that can hurtg or should 
offend', 42 

Campbell had a team of workers to help him with this 

monumental task and he has had many imitators right up to the 

present day. Hundreds of tales were rescued from oblivion 

and preserved for the national heritage, His monument still 

stands an a hill near Bridgendq looking out over Loch Indaal; 

part of the inscription readst 'Loved alike by Poor and 

Peasant'. The q6alities he cites as admirable in his 

dedication are common to the folk-tales of other nations 

and are peculiarly suited to appeal to the idealism of the 

young, 

One other nineteenth-century collector in Scotland should 

be mentioned partly because his description of the arrival of 

an itinerant story-teller is so like that of the Swiss folklorist 
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and collector# Laze Uffer, in his native Graubunden; Sir 

George Douglas writest 

'The arrival of one of these story-tellers was 
an important event* As soon as it became knownt there 
would be a rush to the house where he lodged and every 
available bench# tablet bad or beam or the floor would 
quickly be appropriated. And then for hours together 
- just like some firstýrate actor on the stage - the 
story-teller would hold his audience spell-bound* During 
his recitalsp the emotions of the reciter were very 
strongly excitedg as were also those of his listenersp - 
who at one time would be on the edge of tearsp at another 
would give way to loud laughter* There ware many of 
these listenersq by the way# who firmly believed in 
all the extravagances narrated* And such rustic 
scenes, as I hope presently to showg have been by no 
means without their marked effect upon Scottish 
literaturet, 43 

They have probably had an even more profound effect an childrents 

literature. Not only are the tales retoldq but a whole secondary 

world of magic is brought to life in the mindq the heart and the 

imagination of the writer and of the child* The visual element 

in a story, doubly important to children# draws endless inspiration 

-from folk material, Illustrators of childrents books demonstrate 

this time and again. 

Since the Second World War dozens of collections of folk-tales 

for children have been published based on the work of the nineteenth- 

century collectors. 
44 The School of Scottish Studies# founded 

in 19520 records material from Scottish informantsq in Gaelic 

: nd Scotat and publishes a journal called Tocher (Dowry). 45 

ome school-teachers have encouraged their pupils to gather 

storiesq still remembered by old men and women in their 

communityt usually in the country districts* This brings the 

old and the young togetherg an experience of benefit to both. 
46 

The Swiss were closer to the Grimm brothers since they had 
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a language in common and indeed several of the Grimm tales 

were taken down in Swiss German. The sisteraq Gretchen and 

Dortchan Wildp of Swiss parentagag supplied Wilhelm with his first 

tales and later Dortchan became his wife. 'Der Vogel Greift 

from Aargauq 'Der Hans' from Basalt 'Die drei Sprachan' from 

Oberwallis are examples of Swiss tales in the collection. 

The Swiss collectors inevitably copied the methods of the 

Grimmse" The first collector was Otto Sutermaistart 47 f ollowed 

closely by his friend Heinrich Herzog* 48 
They have both been 

mentioned earlier in this chapter. 'Sagen' and IM9rchsnI tend 

to be regarded in Switzerland as two separate categories, One 

of the most attractive collections is undoubtedly Arnold 80chli's 

Schweizersagent Particularly the edition illustrated by Felix 

Hofmann. The standard of Swiss children's book illustrators 

is extremely high as their work in the international art magazine 

Grap 
49 

shows* Every fourth year an entire issue is devoted to 

the work of children's book illustrators f r-om- -about all-'-countries 

-, Of note.. Inspiration has been drawn from the folk-tale 

by collectors and editors an the one hand and illustrators on the 

otherv with the result that todayls children benefit directly from 

the work of the nineteenth-century scholars* 
50 

In order to exemplify similarities and differences, folk- 

tales are now compared# two versions of Cinderellaq one Scottish 

and one Swiss. They must have been created during the wanderings 

of our not so dissimilar races and reflect their distilled wisdom. 

These tales were originally told by a single story-teller and 

gradually changed in repeated tellings from one generation to 

another, The atmosphere of many tales changes as they pass 
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from Switzerland to Scotland; the skeleton remains but the 

fleshing is altered by a different culturet in other words 

the story is basically the samep but the version differs. 

The Germanic tribes are still present in Switzerland north of 

the Alpst but the Celts have long gone and the Vikings were 

perhaps never there as they were in Scotland* In the Swiss 

tales are found stoic charactersq homely details, a down-to- 

arth practical attitude and an inventive spirit and in the 

cottish ones an imaginative otherworldly quality from the 

Celts and from the Norse the feeling of making the best of 

everything and keeping a good face to the foe* These are 

just strands in the national character of the two countries, 

but at times they emerge with astonishing clarity. 

The first Cinderella version was written down for O. F. 

Campbell on Islay by Hector MacLsanq a local school-mastarg 

in 185ge His informant was Ann Darroch who got it from 

Margaret Connele 
51 The second version was heard by Johannes 

jegerlahner in the Turtmann valley not far from Zermatt and 

appeared later in his collection B10mliselp in 1913.52 His 

informant is not named* The title of the Scottish story is 

'The King who wished to marry his daughter#, The Swiss titlep 

'der Orichengrudell is much closer to the English titleg being 

connected with the hearth and cinders. 

The Scottish girl tries to stave off the unwanted wedding 

by demanding gifts as a condition of acceptance, One of these 

is a gown of the cotton-grass which grows an the Scottish moors, 

When all failsq the girl puts to sea in a kist (chest)q lands 

safely and finds employment as a kitchen-maid in the royal palace* 
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In the end a little bird whispers the news of her whereabouts 

in the prince's ear and true to the tradition of Scottish 

fairy-talea he understands the language of all living creatures, 

The Swiss girl is threatened too by her father but takes 

practical steps against the threat by making her escape in a 

cart. At one stage she is given a ring by the prince. She 

reveals her presence in the kitchen by sending the ring back 

baked in a cake* There are many shared features in the two 

versionst no wicked step-motherg no ugly sistersp no fairy 

god-mother# no midnight ballq no mutilated feett the prince 

seeing his future bride for the first time in church, What 

could be more appropriate for adherents of John Knox and John 

Calvint The Scottish version is perhaps more imaginative# 

the Swiss more down-to-eartht but both girls value independence 

and the freedom to choose their own husbands. What is more 

importantv they have the courage and determination to carry 

out their plans* 

Falk-narrative and its effect an children's literature is 

of international interest. Lillian H. Smitht 
53 in Canadaq has 

recognised the special relationship between children's books and 

folk-tales* They possess many qualities that appeal to childrens 

they have dramag clarity of themeg intensity of actiong effective 

dialoguet a pervading tone and intriguing patternst beginnings 

and endings. They spring from and in turn arouse wonder and 

imaginationt pity and terror. Never to be forgotten in 

'The Black Bull of Norroways is the climb up the glassy mountains 

tSeven long years I served for you, 
The glassy hill I climbed for you, 
The blood-stained shirts I washed for yout 
Will you not waken and turn to me? v 54 
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The knight heard and turned to her* Not only is the lass 

reassured but the child reader too* Lillian Smith does not 

forget the other folk areast the stories from mythologyq Greekv 

Norseq Celticp Teutanicq nor the sagaeg epica and legends. 

Theyq tool in their modern ratellings, add another dimension 

to the life of both Scottish and Swiss children. 

Max Luthi, now Emeritus Professor of Folklore of 

the University of ZGricýpas writtenagreat deal about 'Sagent 

(legends) and 'Mirchen' (folk-tales)q emphasizing the local 

Swiss connection of the former and the universal application 

of the latter* Like Lillian Smith he sees 'Sagen' and 'Mirchent 

coming to life again in the pages of school-books and collections of 

tales. The old story-tellers have gonet but their influence 

remains* Stories of the cowhardep the mountains and glaciersq 

struggles for freadomq the importance of co-operation in a 

community are all part of the Swiss child's backgroundo Luthi 

ends his article with the words: 

IBsidsq Mirchen und Sagent sind bildends Michteg 
deren der heranwacheende junge Mensch bedarf und die 
man ihm im empfinglichen Alter nahebringen sollteo* 55 

Many modern children's writers have been influenced both in the 

themes chosen and the methods of writing used by myth and folk- 

lore. 56 The examples giveng suggest a Swiss predilection' for 

the picture-book. Neil Philip S7 discusses some Scottish 

children's books in which he detects clear evidence of their 

authors' awareness of an ancient oral tradition and the effect 

this has on their writing. He gives many instances citing 

chapter and verse and his arguments are convincing. One of 

his prime examples is Robert Louis Stevenson's Kidnapped with 
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its sequel Catrionao 

In the work of a later writerv George Mackay Browng the 

inspiration from traditional sources is even clearer. Two 

of his children's books'The Two F: 'Ujlers 58 
and Pictures in the Cave 59 

show what can be achieved by a stylist with an intuitive under- 

standing of his material. A knowledge of folk-literature can 

spark off a writer's imagination and give him a creative view 

of a contemporary situation. Alan Sold writes 

'Mackay Brown has done something remarkable in 
modern literatursq he has successfully renewed a 
tradition by applying to it the innovations of 
modern writing techniques. In George Mackay 
Brown's work the old saga voice and the old ballad 
manner bland with the modern accents of Orkney', 60 
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TRANSLATIONS 

69 

So off the master goes himself 

to try and sort things outs 

Butchers butchers kill the calfg 

Calfq calfv drink the waterg 
Waters water# quench the firev 

Firep firep burn the sticks 
Sticks sticks beat the dogs 

Dogg dogs bits Johnny, 

johnnyt Johnnyq shake the trees 

Bring down all the pears that be* 

p. 69 

Little marmotp dancet 

One and twag three and four, 

Like a lovely pamerance# 

The lovely marmot dancesp 

And so is la and so la Is 

The lovely marmot dancesp 

And so la la and so Is la 

The marmot dances dances. 

70 

This is the way the gentlemen ridat gentlemen ridev gentlemen ride, 

This is the way the peasants rideq peasants ride# peasants ride 

This is the way the rascals ridet rascals ridev rascals ridel 

po 70 

I have a little ship# I take it to the lake to play# 

I give it then a little push and so it sails away, Hoorayl 

I sail an it to ZZrich and buy all kinds of thingep 

Later in the evening gifties back it bringrs. 
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po 74 

If the heavens were made of paperg 
And every star a scribe aboveg 
And every scribe had seven handat 

They never could describe my love. 

p. 74 

On the pipers' bench his place is bars, 

Only his banner hangs limply there. 

Lieni is left in foreign ground 

And nowhere can his pipes be found, 

p. 74 

an exquisite expression of Swiss peasant circumstances and 

the sublime experience of two lovers. 

po 76 

I found the folk-tale of the Frog-Prince this afternoon in a 

Scottish book* I don't think there's another nation so full 

of folk-tradition as the Scots, 

82 

Both folk-tales and legends are formative powers which the 

developing youngster needs and with which he should have 

contact at an impressionable age. 
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13o Songs for the Nursery. songs to interest and instruatý# selected 
and edited by David Robertson (Glasgow# 1844)9 Introductiono 

14o Sandy Candy, selected and edited by Norah and William Montgomeris 
'(Londont 1948)t po 118o 
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15, A Scots Kist (1972); Scotecape (1978); A Scots Handsel (1980); 
Scotagats (1982); Ram Tam Toosh (1982)9 mainly selected, 
occasionally composadq published by Oliver and Boydq Edinburgh, 

16. James Hoggt Domestic Manners of Sir Walter (Edinburghq 1834). 

17. Patrick McDonaldq A Collection of Highland Vocal Aire 
(Edinburghq 1784), 

18. Iona and Peter Opieq The Lars and Language of School 
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by Hans Manzg illustrated by Paul Nuss6aumer (Frouenfeldq 1982). 
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29. The English and Scottish Popular Ballads, collected and edited 
* Francis James Child# 5 vols, (Boston, 1882-98)9 volo 2t 
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30, Poetry of Northeast Scotlandp edited by James Alison 
(Londong 1976)9 pe 15* 
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1927)p pp. 156-8. 

33, Under the title Duals und Babele in J. G, Herderta collection 
Stimmen der VAG'r (Voices of the peoples) (1778). Sias 
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43* Scottish Fairy and Folk-tj. 1as9 edited by Sir George Douglast 
first published 1896. The above quotation is from the edition 
in East Ardeley in 19779 Introduction, p. xi. 
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44. The Well at the Worldts Endq selected and edited by Norah 
and William Montgomerie (Landong 1975)9 

45, 'The Giant with the Golden Hairlp Tocher 33 (Edinburghp 
Springg 198O)q pp. 165-183. 

46, Tales of the North Coastq collected by the pupils of Farr 
Secondary Schoolp Bettyhillq Sutherlandt edited by Alan 
Temperley (Londong 1977), 

47. Kinder- und Hausm3rchen der Schweizp collected and edited 
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Bergen " collected and edited by Johannes Jagerlehner (Baselt 
1; 722 _9 first editiong 1913* Now published in Eule du, 
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Lchv Dieschbnatan Mirchen aus der Schweiz (Fr feldq 1978)# 
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53. Lillian Ho Smithq The Unreluctant, Years (Chicagov 1953)* 

54. The Well at the World's Endv Falk Tales of Scotlandt retold 
by Norah and William Montgomerie Londont 1975)p p. 65. 

55. Max OthijtSagen und Marchen von der SchweizIq (Sonderheft: 
Die Schweiz und des 3ugendbuch)q 3uqendliteraturg Nr 119. Manchen, 
Nov., 19619 pp* 523-525. 

56. George Mackay Browng Six Lives of Fankle the Cat (Landont 1980); 
Alison Fellq The Grey Dancer (Londong 1981); Franz Hohler, 
illustrated by Werner Maurer, In ainem Schloss in Schottland 

wohnte sinmal ein junges Geapenst (Aarau, 1979) (In a cas 
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58* George Mackay Browng The Two FiJIlers (Londong 1974), 

59. George Mackay Browng The Pictures in the Cave (Londont 1977)o 

60& Alan Sold, George Mackay Brown (Edinburghv 1978)t back cover* 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE LITERARY TRADITION 

Written literature has many roots in oral traditiont but 

it has also developed a distinct tradition of its own which 

can most easily be viewed chronologically since the evidence 

is clearly before us. What was written or adapted for 

children is the main concern of this thesis and an 

attempt will be made to establish what national 

attitudeaq if anyq writers have attempted to pass an to 

them* The old chroniclers were not consciously passing on 

attitudes. They were simply recording their story and 

telling a story remains nowq as it was thenp the most sure 

way of focussing the attention of the reader# especially if 

that reader is a child. 

First there are the medieval manuscripts in which are 

to be found some of the most potent ideas which still shape 

our livese Originally panned in the Latin of the dayq the 

Declaration of Arbroath contains the wardes 

" for as long as but a hundred of us remain 
ali; et never will we on any conditions be brought 
under English rule* It is in truth not for gloryt 
nor riches nor honours that we are fightingt but 
for freedom - for that alone Thich no honest man 
gives up but with life itsel;. 

Later an children's stories will often be seen to reflect these 

antiments both in Scotland and Switzerlandt although it will 

a Swiss peasants and not barons who pronounce them. 

The invention of printing and its relatively rapid 

development in Europeq preceding the Reformation by such a 

short timaq was crucial to the spreading of new beliefs and 

attitudes and made it much easier to transfer these ideas to 
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childrent initially perhaps by reading aloud to them* Printerst 

publishers and booksellerst some often carrying out all three 

operationst flourished* As techniques improved so did the 

possibilities of appealing to children by combining the 

visual pleasures of pictures with learning* The subject 

matter of children's books widened and their'horizonst although 

still largely bounded by devotional or moral taleav gradually 

expanded* An endeavour will be made to trace the development 

of writing for children, be it very brieflyt an through the 

Enlightenmentp the period of the Napoleonic wars and their 

aftermathp as far as the middle of the nineteenth century, 

when this genre of writing began to show signs of becoming 

an art form in its own right. Scotland and Switzerland 

share the same wide sweep of European culture and so do 

their much larger neighbours who have languages in common 

with them. This is clearly reflected in childrents books* 

Harvey Darton has summed up these relatively early stages in 

children's literature: 

'There is really only one "text" in these pagesp 
and that is that children's books are always the scene 
of a battle between instruction and amusementp between 
restraint and fresdomp between hesitant morality and 
spontaneous happiness. That conflict is not confined 
to the nurseryl, 2 

The medieval period has particular significance for 

children for the old chroniclers continue to have a profound 

effect an the young readers of today* John Barbourg archdeacon 

of St. Machar'st Aberdeen# and the shadowy figurst Blind Harryt 

chose the two most famous Scottish heroes for their themesp 

Robert the Bruce and William Wallace, Barbour was writing 

about 1375 and Blind Harry between 1470 and 1480o Both 
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chroniclers set great value on courageq but also on 'fredomet 

and fricht'. The German literary hiatorian Kurt Wittig writess 

'Barbour's theme is# fundamentallyp the moral 
and political conception that the conventional 
knightly virtues - prowesag chivalryp loyaltyt 
patriotism itself - are of no account unless they 
are supported by the ideals of 'fredomes and 
IrichtIq and in this respect at any rate, this 3 tromancet is without parallel in the Middle Ageste 

The Scats like to think that they still have in them 

something of the old virtues* Recently two children's books 

have been published to remind the young of these national heroes 

and the ideals they fought for: freedom and justice* 4 

Professor J. G. Robertson writes of spirited Swiss layeg 

dating probably from the fourteenth centuryp commemorating the 

victories of Sempach (1386) and Nifels (1388)t 5 but these battles 

do not seem to have inspired any juvenile fictiont although an 

excellentomadernp wOll-illustrated history series gives a moving 

account of this whole period# highlighting the heroic action 

of Arnold von Winkelried. 6 
The Swiss have their own 

chroniclersq notably Hans Schriber of Obwalden who about 1470 

wrote down an account of the semi-legendary events surrounding 

the foundation of the Swiss Confederacy. His chronicleq 

Des weisso Buch von Sarnen, q white because covered in pigsking 

contains the first written account of Wilhelm Tell's encounter 

with Gessler and what followede 7 This story has besn told 

several times for Swiss children and recently it was published 

as a picturebook9 featuring as its herop not Tellq but his son* 

Bettina Hurlimann found her inspiration in Jeremias Gotthelffs 

Knabs des Tell (1846)o In 1971 the Swiss dramatist Max Frischq 

wearied by the unquestioned apotheosis of Tell wrote and then 

0 
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published in Germany his Wilhelm Tell fOr die Schulaq 9 
witty and 

scathingt not universally appreciated by the Swiss. Such an 

event is indicative of a wind of change blowing through 

Switzerland at the present time# The problem ist as always 

when debunking mythsýnot to throw the baby out with the bath- 

water* 

Sir Walter Scott was attracted to this period of history 

when the Swiss were struggling to maintain their independence 

under threat from Charles the Boldp Duke of Burgundy. In his 

nove3q Anne of Goierstaing he describes the two spokesmen for 

the Swiss Federation as they defy the Duket 10 

IKnow that you may, if it be Godfa willp gain 
our barren and rugged mountaineq but like our 
ancestors of old we will seek refuge in wilder 
and more distant solitudeaq and when we have 
resisted to the lastv we will starve in the icy 
wastes of the glaciers. Ah. mang women and 
childrent we will be frozen into annihilation 
together# are one free Schwitzer will acknowledge 
a foreign mastart. 

Scott has dated his story very precisely in 14749 The Swiss 

defeated the Burgundians in 1476g probably the greatest triumph of 

Swiss arms ever, The booty from thesebattlefieldscan still be 
0 

aeon in the Historical Museum in Bern 0 including the carpet of 

a thousand floweret woven in Brussels in 1466e It is indicative 

of values hold in common by Scots and Swiss, that Scott should 

take pleasure in highlighting the two rugged Swiss peasants to 

the detriment of the Burgundian knightag echoing the sentiments 

of his follow-countrymang Robert Burnet 

'The rank is but the guinea's atampt 
The man's the gowd for at that#. 11 gold 

The armed, free peasant does not exist in today's Switzerlandt 

but a certain equalitarian attitude remains. The Middle Ages 
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aleO produced in translation a literary formt not devised 

OsPsci8lly for childreng but quickly adopted by thems the 

Fable, The animal charactersp the simplicity of languagep 

the easily understood moral made the Fable ideal reading 

material for children*' Probably introduced from the East 

by Aesop the Phrygian to the classical world, 
12 the Fable 

soon became established in Europep taking an a new identity 

through the skill of the translator. Robert Henryson wrote 

in Scots between 1480 and 14909 Morall Fabillis of Esone the 

Phrygian. It is not difficult to imagine his pupils in 

Dunfermline enjoying 'The Taill of the Uponlandis Moue and the 

Surges Moual. Right up to the present day fables have retained 

their popularity with children and there have been countless ran- 

deringep often beautifully illustrated* A now edition of 

Hanryson's translation was recently published, 
13 Fables were 

equally popular in the German-speaking areas of Europe. 

Martin Luther approved of them and of folk-tales too* In a 

short treatiest Abhandlunqen Ober die Fabal he wrote$ 

'Wir sehen, daß Kinder und junge Leute durch 
Fabeln und Ahrlein leichtlich bewegt und also 
mit Lust und Liebe zu Kunst und Weisheit gefÜhrt 
warden.... 1 14 

Like the folk-tale the fable ran the danger of being sentimentalisedp 

prettified and trivialised according to the fashion of the day. 

Switzerland is much nearer Mainz and Wittenberg, the early 

contras of printingg than Scotland, The first printing presses 

were set up in Switzerland about 1468p whareas in Scotland not 

until 1507o 
15 

Ulrich Zwingli came to ZZrich in 1519 and 

immediately began to put his ideas on church reform into 

practice. He had been greatly influenced by the Humanist 
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Erasmus who showed his interest in the education of children 

by publishing in 1522 'Familiarum calloquiarum formulad (Guide- 

lines for family discussions) which appeared in a German 

translation in Zurich in 1539/459 16 Zwingli wa6ted to 

take the church back to the simple beliefs and practices 

of the Now Testament and was anxious to train children as 

early as possible to that end. In 1524 he wrote Herr Ulrich 

Zwinqli Lehrbischlein for his stepsong then fourteen years 

old* Unfortunately war broke out between the cantons which 

favoured the now teaching and those which adhered to the old. 

It was only after Zwingli was killed in 1531v that a compromise 

was reached. This was based on the teachings of a remarkable 

mang Nicklaus von Flueq popularly known an 'Bruder Klauelt who 

was to become the hero of an interesting children's novel. 
17 

Bruder Klaus's advice consisted basically of two guiding 

principless never become involved in foreign wars and never 

be intolerant in matters of religion, By the Treaty of Stans 

(1481) he brought peace to the warring urban and mountain 

cantons* These principles have become enshrined in Swiss 

public life and also have led to accusations of dullness and 

slowness in decision-makings Over a long periodq not 

surprisinglyq Swiss childrents books have been accused of 

the same faults* 

It was in Geneva that the Reformation showed its most 

uncompromising face. John Calving a brilliant Frenchman and 

a Reformer with rigidly hold convictionsq finally settled 

there in 1541* He was joined in 1544 by the Scotsman# John 

Knoxg also a refugee from religious persecution in his own land* 
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The two man remained firm friends until Calvin's death in 

1564o When Knox was invited back to Scotland in 1559p it 

was Calvin's form of Protestantism he resolved to introducee 

He came back to a divided countryv for the young Catholic 

Maryq heir to the Scottish thronev was soon to return from 

France where she had grown upp to claim her inheritance, 

Scotland was a country laid waste too in the 'Rough Wooing# 

when Henry VIII of England devastated the Scottish lowlands 

in his frustration at not obtaining Mary's hand for his son 

Edward* From now onwards Scotland was to be essentially a 

Protestant country with a policy that would lead eventually 

to the severance of the tAuld Alliance$ with France and to 

union with England* 

Like Zwingli Knox was intensely interested in the education 

of children and in his own way a great idealist* He wanted to 

use whatever money he could salvage from the dispossessed church 

(loss than he had hoped) towards the fulfilment of his dream of 

: parish school in every parish and a borough school in every 

own* Children were profoundly affected by his plans. 

Literacy became widespread and opportunities were provided for 

$the lad ot pairts' (poor# but clever boy) to better himself. 

In Knox himself there was an aggressive spirit of independence 

and egalitarianism which carries echoes of the Scottish past 

and foretells the stormy future. The Earl of Morton-was 

heard to exclaim at Knox's funeral: 

'Here lies one who never feared the face of man'* 

Knox died in 1572, Not long afterwards in 1603 came the Union 

of the Crowns and the removal of the court to London, In 1611 
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the authorised version of the Bible was published in English, 

No version appeared in either Scots or Gaelic. These two 

eventsp the Union of the Crowns and the translation of the 

Bible into English# resulted in a certain loss of confidence 

on the part of the Scats, 

Very little in the way of books seems to have been 

provided for children during the Reformation period apart from 

Catechisms and the Bible itself but the spread of literacy and 

respect for education opened many doors* The oldest children's 

book traced in the National Library of Scotland is the Aberdeen 

Harnback (1622)9 containing an A#B*C. and the Lord's Prayer. 

A second bookq An account of the last words of Christian Kerr. 

who dyed in Edinburgh an the fourth of February in the eleventh 

year of her aget was destined to become a best-seller. Chriatiants 

parents wanted more people to benefit from the wisdom and grace 

of their child and they were persuaded to allow publication* Her 

words move us over the years: 'Dear mothert remember that I was 

but lent to you*-*It and it is a fresh and readable book even 

today, The modern reader feels close to Christian and her 

parents as they prepare for the inevitable parting, Finally, 

the Proverbs of Solomon. newly translated out of the oriqinal 

tonque. very commodious for the use of young children (1672) 

is a tiny little book for all its thirty-one chapters and not 

particularly attractive* It was exhibited at an Edinburgh 

Festival Exhibition in 1976 as perhaps the oldest known children's 

book printed in Scotlandý 
a For the next two hundred years and 

more reading material for children was based firmly on religion 

and education, 
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This was equally true in Switzerland. After the 

Reformation much energy went into producing catechisms, 

for the Reformers felt that the most important step for the 

future was to fix the tenets of the now faith firmly in the 

receptive minds of children. There was also a strong 

Counter-Reformation in German Switzerlandt for several cantonag 

especially the original members of the Federationg remained 

staunchly Catholic* The Jesuits wrote plays for their pupils 

which developed into a successful theatre movement in schools, 

In ZE! richg howeverg lay-writing for children began in an 

almost fortuitous way and started a fashion later copied all 

over German Switzerland. An old custom demanded that 

scientifict philanthropic and public bodies should make a 

donation towards the heating of the public houses where they 

hold their meetings* This took place at New Yearp when 

children delivered the money for their parents and received 

in exchange as refreshment Veltlin wine and Itirggelit (a 

kind of biscuit), The whole arrangement was eventually 

regarded as too expensive and when the children arrived in 

1645t they received instead a copper-plate engraving with a 

few lines of poetry below* The Central Library of ZGrichr 

founded in 1629t produced the first offering called 'Die 

Tischzucht' (Table Manners)* The occasion was obviously 

being used for educative purposes. These 'Noujahrblibitters 

(Now Year Shoots) were generally printed an high-quality 

paper and folded, Bettina 4rlimann showed some of those 

in her private collection a few years ago (1982) in the 

exhibition hall of the same library. They were beautifully 
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produced and clearly destined for well-to-do children. 

Distinguished members of the communityv artistst writerst 

poetsp even politiciansv volunteered as contributors, The 

INeujahrblHttsrI lasted well into the nineteenth century and 

covered a wide range of subjectse They were particularly 

important in the eighteenth century as a source of non-religious 

reading matter for children. Two books which stand alone were 

also published in the seventeenth century. Both had a profound 

effect on children's literature in Scotland and Switzerland, 

Bishop Jan Komensky or Comeniust born in Moravisp presentday 

Czechoslovakiap published in 1658 his unique Orbis Pictus 

(Pictures of the World)p a kind of pictorial encyclopasdia for 

children which enjoyed enormous popularity throughout Europe. 

The second book is Pilgrim's Proqress,, published in England 

in 1675 by John Bunyanq not designed in the first instance 

for childrent but capturing their imagination from the very 

beginning and being translated into almost every known 

languagee 
19 

By the end of the seventeenth century the production of 

books and their distribution were becoming organisedq but the 

internal organisation and the geographical position of Scotland 

and Switzerland within Europe were totally different. Communication 

between intellectual contras in German Switzerlandq ZUrichp Basel, 

Bern was easy and Switzerland itself was central to Europe 

itself. Ideas were more easily shared; the educational 

writings of Rousseaug especially La Nouvelle Hdlaise (1760) 

and Emile (1762)0 injected fresh theories into the educational 

world and freed children from some previous restraints* In 1781 
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Pestalozzi published Lienhard und Gartrud presenting a more 

loving and more free picture of family life than that found 

previously and later by his own actions in educating the 

orphans of the Napoleonic Wars at Yvardon helped to revolutioniss 

school life* What were known as thelvetische Ngel (Swiss 

characteristics) began to appear in Swiss children's bookas 20 

a deep feeling for nature, especially for the Alps, an interest 

in Swiss historyp the spread of Republican sympathisag an 

interest in practical things, the importance of family life 

for children are a few. Some of the earlier books revealing 

these traits are listed belowo 21 Not only educationiste 

like Pastalozzi wrote for children but also Johann Jakob Bodmer# 

who was primarily a scholerv was also the author of plays for 

schoolat 'Die Botachaft des Lebens' (ZU-richg 1771) and tDor 

Fussfall vor dam Bruders (Zurichq 1776)o 

The situation in Scotland during this period, that is 

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuriesp was quite different 

from that of Switzerland* Switzerland* despite its diverse 

languaget was becoming more of an entity, a nation state in 

fact* Scotlandq by the Union of Parliamentag had become an 

integral part of the United Kingdom and had to some extent 

lost its identity* There was one area of children's 

literaturet however# which flourished greatly in Scotland. 

That was the chapbooke Mary Kenneway 22 
named the whole 

first part of her bibliographical thesis an Scottish 

children's booksq 'The Chapbook Eral, Small printing- 

presses turned out hundreds of chapbooks. 
23 There were 

dozens of chapbook printers in Scotland. The enterprising 
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James Catanach from Burntisland had even moved south to 

Newcastle# and later his son of the same namet a pioneer in 

cheap books for children# settled at Seven Dials in London# 

tLittle girls and boys will find 
At Catanach's something to their mind,,, # 

went the rhyme* 
24 

We are indebted to Victor Neuburg for much information 

about the distribution of these printeraq 
25 

mostly as to be 

expected in Edinburgh and Glasgowq but as far north as Aberdeen 

and including Ayrt Kirkcudbright and Newton Stewart in the 

south-west which suggests a possible connection with the 

Covenanterso No Highland press is mentioned* In the 

Highlands the communities were widely scattered, the roads 

poorp most people would have spoken only Gaelic. By the early 

nineteenth centuryq sermons and tracts had given way to more 

popular material and many books and plays were being produced 

for children* 
26 Chapbooks were of course the cheap end of 

the market and were often distributed by pedlarso The word 

comes from the Anglo-Saxon Iceapman' and is the same as the 

German IKaufmannIq a 'salesman$* Chapbooks were printed 

initially an large sheets of cheap paper and folded down into 

specific numbers of pages* There were also upmarket 

publishing houses in Scotland* Still functioning at 

thepresent day are Nelsont founded in 1798t Oliver and Boyd 

(1806)9 Blackia (1809)9 Collins (1820) and Chambers (1832)9 27 

Chapbooks lastad the best part of two hundred yearst but their 

heyday was the latter half of the eighteenth and the first half 

of the nineteenth century. 
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The apparent absence of children's chapbooks in 

Switzerland will be discussed later in this chapter; first 

the situation in Scotland needs to be reviewed. Harvey 

Darton has a. poor opinion of chapbooksg 
23 but Miss Helen Bell, 

Librarian at the Mitchell Libraryq Glasgow, takes a different 

views 

tA wide range was covered in these popular 
pamphletag historyq religiong superstitiong romance, 
the supernatural and every kind of humorous, fabulous 
and murderous tale. Abridged versions of novels and 
other literature of the period were common# as were 
collections of poems and songs. These latter 
circulated in great profusion and were probably the 
moat popular of all the chapbooks ooo the existence 
of a cheap popular literaturst such as the chapbook, 
meant that a very basic literacyt once attained, 
could be maintained within the familyse** The 
vast number of chapbooks which survive today testify 
to the extent of their interest - and to their 
durabilityt, 29 

Several records remaing reminding us of the pleasure these 

books g8v6S 

'One morning early in July, 1763, James Boswell 
visited the printing office in Saw churchyard which 
was run by the Dicey family. There he bought a 
number of chapbooks which he said had amused him in 
his childhood. "I have always retained a kind of 
affection for them, as they recall my early daya"q 
he wrote on the flyleaf of a bound volume of his 
chapbooks which now forms part of the Child Memorial 
Collection in Harvard College Library', 30 

More than a hundred years latert Robert Whitep post and 

local historianwrote: 

11 well remember that my mother on going to a 
neighbouring town always brought me a penny history 
or a half-penny collection of songs and this little 
memorial of her Iffection was looked for with the utmost 
earnestness *01 

Some of the Glasgow publishers became quite famousp notably 

3. & M. Robertson who published in 1801 a toy-book historyt by unnamed 

'approved authors'. The dedication runs thust 
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'To the young Gentlemen and Ladies of Great Britain 
& Irelandt particularly to the Youth of North Britaintp 

and it ends with the pious hope: 

tMay the disagreeable distinction of Englishman and 
Scotchman be forever lostt in the common# in the glorioust 
in the envied name of Briton', 32 

James Lumaden & Son# Glasgowt even earn an accolade from 

Harvey Darton as 

#a firm noted for the elegance of their cheap bookst. 33 

The chapbook publishers produced hundreds of books with 

nothing specifically Scottish about themt but always in their 

lists there were titles from Scottish historyp for examplet 

Narratives of the Battles of Drumclog and Bothwell Briop 

dealing with the Covenanters and The Haughs of Cromdaliq 

commemorating the last battle in 1690 in one of the campaigns 

in support Of the Stewart cause. 

Across in Edinburgh Willy Smith published broadsides as 

well as chapbookes 

'Therels Willy Smith the carpenterp 
Become at last a publisher, 
You'll meet his works in rhyme and prose# 
Throughout this land of cakes and brass'* 

His titles all suggest ScotlandtThe Laird of Cockpong Donal the 

Piperg The Guisers' Sonqq The Ceremony of Hallowelenp The Dominiso 
34 

One name stands out among all the chapbook writereq Dougal 

Grahamq the skellat bell-man of Glasgow (Iskellat' is the type 

of bell a town-crier uses), He wrote authentic Scottish chapbooks, 

widely read by children. He had been out in the 'Forty-Five' 

and wrote an eye-witness account of the period, He is credited 

with The Scots Pinerla queries, q or John Falkirk's Cariches (Riddles). 

The introduction makes his intention and his audience clear: 
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'Old Piper John, if you desire 
To read at leisure by the fire, 
Twill please the bairns and keep them laughing 
And mind the goodwife ol her daffingt35 fun 

This chapbook era was a highly successful period in 

Scottish publishing for a mass market. In a countryq 'which 

has no respect for rank and inherited wealth1q 
36 that was a 

satisfying achievement. 'Dar Wullial is perhaps the modern 

character who most closely reflects that attitude. 
37 

Chapbooks are representative of a popular peasant literature 

and many of them can be read with pleasure and interest by both 

adults and children. Mary Kennaway's choice of title 'The 

Chapbook Era' for all children's books up to 1830 bears this 

out. Sydney Goodair Smith takes a similar views 

I. oe we have a lose exclusive separation of the 
different classes of the community than in most other 
countrisag an easier transition from one class to 
anotherg andq consequently, oddly snoughq a much more 
truly united people than most others* This is shown 
not only in the dismay caused to the English soul 
during the 'Forty-Five$ when it was discovered that a 
more shoemaker hold a commission in the Prince's armyg 
but we can see it also in the fundagntally popular 
tradition of Scottish literature#. 

Goethe's account of his life as a bay in Frankfurt and the 

pleasure he took in the old German chapbooks are well known: 

tDer Verlag oder vielmehr die Fabrik jener SUcherg 
welche in der folgenden Zeit unter dem Titel 8Volks- 
schriftangtp tVolksbÜcherl bekannt und sogar berühmt 
gewordenp war. in Frankfurt selbstg und sie wurden, 
wegen das gropen Abgangs# mit stehenden Lattern auf 
das schrecklichste Gdschpapier fast unleserlich 
gedruckt, Wir Kinder hatten also den Glück# diese 
schitzbaren Überreste der Mittelzgit auf einem 
Tiochchen vor der HaustÜre eines Büchertrödlers 
täglich zu finden# und sie uns fÜr ein paar 
Kreuzer zuzuaignen. Der #Eulgnepiegeltg$Die vier 
HaimonskinderIP $Die schEne Melusinet, #Der Kaiser 
Oktaviantg #Die schöne Magelonotg tFortunatualp mit 
der ganzen Sippechaft bis auf den $Ewigen Judenig 
alles stand uns zu Diensten# sobald uns gelUnteteg 
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nach diesen Werken anstatt nach irgend einer 
Nischerei zu greifen* Der gAtte Vorteil dabei 
warg daig wenn wir ein solches Haft zerlesen 
oder sonst beschädigt hatten, es bald wieder 
angeschaSGt und aufs neue verschlungen werden 
kanntet. 

Goethe convoys the shear joy of the child in his bookq 

but at the same time makes the reader aware of the brisk trade 

in chapbookag carried an in eighteenth-century Germany, The 

same enthusiasm was shown as in Scotlandq but the light-hearted 

way in which the well-to-do Frankfurt boy disposed of the cheap 

little books contrasts sharply with the attitude of his Swiss 

contempararyg Jakob Senn: 

i' 'Es dÜrfte nur bald scheineng als hatt 99 
mir an literarischen Ergötzungen ganz und gar nicht 
gefehlt und wire mir allezeit ein Bibliotheklein 
auserlesener Sachen zur Verfügung gestanden* Dem 
war aber leider nicht so; -ich beaaes nur zwei 
kleine Büchlein eigen, alles Übrige musste ich 
geliehen zu bekommen suchen und was Ich dabei 
für Not hattag das weise nur ich und der liebe 
Gott. Die Leute waren sehr ungefillig gegen den 
kleinen Knirps und es kostete manchmal Tränen# 
bis man mir den Reutlinger Artikel fÜr ein paar 0 4 Tage Überliesei, 

Both writers make qUits clear how important the chapbooks 

wars to themo Goethe gives some idea of the contents drawnt 

in his casap from the folk-tales of the oral tradition, but 

ny and every subject was grist to the chapbook mills religious 

nd moral talest stories of adventure with ghostat witches and 

the devilq all kinds of happeningst strange, amusing or 

dangerousp accounts of robberies and murders alternating with 

historical happeningst but all told in a simple wayt for this 

was reading-matter for the masseso Allowing for differences 

the subjects were the some as those in the Scottish chapbookso 

None of the chapbooks were printed in Switzerland. Neither 
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in ZUrich in the 'Volkskundliches Seminar' nor in Basel in 

the 'Schweizerisches Seminar fur Volkskundet - the folklore 

departments of the two universities - was there much 

information available about Swiss chapbooks, but this was 

clearly an area in which research was being undertaken, 

Professor Rudolf Schenda has published two books an popular 

reading matter: Die Lesestoffe der klainen Leuts (Munchen, 

1976) and Volk ohne Such (Frankfurt am Maing 1970)t which 

make clear what happened in Switzerland during the chapbook 

period. At that time Switzerland was a loose confederation 

whose frontiers to neighbouring countries were more open. 

Although there does not seem to have been any native growtho 

Swiss children enjoyed chapbooks from abroad. Professor 

Schenda has given a fascinating account of the export trade 

from South Germany. 41 

up until quit@ recently in Switzerland literary historians 

have shown very little interest in this kind ot reading matter, 

but the climate is changing. Not surprisingly very little 

of this material seems to have survivedt but there may well be 

more in existence than is surmised. The chapbooks in the Mitchell 

Library are thought to come mainly from unsold publishers' stock* 

One theory is that Scottish parents would not or could not buy 

these books for their children. Nowadays these books would have 

been pulped and disappeared completely. No children's 

chapbookag either Swiss or Germang have, it seemep yet 

come to light in Switzerland. What is suitable 

reading matter for children has been a controversial subject 

down the ages. Chapbooks might well have not been deemed 

worth preserving given the opinions voiced in Heinrich Wolgast's 
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treatises Des Eland unserer Jugendliteratur (the wretched state 

of our juvenile literature)9 42 
and certainly in comparison with 

books addressed to middle-class children. The whole question 

of what youngsters read in the nineteenth century is discussed 

by Rudolf Schenda in. Volk ohne Such. 43 

The main centr8 which SUppl18d German SWitZ8rland with 

chapbooks was the town of Reutlingen with its surrounding 

villages* From there the 'colporteurs' (pedlars) in 

considerable numbers streamed out through Switzerland often 

to exchange their books for silks and muslins, The village 

of Eningen was devoted to the book-tradetas the Welsh town 

of Hay-an-Wye is today. August K6hlerq a theology student, 

was amazed in 1790 by the Amazonian-like women pedlareg with 

chests of books on their backet not so very different from 

the west-coast women Of Scotland with creels of peato Kbhlor 

speaks disparagingly of the chapbookst 

Ischlechte BOcherg Volkslieder und Mfirchenq 
wie sis nur dam rahen Landsmann schaurig genug 
asin eogent, 44 

From the date it is clear that Kbhler was writing in the Age of 

Enlightenment (or Reason) when such reading-matter would have 

been suspect. Justinius Kernerv who was both poet and doctort 

living in the little Swabian town of Weinsbergt remembers 

seeing much the same books as Goethe in Frankfurtv but in the 

market-place in Reutlingenq about 1786.45 

There is good reason to suppose that similar book trade- 

routes existed from France into French Switzerlandpbased on 

tpinal. 46 
No evidence was forthcoming about Italy* 

Why the Swiss did not apparently develop an indigenous 
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chapbook printing industry remains a matter for conjecture. 

One possible answer is that they already had a lively equivalent 

of their own in the 'Kalenderl or Almanache which were 

published every year throughout Switzerlandt often associated 

with different districts or towns and quite clearly of Swiss 

origin. 
47 It is not surprising that they have become 

collectors* itemep for the woodcut illustrations are sometimes 

outstanding and cover a wide range of subject. One character 

which appears again and again is 'der Basler hinkende SW 

or 'Le Veritable Massager Boiteux do Nouchatellp often as 

the illustration an the front cover (the hobbling postman), 

As time went on the 'Kalendert grew in size and contained 

far more than dateag horoscopes and weather forecasts* They 

supplied reading matter for the whole family and helped to 

keep literacy alive. Many of the stories were $borrowed$ 

from earlier books like Johann Peter Hebel's 'Schatzkgstloin' 

(Treasury)9 for there was no law of copyright, They were 

read throughout the year and must have provided entertainment for 

generations. The'KalendeiP also contained much practical advice 

along the lines of the eighteenth century bestseller the 'Noth- 

und H51fe-BUchloin fOr Baueraloutat (Help-in-need Compendium 

for Country Folk)e 48 Several students in the Folklore 

Department of the University of Basel have written dissertations 

about'KalendW. Lately a collection of popular'Kalender- 

geschichten1has been published* 
49 Chapbooks have disappearedt 

but popular literature still abounds both for grownups and 

children. A perusal of any highstrest bookstore makes that 

clear and very often parents are heard to exclaims 
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'Wellv it keeps him reading anyway$. 

It was stated in the preface to this thesis that the first 

group of books for detailed study would be chosen from a period 

as near to lLT70 as might prove feasible, It seems appropriate 

now to summaries the more obvious trends in children's 

literature in both Scotland and Switzerland during the 

immediately preceding period. Since there is no published 

history of children's books in Scotlandq Harvey Darton's 

Children's Books in England, saams the most sensible choice 

as a guide since he clearly includes Scotland in his survey. 
50 

For information on Swiss children's books I rely an the 

Geschichte des dautschen Juqendbuches by Irene Dyhrenfur 01 

where there is a chapter 'Doutschsprachiges Jugendschriftum 

der Schweiz# by Margarete Dierks of the 'Institut fOr 

Jugendbuchforschung der Universit: dt Frankfurt/M19 This 

is supplemented by very full notes by Verena Rutschmann of 

the Schweizerisches Jugendbuch-Institut for the opening 

exhibition of the Institute in its new premisest 1983* 

Children's books in Switzerland, towards the end of the 

eighteenth centuryq being still products of the Age of 

Enlightenmentq endeavoured to train both the heart and mind 

of the young reader* They imparted moral teaching as well 

as information, and books that purported solely to entertain 

were frowned upon* Johann Kaspar Lavaterg one of a group 

of distinguished Swiss scholarsp wrote for his daughter a 

whole Collection of aphorismsq Vermischte Lehren. 
52 There 

was a growing interest in the education of girlepand Nanette 

Rothpletz-Mais published Schilderungan aus dam Leben und Beitrr3Qe 
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zur Kenntnis des menschlichen Herzens. Zum VergnÜgen und 

zur Bildunn der weiblichen Welt. 53 

Rousseau had a profound influence in Britain; Thomas 

Day's compendium of fictionalised Rousseau for youthq 

Sandford and Morton (1783-89) was still flourishing in the 

18808.54 John Ruskin who was of Scottish parentagav though 

born in Londong wrote in his autobiography Praeterita 

(1885-9) about the books he had read in the 18209. He mentions 

the noble and imaginative teaching of Defoe and 
Bunyan on Sundays; a course of Bible work as soon 
as I could read; Maria Edgeworth's LazX Lawrence, 
and (with Joyce's Scientific Dialog2gg) her little 
book of knowledgag Harry and Lucy* For history 
there was Scott's Tales of a nrand-father and later 
for the young adoleacentg Mrs Sherwood's series of 
novels The Lady of the Manor and Henry Milner'. 55 

It is important to remember that all these books were written 

for and read by middle or upper-class children@ The average 

weekly wage for workmen was considerably lose than a pound a 

week* The price of Alice in Wonderland is quoted about 1860 

as 6/-. Free public libraries were in their infancy# school 

libraries were rudimentaryg cheap editions were still in the 

future. The Religious Tract Society and the Society for 

promoting Christian Knowledgag founded towards the and of the 

eighteenth centuryt continued to produce books as cheaply as 

possible* James Nisbet and Thomas Nalsong both Scottish 

Evangelicalsp came down to London and worked in this field as 

publishers* All these andeavours helped to combat illiteracy 

which was still widespread, 

The same desire to help and to spread knowledge was also apparent 

in Switzerland, In Basel in 1777 a society, called die GGGp 
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Die Gesellschaft zur BefÖrdarung das Guten und Gemeinnutzigen 

(Society for the Propagation of the Good and the Useful) was 

founded which initiated the public Library Service in the 

Canton of Basel (1807)o It is noteworthy that there is no 

mention of religion in the title# reminding the reader of the 

rational attitudes of the Enlightenment. Publishers also 

began to take a special interest in the youngg especially 

Sauerlinder in Aarau, and Drell Fussli and Tracheler in 

ZDrich. Very similar developments took place in Scotland, 

Blackie and Collins in Glasgow and Oliver and Boyd in Edinburgh 

are equivalent Scottish publishers, The recent exhibition 

ISesam Sffne dichl 56 
at the ISchweizerischas Jugandbuch-Institut' 

reveals very clearly changes in children's books resulting from 

changes in educational theory. Rousseau's 6mile 1762) eventually 

had a profound effect an education in Switzerlandg including 

naturally children's books, Books packed with information to 

be mastered by children gave way to simpler texts within the 

experience of the child himself. The viewq howeverp that 

books should teach as well as amuset was retained* 

Periodicals for children began to appear. Christian 

Felix Weisse edited the influential Der Kinderfreund (Childrents 

Friendq Leipzigq 1776-1782). Most Scottish periodicals for 

children were stereotyped in character and connected with 

Sunday schools* There was a strong temperance slantv 

ronunciation of the demon drink often leading to miraculous 

conversions, One unusual and stimulating childrents magazineq 

called Excitementp lasted from 1830 to 1845 (Edinburght Londong 

Dublin). Unfortunately the editor Adam Keys was finally 
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dismissed because of the secular nature of the publication* 

Instruction rather than entertainment was to be the keynote 

57 
all through the nineteenth century in SCotlande 

The most successful of the children's periodicals in 

Switzerland was Johannes Staubta Kinderb0chlain, l which first 

appeared in 1843 (ZOrich)o Staub himself wrote part of the 

Kindert; 6chloin as well as editing it* This publication 

continued well into the twentieth century. The content 

of these magazines or booklets did not vary very much: 

stories with a moral# fables, riddles# poems and illustrations. 

One striking feature of children's books in both Scotland and 

Switzerland at this time is the description of poverty-stricken 

children being helped by middle-class youngsters and the 

general acceptance of the situation as normal and inevitable. 

The following description is typical: 

tNie hat wohl Herr Tarney ein grOissares 
Vergnugen empfunden als demalsg da er die Frau 
Gräfin und ihre Töchter unter etlichen Stiegen 
Leinwand antrafg aus welcher sie Hemden für arme 
Wittwen und Waisen verfertigten�oe Er sah die 
Liebe der ersten Christen in diesem Zimmer'*58 

Very similar sentiments are echoed in the hymns 

The rich man in his castle, 
The poor man at his gateg 
God made them high or lowly_ 
And ordered their estate. 0" 

out a much brighter age was an its wayp what Harvey Dorton 

calls the 'Down of Levity' '60 Now avenues were to lead children 

in very varied directionstofairy-tales and fantasy and sometimes 

pure fune Catherine Sinclair in Edinburgh was to produce in 

1839 Holiday Hausa which Harvey Dorton calls 'the bestq original 

children's book written up to that time and one of the jolliest 
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and most hilarious of any period'. 
61 

A golden age for children's literature was very close* 
62 

Writers and illustrators of great talent and sometimes genius 

were about to concentrate an the young. This was certainly 

true of BritaiN where a surprising number of gifted childrents 

writers were Scottish in origin, such as Robert Louis 

Stevenson, George MacDonaldq Andrew Langt R, M, Ballantyne, 

J, M. Barriev Kenneth Grahamep Mrs Molesworth and SeRe Crockett, 

Earlier in this chapter a number of children's books 

were mentioned which were considered to have particularly 

Swiss featurestand now the most famous of them all was to 

appear# namely Johanna Spyrits Heidi (Gotha# 1881)9 which 

over the years has almost become identified with Switzerland* 

In the Preface to this thesis I proposed the hypothesis 

that a child's developing sense of national identity is 

influenced by ideas embodied in the storiesp rhymes and 

songs imparted to him by adults from an early age or read 

by him at a later stage, So far I have attempted to explore 

the hypothesis under the headings of the first four chapterse 

Now the time has come to examine in depth and to compare 

individual books from both countries. The field is wide 

and should allow valid conclusions to be drawng always 

bearing in mind that literature is not an exact science 

and that critical judgement and personal taste must play 

their role, The later group of bookag chosen for 

individual analysis comep as far as possiblefrom a period 

nearly a hundred years later. They act as a control group 

and should strengthen the final conclusions to the thesis* 
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TRANSLATIONS 

p. 94 

We see that children and young people are easily affected 

by fables and fairy-tales and are therefore led towards art 

and wisdom by delight and love* 

p. 104 

The publishing house or rather factory producing these 

books which later an became well-known even famous under the 

name 'Volksochriftentp 'Volkabdchart (chapbooks) was in 

Frankfurt itself and these bookst because of their enormous 

turnoverv led to them being almost illegibly printed from 

stereotypes on the poorest quality of soft paper* We 

children therefore had the good fortune to find every day 

these precious remains of the Middle Ages an a little table 

at the door of a dealer in cheap books and to got hold of 

them for a few pence* Till Eulenspiegelt the four children 

of Haimong the beautiful Melusinev the Emperor Octaviant 

the lovely Magelonst Fortunatuat together with the whole 

tribe including the Wandering Jew - all were at our disposal, 

should we want to snatch at these works in preference to some 

sweetmeat. The biggest advantage in the whole arrangement was 

thatt if we had worn out any of these tales by constant reading 

or re-reading or damaged them in some wayp another copy could 

soon be got and again devoured a second time, 
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P. 105 

It might well appear as if I had plenty of literary 

delicacies and as if I always had a little library of choice 

things at my disposal. That wasn't unfortunately the case 

though; I only had two little books of my own. Everything 

else I had to borrow or try to get hold of and what miseries 

I experienced in my endeavourap only the good Lord and I know, 

People were very unfriendly to this little chapp and sometimes 

I was reduced to tears before they would let me have the 

Reutlingen chapbook for a few days. 

p. 107 

poor-quality booksp folk-songs and fairy-taleag panny- 

draadfuls to suit the taste of the roughest country bumpkin. 

112 

Herr Tarney never experienced greater pleasure than when 

he met the countess and her daughters among some piles of 

linen out of which they were making garments for widows and 

orphans* In this room he saw the love of the early Christians, 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

DETAILED STUDIES DF SELECTED TEXTS 

A, Everyday Life 

All four books which form the subject of this chapter are 

stories of family life and have as their central character a 

child experiencing the joys and sorrows of growing up. They 

are examples of 'Bildungsromanstp which S. S. Prewar 

translates as 'novels of development and education'. 
11 

am 

approaching these books with no fixed ideas about national identity 

and any conclusions drawn will relate directly to the texts. The 

first two books were published towards the end of the nineteenth 

century and reflect many of the social attitudes and conditions 

of the timse- They are Heidip written in two parts and 

subtitled 'Heidis Lshr- und Wanderlahrel (Heidi's years of 

apprenticeship and travel) and 'Heidi kann brauchen, was as 

_qelernt 
hat' (Heidi can make use of what she has learned) 2 

and Cleq KellYjL subtitled 'Arab of he City'& 
3 Johanna 

Spyri (1827-1901) grow up in the village of Hirzel near Z5rich 

where her father was the local doctor, She married the 'Stadtachroibert 

(Town Clark) of Nrich and lived most of her life there, She 

began writing fairly late in life and wrote only children's 

books* None of her other books was to attain anything like 

the world fame of Heidi* SeRe Crockett (1859-1914) was barn 

in Kirkcudbrightshire in south-weat Scotland and was for a time 

a Free Church minister in Penicuik near Edinburgh. He wrote 

for both adults and children* Claq Kelly is addressed to an 

older age-group-than that of his other children's books. it 
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is in fact an early example of the teenage novel. Crockett 

gave up his charge in 1895 to devote himself to fulltime 

writing. He died in Avignon. 

Heidi and Cleg are presented to the reader in a wide 

variety of situationsg at home, at work, in the city and in 

the country* They both are placed in very difficult family 

situations early in life and both are impoverishedv but from 

the very beginning the high Alpine Meadows in Heidi provide a 

marked contrast to the dark filthy cellars of Edinburghts High 

Street closes in Cleo Kelly, Since the death of both parents, 

Heidi has been looked after by her aunt Dots and when the story 

opensp another crisis loomet for Date has been offered a good 

job with a rich family in Frankfurt. She decides to abandon 

Hoidit aged fivet to the care of her grandfather# regarded by 

the villagers down in the valley as an embittered recluse* 

Fortunately Heidi touches the heart of 'Alm-uncle' (Alm is an 

Alpine meadow) and a strong bond of love is gradually forged 

between the child and the old mans 

$Heidi erwachte am frühen Morgen von einem 
lauten Pfiff* Als es die Augen aufschlugt kam 
durch das runde Loch ein goldener Schein auf 
sein Lager und auf das Heu daneben, daß alles 
ringsherum leuchtete. Heidi schaute erstaunt 
um sich und wußte durchaus nicht, wo es war. 
Aber nun hörte es draußen das Großvaters tiefe 
Stimmsq und jetzt kam Ihm alles in den Sinnt 
woher es gekommeng und daß es nun auf der Alm 
beim Großvater seig und nicht mehr bei der 
alten Ursel# die fast nichts mehr hörte und 
meistens fror# so daß sieimmer am KÜchenfeuer 
oder am Stubenaten gesessen hatte. Dort 
hatte dann auch Heidi bleiben mUssen oder 
doch ganz in der Näheg damit die Alte sehen 
kannte# wo es war# da sie es nicht hören 
kannte, Da war es dem Heidi manchmal so 
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eng drinnen# und es wäre lieber hinaus- 
gelaufen. So war es sehr froh, als es 
in der neuen Behausung erwachte und 
sich erinnertag wieviel Neues es 
gestern gesehen hatte und was es heute 
alles sehen kdnnte, vor allem das 
Schwänli und das Bärli. Heidi sprang 
eilig aus dem Satt und hatte in wenigen 
Minuten alles wieder angezogen# was es 
gestern getragen hatte# denn das war 
nicht viel. Nun stieg es die Leiter 
hinunter und sprang vor die HÜtte hinaus. 
Da stand schon der Geißenpoter mit seiner 
Schar, und der Großvater brachte eben 
Schwänli und Birli aus dem Stall herbei, 
damit sie sich der Gesellschaft 
anschlössen. Heidi lief ihm entgegeng 
um ihm und den Geißen guten Tag zu 
sagen8.4 

The mention of the golden morning sunlight in this passage 

already gives the reader an inkling of the Jay that lies ahead 

for Heidi* The bliss she is later to experience in these 

Alpine surroundings becomes so basic to her wellbeing that she 

cannot go an living in the city of Frankfurt and suffers what 

would now be called a 'nervous breakdownte Her deep sense of 

the beauty of the landscape is only one ingredientq although a 

vital on8p in her happiness. 'Alm-uncletv Peterg the goatherdq 

his old blind grandmother down in the valleyq all are considered 

immediate familyq but included in the family too are the goats. 

Heidi quickly gets to know them individually and understands 

their needs and in return they love her. Heidi's warm-hearted 

naturep her need to love and be loved are clearly evident in the 

passage quoted. Her impulsive actioneg her deep desire to make 

others happyg which includes re-integrating her grandfather in the 

village communityt her unawareness of artificial standards of 

behaviourg these are the qualities which have endeared Heidi to 
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generations of children all over the world. Johanna Spyri 

does not allow religiosity and rigid moral standards to obtrude 

to any great extent in Heidi and from the very beginning of the 

story she paints a well-balanced picture of a small Alpine 

community and its struggles in a harsh climatep where inter- 

dependence makes cooperation essential. 

Clog's fatherg Tim Kellyg had come originally from Ireland 

as a harvest-man and charmed the Scottish girl# Isbel 

Beattiog into marrying him. He has developed into a cruel, 

violent drunkard and housebreakert and the only period of 

comparative peace Clog and Isbal enjoy is during the father's 

absence in the Calton Jail. When the story beginst Clog and 

his mother have had to move from Maggot's Close for non-payment 

of rent and are living in a tumble-down cottage in a brick-yard 

on the outskirts of Edinburgh, Clog is now twelveg not afraid 

of his father# but not yet able to defend his mother as he would 

like* The love between Clog and his mother is heartbreakingly 

clear to the readerg but also the Scottish boy's anxiety not 

to appear 'soft'. his qualities of courage and leadership and 

the depth of emotion within him. 

The Kelly family is far down the social scale. Throughout the 

book Crockett reveals gradations of class through the language used. 

Here is his description of Isbel Kelly's last day on earth: 

IShe made the house as tidy as she 
could compass during the morning houreq 
steadying herself with one hand on the 
wall as she went about, Clog, of coursev 
was playing outside. He had c6me racing 
in for his dinner with a wisp of heir 
sticking out of the hole in his hat. 
Isbal smoothed it downg and because 
her hand touched him like a caress Clog 
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put it from himt saying# "Dinna# motherv 
somebody micht see yel" 

It was hot, and the boy was a little 
irritable, but his mother understood. 

'00 Theng as he took the plate of brotht 
he told his mother all that had happened 
in the brick-field that day* He had 
carried clay for Jost and Joe had given 
him a penny* He had been at a rat-hunt 
with the beat terrier in the world. He 
had also chased Michael Hennessey twice 
round the yard after a smart bout of 
fisticuffs. Thereupon the men had 
cheered him, and called him a "perfect 
wull-cat" - which Cleg took to be a 
term of praiset and cherished as a 
soldier does the "penn-orth at bronze" 5 
which constitutes the Victoria Cross . 

Crockett convoys in Clog's own language the bay's belief 

that emotion should not be displayed in publice He also makes 

clear to the reader Isbel's sensitive understanding of her son's 

view of himself as a hero figures #the hard man' of Scottish 

tradition. After dinner Clog goes out to play again while 

his mother watches from the windows 

'It seemed to her to be almost time now* 
She leaned forward wearily to call her son 
to help her* But he was sitting on a brick 
throne in the midat of his castleg dressed 
as Robin Hoodwith all his merry men about 

.j 
and he laughed him. He looked so happy 

so loudpthat Isbel said again to herself# 
"I can manage yet for half an hour and 
then I shall cry to him"* 

But her son caught sight of her at the 
window. He was so elated that he did 
not mind noticing his mother, as a common 
boy would have done* He waved his 
hand to her, calling out loud - "Mitherg 
mither, I'm biggin' a bonny hoose for 
you to leave int" 

Isbel smiledq and it was as if the 
sun had smiled an the hills of her dreamt 
and touched her thin face and made it 
almost beautiful for the last time before 
sundown'. 5a 
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The relationship between the boy and his mother is central 

to the passage abovep but there are other aspects of Clog's 

character which Crockett stresses and will continue to do so 

all through the books his admiration for the tough little 

torrierp his triumph over Michael Hennessey, his pleasure in 

being described 4s a wild-catv his respect for the Victoria 

Cross* He sees himself as Robin Hood# an identification which 

underlines the living power of a myth* He is momentarily a 

brave outlaw leading his band of men and able to protect the 

poor against the power of the authorities. In this elevated 

position he can afford to behave as a common bay* Deeply 

imbedded in his soul there is pride# closely allied to courage 

nd a desire for independence, qualities often supported by 

atermined pugnacity. 

After his mother's death Clog manages to construct a little 

home for himselft with the help of an apprentice Joinerg in 

Callender's wood-yard* Mercifully his father is still in 

prison. One day Mr. Callender himself comes across the 

renovated hut: 

'The builder went round the little hut 
and at the further side he came across Clog 
Kelly dribbling water upon the drooping 
daisies from a broken brown teapott and 
holding on the lid with his other hand. 

"Mercy an ust what are you doing herat 
callant? " [ladt boyj cried the astonished 
builder* 

Clog Kelly stood up with the teapot in 
his hand, taking care to keep the lid on 
as he did so* His life was such a 
succession of surprises provided against 
by watchfulneesp that hardly even an 
earthquake would have taken him unprepared. 
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He balanced the teapot in one handq and with 
the other he pulled at his hat-brim to make his 
manners* 

"If ye P18 8139 sirý, p he saidg, "they turned 
me oot at the: brickyalrdt and I brocht the bits 
ot things her *I ke"nned ye wadna send me 
awayp Maister Callender it *1 

6 

Another aspect of Cleg is shown here. He has all the 

instinct of a home-maker# added to which he likes flowers and 

is prepared to take trouble to make them grow even in the most 

unpromising of circumstances. Both these interests will 

develop as he grows older and give a completely different 

dimension to his life. His conversation with Mr. Callender 

reveals Clog's sense of humour and his charm an well as his 

realistic attitude to life. Clog has assessed the builder's 

character accurately and he is allowed to stay* Mro Callender 

is the first of several kindly grown-ups in the storyq both 

men and women# in no way mawkisht who offer help when needed* 

Together they add an optimiaticq and at times even idealistic 

tons to the book* It in the same tons the reader senses in 

Heidi and will meet again in many children's bookso 

Spyri and Crockett are clearly both concerned about 

children and want to point out what actions and thoughts they, 

as grown-upst consider admirable. They are both moralising, 

as most children's authors did in the nineteenth canturyq L%for 

example The Golden Thread 6a 
or Peter und die Falcon der Unwiseenheit 

;F 

Both Heidi and Clog are pulsing with life and every chapter 

brings fresh interest and excitement. They are the sort 

of books that many adults enjoy reading. Heidi is 

only five when she goes to Frankfurt and nine when she returns 

so that her experience in limited; Spyriq howeverg builds her 
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story carefully round her young heroine and draws some innocently 

amusing situations like the introduction of the basketful of 

young kittens and the saving up of the white rolls for the 

old grandmother who can no longer chew properly. Clog is 

older and a boy# with a different tradition behind him, but 

he is capable of great gentleness and affection, as we sea 

him repeating his motherls homemaking pattern and later looking 

after Vera and her two brothers* There is very little sex 

type-casting in either book in the sense that women and girls 

are restricted to domestic situationst whereas men and boys 

are presented as having much wider possibilities. Klarate 

'Gra8mamat is as strong and dominant as any of the men# and 

all the women in the Scottish storys with the tragic exception 

of Clog's own mothert more than hold their own in varied 

walks of lif8o There is very little class differentiation 

either., 'GroBmamals' habit of calling Fraulain Rottenmeier 

by her second name alonep is not so much putting her in her 

place as rebuking her because of her treatment of Heidi. 

'Alm-uncleg is an assured and dignified man who seems unaware 

of any feeling that a difference of social class might make* 

Clog may speak with a broad accent but that does not reduce 

his confidence* There is a certain rugged independence about 

the characters in these two bookag whatever position in life 

they occupy* That attitude is by and large common to Scots 

and Swiss* 

In Heidi religion plays a decisive role. 'Alm-unclat is 

the only person who does not attend church and he does not teach 

Heidi to pray. Only when 'GroBnamal befriends her in rrankfurtp 
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does she learn about prayer and at first she is disappointed 

because God does not make it possible for her to return 

traightaway to the mountains. This family situation is 

ascribed with insight by Spyrie There is a suggestion that 

the Swiss villagers could have been more charitable in their 

treatment of 'Alm-uncle' when he returned with his motherless 

son and that they are wont to view with hostility and suspicion 

anyone who does not conform to their way of thought. This 

particular village is near Maienfeld in GraubUnden and 

consequently Protestant. The minister plays an important 

part in the community. 

Spyri makes the reader feel that Heidi could not have 

had a kinder mentor than'GrcBmamals 

$##Du betest doch jeden Abend zum 
lieben Gott im Himmel und dankst ihm 
fÜr alles Gute and bittest ihn# daß 
er dich vor allem 83sen behUte711 

"0 neing das tue ich nie"v antwortete 
das Kinde 

"Hast du denn noch nie gebetety 
weißt du nicht was das ist? " 

"Nur mit der ersten Großmutter habe 
ich gebotet# aber es Ist schon lange her# 
und jetzt habe ich vergessen". 

"Siehst du, Heidi# darum mußt du so 
traurig seing weil du jetzt niemanden 
kannstg der dir helfen kann» Denk einmal 
nachv wie wohl das tun mußt wenn einen im 
Herzen immerfort etwas drÜckt und quält, 
und man kann so jeden Augenblick zum 
lieben Gott hingehen und ihm alles sagen 
und Ihn bitteng daß er halfag wo uns sonst 
niemand halfen kennt und er kann überall 
halfen und uns etwas gebeng. das uns wieder 
froh macht", 

In Heidis Augen fuhr ein Freudenstrahls 
"Darf man ihm alles# alles sagen? " 

"Alles# Heidig alles". 8 
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Das Kino zog seim Hand aus den Händen 
der Großmama und sagte eiligt "Kann ich 
gehen? n 

"Gewißt gewiß: " gab diesem zur Antwort. 
Heidi lief davon und hinuber in sein Zimmer, 
Hier setzte es sich auf einen Schemel 
nieder und faltete seine Hinde und sagte 
dem lieben Gott alleag was in seinem 
Herzen wer und es so traurig machte, 
Es bat Ihn dringend und herzlich, daß 
er ihm halte und es wieder zum Großvater 
heimkommen lassen, # 7 

Heidi returns to Switzerlandq armed with her now faitht and 

eventually she coaxes her grand-father back into the Christian 

community of the village, His bitterness is malted by her 

affection* He is greatly helped by realising that he is needed 

and that he possesses both the skill and the compassion that 

eventually bring about Klara's cure. Klare's own self-confidence 

is increased when she becomes aware that the little goat 

Schnesh5ppli loves her and is dependent on her, This is a 

now feeling for a girl like Klara, The final sentence in the 

whole book is spoken by Paterg the goatherd's old blind grand- 

mother, whose whole life has been transformed by Heidits love 

for her: 

"Heidi# lies mir ein Lob- und Denkliadt 
ist mirg als könne Ich nur noch loben und 
preisen und unserem Gott Im Himmel für 
alles Dank sageng was er an uns getan hatn. 

The only character in Spyri's book who behaves in a violent 

and aggressive way is Peter# the goatherdt when he hurls Klara's 

wheelchair down the mountainsidet an action that springs out of 

all-devouring jealousy. He cannot bear to share Heidi with all 

the strangers from Frankfurt* But Peter# who never doubts the 

existence of Godt fears Him greatly and expects immediate 
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retribution for his wickedness in destroying the wheelchair* 

But there is no Old Testament God in Spyrits book to wreak 

vengeance, The beautiful picture book which GroBmama gave 

Heidi in Frankfurt suggests a kindlier God. It is indicative 

of Spyrits viewpoint that the bockq through usage, falls open 

lmost automatically at the story of the Prodigal Sont and 

ndeed it is Heidi's reading of this particular story that 

finally touches her grand-father's heart. 

A much more belligerent and aggressive note Is immediately 

struck by Clog Kelly in Crockett's book* "It's all a dumb lial 

God's deadl" 9 
are the opening words of the storyp spoken by Clog 

in the gloomy collar off the High Street in Edinburght known as 

Hunker Court Mission School, He has been referred at last to 

the superintendent of the Sunday School# in private life a tallow 

chandler and general dealer, Clog has been making a continuous 

nuisance of himself by distracting other pupils* The auperin- 

tandent's final rebuke rings outs 

"And sop if you do not repentt God will 
take you in your iniquity and cast you into 
hall* Forg ramembert God sees everything 
and punishes the bad people and rewards the 
good"* 10 

Crockett describes the scene between the ragged bare. -footed 

boyp charming and articulate in his own wayp and the sanctimonious 

superintendent who inevitably expels himt 

#Soý as the resisting felon is taken to 
prisong Cleg Kellyp heathen of twelve yearep 
was h&, 19d to the outer door and cast forth 
of Hunker Court* But as the culprit wentq he 
explained his position. 

"It's all gammong that about prayin't" he 
cried. "I've tried it heaps of times - never 
fetched it oncel An' look at my mother. 
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She just prays lashingav and all the time* 
An' mffather - he's never a bit the better 
- nor her neither* For he thrashes us 
-black and blue when he comes hams just 
the same* Ye canna gammon mev Pund ol 

-CannIesq with your lang pray., prayint 
and your short weight* I tell you God's 
deadf and it's all a dumb liel"I 

The last accents of the terrible Janunciation lingered 

upon the tainted air after the door had closedand Clog Kelly 

was an 

ý. Dutcast* Bkft the awed silence was sharply 
broken by a wqý4 and jingle which occurred 
close to the superintendent's earp as Clog 
Kellyq Iconoc3ast, punctuated his thesis 
of defiance by aending a rock of offence 
clear thro h the f nlight over the door 
of Hunkei"Ifislion School'ý, -j t, 

It is basically a funny scene in which Cleg comas off best. 

Phrases like tthe tainted air$ and $the owed silence$ catch the 

atmosphere of the Sunday School class, Crockett makes quite 

sure the reader realises that the man in charge of the school 

is also the man who gives his customers short waightg but the 

irony of the situation is presented in quite a light-hearted 

waye The inference that Clogto fathe4praying does not 

improve his character is sharper. 

With his tongue in his cheek Crockett continues in the 

next chapters 

ICleg Kelly was now -, ý, outcsst and alien 
from the commonwealth. He had denied the 
faithq cast aside every known creedg and 
defied the Deity Amselfe Soon he would 
defy the policeman and break the laws of 
man - which is the natural course of such 
progression in iniquityp as everyone 
knows'. 12 
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Here Crockett is being critical of the attitudes of 

Edinburgh society, especially of the tunco guid#9 the ultra- 

respectable. He knowsp and the reader soon learnsp that the 

policemeng and especially their wivesq are fond of Cleg# for 

they see through to the care of the bay and know how many 

good deeds he unostentatiously carries out, He does not 

become a law-breaker but develops in quite a different way 

from his father* The man Clog meets later and most admires 

in his heart is Muckle Alick Douglasp the porter at Notherby 

junction and an older of the strict Cameranian Kirkt braveg 

modest and loyal. There is a basic attitude in CrockettIs 

book which is diametrically opposed to Spyri's apparently 

uncritical acceptance of religion, In the last line of the 

chapter 'Why Clog hated his father' Crockett raises the question 

of why God permitted such poverty and wickedness to flourish in 

the alums of a city like Edinburghv where drunkennesst violence 

and suffering are commonplace. Clog and Varap in spite of 

coming from such a background and having little contact with 

organised religion, both grow into responsible people, Crockett 

obviously does not regard belief in the Almighty and adherence 

to a church as the necessary concomitant of virtuep something 

which Spyri seems to suggest in Heidi. 'Alm-unclog is only 

finally accepted by the village when he joins the church. 

Crockett accepts more readily than Spyri views and behaviour 

different from those generally accepted by the conventional 

society of his time* 

Although Spyri and Crockett differ in their attitude to 

religiong the human qualities they admire and would like children 
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to emulate are very similar. High on the list is compassion 

for pther people and a willingness to be involved with theme 

Heidi is compulsively kind and does not rest until she has 

persuaded 'Alm-uncle' to mend all the shutters in the house 

of Peter's blind grandmother. When she returns from Frankfurtq 

her newly acquired reading skill is immediately used to remind 

the old woman of hymns she had known and loved and also to 

teach Peter himself the rudiments of literacy* Clog Kelly 

spends half his week's wages on buying food for Vara and her 

I 
two little brothers in their dank callarp but he is embarrassed 

by their gratitude: 

'Vera's heart broke out in a cryp "0 
Cl8gq I canna thank yet" And her tears 
fairly rained down while she sobbed quickly 
and freely, 

"Dinnag Varaq dinna, lassiet" said C1899 
edging for the door. "y, a maun stop that or 
I declare I'll has to rint"I 13 

Clog's reaction is typical of the boy, In a situation which 

means a great deal to him emotionally, he is no longer ready of 

tongue and he does not want to appear 1soft1q so he begins to 

put an his 'hard man' act again* 

Many of the grown-ups in both books under consideration are 

compassionate and loving and their maturity enables them to handle 

emotional situations especially when they are dealing with children. 

'GroBmamal for instance treats the incident of Peter and the 

invalid chair with kindness and insights 

l"So nun istla gut# die Sache ist arladigt"v 
, schloß die Grcßmamao "Nun sollst du aber auch 
noch ein Andenken an die Frankfurter habang das 
dich freute So sag mir nurg mein Jungeg hast 
du dir auch schon mal was gawÜnscht das du 
haben m8chtest? wl 14 
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Together they agree that Peter shall have a 'Zehnerl (sixpence) 

every week of his life from then on* 

Varat who has fled from Edinburgh on foot with her brothers 

to escape from her violentp drunken mother and to search for her 

father who has gone to Liverpool to seek workp is befriended 

by a simple country woman. Vara# at the end of her strength 

and starvingg had asked if she might have the dog's rejected 

porridge and milk for her brothers: 

'She almost dragged the children into 
the house. Then and there she spread such 
a breakfast for them as Vera had been seeing 

, , pew hungry, in her dreams ever since, 
_ptr It seemed that Gavin grow plumper before 

her very eyeaq with the milk which he 
absorbed as a sponge takes up water. And 
thers appeared to be no finality to Say 
Hugh's appetite. He could always find 
room for just another sconev spread with 
fresh butter and overlaid with coal 

(appl:, 
J: lly-_ýqch as Vars her life 

had v r) partaken ofi. 15 

How much that meal reminds the reader of 'Alm-uncle' preparing 

his meal of goat's milk and cheese in his Alpine hut for Heidi 

and Klaral The food of childhood remains forever associated 

with home in all our minds, 

As the story unfolds in both booksv other good qualities are 

emphasizeds courage and steadfastness, loyalty and independence, 

generosity andq because children tend to love them so mucht 

kindness to animala* Heidi befriends the tiny goatt 

Schneeh5ppliq so often pushed aside by the others; Clog beats 

out the fire in Holyroad Park as it threatens to encroach on 

the hedgesparrows' nests 

Pretentiousness and snobbery come in for disapproval in both 

books. Fraulain Rottenmaier is more sillyl insensitive and 
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unimaginative than downright cruel. In fact Spyri never 

allows cruelty to appear in a violent formp whereas Crockett 

seems to regard violence as an unpalatable but unavoidable 

reality. Drunkenness is never mentioned in Haidip but in 

Cleo Kelly, drink is obviously a social evil an a huge scale. 

The most wicked characters introduced by Crockett are Tim 

Kelly and Sal Kavannah who are both drunkards. They 

particularly resent and indeed hate their childrang Clog 

and Varap what they feel, are trying to be better than 

their parents* Towards the and of the bookq Crockett 

allows the action to deteriorate into a mixture of 

sentimentality and melodrama with many unlikely turns and 

twistsq whereas SPYri is much more successful in managing 

and shaping her material towards a realistic and believable 

conclusion* 

The Alpine background is of immense importance in Spyri's 

book* The mountain ranges of Falknis and Schesaplanat the 

breathtaking sunrises and sunsets, the wild flowers and birdst 

the goats in their summer pastures, above all the sound of the 

wind in the fir-trees - these are life-giving sounds as far as 

Heidi is concerned* The landscape carries a blessing for her 

of almost religious intensityo Away from these surroundings 

she cannot thriveo Spyri returns again and again to 

descriptions of these scenest not in isolation but in relation 

to their influence on Haidio Her love for her grandfather and 

the beauty of the landscape are inextricably interwoven in the 

depths of her soul so that away from them she suffers from 

crippling homesickness. The good old doctor in Frankfurt 
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eventually decides that only a return to Switzerland will help. 

Spyri's descriptions are usually calm and peacefulp only 

occasionally does she mention the dangers and problems of 

winter in these altitudes, This is her account of Heidi's 

first visit to the mountain pasture: 

'Das Tal lag weit unten Im vollen 
rorganglanz. Vor ihm erhob sich ein 
grossee, weites Schneafoldv hoch In den 
dunkelbleuen Himmel hinaufg und links 
davon stand ein ungeheuerer Falsenblock, 
zu dessen beiden Seiten ein hoher 
Falsenturm kahl und zackig in die 
Bläue hinaufragte und von dort oben 
ganz ernsthaft auf das Heidi niederschaute. 
Das Kind saß mäuschenstill da und schaute 
ringsum# und weit umher war eine grosse 
tiefe Stille. Ganz sanft und lei 

' so ging 
der Wind Über die zarteng blauen Glocken- 
b13mchen und die goldenstrahlanden 
CystuarÖschen# die Überall auf ihren 
dÜnnen Stangelchen herumstanden und 
fröhlich hin und her nickten. Der 
Peter war nach seiner Anstrengung eingeschlafen 
und die Geißen kletterten oben anden BÜschen 
umher, Dem Heidi wer es so schön zumute# 
wie noch nie in seinem Loben. Es trank das 
goldene Sonnenlicht, die frischen Lüftsq den 
zarten Blumanduft in sich eing und wÜnschte 
gar nichts mehrg als immer so da zu bleiben. 
So verging eine gute Zeit, und Heidi hatte 
so lange zu den hohen Dergrieq_en drÜben 
aufgeschautg daß es nun warg als hitten 
sie alle Gesichter bekommen und schauten 
ganz bekannt zu ihm hernieder$. 16 

To Heidig looking across at them from the pastureq the mountains 

seem like giants looking down at her. How overawed she was is 

brought out by the way she set as still as a mouse and yet after 

some time the same mountains have developed the faces of friends. 

She is so enchanted by all the sensations conveyed to her by the 

surroundings that she would have liked to remain there forever. 

It is a mystical experience which brings new life to Heidi. Spyri 
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continues the theme of intense attachment to homeland in 

Frankfurt which to the child seems like a prisono Even 

from the top of the church towerp she can see only roofsp 

towers and chimneys& 

80a zog es bald seinen Kopf zurÜck und 
sagte niedergeschlagens "Es ist gar nicht so� 
wie ich es gedacht habe", ' 17 

All the same Heidi develops emotionally and intellectually 

and learns about another world from observing the middle-class 

scene around her. She makes several now friendsq such as Klaraq 

'GraBmama'q Harr Sesemanng the old doctor and Sebastiant the 

butlarg whereas Tinatte, the maidq and Friulain Rattenmaier 

teach her about snobbery and prejudice, Spyri introduces 

a few comic scenes which nearly all revolve round Friulein 

Rottenmaier and her inability to behave in a natural way* She 

lives in an uncomfortable limbop being neither middle- nor 

working-class* She will never be at home anywhere* 

In the first part of Heidi we catch a glimpse of the 

impoverished Swiss working abroad. Tanta Date and Heidi herself 

are doing precisely thatp but in the second part the 

Frankfurters come to visit Switzerland. Eventually the old 

doctor will restore an oldq ruined patrician house in the 

villagev something which gives the reader a glimmer of the 

tourist potential of the Alps* Heidi seems to be essentially 

the same child when she returns from Frankfurtq but she has 

changeds 

#Das FrÜhrat glÜhte Über den Bergen 
und ein frischer Morgenwind rauschte durch 
die Tannen und wagte die alten Äste 
mächtig hin und her. Das Heidi 
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schlug seine Augen auf, der Ton hatte es 
erweckt. Dieses Rauschen packte das Heidi 
Immer im Innersten seines Wesens und zog 
es mit Gewalt hinaus unter die Tannen. 
Es schoß von seinem Lager auf und hatte 
kaum Zeitl sich fertig zu machen; das 
mußte aber doch seing denn Heidi wußte 
jetzt nun recht gutg daß man immer sauber 
und ordentlich aussehen muß'. 18 

The last sentence communicates something new about Heidi: she 

realises what is expected of her in the society around her) in which a 

child was expected to be neat and clean and to arrive an time. 

The sub-title Heidi kann brauchen. was E39 gelernt hat in 

fact shows Heidi as a responsible child applying the knowledge she 

acquired in Frankfurt. She is no longer the Rousseauesque 

child of naturep free from constraints* 

In stark contrast the sub-title of Cleg Kellyg Arab of the 

, 
city, suggests a homeless boy fighting for his existence. The 

lands and closes of Victorian Edinburgh# towering and grayt 

provide a somewhat grim backgroundt but Clog is certainly no 

pitiful figure. He himself provides most of the action and 

usually gives as good as he gets, He has a great need to win 

and dominates his environment in the country just as easily as 

in the town. Witness his encounter with a rustic who laughs at 

his odd clothes and refuses to tell him the way to Sandyknoweat 

where Vara and her brothers have made their home with Muckle 

Alick. Crockett's warlike figures of speech help to emphasize 

ClegIs aggressive instincts: 

'At last he bade his adversary 
farewellp with a double machine-gun 
fire of words and still heavier 
ammunition. 
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nThig will maybe learn ye- 9 countryl" 
he criedp "after this to gis a civil answer 
to a civil question". 

"Wait till I catch yout" the young man 
shoutedg stung to desperation. 

Whersupong Just for luckt Cleg ran in 
and delivered a volley at point-blank rangag 
which sent the man of straw clattering up 
the road. It was certainly not wise to 
dally with the prize marksman of the Sooth 
Backt who on his good days could break 
any particular pane in a fifth stor y 
window that you liked to specify)nine 
times out of ton'. 19 

Cleg lives on his wits and has no great respect for the 

niceties of law and orderg but his kind heart and his willingness 

to protect the disabled or the victimised win him friends in quite 

influential circles of Edinburgh. He only leaves the city for 

the country in order to find Varat Hugh and Gavint but once there 

he quickly adapts and finally becomes a successful market-gardener, 

He has clearly inherited the talents and interests of his forbears. 

He is obviously a leader among boys: his fight with Kit Kennedy 

behind the barnt his vanquishing of the harridan Mistress McWalterv 

his swim across dark Loch Spellanderie put him in the same class 

as the heroes of children's fiction like Huckleberry Finn. All 

through Cle Kelly there are also amusing acenesto name only one like Muck. 1 
.0 

Alick's ejection of the drunken Irish drovers from a First 

Class Carriageg when they defy the young and inexperienced 

station-master. On the whole Crockett takes a more 

quizzically cheerful view of life than Spyri, 

There are two areas of interest which have a place in many 

of the Swiss and Scottish books under discussion: the first 

concerns movements of populationo In some books Switzerland is 

cast as a smallt impoverished country whose citizens tend to seek 
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work elsewhere as domesticat soldierst chimney-sweeps$ in others 

it Is portrayed as a prosperouag tight little country which offers 

jobs to foreigners willing to hew out tunnels and roads or keep 

hotels functioning* Lisa Tatzner's Die Schwarzon BrUder (1941) 

tells the story of impoverished boys who went in the nineteenth 

century to work as chimney sweeps in Milan* Niklaus Salt's 

Svizzera (1912) describes the influx of Italian workers into 

Switzerland, The Swiss National Library in Bern has provided 

a list of 176 books they hold an Swiss emigration which gives 

evidence of a vast exodus from Switzerland down the years, 

most frequently to the United States of Americav but certainly 

to every continent in the world, Scotland too plays a dual 

roleo The potato famine in Ireland and also the need for 

seasonal harvest workers brought immigrants to Scotlandt 

hence the Irish names 'Kallyt and 'Kavannahl which Clog and 

Vera beare Wars also brought incomerse In A Sound of Chariotat 

for instancet Bridie's father is an Ulaterman from Belfast who 

fought with the Irish Fusiliers. But soldiers also tended to 

be exported from Scotland and are a source of some national 

prideq although they may be also regarded as victims of exploitation. 

Clog admired them and perhaps Crockett did too* He describes Clog 

an his way to Vars and the children with the food he has bought 

for thems 

'He walked with his head in the air 
and his chest outq just as he used to march 
when he heard the regiments coming down the 
High Street from the Castlet and caught the 
first glimpse of their gwinging tartans 
and towering plum9si, 2 
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The Highland Clearancesp the mass removal of crofters 

from their land to make way for sheep and deert and the 

subsequent exoduag usually to Canadat Australia and Now 

Zealandq feature in many children's books. 21 
A minor 

export from the Highlands was children's nannies (Beatrix 

Potter pays tribute to here) and I am sure these womeng with 

their store of bed-time folktalesp awakened not only the 

interest but also the creative impulses of their charges. 

The second area of interest the German Swiss and Scats 

have in common is language, Spyri writes in Standard 

German with only a few concessions to her Swiss background, 

for example DBrflit Alm-6hiq Schwaiinliq Bairli and so on, 

In her time Swiss books tended to be published in Germanyt 
22 

as indeed hers were* There was a very large public 

for books in Standard German throughout central Europe* The 

situation has changed since then. 'Schwyzerd5techt is now 

generally accepted as the first language of German Swiss childrent 

but the written language remains Standard Germang which is used by 

all Swiss publishersq with the exception of a small number 

specialising in Schwyzard0tsch textaq usually containing verses 

for children* The curious convention has therefore been 

accepted# presumably because there would seem to be a minute 

public for Schwyzerdatsch bookap of allowing Swiss characters 

to converse in a language they do not normally use. This 

situation has certainly caused frustration, as not being able 

to write in one's mother tongue inevitably would. Emil Zopfiq a 

successful children's writer# wrote his first book in Schwyzordotacht 

but since no publisher would handle itq he was forced to translate 
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it into German* 23 There seems to be no way out of this 

impasse which may cause a certain stiffness in German Swiss 

writing. Despite his initial frustrationt Zopfi has been awarded 

the prestigious Swiss 'Jugendbuchprois'. 24 

Crockett is writingg more or leasp in Standard English 

for long sections of Clag Kellyland the Scots language he puts 

into his characters' mouths is modified to be more comprehensible 

to a wider reading public. He succeeds in giving an air of 

authenticity to the Lowland Scotland of that period. The 

children are speaking the language they hear around them which 

helps to establish in the reader's mind a certain national identity. 

There has been a great deal of controversy in Scotland on the 

subject of languaget literature and the preservation of national 

identityp a subject which will be discussed in the later chapter 

#Minority Languages and Cultures', Some of Crockettla ideas 

may well stem from the theories of the German writerg OX, Herdert 

who made a connection between nationhood and language in Uber don 

Ursprung der Sprachs, 1772), 25 
The Swiss recognise the dichotomy 

between the spoken and written languages in German SuLtzerlando 

they also r9allse that Switzerland is a nation without a common 

language* As usual they effect a compromise. This question 

was discussed in depth recently* 
26 

On the evidence of these two nineteenth-century children's 

books,, the Swiss seem more law-abidingg more confidently religiousq 

more seriousp less aggressive than the Scats. But the comparison also 

involves country and town# a girl and a boy, a child and an 

adolescentg a woman writer of fifty and a man of thirty-five* 

Nationality remains certainly as a constant factor# but the 
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novels are rather like kaleidoscopeso Only a tiny shake 

is required to make the view quite different* All the same 

the more books that are examined with carefully contrasted 

themea# the more clearly will a recurring pattern emerge* 

Cleg and Heidi seem to behave in certain wayaq conditioned 

by their environment and family inheritance. In the second 

half of this chapter two books are considered# where the action 

takes place in villages; the childrenp again of different soxv 

are closer in age; there is also a gap in age between the writers; 

this time the woman is considerably younger than the man, The 

period is much laterp probably the thirties of this century. 
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2. 

Felix by Fritz Brunner (1970) and A Sound of Chariots 

by Mollie Hunter (1973) are both concerned with children in the 

context of everyday life and with their development within a 

family circle* Mollie Hunter (1922-) was barn in Longniddry 

near Edinburghq but now lives in the Highlands near Inverness. 

She has written many books for childr9nj they may be placed 

in three categariesp fantasy for the younger readert historical 

novels for those in their early teens and "realistic" novels 

for young adults. 
27 Fritz Brunner (1899- ) is one of the doyene 

of Swiss children's literature* Halives in Kris, nacht near 

ZOrich and has been a secondary school teacher most of his life, 

He has been the recipient of many honours for his books and his 

serviceaq both inside and outside Switzerland in his chosen field. 

His best-known book is probably Aufruhr in Brusada (1960). 28 

My aim hereq as in the first half of this chapter# is to establish 

which national characteristics are identifiablel a secondary aim 

is to decide whether on the evidence of the texts the intervening 

years between the two pairs have affected a change in national 

outlook* 

The central event in both books is the premature death of 

the children's father and the effect this happening has on the 

families left behindq particularly an Felix Marti and Bridis 

McShaneq both aged nine to ton* Very important characters are 

of course the two mothers, Margrit Marti and Agnes McShane# whose 

lovat courage and steadfastness hold their families together* 

Felix has as background a German-speaking district of woodlandq 

streams and lakes# A Sound of Chariots is more precisely located 

near Edinburgh on the shares of the Firth of Forth@ Felix is 
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the youngest of four childrene His brother Urs is already 

attending a teachers' training college in French Switzerland 

and his two sisters# Elsi and Margritt are at a technical 

college, The family home is a well-established pubg run by 

both parents. In the McShane family there are five children. 

Bridie has three older sisters# Nellt Moira and Aileeng all still 

at schoolp and a younger brother William. The village in which 

they live has three distinct groups within it. Near the seat 

in large detached housest live the 'English't mainly well-to-do 

Scats with Anglicised voices. The main population lives 

centrally; but there is in addition a crescent of semi-detached 

housesp the 'Earl Haig Housing Scheme for War VateransIt one of 

whom is Patrick McShane, fit enough to be employed as an A. A. 

patrolman* 

Felix begins with a happy family outingt organized by 3akob 

Marti as a special treat for his wifeg to celebrate their twentieth 

wedding anniversary* He has hired a coach and pair# two 

magnificent horsest Pischka and Dams, in their carnival harness. 

He sits up on the boxg driving with great expertise and occasionally 

allowing Felix to hold the rains. The pleasure and happiness of 

the occasion fills the whole first chapter: 

@Im Talgrund tauchten die ersten Hiuser 
des Heimatdorfes auf. Die Pferde tinzelten 
und gingen in Trab Über* Ihre Mihnen flogen. 
"Stalldrang"v lächelte der Vater. t'Aber 
wir fahren nicht direkt ins Dorf hinunter. 
FGr Mutter lagen wir noch eine Ehrenrunde 
auf der Hichenstraße eing die sie so gern 
hat. Im Föhrenbuck ist der Abendkaffee 
bestg, 1t"et 29 

Music is very important in both these bookst andq particularly 

in Felix is often the c8ntre of family life and also provides 
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entertainment in the pub* Felix and his mother often play 

violin and piano duets* Jakob Marti does not seem to spend 

a great deal of time with his family because he has many 

other commitments in the village* Patrick McShane loves to 

sing with his family. He particularly likes to walk along 

the sea-shore and sing his Irish songag especially to Bridis 

with whom he has a great affinity. Perhaps more than anything 

also, after his death, it is his voice that haunts her. 

Felix is a good-natured, out-going boyt who is easily persuaded 

to help his friends with their home-work and take part in dramatic 

performances in aid of a Swisa-staffed hospital in South Africa, 

Felix tends to be one of a groupq but Bridis Who has a great 

gift for telling stories to younger children likes to act on 

her own. Jakob Marti is a person of some consequence in the 

village; he has been made the 'Friedonarichterl (Justice of 

the peace) for the district and also the branch-manager of an 

insurance firm. His death has therefore wider community 

repercussions. Running a pub too has meant to some extent 

living in public. 

Tragedy is# howeverg not far away. Jakob has stood surety 

for his friendt the oil-merchant Vannerg whose harass he had 

hiredg and becomes involved in the latter's bankruptcy* Gradually 

a feeling of anxisiy builds up: 

"'Und der Vater? sitzt er tief in der Tinte"? 

Mu fragst zu vielg Felix* Das ist nicht 
f Ür dich". 

"Ich will alles wissen, Ich habe Angst um 
den Vater* Ich kann nicht mehr achlafenoooov@*t30 

One evening the sisters are disturbed by a barrel being rolled 

up to the counter by their father, 
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"Sonst trägst du es doch immer". 
"Ich bin heute so mu'dellg tÖnte es matt 

zurÜck. Unruhig zischte der erste Schaum 
aus dem Nickelhahne 

"Vater gefillt mir nichtug sagte die Mutter 
zu Urs, "Diese Woche ist er zweimal ohne 
Mantel ausgegangen und bei kaltem Regen und 
Naßschnee nach Hause gekommen0.31 

3akob Marti has to go to bedt supported by Felixt while his 

wife carries on. 

'Als Felix hinter den Schranktisch 
zuruckkehrtag winkte ihm die Mutter vom 
Klavier her. 

"Das letzte Lied, Schau nicht so ernst dreint 
Die Leute sollen uns nichts anmerken". 

"Tanzen und springeng 
Singen und klingeng 
zu musizieren, 
und jubilieren, 
steht allzeit mein Sinnu. 

So lautete das Lied, Felix zerriß das Herz$* 32 

His mother is determined they shall all put on a brave face in 

public* Within a week Jakob Marti is dead* A great number of 

relatives from both sides of the family gather for the funeral, 

Frau Marti walks behind the coffin, flanked by her two sons 

followed by the girls. Afterwards she organises a huge meal* 

Felix is kept busy servingy but he overhears conversations which 

frighten him and threaten his future. He fears a break-up of 

the familyo 

A Sound of Chariots opens with the tragic picture of Agnes 

McShanet arriving home alone in a hired car from the hospital 

where her husband has just died* 

with a neighbourg Mrs* Wallacee 

Her five children are waiting 

'Bridia ,,, heard her mother say, 
"I'll have to tell them"* 
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Her voice sounded thick and breathless as 
if she was fright8ned* Mrs. Wallace gave a 
gulping sob and looked away from them. A 
fuzziness seemed to grow in Bridie's head 
and through it her mother's voice came againp 
"Your father's dead". 

Her voice seemed to go round and round like 
an echo in a cave. Bridie heard it booming 
in her head and she became confused trying 
to sort this out. The voice was in her 
head echoing round and round... the echo 
was in a cave so* her head was a cave ... 
then the booming in her head sharpened 
in pitch and steadied to the shrill focus 
of William's voice screaming'. 33 

It is a Sunday morning and Mrs, McShane sends Bridis and Aileen 

out on their newspaper round as usual. 

'"Got your coat ong Bridie"s Her mother 
wasn't listening to her. "You know it's 
selfish to let people down"O 34 

Apart from this one chapterv the first part of the book is a 

series of flashbacks which show the McShanes as a happy and united 

family and go further back to the beginning of the relationship 

between the husband and wife. The parents clearly love each 

other and their children, There are strains in the marriage. 

Agnes McShane belongs to a strict religious sectt called the 

'Plymouth BrathrenIq whereas her husband, an Ulsterman from 

Belfastq has no official religion. "Humankind is my religion" 

is a saying of his. 35 His political opinions are much 

more radical than those of his wifes 

"The world; s no better now thon it 
was in Christ's timeq BridMgArh8 it 
woRt change , tilleveryone is prepared 
to fight for truth and justice, Remember 
thate We've got to be revolutionaries 136 like Christv if we want a better world", 
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Mollie Hunter skilfully uses Bridie's chance discovery 

of a bundle of old letters to reveal to both reader and child 

how her parents met each other at the time her father was 

a prisoner-of-war and wounded@ Bridis is momentarily 

conscience-stricken and afraid when her mother finds her 

reading the lettereq but Agnes McShansp gentle and undarstandingg 

tells her the whole story, Patrick had run away from homep where 

he was miserable with a stopmotherg and joined the army as a 

drummer-bay* He felt very grateful to the military authorities 

for the only formal education he ever had* Agnes Armstrongo 

as she then wasp had been asked to write to a prisoner-of-war 

nd chose himg because she thought a Dublin Fusiliart the only 

no in the campt might be lonely. After the war they married 

: nd even Agnes's parents, at first suspicious of a non-religious 

rishmant were won over by Patrick's charm and zest for life. 

The background of wart the raaderts awareness of the disabled 

men and their sufferingag a certain emphasis on the fleetingness 

of life have no counterpart in Felix, one could say that Fritz 

Brunner infuses his characters with a more positivaq realisticq 

forward-looking approach to life than Mollie Hunter who attempts 

to analyss the inner pain of the Scottish child and her struggles 

towards a creative calling. Bridis undergoes a more complex 

maturing process than Felix* A further strand which enriches 

the texture of A Sound of Chariots is the special relationship 

between Bridis and her father. Oakob Marti makes no distinction 

between his childreng but Patrick McShane loves his youngest 

daughter unduly. Perhaps to prepare her for coming difficulties 
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after William is bornq Agnes McShane says, "You've lost 

your place in the aunt Bridis"t 37 but she remains in her 

father's wordst "as good as any laddie", 38 That is a 

revealing expression of his loving pride in her, 

In the same way Fritz Brunner entitles one of the 

chapters in Felix 'Die Mutter wehrt sich wie sin Mann'. 
39 

The form these compliments take clearly reflect our Scottish 

and also the Swiss patriarchal society* As well as his 

desire to change society Patrick McShane passes on to Bridis 

his belief in the importance of courage and truth, One of 

the most dramatic and moving passages in the book describelBridials 

conquest of the big boys$ slide while wearing her tackety shoes, 

when she becomes aware that the pride within her has conquered 

her cowardice* Shortly before his death Patrick impresses on 

her again that lies bring their own punishment of unhappiness 

andq seeing she is downcastg he offers to sing for hers 

'She asked for "She moves through the Fair" 
and her father sang it, his hands on his knees 
and his face turned to look out along the red- 
and-gold path the setting sun had laid across 
the still waters of the Firth, A quiet song 
it was# a sad and lovely song with plaintive 
notes that trembled sweetly on the air and 
malted gently away into the dying day ., * 
she wished that his singing to her at that 
time and in that place would never end ... 
she know as certainly as she had ever 
known anything that she would no more 
forget the song or the time and manner 
of its singing than she would ever forget 

40 her father himselfle 

There is a certain nostalgic malancholyq an awareness of 

other worldsp a vision perhaps of 'Tir nan Og'. the Celtic 
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Never-Naverland in Mollie Hunter's description of the 

eveningg that is quite lacking in Felix. Fritz Brunner 

does not reveal to the reader in any detail the inner grief of 

Margrit Marti* There is no crying in the night to be over- 

heard. As in Heidi the moments when nature is at its most 

beautiful are also happy onest the singing is communal and 

the occasion marked by the re-appearance of the dress with 

the blue cornflowers, 

The second part of both books is concerned with the 

mothers' attempts to keep their families going* Jakob Marti 

is liked and respected, especially for his ability to settle 

disputest a skill very important in a Swiss contextt where 

emphasist based perhaps on historical necessityt is on reaching 

a solution by participation and discussion, This responsibility 

comes to an and with his deatht as does his work for the Insurance 

agencyv and even running the pub is considered too difficult for 

a woman alone* Jakob had acquired many now customers through 

his business connections@ Fritz Brunner shows us Margrit Marti 

surmounting her difficulties with adroitness and determination 

and he is very critical of several mans the farmer from Neuenfeld 

whog with one eye on the main chancet tries to marry her; the 

uperintendent of the orphanage who knows beat and would like to 

plit up her family; andt most reprehensible of all9 Herr Hartmann 

who tries to bully and swindle here Margrit Marti perseveres 

because she ease the retention of the pub as her only life-linso 

After all it had belonged to her father and she had been helping 

to run it all her life* There is'not much probing and brooding 

in Felix* The emphasis is on action. Indeed the endless 
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activity in the pub does not leave too much time for intro- 

spection. Felix is kept busy with his homeworkt his music 

lessons and all the new tasks that economic necessity has 

createde Frau Marti's many responsibilities strengthen 

her resolve. The orphanage superintendent is only one of 

three men who advise her not to keep Felix at home. 

'"Das kommt nicht in Frage", fiel 
ihm die Mutter Ins Wort. "Ohne meine 
Kinder ginge ich zugrunde* Die drei zu 
hause können mir halfen wie niemand 
sonsti und Urs am Seminar bringen wir 
auch durch". 

"Das glauben wir nicht, Ohne einen 
Mann im Haus geht in der Wirtschaft kaum 
mehr die Hälfte eing und Sie worden 
verlumpen mit Ihren Kindern". Von 
der Nickelbrille das Waisenpflagers 
sprangen böse Blitze, Die Mutter 
zuckte zusammen wie unter einem 
Schlag* Sie hob die Hande wie 
zur Abwehrt 

"Das soll nicht geschehang und 
wenn ich 81198 allein machen mÜßte 
mit den Kindern zusammen. Sie stehen 
zu mirg anders als Sieg meine Herren"* 
Felix wollte aufspringen und an der 
Seite der Mutter den Männern trotzen* 
Aber eine Schau hielt ihn zurUcke 
Die Mutter hatte sie ihm eingepflanzte 
Wann sich der Gemeinderat in der 
Nabenstube zu einer Sitzung versammelte, 
mußte man stets doppelt so ruhig sein 
als gewöhnlichp und nur der Weibel 
huschte mit 4 

Flaschen und Gläsern in 
den Raum'* 1 

The hard regime continues for them all, Felix puts on his 

skis and collects the subscriptions for the men's chair from the 

outlying houses and farmso He has a moment of terrible panic 

when hs tumbles in the deep snow and momentarily loses the 

satchel with all the money, Only the action of a kindly 

motorist who stops and illuminates the whole scene with his 
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headlights solves the problem. Felix is suddenly forlorns 

'Er sehnte sich nach einer kleinen 
Freude. Leer was fÜr ihn die Welt, Die 
Mutter stand wie vor einem Abgrund, 

Gestern hatte F'elix bis zum zehn Uhr 
in der Wirtschaft ausgeharrt, Mutter 
hatte es gewÜnscht. Der "DÖrrbirnen- 
bauer" vom Neufeld war da als einziger 
Gast. Wortkarg nähte die Mutter am 
Tische Als der Gast endlich die 
Wirtschaft verließ, zählte ein das 
Geld in der Kasse. 

"Fünfzehn Franken weniger als heute 
morgen* Wo soll das hinaus? " 

Ratlos schaute der Junge nach dem Kleingeld. 
"Was mÜssen wir machen? " 

"Auf alles verzichten# wa. a wir nicht 
dringend brauchen", 

"Was meinst du damit? n 
8tAuf das Dackwerk zu Weihnachteng auf 

die WGBen Zimtsterne und Mandelringeg die 
Mailaänderli und Krapfen, Wir können 42 uns ooo auch keinen Christbaum leisten'V 

Then suddenly and unexpectedly Felix is given a Christmas tree 

as a reward for helping the wood-cutters and offered payment to 

coach his friend Willi for the secondary school entrance-examination, 

All four friandep Willi# Dblfp Martin and Felix pass the examination 

andq to put their newly acquired map-reading skills to the testp 

set off on a cross-country expedition to the lake. Fritz 

Brunner convoys the atmosphere of friendshipp the light-hearted 

spirit of adventurep the idyllic sail back along the lake-side 

with the master marinerg Toni Morf, Nowhere in the Scottish 

book even for a moment is there such an evocation of childhood 

friendships 

But Felix is about to be involved in an incident whicht however 

painful will eat him an the road to maturityo Sibi, another 

friendq persuades him into a game in which the two of them decorate 

a newly whita-washed wall with coloured balls of puttyo It is an 
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act of vandalism which is obvious to the whole village* Frau 

Marti is in such a state of desperation when she hears how 

much it may cost to put right, that she completely loses 

control and thrashes Felix with his beltq while Anne, the 

maidt holds him firmly, Felix is so humiliated that he 

runs away and is not found until the following day by his 

friends and their fathers. Fritz Brunner does not analyse 

to anything like the same extent as Mollie Hunter what goes 

on within the adolescent during moments of anguisht but 

Felix's later action in playing the fourth hand in the ments 

card gameq while his mother interviews Herr Hartmanng suggests 

now stage in his development* It takes mother and child 

long time to. re-establish a close relationshipq but again 

good comes out of misfortune. In a new-foundt sympathetic 

understanding of Frau Marti's situation the villagers rally 

round to help repair the wall and the members of the men's 

choir underwrite the debts caused by Vennerls bankruptcy* 

Group action is offered and accepted in a way foreign to the com- 

munities, of A Sound of Cheriotsq where a certain conception 

of Scottish pride might well preclude such a solutiono Frau 

Marti's confidence gradually increases; she deals firmly 

with day-to-day problems in the pub which starts to regain 

its former popularity* Frau Marti is beginning to win her 

battlet her children are proud of hert Elsi using a 

traditional phrase of approval: "Du stellat deinen Mannt 

Mutter"O 
43 

Felix ends with a counterbalancing chapter to the 

anniversary-outing description with which the book begins* 
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Toni Morft the master marinerp issues a most imaginative 

invitation to the four boyst Willip Do*lfv. Martin and Felix 

and all their families* They are to spend a day on board 

the hugeq gaily decorated barge making musicq playing gamest 

dancingg feasting and singing. Overhead at the masthead 

flies a paper Chinese carpt symbol of courage and strength. 

Toni Morf shows his practical idealism by his insistence 

on taking over the remaining debtap occurred in good faith 

by Jakob Marti* As mentioned earliert Margrit Marti wears 

her dress with the blue cornflowers for the first time since 

her husband's death, Like the carp it is also symbolic, 

It heralds the inner acceptance of a new life* This story 

ends on a very positive and confident notep echoing the village 

doctor's remark when he reads the title of Urs's music: 

'$#Festliche Kantatet lebhaft und vergnÜgteuem 
Das hast du gut au: 29wählt, Urs, Immer trauern 
kann man nicht"t. 

The effect of Patrick McShane's death an his children is 

made more devastatingg because Agnes McShane is unable to control 

her emotion. The fury of her grief contrasts for them sharply 

with her usual gentlenesst 

'The intensity of her mother's emotions 
frightened Bridiee It frightened them all so 
thatq although they wept in sympathy with her 
at the beginning of each outburst# it always 
ended up for them in tears of terror, In 
the grip of this terror they would try to 
pull her hands away from her face as they 
begged her wildly not to cryq and in the 
end she would hear them and try to bring 
herself under control again. But there 
was one terrible occasion when they were 
all babbling and pulling at her like 
this and she shrieked out suddenly, 
"There's no Godl THERE9 S NO GOD"I 
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William stared up at her in bewilderment. 
The others shrank back from her with horrified 
disbelief in their faces. Bridie could feel 
the same expression showing in her own face 
and the feeling persisted even after her mother 
had collapsed into tears again and wept herself 
outt, 45 

There is an echo here of Cleg Kelly's defiant shoutq but 

Bridie's mother's cry wells up out of momentary despair. 

Agnes McShane has not the same resources as Margrit Marti, 

She is physically not so robustp and the rheumatism which had 

plagued her before her husbandIs death becomes more acute. She 

has only her widow's pension and some money from Patrick's 

insurance which soon comes to an end. William is also so young 

that she hesitates to leave him and go out to work* Patrick 

had been the dominant partner and his loss makes her feel 

initially helpless. Her terrible fear is that she and the 

children should have to go 'on the parish't as the taking of 

public relief was called. This would be a terrible affront to 

her pride and independence. Eventually Mrs* McShane's native 

courage reasserts itself and she learns to live with her 

situation. Her quiet patience and dignity and her love for 

her children gives them the support they need. 

Mollie Hunter treats the experience a child suffers an 

losing a parent by death in much greater depth than rritz 

Brunnere Before Bridie adjusts herself to this loss, she 

undergoes several mystical experiences of great intensityo The 

beauty and the impermanence of naturep the feart horrorg and 

bloody disfigurement associated with death awaken tortured 

visions. The onset of her own pubertyt after an initial shockg 
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marks a now period of acceptance and the beginning of womanhood, 

In this book Mollie Hunter is attempting boldly to stretch the 

imagination and enlarge the experience of her readers# ' 

After her fatherts death Bridie cannot bear to take part 

with her sisters in the ritual of burying Nall's pat rabbit 

Bluey in the garden in a shoe-box* She rushes away to be by 

herself, Mollie Hunter analyses the turmoil of emotion in 

Bridie's adolescent heart and mind# not as an observert but 

as one who remembers these feelings vividly from the experience 

of her own childhood and also has the poetic power to translate 

her suffering into literature* 

I*oo her thoughts stood out with a cold and 
terrible clarity***Heaven was impossibly remote in 
her imagination now. It was only death she could 
think of for only death was real now that she really 
understood what it was - eyes blindp ears stopped up, 
senses all swallowed up in coldness and blacknesep 
everything ending in cold black nothinge That was 
what had happened to her father - and if 

4 
ýt could 

happen to himt 
- 

it could happen to her " 
She becomes aware of her own impending death as never before 

and the resolution grows within her to make the most of the time 

vouchsafed to here 

I ... she was not going to be like her mother and 
spend time in weeping now that she know how precious 
it was* She would hold on to the very andq even of 
thisq and then she would be able to look back and y 47 triumphantly that she hadnit wasted a moment of Tim": 's 

Although her love of life returns and her desire to write 

reasserts itselft a long period of nightmares follows; she is 

imprisoned by her mother's grief and constrained by family ties, 

This results in her feeling load and guilty and lonely. Vary 
I 

lonely'. 48 Shortage of money makes it impossible for her 

to stay an at school, Her three sisters are already out in 

the world and ahead for her lies the humdrum routine of work 

in her grandfather's shop in Edinburgh, Disappointment and 

foreboding close in on her, The urgency of the situation# 
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a sense of tranq_, ioncep a desire for immortalityp epitomised 

already for her by her father's singingt cause her to think 

again of the Marvell couplett 

'But at my back I always hearg 49 Time's winged chariot hurrying near'. 
It is at this moment of crisis on Bridie's very last day 

in school that Mollie Hunter introduces a character of far-reaching 

importance* During what might have been an and-of-tormg routine 

ncounter Bridis blurts out her bitterness and the emptiness caused 

y her father's death to Dr, McIntyre# the teacher of Englishq who 

was already aware of her talent and of her response to literature, 

'"He shouldn't have died - it wasn't fairl He 
wasn't oldt Or, WcIntyreq he wasn't oldi And he 
loved lifeg my mother's said so often'* 

Ther, live for himl" 
ýV 

Or, McIntyre, slid off the desk as he spoke and 
stood lookin'g'ovv 

,,, 
afmost angrily at her* 

"You are Your father's daughter* Ha's in your 
brain and in your blood* Live for him@ Don't lot 
your talent die because he is dead* Lot it flower 
from his death and speak for both of you"ol 50 

Mollie Hunter shows the teacher instilling courage and confidence 

into his pupil and at the same time giving her a vision of a certain 

kind of immortalitye The scene rings so true that the reader fools 

it may well be drawn from life. 

Dr* McIntyre plays a not dissimilar role to Toni Morf in Felix* 

Indeed in this chapter of the thesis there are several similar 

characters who bridge the gap between the generations# for example 

Lal in the Grey Dancert Tachako in the fantasy Tachipa, Father Anthony 

in The Popin-lay or Karrer Joggeli in Beresine. As Agnes McShane 

stands alone on the station platform with William# waving farewell 

to her fourth daughter# she may appear a forlorn figure# but she 

has regained her faith in Godq and in her own quiet modest way has 

won her battle* 

The churchg indeed religion# plays only a background role in 

Felixj, although the family are obviously churchgoers and Jakob Marti 

has been a long-serving member of the male-voics choir in church, 
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In fact they sang twice during his funeral serviceg a 

special honour for 

'"Jakob wire nichstas Jahr Ehrenmitglied geworden99 

sagto Vetter Jean'. 51 

Frau Marti is clearly a supporter of the church and she 

will not countenance a word against their young Protestant 

minister from Basel who likes to play the drums. Nor will she 

allow any of the children to use bad language. Felix mentions 

his Sunday schoolq but only in passing. He is clearly aware 

of wrong-doingt like cheating about the school essaysq lying 

to his teachery setting the village dump alightt being jealous 

of Willi's gifts as an entertainerg but none of this weighs 

heavily an him, The general attitude to religion is very 

relaxed* 

Felixg howeverg shows he has a tender conscience in one 

respect* He is concerned about the role drunkenness plays in the 

community and by the fact that the family business is connected 

with the sale of alcoholo He notices what happens when people 

become addicted to drinko On his roundp collecting subscriptionsq 

he witnesses the enforced sale of all the goods and chattels of 

a farm where the owner has drunk away all his profito He 

observes the drunken farmer in the pub who tries to be over- 

familiar with Frau Marti; he is worried by the sudden death of 

the master smith who had lingered over his drink before going out 

into the cold night airo Most of all he wonders about the death 

of the foolish young steeple-Jack who, after a few drinkst insists 

on laying a wager as to who shall reach the top of the church 

steeple first. Fritz Brunner makes no great issue out of 

drunkenness but he clearly wants to draw attention to the problemg 

in the same way as SoRo Crockett did in. Clen Kelly,, Neither of 
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the woman writers consider this subject at all, It may not have 

been sufficiently within their personal experience to warrant 

treatment. 

Religion, an the other hand# is very important in the Scottish 

village. Mollie Hunter devotes the third chapter of her book mainly 

to the role of the church and in doing so reveals a certain degree 

of scepticism* There is no meeting House for Plymouth Brethren# 

so Mrs McShane sands the children to the Church of Scotland Sunday 

School whichv she feelst will give them some knowledge of the 

scriptures. Patrick McShane is a tolerant man who raises no 

objection. Soon Bridie outgrows Sunday School and attends church 

services which she enjoysq particularly the hymn-singing and the 

dramatic and exciting Old Testament stories* Her father regards 

the church as a serious obstacle to social enlightenment* The ex- 

servicemen from the Earl Haig Housing Scheme attend church only on 

Armistice Day. Bridiev aged seven, is aware of the discrepancy in 

the views of her parents and wonders whether she 'might have to 

choose ons day between Heaven with her mother or Outer Darkness 

with her father'. 52 She even tackles the minister about the 

church being an obstacle to social enlightenment and is told she 

must pray for her fatherls salvation. 

Mollie Hunter uses two completely different tones in this 

chapter. She is quite ironic when she talks about 'Heaven' and 

'Outer OarknessI9 but deadly earneatt when Patrick and Agnes 

McShane discuss socialism and religions 
'"A little lose politics and a lot more religion 

would do you a world of goodv Patrick, You'd be far 
better down on your knees praying for the souls of 
those in the village than trying to force socialism 

at " 53 down their "ro 
ruo-"d A. 00V 

Her father put his hands an her mother's shoulders* 
"Agnes'19 he said,, "I know you'd face lions for your 

faith, But it's your faith remember. Don't trytO 
force it on me"*'= 

One of the most poignant aspects of the book is Agnes McShane's 
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utter devotion to her husband, Patrick's real religion is 

politics and he feels impelled to go regularly to the Parish 

Meeting and put his point of view and just as regularly he is 

thrown auto But Agnes is always there waiting outside to 

protect him from further violence and any pursuers draw back* 

There are echoes of a bitter class struggle in Mollie Hunter's 

book entirely missing from Felix. Bridis admires greatly the 

qualities of loyalty and courage in her parents when it comes 

to standing up for what they believe in. These traits are just 

as marked in her mothert gentle as she is: 

'Hadn't she been the only one who stood 
up beside Willis and Alec Grant when they got 
converted by the Faith Mission Sisters and the 
whole village had turned up to jeer at them 
preaching from the Market Cross', 55 

There is obviously plenty of unkind bigotry . amongst the ordinary 

folk as well as amongst the snobby inhabitants of the grand houses 

by the Firth. Agnes McShane has had to take evening work as a 

tabl8-maid in cap and apron* Bridis is particularly proud of 

the way her mother puts up with the arrogant Mrs. Benson and the 

disdainfully amused Claude who regards poor people as barely 

humane Bridie targets how alienated she had been by her 

mother's terrible grieving. All the old love came flooding 

backt when she saw her motherp as it worst loving her enemies 

and not hating those who despised her povertys 

I"Ilm proud to have you for my mam. 
You're better than any of them"'. 56 

It is interesting to note that Bridis, a girl, is permitted to 

show emotion more openly than Clegg a bay, 

Schooling takes up a large proportion of children's timaq 
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and there is a marked difference between Felixf experience of 

school and Bridiels* Felix' teacher in the primary school is 

'Lehrer GroBpatert, jocular and livelyp but shrewd and well-liked 

by his pupils. Their holiday task is to report in essay form any 

genuine conversation they have overheard. In exchange for a mouth- 

organ and some unusual stamps Felix writes D81fts and Martin's 

essays as well as his own. Herr GroSpeter has his suspicions 

but does not take the matter further, Felixp howeverp ends up 

with a much lower mark than his friends* The school is well 

organisedq the parents involved and anxious that their children 

should pass into the secondary school, This type of involvement 

is very much the norm in the Scottish village too* Herr 

GroBpeter handles difficulties without fuss* When the policeman 

comes to complain about the boys (no girls were involved) setting 

fire to the village dump and causing noxious fumes to penetrate 

the whole villagag he motes out an extra exercise for Saturday. 

The culprits are to design suitable posters on the hazards of 

fire-raising. The best of these will be sent to the police 

officer* All four close friends pass into the secondary school 

and find it stimulating to have so many different aubject-teachers, 

Felix is happy in school and the atmosphere is relaxede There 

seems little doubt thatq if his mother can afford to keep him on 

at schoolq he will become a teacher like his brother. 

Bridie is an intelligent child toot but much more introspective 

than Felix* Her chief delight is in words and she spends a great 

deal of time over her essays. Unfortunately her new teacher? 

an Englishwoman called Miss Ounstant has a narrower idea 

of style than Bridis and holds her work up to ridicule* if 
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Bridie arguesp she is strapped twice on each hand, Bridis 

is so upset that she IOS89 her temper and it becomes quite 

clear that there is a great deal more than a difference of 

opinion over style in this confrontation between teacher and 

child. There is certainly an anti-English straing missing 

from Cleg Kellyp in this back. There is no anti-German 

bias in either Swiss book. 

- $"I don't oive a bloody damn for you 
and your belti" 

Miss Ounstang in turnt is enraged: 
"I've put up with enough from youp you 

- little Irish bog-trotterl" 

She took two swift strides forward and 
lashed downwards. The belt whipped round 
the calves of Bridia's bare eqqL. 4. 

It was 
the short belt of heavy leather9tused in 
all Scottish schools and the pain of the 
blow was intense', 

P 

This scene is the climax to a predominantly racial conflict, 

Earlier in the chapter mention is made of Bridie's hatred of 

Miss Ounstang particularly of 'her hard English voice'. 
58 

This 

head-on collision between pupil and teacher is compounded by the 

inexperience of the teacher and the means she hadt at that date, 

of inflicting corporal punishment. There is no equivalent 

scene in Fritz Brunner's book; although there are doubtless 

confrontations in Swiss schools toop he has not chosen to highlight 

one. The emphasis is an conciliation. and the only outright 

aggressive scene Is between Felix and his mother. Both Scottish 

booksp considered in this chapter, seem to reflect a more violent 

society. 

Fortunately Mrs* Mackieg the Headmistresst hearing the 

commotiong intervenes and handles the situation tactfully* She 

makes clear to Bridie that although she personally appreciates 
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the original turns of phrasep such outbursts of temper cannot 

be permitted. In the event, all four McShane girls go an 

to the George Wishart Secondary Institute, but with their father 

deadq they cannot finish the course for lack of money* This 

fact is accepted with great regretg for education is seen to be 

of vital importance and to be an opener of many doors. 

Both Felix and A Sound of Charicts, reveal their country of 

origin by geographical references and place-names and by the 

language used. Early in the story Frau Marti expresses the 

love she fools for her village and the countryside roundabout 

with a poetic image* 

I"Sonnonmatt". sagte die Mutter 
schwirmerisch. "Scho"ner k5nnte unser 
Dorf nicht heissen. Die Wald- und Wiesenhinge 
umschliessen as wis die Wandung siner Sonnen- 
muschelo Und der freie Blick zum Sestal und 
gegan die Alpen"I, 59 

Mention of der Rigiq Sankt Gotthard and Sankt Moritz emphasize 

the reality of the country. 
60 Swiss words are used for several 

occupations in the villages der Spengler (tinsmith)q der 

Werkmeister (master-builder), der Wegener (coach-builder) and 

of course they are all 'Eidgenosaenl(citizens of Switzerland), 61 

Felix# trousers have been made by his mother out of an old suit 

of his father and have twenty-two different pieces* His class- 

mates call them his 'Kantonshoss' and Willi cannot resist making 

up a little jingles 

I"ZDrich am Knie und Bern am Knie 
Hose valler Geographia"'. 62 

The songs# sung in anterfbainmentat are in 'Schwyzardutscht and on 

board the ship the master marinerv Toni Marf, is touched to hear 

his favourits ones 
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"-a Schwyzerlindli ischt Jo chly" 
63 (Switzerland is so small). 

The villagers form a homogeneous groupt but their shared nationality 

is only mentioned when they meet some 'Auslandsschweizert and try 

to make them feel at home. They would undoubtedly speak only 

'Schwyzerd0tachl among themselvesp but Fritz Brunner maintains 

the convention of using Standard Germang thus making his book 

accessible to a wider public. Judging from the means of 

transport and the abundance of home-made entertainment,, Felix, 

takes place forty to fifty years ago. 

Mollie Hunter makes the location of her story plain in the 

first few linseq but there are many other clues* The names of 

the characteraq Soutarp Wallace, McLareng Brucaq Blair# Mackie, 

McIntyre are like a Scottish roll-callq but not McShaneq for 

that is undoubtedly an Irish name. Clog's father was also an 

Irishmang but his exodus was part of the general pattern of 

Irish immigration in the nineteenth century. Patrick is a 

very different sort of Irishmang an Ulstermang originally 

probably a Protestantt although he happens to be an unbeliever. 

It was the war and his marriage to Agnes Hamilton that brought 

him to Scotland. Although Scotland has been, since the 

Reformation# a Calvinist countryq there are considerable numbers 

of Scots who were never Reformed. The bulk of Catholics in 

Scotland are probably of relatively recent Irish origin* Clog 

mentions specifically that his father is a 'Papist'. Religious 

differences will crop up in childrents books from time to timep 

because they are not dead issues even now. Patrick's friendeq 

howeverg are mainly ex-servicameno He fools compassion for themg 
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whereas he rather despises the native villagers who do not 

question the power of the 'gentry', Patrick particularly 

dislikes the tEnglish' 11... They just spoke yaw yaw like 

English people because they were ashamed of their Scottish 

heritage". 64 
The village appears to be class-ridden and 

has no national identity in a Swiss senseq a feeling of 

communityt so accepted that it is rarely mentioned. 

A Sound of Chariots is written in Standard English with 

Scottish words and turns of phrase introduced from time to time* 

It is not unlike the technique used by Fritz Brunnert although 

true Scats or Lallans is very much a minority spoken language in 

comparison with 'Schwyzerdatachlo Words like Opuir bairnal 

(poor children), bagle (gablin)t message (errand)9 her mother 

would have 'given her a raw# (would have reprimanded her) are all 

currently used, Bridis broadens her accent when she is speaking 

to the big boys on the slide: "At course I'm no feared"* 65 
it 

is important to bear in mind that Mollie Hunter is describing a 

Scotland of nearly fifty years ago, the same period as Fritz 

Brunner, Attitudes to accent have changed and one cannot 

speak of a BBC accent as prevailing any more. Radio and 

television announcers must of course be comprehansiblet but 

there is now in the eighties a refreshing variety of voice* 

The tones of Felix and A Sound of Chariots are completely 

differente Brunner writes in a lively# almost jocular 

manner and he keeps Felix on the move from one activity to the 

next, so much so that even the boys' long map-reading expedition 

has few descriptions of nature. Even when Felix skis up into 

the distant valleys to collect the choir subscriptionag he 
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concentrates on his job and, boy-likep seems almost unaware of 

the countryside apart from the dangers -a very different 

reaction from Heiditse There is also very little mention 

of animalop except for the sympathetic sketch of the horses 

on the anniversary drive. There is no character like Nell 

McShane and her pet animals and the injured ones she rescues 

nor a scene like the enforced shooting of the cart-horse, 

Brunner may have felt that lengthy descriptions would bore 

his readers who would certainly be younger than those envisaged 

by Mollie Hunter. 

The Scottish book is thoughtfulg lyricalg poeticq intro- 

spective andt above allt personal. The reader is told of 

Bridists innermost feelingst while Felix even at the moment of 

his greatest misery in the dark wood keeps us all at arms# 

length* From her father Bridis has perhaps inherited that 

sense of beauty which we tend to associate with the Celts. 

This is a description of the early morning world she saw an 

her newspaper-rounds 

'There was no one but herself there to 
see itp no one to come between herself and 
the livqv springing freshness of the gardens 
at this hour. She could stand in any one 
of them and stare at a leafq a petalp a 
silvered snail trackq the pattern of a tree 
against the sky# until the impression of its 
colour and shape was so vividly imprinted 
on her mind that it became an integral 
part of her; until sometimes by some 
deeper magic of transferenceg the process 
was reversed and some part of herself was 
totally absorbed into the high point of 
glary an which the light and colour of 
the mornin 96 seemed momentarily to 
tremble'* 

This type of communion with nature is reminiscent of Heidi 
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and underlines the difference between the 'heroines' of 

Spyri and Hunter and the theroest of Crockett and Brunner* 

But no sooner does such a thought come to mind than it is 

rejectedq for the children have not been type-cast. Clog 

end Felix are domestically as efficient as the girls and 

expected to be so. Heidi with the goats and Bridis with 

her early newspaper round are just so active as the boys. 

One could make a more valid distinctiont based on nationality. 

There is a hardness in the two Scots missing from the two 

Swiss children. Both Clog and Bridie stand and fight when 

nocessaryt and Bridie as staunchly as Clog. One has only to 

think of the Big Boyst Slide or Major Morriaon's savage black 

Alsatian to be convinced of that, Heidi and Felix work easily 

with other people. Heidi manages to got her grandfatherg the 

Frankfurt folk and the villagers to co-operateo Felix and his 

friends join forces with Toni Morf andg together with their 

familiesp solve Frau Marti's problems. Clog and Bridie are 

basically loneraq bent an solving their problems by themselves* 

They eventually come to terms with life and make contact with 

other individualaq but the routes they travel are lonelyo 

They are noticeably more independent than Heidi and Felix 

and they feel impelled to speak out andq if need be# challenge 

authorityo They dot howevert receive help from compassionate 

and understanding grown-ups like Muckle Alick and his wife 

Mirron and Or McIntyre who help them to realies their very 

different ambitionso 
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3. 

Great changes have taken place in the interval of timeq 

separating the publication of these two pairs of booksq Heidi 

and Clan Kellyp Felix and A Sound of Chariots, The position 

of children and their books has radically altered. This studyt 

howevert is only concerned with changes that may or may not be 

reflected in the four books under scrutinye 

There are some things which are permanent, Being part 

of a'family and being able to love and be loved remains of 

paramount importance in the life of a child growing up in any 

country and at any time, The family patterns differ in the 

four books* In Heidi's case her grandfather takes the place 

of her dead mothero Clog's own matherv before her premature 

deathq has given him enough love to see him-through, Margrit 

Marti and Agnes McShane are very different womeng but their 

children never doubt their love. All four writers# Johanna 

Spyri, SA, Crockettv Fritz Brunner and Mollie Hunter share simi- 

lar values and want to faster similar virtues in children, 

the moat obvious being courage, loyaltyp independencog kindness 

and generosity. Violence and cruelty are abhorrent to all four 

authorsq but are to be seen in both Scottish books* Pretentiousness 

and snobbery are mocked in Heidi. Cleg Kelly and A Sound of Chariots, 

but are not treated in Felix. On the other handq both Felix and 

the goatherd Peter suffer the pangs of jealousy and envy* 

Practical help is offered in the Swiss books. Toni Morf in 

Felix acts in the same way as Herr S88emenn and the old Harr Doktor 

in Frankfurtq wherever he sees need* There is no tdeus ex machine' 
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in either Scottish book; compassion takes the form of infusing 

courage into individuals who might otherwise be unable to 

endure conditions which cannot be altered, Clog protects 

Varay Hughis and Baby Gaving and Patrick tends his ex-comrades. 

Help, especially of a co-operative nature, is accepted more easily in 

the Swiss novels. Frau Marti is happy to let the church-chair go 

surety for Herr Venner, the oil-marchantg in place of her 

husbandp and is quite simply thankful when Toni Marf also comes 

to the rescue* In Heidi Klara accepts help from Heidi and her 

grand-fatherg whereas the Scats seem prouder and more aggressive, 

They want to 'go it alonst and survive by their own efforts, Clog 

is a supreme example of that attitude# revealed in one action after 

another* With a little encouragement from Or McIntyre, Bridie 

goes out into the worldq confident of her ability to write 

poetry* All she needed would bat 'A little lightp a little 

time'* 67 

There are two other areas in which great changes in attitude 

have taken placet religion and aducatione In Heidi belief in 

God and His power is mentioned time and again; religious 

observance is seen as central to life, In Felix the Marti 

family certainly attend church and the children go to Sunday 

school# but belief in God barely impinges an the story* Frau 

Marti is never mentioned as praying to God in her need. In 

A Sound of Chariots the situation does not appear to have changed 

to the same extent* The church is in a powerful position in 

. 
Cleq Kelly,, although rejected by Clog himself, The Scottish 

village in A Sound of Chariots is full of church attenders and 

Agnes McShane is basically a very religious womang although in 
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her greatest need she finds no comfort in Gode Bridie# 

because of her love for both her parents, is torn initially 

between their differing viewst but ultimately she feels no 

need to be religious. She is not slow to notice that the 

ex-servicq_men wearing their dedalaq only attend church on 

Armistice Day* 

One conclusion which may be drawn from all four books 

is that the church has greatly declined in influence in both 

Scotland and Switzerlandt but Fritz Brunner in Felix finds 

that it still provides a very satisfactory framework for lifeg 

especially in country districtag however much religious fervour 

may be absent. In A Sound of Chariots the church fulfils 

the same useful function as in Felixt but Bridie's father and, 

by inf arencet her older self. reject what it preaches. God 

is for them 'The little spark of the divine in man'. 
68 

Heidi and Cleo Kelly were published at a time when school 

attendance had not long been compulsory* Heidi was illiterate. 

It was Frau Sesemann in Frankfurt who taught her to read and she 

in turn taught Petert the goat-herd, Cleg had picked up reading 

and writing partly from the Hunker Court Mission School and 

partly from Miss Celia Tennantv the Edinburgh equivalent of Frau 

Sessmann* In Felix school is seen as providing the ladder to 

success in life and an assured place in a meritocracy9 Parents$ 

anxiety over their children's progress is an indication of how 

much they believe in the system* By the time Bridia enters her 

village-schoolp education has been compulsory in Scotland too for 

over fifty years* The names of the prizeaq awarded to successful 

pupilsq bear witness to the long-established respect for education: 
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'Menzies Memorial Prize for ArithmeticIq the 'Nelson Trophy' 

and the 'Tait Prize for English', 69 
Haidip Clegt Felix 

and Bridie are not privileged children and the course of 

all four stories suggest the Swiss and the Scats share a 

deep-rooted belief in the value of academic opportunity and 

achievement, 

There is also a change in attitudes to nationality between 

the earlier and later pairs of books, The Swiss appear more 

secure in their feeling of national identityp while the Scats 

appear to be more threatened* When Heidi was writteng there 

seems to have been barely a frontier between South Germany and 

Switzerland and there was no threat from a big aggressive 

neighbour, It was quite normal, for Johanna Spyri to have 

her book published by Perthes in Gotha. By the time Felix 

appeared Switzerland had successfully defended its neutrality 

in two world wars and had increased its national confidence. 

In the years between Heidi and Felix Swiss publishing had made 

dramatic advances so that Fritz Brunner chose the Swiss firm 

of Grall FOsoli in Wrich quite naturally too* In Heidithe 

Germans from Frankfurt are not really regarded as foreigners. 

In Folix, the only contact with 'abroad' is with $Auslandeschweizart 

(Swiss emigrants) on a visit to their homeland. Clog takes a 

pride in the kilted soldierst swinging their way down from the 

castleg he does not feel they or he are exploitedg but in 

.A 
Sound of Chariots the atmosphere is quite different* The 

'Engliahl are resented because they are seen as imposing an 

aliong inferiorp snobbish and inhuman cultureq or so it appears 

to Bridie and her father* These feelings are reinforced in 
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Bridis by her encounters with the owners of the big housese 

Both Scottish books were published in London by Elderv Smith 

& Coo and HamJsh Hamilton r8spectivelyp names which suggest 

a Scottish connectiong if only in the past. 

The next chapter will consider the world of fantasy 
tie, 

in, 
Ltwo pairs of books* Fantasy of one kind or another has 

long been connected with children and their books. The 

$other lif8t too may complement 'this life$ which has been 

the subject of the present chapter and yield some clues 

to the invisible and intangible aspects of the literature 

discussed in this study. 
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A* Everyday Life 

le Samuel Rutherford Crockett, Cleg Kelly (Londont 1896)e 

Clog Kelly is a boy of twelve in the slums of Edinburgh 

towards the end of the 19th canturyq living in a tumble-down 

cottage on the edge of Holyrood Park. After his mother's 

death Cleg strikes out on his owng throws his father's house- 

breaking tools into Duddingston Loch and gets a job delivering 

newspapers on the recommendation of Miss Calis Tennant, a youngt 

attractiveg middle-class lady who had met him in the Sunday 

School. Clog befriends a girl of his own age called Vera who 

is in a worse plight than his own. He rescues her, along with 

her little brother Hugh and the babyg Gavinp from her drunken 

and violent mother# Sal Kavannaht and finds shelter for them in 

a shed in a wood-yard. Meantime Sheemes Kavannaht Vara's father, 

has gone away to seek work in Liverpool* Sal discovers the new home 

made by Clog andq in desperation# Vera runs away in search of her 

fatherp taking the little children with her. Clog leaves Edinburght 

determined to find them again* After many mishapaq Vera and the 

children got as far as Netherby Ounctiong where Hugh is almost run 

down by a train and only saved by quick action on the part of 

Muckle Alickq the porter on the down line* He takes Vera and the 

boys to his wife Mirren who immediately mothers them all* Vera 

gets a job as a maid-of-all work an a farm with a nagging# 

unpleasant employert Mrs. McWalter. There Clog eventually finds 

her* He too finds work with the eccentric General Th80philus 

Ruff* Muck18 Alický by a heroic actp saves the boat-train from 

certain derailmentv but is himself killed, Mirren# Varat Hugh 

and Gavin become a family unit. Clog gives them all the help he 

cang while continuing to work for the general. The story now 
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takes another turn, Ted Kelly and Sal Kavannah re-appear and 

attempt to burgle the general's house, injuring Clog severely 

with a metal bar as he attempts to give the alarm. In the 

event the general and the two criminals die in somewhat 

bizarre circumstances. The tale deteriorates into an 

unlikely series of events, Miss Celia Tennant re-appearog 

now engaged to Donald Iverachp junior partner in an Edinburgh 

firm and heir to the general who has also left a substantial 

sum of money to Clegl The last chapter is concerned with the 

founding and opening of a club for youngsters in the South 

Back of the Canongate. 
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2. Johanna Spyrip Heidi (Gothav 1881), 

Haidig a Swiss childg orphaned when one-year oldy is 

looked after by Detep her motherls sistarg with some help from 

the maternal grandmother* The grandmother dies and Date# on 

being offered a job in Frankfurtg decides she can no longer care 

for Heidiv now aged five* The story takes place near Maienfeld 

in German Switzerland towards the and of the 19th conturyp and 

begins as Date is on her way with Heidi up to the hut of the 

paternal grandfatherp known as the 'Alm-uncleft an embittered 

old man who has no contact with the village belowp apart from 

Petert the goathardt who fetches the two goatap SchiAnli and 

Birlitevery day to take them up with his own to the high pasture, 

Dots leaves Heidi with'GroBveterlt as she calls himg and departs 

for Frankfurt, She re-appeare when Heidi is about eight and 

takes her almost forcibly awayp promising her that it will be 

easy in Germany to find a supply of fine white rolls for Peter's 

'GroBmutters who has difficulty in eating the hard brown broad* 

Heidi joins the family of Herr Sesomannt a rich businessman and 

a widowerp who lives in Frankfurt with his only childp Klara aged 

twelvet a semi-invalid confined to a wheel-chair* Heidi is to be 

Klarala companion. Friulain Rottenmeierg who supervises the 

house and Klara during Herr Sesemann's frequent absences from 

home on businesag is extremely disappointed to discover how young 

Heidi is and that she cannot read at all, She leaves Heidi in 

no doubt of her disapproval, 'GroBmamal, Herr Sessmann's mother# 

comes from Holstein on a visit andp with bar encouragement and 

insightt Heidi begins to read easily. On her departure Heidi 

seems to relapse* Herr Sesemann takes the advice of his old 
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doctor friend and sends Heidi back to Switzerlandq diagnosing her 

case as one of extreme home-sickness* Klara is v8ry distressed 

as she has grown fond of Heidi and promises to come to see her 

soon. 
f 

Heidi's health improves immediately she is re-united with 

'Almo-unclet and 'GroBnuttert* Heidi takes great pleasure in 

reading aloud to the old woman who is quite blind* 'GroBmamal 

eventually does come on a visit with Klara who has to be carried 

up the mountain in her chair and then placed in 'Alm-uncletat 

cars, lGroBmamal returns to Bad Ragazq not far away. Meantime 

Peter has become very unhappy and jealouev since Heidi never 

seems to have time for him since Klara's arrivele In a fit of 

ragep while no-one is around, he hurls Klarals chair down the 

mountain in the hope she will then have to go away* Instead 

Klara finds thatq with the help of 'Alm-uncle' and her own 

daterminationg she gradually learns to walk again, The story 

moves towards a happy conclusiong Peter is forgiven# 'GroBvatert 

is accepted by the local minister and the village*. He agrees 

to move down to the valley during the winter months so that Heidi 

can go to school* He will have also as a companion the old 'Herr 

Daktorl who has decided to retire to the village. 
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3. Mollie Huntert A Sound of Chariots (London, 1973), 

This is the story of the McShane family who live in a village 

an the Firth of Forthp not far from Edinburgh. It dates from the 

period not long aft6r the first World War. There are five 

children in the family - four girlaq Nallt Moirs, Aileeng Bridis 

(the main character in the book) - and William who is much younger. 

Patrick McShane is an ex-servicaman who lives with his wife and 

children in the Earl Haig Housing Scheme* Some of the other 

veterans are very badly disabled. 

The first part of the book begins with Patrick's sudden 

collapse and death* A series of flash-backs tells the reader 

about Agnes McShane's young life as a member of the Plymouth 

Brethreng her gradual involvement with Patrick to whom she wrote 

when he was wounded and a prisoner-of-warp their eventual meeting 

and very happy marriagog despite radically different views on 

religion and politicas The parents love all their childreng but 

there is a particularly strong and intimate bond between Patrick 

and his youngest daughterg Bridist who is very much like him. He 

endeavours to pass an to her his philosophy of lifev which can be 

summed up as a belief in humankind and in the divine spark in man 

himself* The cardinal virtues he andeavours to inatil in Bridis 

are couragag compassion and truthfulness. He himself continues 

to express his opinionst however unpopular they may bag and encourages 

Bridis not to boast rather untruthfully about her prowess on the 

dangerous Big Says' Slide, but to master it truly and alone* 

The second part of the book is concerned with Agnes' over- 

whelming grief and her initial denial of Godq her constant struggle 

with poverty and ill-healtht but the main theme is the inner 
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development of Bridisp her growth to womanhood butv more 

particularlyq her conviction that she will fulfil her 

destiny as a creative writer* The years of struggle pass - 

for the children, usually with fruit-picking and newspaper 

roundsp for Agnes McShane, work as a shop assistant in 

Edinburgh - until the strain of travelling proves too 

muchq then she finds employment as a charwomen in the big 

houses near the village* All the girls do well at schoolp 

especially Aileenq who originally wanted to study medicine 

but settles for nursing since money is not available* 

Ultimately the girls all leave home and make their way in the 

world. Only William remains at home with Agnes* A state of 

equilibriumt if not happineseq has been attained, 
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4. Fritz Brunnert Felix (Zdrichp 1970). 

The events in this story take place in SonnenmAttv a 

village supposedly in German Switzerlandq surrounded by woods 

and near a fine lake. The date is probably the late nineteen- 

twenties. The Martis own a prosperous public-house in the 

villaget and when the story opensp Jakob Marti is driving his 

wife and family round the countryside to celebrate his twentieth 

wadding-anniversary. There are four childrent Ursq at a 

teachers$ training college,, Elsi and Margrit at a technical 

school and Felix in the top class of the primary school* 

Music is very important in the Marti family# and also features as 

an entertainment in the pub. 

This happy way of life is suddenly brought to an and by Jakob 

Morti's deaths Frau Marti is left with unexpectedt financial 

burdenst for her husband has stood surety for his now bankrupt 

friend, Vanner, She is determined to keep her family together 

and also to run the pub which had belonged to her fathers Jakob 

had been an important man in the willagag a much respected Justice 

of the Peace and the manager of the branch of an insurance company, 

His old friends feel it is quite beyond Frau Marti to make a 

success of the pub and advise her strongly against such a plang 

but they have no constructive alternative to offer# so she battles 

an with the help of the children and Anna, the maid* Felix helps 

by skiing out to collect the subscriptions for the church choirg by 

coaching a follow pupilt by waiting table in the pubg above all by 

contributing to the musical entertainment. Despite all their 

endeavours the takings of the pub drops 

Felix enters the secondary school successfully with his three 
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closest friends* They enjoy the map-reading exercises so 

much that they spend a whole dayp making their way in a 

straight line to the lake, There they are befriended by 

the master marinerv Toni Morf who takes them part of the way 

home in his barge to the sound of singing and merriment, 

Felix, full of high spiritsp lots himself become involved 

in a foolish escapade with a quite different friendp Bibis They 

throw coloured lumps of putty all over a newly white-washed 

wall. It is going to cost a great deal of money to repair 

the damage, and Frau Martiq in utter desperationt thrashes 

Felix with his belt* He runs away and hides in the woods. 

Fortunately this episode draws the attention of the villagers 

to Frau Marti's plight and they offer helpt as does Toni Morf. 

Felix gets over the estrangement with his mother and the story 

ends an an optimistic note with a party for the four boyst 

their parents and their friends an board the decorated barge. 

This event marks Frau Marti's mastery of the situation* 
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Johanna Spyrig Heidi (now edition# Mrich, 1978)o 

Lehr- und Wanderjahre (henceforth referred to as Part I) 

pp. 43-44 

Heidi was wakened early in the morning by a loud whistle* 

When she opened her eyest a golden light was shining through the 

round hole onto her bed and the hay nearbyv making everything 

roundabout shine like gold* Heidi looked about hert surprisedt 

and completely ignorant of where she was* But then she heard 

her Grandfather's deep voice outside and now she remembered 

everything: where she had come from and that she was now up 

on the mountain-pasture at her Grandfather's and no longer with 

old Ursula who could barely hear anything any more and was 

usually so cold that she always sat by the kitchen-fire of the 

living room stoves That was where Heidi had also had to stay 

or else quite near so that the old woman could see where she 

was since she couldn4t hear her, There Heidi felt sometimes 

so shut int and she would have preferred to run outside. So 

she was very pleased when she wake up in her now home and 

rwombered how many new things she had seen yesterday and 

all the things she might see todayp especially the goats 

little Swan and little Bear, Heidi jumped quickly out of 

bed and in a short time had put on everything again she had 

worn yasterdayp for that was very little. Then she climbed 

down the ladder and leaped out of the hut, Goatherd Peter 

was already there with his flock and Grandfather was just getting 

Swan and Bear out of their shed to join the rest. Heidi ran 

up to him to bid him and the goats good-day. 
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Part le 

pe 174 

"But you pray every evening to Gad in Heavenp don't youp 

and thank Him for all good things and ask Him to protect you 

from all that is evil? " 

"Oh no. I never do that"# answered the child, 

"Have you never said your prayersp thong Heidi? Don't 

you know what it means"? 

"I only said my prayers-with my first Grandmotherp but 

itts a long time ago now and I've forgotten", 

"Look, Heidip that's why you can't help being so aadq 

because you don't know anyone now who can help you* Oust think 

what relief it must bringg whenever there's something constantly 

weighing on your heart and continually causing pain and you can 

go at any moment to God and tell Him everything and ask Him to 

help where nobody else at all can helpt And He can help everywhere 

and give us something to make us glad again", 

A gleam of Jay came into Heidi's eyeas "May one tell Him 

overythingp everything"? 

"Everythingg Heidig everything". 

The child withdrew her hand from Grandmamala hands and said 

quicklyp "Can I go"? 

"Of coursep of course"p replied the latter. Heidi ran out 

andacross into her own room* Here she sat down an a stool and 

put her hands together and told God everything that was in her 

heart and that was making her so sade She asked Him urgently 

and sincerely to help her and to lot her go back home again to 

her Grandfather* 
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Heidi kann braucheng was as gelernt hat (henceforth referred to 

as Part II) 

p. 186 

"Haidig read me a song of praise and thankfulnesal I 

feel the only thing I can still do to praise and glorify and thank 

our Lord in Heaven for all He has done for us"* 

Part II 

p. 171 

"Now everything's in orderg and the whole matter is closed". 

concluded Grandmama. "But now you must also have something to 

remind you of the Frankfurt people which gives you pleasure. So 

just tell maq my dearg have you ever wished for something you 

would like"? 

Part I 

ppe 4&-50 

The valley lay far below, filled with the radiance of the 

morning. There rose up in front of her a wide expanse of anowq 

high into the dark-blue skyq and to the left of it stood a huge 

rocky mass from both sides of which a high tower of rock soared 

upq bare and jaggedq into the bluep and from up there looked down 

earnestly at Heidi* The child sat as still as a mouse looking 

aroundt and all about her was a vast deep silence. Softly and 

gently the wind passed over the delicateg blue hareballs and the 

shiny golden globe-flowerag standing around everywhere on their 

slander stemsp nodding gaily to and fro e*99 After his labours 

Peter had fallen aslespq and the goats were climbing round the 

bushes at the top* Heidi had a sensation of wellbeing as never 
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before in her life* She drank in the golden sunlightv the 

cool currents of airp the delicate fragrance of flowers and she 

wished for nothing more than to remain there forever* So quite 

a while passedg and Heidi had looked up for so long at the great 

mountain giants over yonderp that it seemed now as if they had 

all got faces and were looking down at her just like good friends* 

Part I* 

p. 130 

Then she soon drew back her head and saidt despandentlys 

"It is not at all as I had imagined". 

Part II 

p. 24 

The glow of the dawn spread over the mountains and a fresh 

morning breeze rustled the firsp making the old branches away 

vigorously to and fro* Heidi opened her eyest the noise had 

wakened her. This rustling sound always stirred Heidi to the 

very core of her being and impelled her to come out amongst the 

firee She leapt out of bad and hardly had time to got ready; 

thatv however# was absolutely necessaryp for Heidi was now fully 

aware that one must always look clean and tidy* 
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Fritz Brunnerg Felix (Mrich, 1970), 

po 

Down in the valley the first houses of the village were 

coming Into view. The horses quickened pace and broke into a 

trot* Their manes streamed outs "Stablels calling", smiled 

Father, "but we are not going to drive straight down into the 

village. For Mother we've added a lap of honour along the high 

road which she likes so much* Evening coffee's ordered at the 

IFUhrenbuck'"9 

p. 47 

"And what about Father? Is he up to his neck in it"? 

"You're asking too many questionst Felix* It's not good 

for you". 

"I'm frightened about Father. I want to know everything, 

I can't sleep any more... ". 

p. 57 

"But you've always been used to carrying", 

"I'm so tired today"# replied the weary voice* The first 

froth hissed out of the nickel tap. 

"Father worries me". Mother said to Urs. "This weak he's 

been out twice without a coat and come back home in the cold rain 

and sleet"* 

p. 60 

When Felix got back behind the counterg Mother gestured to 

him from the piano* 

"The last aongl Don't look so serious. We don't went people 

to notice there's anything the matter with us", 
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"Dancing and springing, 
Singing and ringingt 
To make music soundq 
Jubilation abound, 
Is always my whim". 

These were the words of the song* Felix' heart was breaking. 

p. 74 

"Out of the question"v broke in Mother. "I could never 

survive without my children, The three at home can help me 

as no one else cang and we'll manage to got Urs through 

Training College too". 

"We don't agree, Without a man in the house the pub takings 

will be scarcely half as much any morev and the children and you 

will be beggared". The orphanage-superintendent's nickel-rimmed 

spectacles gave off hostile sparks. Mother shuddered as if she 

had been struck* She raised her hands as if in defences 

"That's not going to happeng even if I were obliged to 

manage everything with the children alone. They support me in 

a way you don't, gentlemen"* Felix was about to jump up and, 

standing at his motherls side, defy these men. But a certain 

timidity hold him back* Mother had implanted it. Whenever the 

village council gathered for its meeting in the adjacent roomo one 

always had to be twice as quiet as usual and only the bailiff 

slipped into the room with battles and glasses. 

p* 77 

He longed for a little pleasure. The world hold nothing for 

him. Mother was on the brink of an abyss. 

Yesterday Felix had stuck it out in the bar until ton o'clock. 

Mother had wanted him to remain. The IDBrrbirnenbauert from 
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Neufeld was the only customer there. Motherp sewing at the 

table# said nothing. When the customer at last leftt she 

paid the money into the till# 

"Fifteen francs less than this morning. Where's it 

going to end"? 

Helplessly the boy looked at the change. 

"What are we to do"? 

"Do without anything we don't need urgently"* 

"What do you mean by thatq Mother"? 

"All the things we bake for Christmasq the sweet cinnamon stars 

and almond ringst the little Milan biscuits and fritters* We 

can't even afford a Christmas tree either"* 

pe 87 

Cantata for festive occasions: vivace and felice *** you've chosen 

wellp Urs. One can't go on mourning forever". 

p, 66 

"Jakob would have become an honorary member next year"q said Cousin 

Jeano 

p. 149 

Mother fights like a man. 

p. 155 

"You're doing your bitp Mother"o 

P, 10 

"Sonnenmett"t said Mother with enthusiasm. 

"our village couldn't have a more beautiful name. The woods and 

meadows as they slope down surround it like a mussel-shell. And 

then the open view towards the lake in the valley with the Alps beyond". 

i 
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S. Fantasy 

1. 

The four books considered in this chapter all have an 

element of magic or of the supernatural in thamt but they are 

not simply retallings of traditional folktaleaq myths and 

legends. Invented fantasies may also re-interpret familiar 

material. 

George MacDonald (1824-1905) and August Corrodi (1826-1885) 

were near contemporaries and prolific writers# who over a long 

period wrote for both adults and childrang but today they are 

largely remembered for their children's books# For a number 

of years from 1868 onwards George MacDonald edited a magazine 

Good Words for the Young, and in it he published several of his 

own stories which have since come to be regarded as among the 

greatest tales of fantasy for children ever written in English, 

JeReRe Tolkien# 1 
C*S* Lewis 2 

and Maurice Sendak 
3 

have all 

acknowledged their debt to him. 

George MacOonald 4 
was born in Huntlyq a small town in 

Abordeenshirst originally one of six boys, His mother died 

when he was sightq but her sister was able to look after the 

family for several years until his father made a very happy 

second marriage. From both his parents George MacDonald 

inherited qualitiesp associated with the Highlands of Scotland# 

especially an awareness of another world alongside the one in 

which we live, He took a degree at the University of Aberdeen# 

became a Congregationalist ministarg but after six years gave 

up the active ministry to become a freelance writer for life* 

L 
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He married happily and his many children gave him first-hand 

experience of the young. 

August Corrodi 5 
was barn in ZUrich, the son of a'minister, 

Wilhelm Corrodiv also a writer for children. He too lost his 

motherv when very youngg but had a happy relationship with his 

stepmother. He remained an only child. He was a man of 

many gifts. Initially he studied theology at Baselbut soon 

turned to art and earned his living for a long time as an 

art teacher, This occupation brought him into contact with 

many children and allowed him to develop his gifts as a story- 

teller, He was also a talented musiciang wrote many plays 

for children in tSchwyzerdatscht and also translated Robert 

Burns' lyric poems into that dialectq demonstrating an astonishing 

affinity between the two languages. 

Before I embark an a closer examination of the two nineteenth- 

century books I have chosent At the Back of the North Wind 6 
and 

Onkel AuquSts Geschichtenbucht 7 it is necessary to draw attention 

to a marked difference between Scotland and Switzerland in one 

particular area of children's literature at that time. In the 

field of fantasy books for children there were many stories I 

could have chosen by Scottish writers or at any rate writers 

with a strong Scottish connection. Only a few may be listed 

here: The King of the Golden River, 8 The Golden Keyt The Light 

Princesst The Princess and the Goblin. The Princess and Curdie 9 

The Cuckoo Clockq 10 The Gold of Fairnielie. Prince Prinio and 
01F 1 12 Prince Ricardo: The ChroniclesAPantouflialv Peter Pang The 

13 ' Wind in the Willowso During my first visit to the 'Schweizerisches 

Kinder-und Jugendbuchinstitutt in ZOrich in 19809 the Swiss had difficulty 
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in finding fantasy booksp especially from the earlier period, 

apart from collections of traditional folktales. They 

eventually chose the works of August Corrodi whose books were 

out of printq but they suggested a collection made by Professor 

Otto von Grayerz and published by him in 1922. This volume 

contains only children's stories some of which are undoubtedly 

fantasies. They are drawn from a wide selection of Corrodi's 

works* Greyerz felt strongly that Corrodi had not had sufficient 

recognition in his lifetime. The Literary Society (die Literarische 

VSrsinigung) of Winterthur and its president Dr* Hunziker were 

behind the venture* There are Sixteen stories and one playlet 

in the memorial volumet but only seven stories come under the 

heading of fantasy* All were written between 1853 and 1879, 

In 1983 there was a joint memorial exhibition in Nrich 

of the work of August Corrodi and Hans Witzigt another talented 

illustratort educationalist and author born sixty years latere 

In the opening exhibitiong "Sesamv dffne Dich'19 of the 'Schwei- 

zerisches Jugandbuchinstitut' in its new premisest there were 

several beautiful first editions of Corradi's booksp illustrated 

by the author in colourv which made clear his imaginative talents 

in a way the black and white pictures of Professor van Grayerzls 

collection failed to do. 

It is difficult to find a satisfactory explanation for the 

lack of invented fantasies for children in Switzerland. Naomi 

Lewis writess 'Invented fantasy came late into children's lives* 

Hardly anything can be found before the later 18409, But once 

the breach was made the river flowed in fast'. 14 Earlier in the 

century there was much disapproval of fairies and fantasy for 
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children. 
15 Th a disapproval seems to have lasted longer in Switzerland 

and indeed, in Corrodi's time certainlyq writing for children 

had a marked didactic and moral tons* 16 Many of the writers 

were schoolteacherst as Corrodi himself wasq but his stories 

are quite exceptional in a Swiss context at that time* He 

loved to tell stories directly to children and to see their 

reaction* He has described himselfs 

fEs war einmal ein Manng der kannte 
schreiben und malen und liebte auf der 
ganzen weiten Welt nichts so sehr wie 
die Kinder* Und wo er hin kamp hatten 
ihn auch die Kinder in der ersten 
Viertelstunde schon sehr ligb.. »et17 

Going round the exhibition in ZOrichg I was struck by a 

quotation on one of the posters which reported Corrodi as 

saying: 

#Was tut der Menschen grässere 
Zahl mit meinen Gaben? Sie spottet 
ihrer oder geht gleichgültig an ihnen 
vorbei$, 

It is a aad and rather bitter quotationt but the climate has 

changed today and there are more Swiss fantasy books aroundt 
18 

but not in vast numbers* Some Swiss put this down to generations 

of unrelenting toilt with nothing in between them and destitution 

but hard worko Whatever the explanation, there is no shortage 

of fantasy when it comes to the illustration of children's books 

but that field will be explored in a later chapter* 
19 

It is important to emphaaizap before going on to a more 

detailed examination of fantasy bookep that they are being 

analysed in this instance to see whether particular national 

traits come to lightq or whether in the universal realm of 

fantasy such traits tend to vaniah* 

In 1893 George MacDonald published a collection of assays, 
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A Dish of Orts, one of which is called The Fantastic Imaginationo 

Writing of his fairy-talesq he sayst 

'When such forms are new embodiments 
of old truthsq we call them products of the 
Imagination; when they are mere inventionst 
however lovelyt I should call them the 
work of the Fancy: in either case Law 
has been diligently at work* ... Law is 
the sail in which alone beauty can grow; 
beauty is the only stuff in which truth 
can be clothed; and you may, if you 
willp call imagination the tailor 
that cuts her garments to fit herg and 
Fancy his journeyman that puts the 
pieces of them tagethert or perhaps 
at meat embroiders their button-holes* 
Obeying law the maker works like his 
creatorp not obeying lawt he is such 
a fool as heaps a pile of stones and 
calls it a church'. 20 

MacDonald sees his fairytales as interpretations of God's 

universep but with as many meanings as the reader may give them. 

He seems to be both saint and mystic and it comes as no surprise 

when he writes: 

tFor my partq I do not write for children# 
but for the childilkep whether of fivet or fifty 
or seventy-five'* 

Although Corrodi's was a lesser talent, he and MacDonald are 

in some ways eking for Corradi wrote a book called Ein Buch ohne, 

Titel, aber fiýr Kinder von sieben bis siebenmal sieben. 
22 

At the Back of the North Wind 23 is the story of Diamondq a 

London coach-and-cab-driver's eon. It is an account of his 

two livesp his inner dominant life and outward reelityp or as 

W. H. Auden put it in his Afterward to The Golden Key 24 the 

Secondary World and the Primary World. The tale is told 

ostensibly by a young tutor who has won Diamond's confidence* 

MacDonald mentions Heradotue and Duranta as tellers of a similar 

etoryp but it is from much nearer home that he quatseq from James 
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Hogg's Kilmeny (1813)s 25 

'Kilmeny had been she knew not where, 
And Kilmeny had seen what she could not declare, 
Kilmany had been where the cock never crewq 
Where the rain never fellq and the wind never blew; 
But seemed as the harp of the sky had rungg 
And the airs of heaven played round her tonguep 
When she spoke of the lovely forms she had seent 
And a land where sin had never beent 
A land of love and a land of light# 
Withouten sun# or moon# or night# 
Where the river swayed a living streamt 
And the light a pure r-ejeý; ticLj -) beams 
The land of vision it would secont 
And atil; an everlasting dreamt* 

At the Back of the North Wind is a land from which no 

traveller returnst for the entrance is normally by death. 

MacDonald was a deeply religious man and his North Wind is 

an angel of death, described by him as going mysteriously about 

her dutiesq whether it be sinking ships or carrying Diamond, 

whom she loves, gently but irrevocably to his fateo On one 

occasion Diamond manages to persuade the North Wind to carry 

him as far as she can and he is able apparently to enter the 

country at her back: 

'Diamond walked towards her instantly* 
When he reached her kneesp he put out his hand 
to lay it on hert but nothing was there SaYcan 
intense cold. He walked on. Then all grew white 
about himt and the cold stung him like fire* 
He walked on stillp groping through the whiteness* 
It thickened about him. At lastv it got into 
his heartq and he lost all sense. I would 
say that he faintedt only whereas in common 
faints all grows black about you, he felt 
swallowed up in whiteness. It was when 
he reached North Wind's heart that 
he fainted and felle But as he fall he 
rolled over the threshold, and it was 
thus that Diamond got to the back of 
the north wind. 1 26 
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George MacDonald's fantasy embraces life and death and 

draws them both together. His imagination is working on a 

huge scalev incorporating the whole of our known universe and 

beyond, and yet at the centre of his vision is the heart of a 

little child which radiates loveg goodness and innocence. 

Outside the tiny mewag where Diamond lives happily with his 

parentaq there are chill and sometimes evil forces at workv 

but such is the strength of MacDonaldts faith and the power 

of his inspiration that inner and outer reality seem to fuse 

and be ruled by the same sternal law* 

Nobody but Diamond sees the North Wind who only comes at 

night to visit him, the first time slipping through a small knot- 

hole in the hay-loft above the horses' heads* In Arthur Hughes' 

original illustrations she appears as a beautiful, tall and 

stately lady. She disappears for long or short periodst but 

always returnsv sometimes as a tiny being among the flowers# but 

usually at Diamond's windowt ready to carry him away in her arms 

or nestling in her hairp through the stormsq into a mighty 

cathedral, over the icebergsq above the cloudsy even pausing 

for rest on the decks of ships. When Diamond returns 

from his one visit to the back of the north wind# other 

people find him somehow transformed, but they do not 

know where he has been and he is unable to describe what 

he has seen. His parents worry about his sleep-walkingg friends 

of his own agep Nannyq the crossing-sweeparg and cripple 3imq 

think of him as *simple$ or having 'a tile loossIq while the 
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cab-drivers call him 'God's baby'. They must all see him 

as otherwarldly because of his concern for otherst especially 

the weakp helpless and innocent like babies. Even his 

appearance seems to them ethereal. 

There are subsidiary fantasies within the grand designq 

stories within a storyq as it were. Two of these concern 

Diamond and the stars and Nanny and the moon* Diamond has a 

dream one night. He hears a voice from the stars calling on 

him to come up. He has to make his way round a rose bushv 

down a mossy staircaseq upt up a stream until he comes to a 

placep where angels with wing-buds are digging out stars and 

then looking down through the star-holes at the earth below. 

Occasionally an angel leaps through a hole perhaps an her way 

to earth, There is a suggestion that Diamond may have done 

just that. They all restq play and sing togetherp but when 

Diamond wakens upp he cannot remember the words* 
27 Nannyv 

now a patient in hospitalq has a complementary dream* She 

finds herself in the moong being instructed by Man-in-the-Moon 

on how to clean the moon's windows. He gives her bread and 

honey# but then unfortunatelyl despite orders to the contrary, 

she opens a box, the possession of a beautiful lady very like 

the North Windp and allows three bees to escape* Nanny wakens 

in the hospital wardt frightened and ashamed of herself* 
28 

Mr, Raymond plays an important role in the plot of Behind 

the North Wind. He is a rich gentleman who uses his wealth 

to help others. He befriends both Diamond and Nanny and is a 

generous benefactor of the hospitalt in which Nanny is a patient. 

He is often persuaded to tall the children stories and one of 
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these is called Dayliqht, v sometimes published separately 

as a short story in collections. 
29 It is really George 

MacDonald's version of The Sleeping Beauty, and the changes that 

he makes allow the reader to deduce some of MacDonald's 

own values. The baby Princess is condemned by the wicked 

fairy to be asleep all day and awake all night. 

"'A nice prospect for her mother and 
me! " thought the poor king; for they 
loved her far too much to give her up 
to nursesp especially at nightq as most 
kings and queens do - and are sorry for 
it afterwards'. 30 

Daylight is also condemned to wax and wane like the moon. 

She is only rescuedp when the prince sees a human form like a 

little dark heap on the earth and takes it to be an old woman 

dying. 

#nMotherg motherl" he said - "Poor 
motherl" and kissed her on the withered 
lips,. 31 

From the alterations he has made it is not difficult to deduce 

the importance of family life to MacDonald and his compassion for 

the poor and old* His visionary conception of love as a binding 

force in life and beyond it dominates many of the scenes in the 

main story: the love between parents and childreng between man and 

wifev between friendsp between horses and humansp between Diamond 

and North Wind. Innocencet purity and virtue radiate from Diamond 

to an extraordinary degree and these qualities spill over into 

the picture of everyday life in Victorian London. MacDonald 

draws and binds fantasy and reality together. 

Right through the book there are poems9 some of them quite 

long, which are really songs. Diamond himself sings quite a few 

of them to his baby sisters almost as nonsense rhymest and once 

he has learned to reads partly through the good offices of Mr. 
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Raymondp he reads a MacDonald version of 'Little Boy Blue'. 

Nearly all the songsq howeverg are spontaneous inventions 

of Diamondv even 'Little So Peep#, These poetic creations 

flow through the book like the streams MacDonald was so fond 

ofq and along their banks the reader catches glimpses of 

myriad animals and flowers* The very last song is sung 

by Diamond on his final journeyp when North Wind allows him 

to pause and sing to a lady who cannot sleep for pain: 

'Sure is the summert 
Sure is the sun, 

The night and the winter 
Are shadows that run', 

32 

The poems are simple but not dull, They bring a feeling 

of joy and light and hope into a story which at times threatens 

to become too austere and frightening. 

MacDonaldis knowledge and love of harsesq a legacy of his 

Aberdeenshire childhoodt gives the story a special dimension for 

children, The great horsep Big Diamondt whose name comes from 

the white lozenge on his foreheadq and after whom little Diamond 

is namedt is really the joint hero of the book. MacDonald gives 

a masterly account of the horses' life in the stablest how they 

sleep and eatt what they feel about their masters and their 

masters about them. Diamond understands of course what the 

horses say to each otherv and listens with interestq when Big 

Diamond loses patience at last and scalds his fat and lazy 

stable-companiong Ruby* The work of the horses who pull the 

cabs and buses in all weathers through the streets of the cityt 

their courage and endurancet and the devotion of the cab-driverst 

especially of men like DiamondIs fatherg and the struggle of 
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their families to make ends meet - this whole life-style is 

carefully noted., including the problems the drunken cabman 

makes for himself and his family* 

A coachman's job brings him into immediate contact with 

members of the middle-class. MacDonald does not seem to query 

the *status qua$ in Victorian London* There is none of the 

defiant criticism of Cleg Kellyp but now and again the reader 

detects a far-off echo of the egalitarian Scat. 

Diamond is reproaching North Wind for leaving him alones 

"'Yesp but that was your fault"v returned 
North Wind, "I had work to do, and besides, 
a gentleman should never keep a lady waiting". 

"I'm not a g8ntleman"t said Diamond# 
scraping away at the paper. 

"I hope you won't say so ton years after 
this". 

"I'm going to be a coachman, and a coachman 
is not a gentleman"t persisted Diamond. 

"We call your father a gentleman in our 
house"s said North Wind. 

"He doesn't call himself one". said Diamond. 

"That's of no consequences every man ought 
to be a gentlemang and your father is one"., 33 

Surely there is an echo of Robert Burns heres 

'The rank is but the guinea 
The man's the goud for at th. 

tem. p. 54 

and the reflection of a Scottish attitude, 

All through the bookp both in the Ifantasyl and the IrealityIq 

there is great emphasis on the importance of courage* Alone in 

the great empty cathedralv Diamond is frightened, but finds North 

Wind at lastt 

L 
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$"Why did you leave map dear North 
Wind? " 

"Because I wanted you to walk alone"t 
she answered. 

"But it's so much nicer heret" said 
Diamond* 

"I daresayp but I couldn't hold a little 
coward to my heart. It would make me so cold. " 

"But I wasn't brave of myself". said Diamondq 
oe. e "It was the wind that blew in my face that 
made me brave. Wasn't itt North Wind? " 

"Yost I know that. You had to be taught 
what courage was. And you couldn't know what 
it was without feeling it: therefore you were 
given it* But don't you think you would try 
to be brave yourself next time? " 

"Yest I do* But trying is not much"* 
"Yesq it is -a very great dealt for it 

is a beginning* And a beginning is the 
greatest thing of all, To try to be brave 
is to be brave. The coward who tries to 
be brave is before the man who is brave 
because he is made so and never had to 
try". 35 

In 'real' life, Diamond's behaviourp from this point of viowp 

is exemplary: when his father falls illg he looks after Big 

Diamond himself with great kindneast he harnesses the great horse 

himself, and takes out the cab in difficult and dangerous conditions. 

When the cabman observe his courage, they always give him a hand 

with the harnessing thereafter* Diamond does not hesitate to 

enter the roughestv meanest streets to rescue Nanny from her 

hovel and faces the termagants who try to take his clothes* He 

also makes a great effort to appear cheerful when he sees his 

parents lose heart* 

MacDonald has great admiration too for those who do not 

reveal their inner misery: 

'Nobody can suffer alone. When the cause of 
suffering is most deeply hidden in the heart# and 
nobody knows anything about it but the man himselfq 

bbb- 
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he must be a great and good man indeed, such 
as few of us have known# if the pain inside 

, 
him does not make him behave so as to cause 36 all about him to be more or less uncomfortable'. 

Admiration for courage as the cardinal virtue is a marked 

characteristic in Scottish children's books. So far Clegr 

Bridiev Diamond have all displayed it. It is not just 

coincidence that the title of J*M. Barrie's Rectorial Address 

37 to the students of St. Andrews was simply Courage. 

But it is the extraordinary power of MacDonald1s vision that 

dominates the book, the picture of Diamond in North Wind's armaq 

buffeted by the fury of the elements and around them the whole 

vast universep remains in the mind* Peter Pan has caught the 

imagination of the world's children and their parentaq but 

Peter's flight from his Kensington nursery-window is cosy make- 

believeg when compared with Diamond's journey to infinity, 

Love of children and joy in their company characterises 

August Corrodi, In the postscript to Onkel Auguste 

Geschichtenbuch Professor Otto van Greyerz writess 

$Er ist der erstag der nicht belehren und 
bessern# sondern nur beglücken will, der 
erste der sich zufrieden gibt, wenn er die 
Kindersselen in ihr Lebenselementg in 
harmlose Heiterkeit versetzen kann#, 38 

As these words suggestv Corrodi immediately strikes a very 

different note from MacDonald, His stories are set in the frame- 

work of magnificent woods near Wint8rthurg which he know intimately 

and loved dearlyp and he has left us a sketch of himselfs sitting 

in these woodsy telling a tale to three young chargeso Although 

some of the stories are indeed tragicq it always seems to be the 

height of summer, when Corrodi sets out an these rambles with his 
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young friends, whose laughter echoes through the tress, 

Between 1853 and 1879 Corrodi published seventeen 

collections of stories and nine plays for children. 
39 

Of the seventeen examples of his work finally chosen# 

eight are either fairy-stories or have an element of 

fantasy in them. The others are legends retold or stories 

of everyday lifeq enlivened by amusing or exciting adventuresg 

generally set in the country, in a village or a small town. 

One marked difference between Scotland and Switzerland should 

be underlined here: there were and are no vast cities in 

Switzerland like Glasgow# still less like Londong with all 

their slumsq so the environmentq in which Diamond lived* would 

have been unknown to a Swiss child. Carrodi's stories were 

made up to interest and amuse childrerýand told to them 

directlyt only appearing later in book form. They retain 

the warm intimacy he must have enjoyed with his audience. 

He himself appears in many of the stories as $der Onkell. 

The contrast of atmosphere between the works of MacDonald 

and Corrodi is so great that momentarily the reader feels he 

is passing from darkness into light. 

Two of the themes treated by MacDonald recur in Corrodi's 

work. Die Geschichte der sch8nen Theoda (1853) 40 is concerned 

with a mysterious land beyond human keng which exists alongside 

our own everyday life* This particular tale is set in a 

comforting frame. Corrodi has taken two children, Aurelio and 

Klarat to visit the chapel of a castle nearby, 'Die schdno 

Theadat is depicted in a fresco, and it is her life-story that 

Corrodi tells* Theada was the daughter of a countp who had 
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owned the castle eight hundred years earlier. She had loved 

and tended her garden so faithfully that one day the Queen of 

the Flower Spirits emerges from a silver-white lily and offers 

to initiate her into the secrets of the flower and fairy 

kingdom. She is vouchsafed a sight of all the activities 

undergroundq including the constant battle of the plants 

against destructive insects. Corrodi had a special interest 

in botany and entomology and there were beautiful technical 

drawings which bare witness to his skill in the 1983 

exhibition in ZU'riche MacDonald's soaring imagination 

included the heavensq but Corrodi thought of the myriad 

activities going an all the time out of sight under the ground. 

This strange underworld provides a supernatural element in 

several of his stories. Theoda herself is barns away to a 

garden of indescribable beauty. Eventually she comes back 

to her own earthly gardenv but remains in touch with the Queen 

of the Flower Spirits and her attendants* Corrodi's story 

is not extended* It only touches on the mysterious kingdom 

of the flowersp death and regrowth and the spiritual forces 

at work. Like MacDonald Corrodi too includes versesp but on 

the whole they tend to be pedestrian jingles. His prose is 

more varied and rythmical. This is how he describes Theoda's 

first meeting with the flower fairies: 

l"FÜrchte dich nicht� liebes Kind, Ich bin die 
Königin der Blumengeister und habe dich liaby weil 
du uns so artig pflegst und wartest". 

Thaoda hatte sich bei dieser freundlichen Rede von 
ihrem Schrecken erholt# stand auf und beschaute das 
Figürchen in der Nähe. Da schlug die ElfenkÖnigin in 
die Hindchenp und auf einmal schwebten und flogen aus 
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allen Blumen des Gartens ganze Scharen von 
kleinen Elfen und umtanzten die erstaunte 
Theada in fAhlichem Ringeltanze. Alle 
trugen zarte, wie aus Luft gewobene Gewänder 
von den verschiedensten Farbent die Rosen- 
geister blaserote, dunkelrote und weissag 
die Liliangeister silberweisse, die Nelken- 
geister - diese waren die wildesten im Tanze 
dunk& und buntag die Geister der Kornblumen 
himmelblauag die der Ringelblumen goldene, 
je nach den Farben der Blumen, die sie 
bewohnten. 

Da-PA sangren sie '"it lei-set, 
Ringe, ringe, reihen 
Tanzen wir den Reiheng 
Wenn der kühle Abendtau 
Singt auf Wald und Aug 
Schweben durch die blaue Luft, 
Loben von dem Blütenduftg 
Wir singen, 
Wir springen, 
Wir fliegen 
Im Schiff am kÜhlen See# 
Im Gras und grünem Klee# 
In Feld und Strauch und Buschp 
Ringe. ringe, huschlut 41 

The and of the story is tragic* Theoda's wild and 

wicked brother destroys her garden and she dies of shock. 

Carrodi does not develop the idea of1the other world' to 

any extent. It remains the harmless fancy of a summer's 

afternoon and a reminder to children that flowers need care 

and attention* 

The second theme is death. MacDonald's unique spiritual 

vision seems to create a universe of its own with laws of its 

own which cover both life and death. Corrodi too has his 

visiong not an MacDonald's vast scale, but it has its own 

truth* The story in this collection which best reveals 

this vision is called Mona. Ein Ma*rchen (1857)b 
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Mona lives in a cottage in the woods with her parentaq 

a wood-cutter and his wife who also collect herbs* She loves 

to explore the f orestv and one day while- trying to trace a brook 

to its sourcep- finds herself impeded by rocks and roots* 

The tiny root-people tell her she will have no difficulty if 

she nibbles a certain plants 

$"Das heisst Mykrynusa minime oder 
zu deutsch 8kleinste Verkleinerin8 und 
wenn du dies issestg so wirst du so grase 
wie wir und kannst mitgehen"* 

Derweil reinigte sie das Pflänzlein im 
Bach. 

"Aber ist8a nicht giftign? fragte Mana. 

"0 jag so giftig wie eine Brachnusse 
Nun? Dalft 

"He ja dennt" sagte Mone und aes das 
Pflinzlein. 

Jetzt zog sich das Kindes Zunge zu einem 
kleinwinzigen MauszÜnglein zusammen# das 
Käpfchen ging auch wie ein Leinenzeug im 
Waschen und so nach und nach alles bis auf 
die Fuasspitzen hinab. Natürlich so wäre 
ja seltsam geweseng wenn die grosse Zehe 
allein in ihrer ersten Grösse geblieben 
wäreg ungefähr so groes wie das ganze 
Figürchen zusammen. Da hätte es ja 
schrecklich zu schleppen gehabt und 
wire Uberall angestossen. Nein, naing 
auch die grosas Zehe wurde so klein wie 
das Übrige. Es war aber unserer guten 
Monali doch ein bisschen selteamg als es 
sich das Gras und die Blumen so rasch Über 
den Kopf wachsen sah und nun die herzigen 
Moosfrüchtchen seinen Augen so nahe 
kamen und die Käferlein so groas wurdeng 
so merkwürdig unheimlich grosag jag jal 
aber die beiden liessen ihm nicht lange 
Zeit zum Staunen und Fürchten# sondern 
führten es schnell unter das Wurzelwerk 42 
und verschwanden mit Ihm unter den Boden'* 

This passage about Mona's transformation into a tiny root- 

person is quoted at length to give the reader an impression of 

Carradi's stylet as he speaks to children and makes little jokes 
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to spark off their imagination. He is an immensely friendly 

and loving mang who attempts to reduce the frightening aspect 

of the tunderwarldl* Meantime Mona remains for a year with 

the root--people, living underground and mastering the lore of 

ractag including methods of destroying their insect enemies. 

Eventually she emerges from the ground not far from her 

parental cottage. They realiss in the end that this tiny 

being is their lost child. No antidote can be found to 

change her back to human dimensionsg and when her parents 

diep she is marooned in the cottage in a desperate situation. 

Birds take pity on her and lead her to a plant which they 

think may help. Mona's acquired skills enable her to free 

the plant's roots from the groundp to kill the evil worm at 

its base and set the 'Waldfriulaint (wood-maiden) free. The 

'Waldfriuloint is as beautifulp as powerful and as good as 

any Fairy Queen. With a single kiss she restores Mona to 

her human size: 

IltUnd nun blieb Mona beim Waldfräuleing das 
lehrte sie mit der Spindel spinneng und wenn 
die Spindel so lustig auf dem Boden fänzeltag 
denn werte unserem Kind so wundervoll und 
heimselig wie noch gar nie vorherg und auf 
einmal verstand sag wenn die Zweige im 
Winde rauschteng daas sie den Blumen unten 
die herrlichsten Geschichten erzählten; 
verstand auch was jedes Kiferlein summtag 
jedes MÜcklein täntep jedes Grielein 
lispelte, und ward mit hoheml freudigem 
Erstaunen erfÜlltg wie der Wald eine 
grossep achÖne Familie ist und alles 
lieblich zusammen lebt und zusammen 
spricht* 

Und da bat Monat "Liebes Waldfräulein, 
a lese mich bei dir bleibeng mir gefällte 
so bei dirIft 

Und so lebten sie zusammen lange, langel 
bis Mana starb* Da verwandelte Waldfriulein 
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ihre Asche und bildete daraus die Anemonen 
und so hatte Waldfriulein jeden FrÜhling 
an den schEnen weissen Blütensternen eine 
liebliche Erinnerung an die liebe Monat. 43 

Death is certainly a theme in this wonder-tale* The 

description of Mona's parents lying dead in their cottage and 

her inability to help is stark and chillingt but Carradi sees 

death in the context of nature as leading to a rebirth* He 

thinks in terms of the cycle of life and death, of which human 

beings are a part. There is nothing expressly religious in 

his stories, although his moral stance obviously owes a great 

deal to the Christian ethic. 

Corrodi, himself is under the spell of the forests and he 

allows Corneliag in Die Stadtkinder im Walde, (1858)9 to express 

this for hims 

0 Wald. 9 0 Waldv du lieber grüner Waldl 
Wann unten das Bächlein rauschst 
Und Gras und Blume lauschst, 
Wies ihnen erzählst Geschichten fein 
Von Elfen und Nixen und Waldfräulein. 
Dann jauchz8 ichp dass es lustig schallt: 
0 Weldy 0 Weldv du lieber, grüner Wald144 

His frequent lyrical descriptions do not have the power 

of MacDonaldtat but they have their own intimate charmp which 

was greatly enhanced for me by the sight of Corrodi's coloured 

illustrations in their original form. The many shades of 

grey and greent the wild berries lightening the forest 

darknesst Mona seeing a tiny root-person for the first timet 

children and parents gathered around the story-teller in 

the village spinning-room to hear his wondrous tales - all 

these pictures underlined Corrodi's ability to enliven 

his work by giving it another dimension. 45 
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The forests are the background to fairy-tale happenings 

that still entrance children: rescued insects who repay their 

benefactors with gifts of gold and magic pationst the mysterious 

grey bird that leads to treasures buried in the roots of trees, 

the wicked grey-green manikin who imprisons his victims under a 

huge hat of iront lined with felt. But in Carrodi's tales 

there is no fear of 'good' being defeated by tevill in any 

basic sense. The victims are all set free by a little mouseq 

released from the enchanter's spell. 
46 

The sheer beauty of the landscape itselfp in $real$ life 

as it werst exercises an almost mesmeric effect just as surely 

as the mountains did in Heidi. This extract is from Mela. Ein 

Mirchen (1858)t 

tMala setzte sich auf ein Pl'atzcheng 
da lagen viele glatte Steine und waren 
von der Sonne ganz durchwärmt. Von da 
Übersah sie das ganze Wgsserlein. Am 
andern Ufer hingen grosse Weiden ins 
Wasser, <zltesv abgeschwemmtes Wurzelwark 
schimmerte aus der Tiefe, und einige 
schgnev gelbe Wasserrosen schwammen 
zwischen ihren breiten Blättern auf 
der warmen Fläche. DrÜbenhin huschten 
die Schatten der weissan, gutwatter- 
machenden Sammarwolkeng dann folgte 
wieder Sonnenglanzp und so ging das 
lustig fort. Es wer so stillg so 
einsam da# als wenn auf hundert 
Stunden ringsum keine Menschen 
wohnten. Male saas auf den Steinen$ 
faltete die Hände um die Knie und 
starrte lange Zeit lautlos ohne sich 
zu bewegen ins Wasserl. 47 

Carradi's forests also house peopleg who are viewed with 

suspicion and sometimes treated with downright hostility and even 

violence by the settled community* These are the poacherst 

timber thieves and gipSi8S. In George MacDonald's Victorian 

London there are also groups of unacceptable citizenst like 
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the youths who attempt to rob Diamond of his hard-earned 

takingog Nanny's cruelt drunken grand-mother and cripple 

Jim's motherv who had broken his leg as a baby. Most of 

these people belong clearly to the world of realityv but 

Corrodits gipsies introduce an element of the supernaturalt 

$Oberhaupt hatte das Midchens Wesen 
einen eigenen Zauber auf die ganze 
Gesellschaft geÜbt, undv war sollte es 
glaubeng der Vater fÜllte ein Glas mit den 
Dunkelraten und bot es den Midchene Dieses 
nahm den Weing sah den Geber an und sagtet 

ffPorterwein und rotes Blut 
Schmecken beide frisch und gut"* 

*Habe letzteres noch nie problertiff 
lachte der Vater# "aber du scheinstalu 

Das Mädchen antwortEknicht 

0Ich will sucht" rief auf einmal Cornelia 
zum grossen Erstaunen der beiden anderen 
Kinder und hielt das feine, weisse Händchen 
hin, Die Zigeunerin fasste es rasch und 
rieft 

Schwarzes Augeg schwarzes Haarg 
Halt dein Herzchen rein und klar. 

Denn kÜsste es das Kind heftig auf die 
Stirne und war verschwunden wie eine 
Sternschnuppel, 48 

Cornelials fathert the forester, is disappointed that he 

has missed the chance of questioning the girl and Cornelia is 

filled with uneasy foreboding wheng waking in the middle of the 

night. she sees her father and her uncle Fortunat going into 

-the forest with loaded guns. 

But there is no overt violence in Corrodi's collection 

and very little that is frightening, The general tons of the 

book is carefreeand unhappiness is kept at a safe distance. On 

the other handg 3ohn Rowe Townsend in Written for Children (1965) 
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comments on At the Back of the North Winds 

'The story is a full and complex religious 
allegory* I did not like it myself as a childv 
finding it cold and frightening. As an adult 
I have re-read it with regect but still with 
rather little pleasure$. 

Although MacDonaldts story is set in London and the language 

used is Standard Englishq the mood of his book reminds me of 

districts near the Aberdeenshire coastp where the people are 

sometimes immensely stoical and brave. Corrodi does not tell 

a tragic tale with the same conviction. 

In Dar Wassermann und die KBniqstochter (1859)t Corrodi 

tells the story of a Mermang who falls in love with the beautiful 

daughter of the kingg and not unwillingly she eventually goes 

out over a golden bridge to join him as his queeng and in seven 

years she bears him seven sons. One day she hears the sound of 

church bells and is consumed with a longing to see her parents 

again. The Merman puts no obstacle in her ways 

80a liess sie der Mormann gehenp und als 
sie heimkemg da neigten sich die Siume und 
die Blumen vor ihrg und als sie in die Kirche 
kamv' da neigten sich die Edelleute und die 
Grafen und Ritter vor Ihr. Und als sie in 
ihren Kirchenstuhl ging, da machte ihr der 
Vater das Sanktürlein aufg und die Mutter 
legte Ihr ein prichtiges Kissen auf die 
Bank. Und die Königstochter sang und betete 
und hörte die Predigt. Und nach der 
Predigt ging sie zu ihren Elterng kÜsste 
sie und war sehr traurig, dase sie schon 
wieder heim mÜsse. Aber die Eltern sagtens 

"Wir lassen dich nicht gleich wieder 
fort, Kind# du muset mit uns zu Mittag 
essen". 50 

As the meal is nearing its endv an apple suddenly falls 

into her lap and she calls out to her mother to cast it into the 
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fire and so destroy the Merman. His reaction is to say 

that the princess can only leave him if the children are 

divided equally between them* This is the judgement of 

Solomon, for one of the children would thus have to die* 

The princess returns to her husband and never comes back 

again. 

Although there are some attractive scenes in Corrodi's 

retelling of what is basically a well-worn taleg I find his 

version unsatisfactoryp for the motif of true love between 

beings from different elements, leading inevitably to tragedyt 

is missing. Instead the reader is left with the feeling that 

a compromise has been reachedg that the princess was perhaps 

: inveigled into marriage for the wrong reasons and that she has 

no love for her husband* I cannot help contrasting George 

Mackay Brown's retelling of a similar story which is heart- 

rending. 
51 There may simply be a congenital difference between 

two writersq - but I am inclined to think that the contrast 

between a sea-girt and a land-locked country must also influence 

the imaginative understanding of this theme. 

Corrodi writes in High German but his vocabulary tells the 

reader at once that he is Swiss* He uses such terms as 'Franken' 

(Swiss francs) p. 2109 VierbatzenstUck' (small obsolete coin) p. 12t 

'BrGnnelit(little we 13) p. 11491HUbelil (hillock) p. 114t 'Bppial 

(something) P. 114, 'Writtlit (basket) p, 211, and of course local 

placenamesq for examplep $die waisse Alpenkette van SIAntis bis 

zur Oungfraut (p*46)o 52 One of his storiest Lustiqe Geschichte 

, eines Qelben Lebkuchens (1853)9 makes his nationality very 

clear t 
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9nIch heisse Zyprian Hanigsaim und bin 
von Dienenstockhausen in der Schweizu ..... 

"Doch da Icommt Frau Christinen. 

InNun rüstig an die ArbeitIft sagte dies# 
als sie eintratg band sich eine weisse 
SchÜrze vor, wusch die Hinde reing 
setzte die Brille auf die Nasag ohne 
welche sie nie lebküchaltag und bald 
waren die sieben Gesellen in eine so 
innige Gemeinschaft geknatstg daso sie 
gar nicht mehr auseinander kannten, Dann 
ginge in den Ofen mit ihneng und in kurzer 
Zeit kam ein Lebkuchen heraus# so schön, 
so schöng daso es gar nicht zu beschreiben 
isti 

Eine Mutter mit Ihren Kindern trat in 
die Stube und kaufte ihng und als die 
Kinder den Kuchen verzehrteng ahnte wohl 
keines# was die sieben Gesellen noch vor 
kurzem erzählte 

So ists zu- und hergegangen# und wann 
ihr Lebkuchen esstg denkt an die sieben 
, Gesellen, die drin steckenlf 53 

Following an the pattern of the first chapterg I shall now 

attempt to draw aqme general conclusions from these two books, 

First of all it should be barns in mind that MacDonald belongs 

to a group of writeraq Scottish by birthq who# by force of 

circumstances, chance or choicaq spent most of their adult life 

outside Scotland. Andrew Lang, O. M. Barrist R, M, Ballantyne, 

R*L* Stevenaong Arthur Conan Doyle and Kenneth Grahame come 

into this category. That fact must affect the point of view 

from which they wrote. Secondly Onkel Auquats Geschichtenbuch 

was the only text available to me. MacDonald wrote At the Back 

of the North Wind, when he was approaching 47, in 18719 while 

Corrodi's stariesq chosen by me for discussiong were written 

from 1853 to 1858, when he was between 27 and 32, so they are 

the work of a young man* His later work consists nearly 
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exclusively of plays for children, Thirdlyq fantasy, by 

its very naturst may have a universal significance beyond 

national, or indeed human frontierse 

One must conclude that the Scats are more imaginative 

than the Swiss simply from the number of fantasy books for 

children produced. 
54 

Perhaps the Celtic-Viking racial 

mixture in their veins goes some way to explain this. The 

geographical background has also greatly influenced the 

imaginative vision; seat storm and townscape in MacDonaldle 

work contrasts with Corrodits underground and forest life. 

MscDonaldfs religious faith is too wide to be confined to any 

particular version of Christianity. August Carrodit in marked 

contrast to his countrywomang Johanna Spyrit barely mentions 

religion. He seems to be a naturally good man whose kindness- 

rubs off on otheraq as does MacDonald's. They both have 

compassion for all living things. MacDonald's book has a 

grimmart chillier atmosphere with an emphasis on the need 

for courage to face lifet perhaps the legacy of Scottish 

winteraq whereas Corrodits tales breathe of leisured summers 

long agot suggesting an altogether kinder climate* 

The two books to be presented in the second half of this 

chapter make a marked contrast in both style and conception of 

fantaay. Both writers were young, at the time of writing. 

Again a woman writer chooses a girl as her main cheracterg 

and a man selects a boyt this time a younger boy* Both 

books are short reflecting 

perhaps the competing demands on young people's leisure 

time. 
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2. 

The Grey Dancer 55 is by Alison Fell (1944 who was 
a t) d 

barn in Dumfr18S in ScotlandtAgraW UP in villages in the 

Highlands and the Borders. She was trained as a sculptor 

at the Edinburgh College of Artq but she now lives in London 

where she has been active for several years in the Women's 

Movement and has edited the Spare Rib Anthology of fiction* 

She writes poetry and has recently published a novel for 

grown-ups. The Grey Dancer is her only children's book so 

far, She has a son of sixteen. 
56 

Franz Hohler (1943 -) lives in Urich. He is a man of 

diverse talentst well-known for his one-man entertainmentst 

liveg on radio and on television. He has written stories 

and plays and made records* He has written several children's 

bookss Tschipo, S7 
provided the text for a delightful picture 

backg In einem Schloss in Schottland lebte einmal ein junges 

Gespenst (Aaraug 1979)p and a collection of short storiesq 

Der Granit-Block im King (Darmstadt and Neuwiedq 1981)e He 

publishes in both Germany and Switzerlando looking for a wider 

public and perhaps also underlining a more cosmopolitan attitude, 
58 

C, N. Manloveq in his bookf Modern Fantasyq 
59 

wr tea of two 

broad classes of fantasy: 'comic' or lescapistIq and 'imaginative' 

fantasy. Without any doubt The Grey Dancer comes into the 

second category* Alison Fell's vision of life and death is 

both poetic and mystical, Franz Hohlerle Tschipo is a much more 

light-hearted affairp although in his last chapter an attempt 

is made to say something profoundly important about human relation- 

ships. Annie Lattog the heroine of The Grey Dencerg is a precocious 
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and sensitive child of almost twelve. On the book-jacket 

Oannifer Eachua depicts her against her Highland background, 

encircled by the symbols from her dreamg which will give her 

the necessary strength to go forward* Tschipa is a small 

bay of eight, a town-dwellerv whose adventures take the form 

of a 'Robinsonnads' but without any of the schoolmasterish 

atmosphere of the Swiss Family Robinson. Hohler, in his 

forewardt emphasisea the fact that his story is make-believeg 

and Arthur Loosli's black and white drawings echo that 

intention. Only the coal island illustration seems over- 

sinister for the text. Hohler writest 

$Wenn man lang genug an etwas denktg 
denn wird es plÖtzlich Irgendwie wahr* 
Es ist eben nicht so, daß-allesq was man 
bloß im Kopf hatp unwahr istg und alleag 
was es sonst gibt9 wahr. Manchmal Ist 
dasq was man Irn Kopf hatg viel wahrer als 
das, was es sonst gibt, Oder ist es euch 
nie passiartg daß Ihr so fest an etwas 
gedachtg daß ihr alles andere vergessen 
habt? Oder daß Ihr so fest von etwas 
geträumt habtp daß Ihr gemeint habtp es 
sei wahr2160 

The use of the familiar form of address in German makes it 

clear that Hohler is addressing his young readers directly and 

that he is impressing an them that however real his story may 

seem to themp it is still not true. It is certainly both 

'comic' and 'escapist' and most successfulq when it remains 

within that framework. In a sense Hohler escapes out of 

everyday lifeg of which we catch only a brief glimpse at 

the beginning and and of his storyp although Techipa from 

time to time suffers a twinge of homesickness. Annie Latta 

lives her day-to-day life right through Alison Fell's bookq 
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but the strength of her imagination allows her to participate 

in a second life which immeasurably enriches her own* 

In The Grey Dancer Annie's father had previously driven 

the school busq but he is now employed as a construction 

worker on the new dam at Laggen. Her mother helps in the 

Big House at Dal. Annie seems to be their only child and 

is still at the local primary school. Her father is 

succeeded as a driver by Lachlan McLannang called by the 

childran'Lall, a stranger to the valleyt thought to have come 

with the tinkers over Rannoch Moor from Moidart or even from 

the Isle of Skye. He soon endears himself to Annie# when 

he helps to alleviate the pain of a wasp sting by getting her 

to hold some sphagnum mass to the sore place. She is an 

intelligent child, who senses there is something otherworldly 

about Lal which attracts her. 

After school Annie loves to climb up to the wood an the 

ridge of Dal and particularly to sit under the tallest birch- 

troop which she has christened thelGrey Oancert, From there she 

sees across the whole Laggan valleyq and it is on such an occasion 

that she is surprised by Fergis, the ghillie's simple-minded sont 

'"Got yet" Forgia's breath was right in 
her facog and all his bad teeth stared at hert 
so that her mind went to the row of dead 
buzzards and crows Which hung on a hazel-tree 
in the field to scare off vermin#. 61 

A frightening chase through the heather follows. Annie 

slips and falls. She is scared in spite of herselfq when 

Fergis pins her to the ground; suddenly out of the sky swoops 

a giant eagle that pecks Fergiels arm# drawing blood and, 

terrifying him. Annie now undergoes a mystical experiencet 
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'A queer feeling came over her then as 
Fargie lay moaning beside her. It was a 
feeling of lightness and strength, as if her 
bones had turned to hallow steelg and the 
muscles of her thin arms glowed for a minute 
like molten strings of glass coming off the 
blower's pipe. There was a ring of heat 
around her like a forgo* The fine feeling 
only lasted a few momentsg but it left 
something changed. Although Annie 
could never have said it to friend or 
foep she knew that the eagle had left 
something to her. Like some kind of 
tarritoryýohjc. h was in her own keeping. 

Fergis stirred beside herv and clenched 
his fist* 

d, 
"YewilInae come in"gAnot knowing why she 

spoke sov and with a swipe of her muddy sock 
she slapped him once across the face* His 
mouth gaped open in surprise and he reeled 
back', 62 

Annie only graduallymealises that Lal is the reincarnation 

of a young mant who had lived and died in the valley more than a 

hundred years earlier at the time of the Clearanceep and that he 

also possesses the power to come to her rescue in the guise of 

an eaglet a power which he will exercise again in the course of 

the story. 

In the meantime old Mrs* Black, the Dominie's mother dies, 

and on the day of the funeral the school is closed* Annie 

thinks it is too fine a day to spend indoorst so she makes her 

way up to her favourite trees 

tShe sat chewing a head of clover and 
watched the bees fight to keep their balance 
against the strength of the wind while they 
sucked the nectar from foxglove and wild 
rose* On the pond by her house the family 
of mallards took off with a faint splash 
and flutter. Annie dozedq soothed by 
the summer sounds and the groans from 
the Grey Dancerg until a flap of wings 
wake herg and she opened her eyes in 
a dazzle of light. It was Lall, 63 
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As promisedt he had come to tell her his strange story 

and Annie thrills with anticipation* Alison Fell gently 

underlines Annie's growing awareness of Lal as an attractive 

young man, but quickly involves her in the drama of his tragic 

loveo-story. It takes several meetings for the full tale to 

be toldt from his first sight of Isobel, the lame girlp as 

she came into the village of Laggan, carrying her spinning- 

wheal, to the last terrible scene of their earthly life, when 

their craft home is burned about themg while their souls 

take shelter in the bodies of an eagle and a river trout, 

only able to meet at Midsummer's Eve at the fork of the burn, 

perhaps never to be finally re-unitedo Annie wonders why 

he has chosen her to hear his story. There is much pain in 

his reply: 

I"Becauset Annist there are those who beat 
at yout and bear down on yout and you have it 
in you to stand firm and brave, And I see in 
your eyes the wildness - and the longing too, 
of the old Gaelse Och, I see it often 
enough in the children, before the Kirke 
and the Dominies choke it out like life's 
breath from a wood-pigeon". Lal's voice 
filled with rage,, and his hands made a 
quick twisting in the airp the twist that 
breaks a neck* "I see you seeking and 
not finding"t he went ong "and Scotland is 
aye full of those who forget the seeking and 
live ont never hearing the speak of the land, 
never noticing their hearts wither within 
them"es 64 

Alison Fell skilfully blends the human with the super-human 

dimensiong time and eternity* There is a whole vision of the 

Highlands in a supposedly golden agog made all the more beautifulg 

when contrasted with the Clearancesp the coming of the Cheviott 
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the tyranny of the Kirk and Dominis, the final devastation 

by jarry-builders and anglicised lairds and the ensuing 

endless empty acres. The eagle and the trout are prime 

poetic symbols of majesty and wisdom. Lal's vision is 

at this stage in the story bitter and backward-looking; 

he and Isobel are imprisoned by time and circumstancesp 

but ahead lies their union in eternity* 

Annie Is father has long known that all was not wall at 

the dams 

$*From what I've seen at the workst I 
cannee be certain the tunnel construction's 
safe* There's been accidents too. Hushed 
up, ye understand. The building contractors 
- they cut cornereye ken"O 65 

The climax of the story is reached on Midsummer's Eveq 

when Annie has a vision of Lal's meeting with Isobel: 

'She saw the mam-eagle suspended in the 
air, and then plunging down into Laggan burn 
like a gull after herring, Without ripple 
or splash the bird vanished beneath the 
surface. And Annie could see into the 
deep pool by the reedeq see Lal the man 
embrace a girl whose red hair rippled with 
the water and whose white skin gleamed 
slippery as scales. The two of them 
swam to where the burn met the flooded 
area by the damt and Annie saw them come 
up an the land where the old half-submerged 
road emerged from the water* She saw them 
about to disappear round a bend in the 
road# and panic gripped her, the fear 
and knowledge that they would be gone 
forever'. 6 

Earlier in the day the dam opening-ceremony is successfully 

complatedg but during a violent storm in the night the fuel tanks 

on Bohespic Hill are struck by lightningy a landslide is triggered 

offq the whole mighty dam bursts its banks and a sheet of water 
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comes flooding down the valley. Annie's father has gone out 

to see where he can help; a sudden compulsion comes over Annie 

and she slips out behind him only to be swept away by the flood* 

She regains consciousness in an ambulancep making for Pitlochryo 

Some days later she learns that she was rescued by Lachlan 

McLennanq with the help of a girl in a green dreseq a stranger 

to the valley. Annie was by no means the only one saved by 

them. Sadlyq her father adds, they were both later found 

drowned. 

It takes Annie a long time to surmount her grief, but her 

parents are drawn closer to her and support her with more 

obvious expressions of their love. In the last pages of her 

story Alison Fall emphasizes the healing power of love both in 

the everyday life around us and in our own inner life. Lal 

and Isobel# by dying againt as it were, in helping others to 

livep have shown Annie a way forward out of a gloomy and 

despairing past and given her the strength and courage to 

go steadfastly forward. Lal and Isobalq toog are released 

into a true immortality from the spell that separated them 

as siýgls in the sky and trout in the stream, 

Hohler's Tschino is an enjoyable fantasy of an entirely 

different kind* The language is geared to a much younger age 

group and many of the situations calculated to appealt especially 

to bay readerso The whole story is based on Tachipals ability 

to dream so vividly that his dreams are translated into real life* 

His parents are finally alerted to the problemt when the family 

flat is flooded by a fishing dream. Immediately neighbours 

below are inconveniencedt and the fire brigade summoned to pump 
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out the water. The following day Tachipol an only childq 

is taken by his mother to the doctorp who prescribes lots 

of soup, fresh air and sleeping pills* A week later the 

doctor is able to give them some more informations 

"Ich habe mich in der Zwischenzeit etwas 
umgetan und mehr Über diese seltsame Krank- 
heit erfahren. Es ist bei uns nur ein 
einziger Mensch bekannty der das auch 
hatte, und dieser Mensch ist leider 
seit Über einem Jahr verschwunden* Er 
war, soviel ich gehBrt habeg Pilotg 
und ist von einem Flug nicht mehr 
zurückgekehrt. Aber in seinem Fall 
hat das auch geholfen, das mit der 
Suppe und der frischen Luft und der 
Pille. Wir fahren jetzt einmal ein 
halbes Jahr lang damit fortg das ist 
bestimmt das richtige fÜr unseren Pippa". 

"Ja. Herr Doktorn, sagte Tschipog und 
die Mutter wunderte sichp dEß er so brav 
ja sagte. 

Auf dem Heimweg war Tachipa ganz 
fröhlich9 und die Mutter dachte# er sei 
sicher frÖhlichp weil er nun wisse# daß, 
es nichts Schlimmes sei. Aber Tschipa 
war aus einem ganz anderen Grund frÖhlich. 

Nach dem Abendessen tat er nur blcß., sop 
als ob er die Pille hinunterschluckst in 
Wirklichkeit behielt er sie in der Hand 
und steckte sie in die Tasche, Das ist 
fÜr Pippo, dachte er, Von Tschipa hat 
der Doktor nichts gesagtt. 67 

The stage is now set for Hchler's fantastic story. The 

whole style of writing is low-key and factualv making the fanciful 

extravaganza which follows all the more amazing. Blended in 

hero and there is often a touch of humourv based on a situationt 

as in the passage above# or an a play on words. This makes 

a direct contrast to the more serious Scottish book. 
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By his ruse with the pill Tschipo retains his ability to 

dream vividly* He actually manages to dream the pilot's cap 

and gaggles into his bed* So powerful is his dream an this 

occasion that he dreams himself right out of his own life and 

an to the tropical islandp where the pilotp Tschako (a nickname 

for the cap he always wore) has landed, Together they 

experience a series of amazing adventurest which at times 

threaten to become really dangerousp but Hahler keeps the 

action going at a spanking pace so that threats never materiall ze 

at any rate as far as Tschako and Tschipo are concerned* 

Hohle r is writing for a younger age group than Alison fall 

and he keeps this well in mind. The feeling of being safe, 

despite a myriad of strange happenings never leaves the reader# 

and he is pretty sure in his mind that Tschako and Tachipo will 

got home. 

From the very beginning Tschako realises that their most 

likely return to Switzerland is through one of Techipa's dreamaq 

so always at bedtime his last words are 'Schlaf gut und trHum 

schdn'. 
6B Tschipo has of course no control over his dreams* 

Most nights he does not dream at all, but fortunately at one 

point he dreams of a motor-boat - and there it is, waiting for 

them in the morning. This boatt complete with compasev makes 

their whole voyage possiblet although there is no impression 

of a vast aceang at most perhaps of a Swiss lake. The 

names of the islands an which they land: 'Snorcoraralp 

'Snirciroraft 'Snurcurcralp and finally their destinationg 

'Snarcaroralt which can move at will, are intended to be as 

confusing for the reader as they were for Tschako and Tschipo 
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and the compassl One has to laugh when the parrot is 

defeated by the difficulty of pronouncing 'Snarcaroral and 

goes on shriakingg 'Oral Oral$ and when the name is seen to 

be derived from tschnarchent (snore)q the sound made by the 

kingt which reverberates throughout the island. Tachako 

has been unable to deliver the 'waking pills' to the kingt 

Snarco IV, who had dreamt of the plans crashing and hence 

caused the accident in 'real' life* Unfortunately, by the 

time Tachako arrives at the king's bedsidep the 'waking pills' 

have been eaten by a water-lilyv but Tachipo dreams so 

powerfully that his entire school class is transported from 

Switzerland, right in the middle of a gym lesson# on to the 

king's gigantic bed with its notices 100 NOT TOUCH'. The 

final waking of the king is described with great gustot 

t�� Da springt schließlich Werni 
Lutzv der schlechteste im Turnang dem 
König mitten ins Gesicht. Der König 
packt Wernig ohne zu erwacheng und will 
ihn erwürgen. Werni heult, da schreit 
Tschipos "Alle auf den KÖnigt" und die 
ganze Klasse stürzt sich auf den Kanigp 
jeder packt ihn irgendwog die einen an 
den Armeng die andern am Halag andere 
kriechen sogar unter die Decke zu den 
Kniang und die beiden frechsten, 
Daniela Habeisen und Leo Leuenbergerg 
halten sich die Nase zu und kriechen 
bis zu den Ftßen hinunterg wo sie den 
König kitzeln so stark sie kBnnen. 

wAaaahl" rief der KÖnig Snarco der 
Vierte von Snarcararag 'mAanahl" und 
er rief es so laut, daß Tschipa erwachte 
und merktag daß er mit allen Klassen- 
kameraden im Satt von König Snarco war# 
und alle lagen wie ein Haufen auag&- 
schÜtterter Kartoffeln Über dem K5nigg 
aber dieser K5nigg der soeben noch riesenhaft 
grcß in einem riesenhaft großen Bett gelegen 
hattag war Überhaupt nicht mehr rissenhaftg 
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sondern ein ganz gewÖhnlich großer Mann, 
der unter einem Haufen zappelnder Kinder 
lag und fast erstickte'. 69 

Hohler underlines the reality of this fantastic situation 

by spelling out in full the names of three of the children and 

adds to the fun by hinting at the king's smelly feet and then 

giving him his full royal title. Some of this 'nonsense' 

humour is reminiscent of Alice in Wonderland, 70 
a book which 

has never been as popular in Scotland as in Englandq perhaps 

because 'it deals with manners not morale'* 
71 Naturally the 

English might be inclined to quotas 'It requires a surgical 

operation to get a Joke well into a Scotch understanding', 
72 

Soon after the king wakens upp a plans arrives from 

Switzerland and Tachaka flies all the children home, 

The main part of Hohler's story is built round a series 

of islands with the strange names already mentioned. These 

islands have all been affected in peculiar ways by King Snarco's 

dreamsq although Tachako and Techipo realise this only much later 

in the story. The first island has been changed into coalt but 

luckily Tschipo is able to dream it back again, In the next 

island the realms of nature are reversed; birds swim and fishes, 

including murderous sharkst fly. The following island has turned 

to gold with all its inhabitants. Tschipo again saves his 

companions from this fate by dreaming the right dream. The 

penultimate island is the most sinister of all, for around it 

ýly the drawers from a gigantic chest of drawers like a tower- 

blockq inanimate objectsv given a life of their own whose 

function it is to capture everybody and everything and lack 

them up in the chestq this time Tschaka and Tschipc as well. 

4 
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Again the correct dream produces the correct key and they 

all socapep including the parrot and a. beloved hare. The 

final islandp Snarcarcraq provides all kinds of challengeaq 

including boots that sail and an enormous cat on which they 

can ride. 

This list does no more than indicate the scope of Hohler's 

inventive power. He seems to have no overt moral purpose* The 

whole tale is a gigantic frolicl in which Tachakot the mant and 

Tachipo, the boyt play their partsq but these very parts indicate 

very clearly how a man and a boy should behave* Hahler 

cleverly establishes a friendly relationship with the reader 

by letting him listen in, as it weret to conversations between 

Tschaka and Tschipo and smile at the comedy in the situation. 

He also introduces from time to time the sort of comic element 

that little boys enjoy. Here Tachipo reproaches Tschako: 

$"Du hättest nicht verdammt sagen 
sollenn, sagte Tschipo, als sie sich nach 
dem Essen In eine Ecke gelegt hatten* 
"Nimlich wann ich verdammt sageg bekomme 
ich einen Anpfiff von den Elterng aber 
der Vater darf verdammt sagenn. 

"Ebenug sagte Techako, ndann darf Ich 
auch. Bis wir zu Hause sind, paß Ich auf 
wie dein Vater. Nur kannst du von mir 
aus verdammt sageng soviel du willst"* 

"Soviel ich will? " fragte Tschipoe 

"Jaul sagte Tschakop "es verleidet 
dir dann schon". 

"Vordammtp verdammt# verdammtIff sagte 
Tschlpoe 

NAlsag schlaf gut"s sagte Tschakos 

"Du auch"q sagte Tschlpoe "Verdammt 
gutu, drehte sich ein bißchen auf die 
Seite und schlief sofort ein ..... e, 73 

Later in the story the confidence of the boy in the man is 

emphasizedt for Tschako has kept any worries he has to himselfs 
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to�o abgesehen von dem bipchen Heimweh 
zuunterst im Mageng fand Tschipop er habe 
eigentlich GlUcki und zu Tochako hatte er 
ein so groPas Vortraueng wie man es fast 
nur zu einem Vater haben kann - er glaubte 
fe t dar ng daf er ihn wieder heimbringen 94 
wurde 8 

Tachako's quiet resolution rubs off an Tschipo. When 

Tachako in captured by a marauding drawer and when he is later 

removed by a court officialg Tschipo has learned to act an 

his own initiative. 

One of the themes in The Gray Dancer is also the friendship 

between an adult and a childg or in this case one should perhaps 

say a man and a girl, Lal passes on his values explicitly, 

the most important quality being in his view the courage to 

stand up for what one believes to be rights He tells Annie 

the history of her own valley and of the Clearances that 

had taken place therst, weaning her away from any docile 

acceptance of her fate. But Lal is no ordinary person; he 

is the man-eaglog an extra-terrostrial being# a symbol perhaps 

from deep down in the collective Celtic subconscious memory* 

She is vouchsafed a vision of the-old village of Laggang 

learns of the laird's decision to clear the crofters in 

favour of 'four-logged ones wit woolly coats'* 
75 She is 

told how Isobel and Lal lead the oppositiont how she in summoned 

to appear before the Kirk Sessiong accused of 'unlawful practiCes' 

and 'irreligious conduct'* 
76 

They refuse to put up the banns 

for her wedding to Lalo She defends herself with eloquence and 
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couragep attacks the ministerg the laird and the elders, 

finally turning to Lal: 

"This is my man"g she said, "and I'll 
have him". My knees knocked and I blushed 
like firep I was that taken abackv and 
shamefully, I was so feart I near forswore 
her there and than. Murdoch put his arm in 
mineg and bore me up as she continued, 

"And I'll make my wedding"t she went on, 
in an anciento lilting voice that was Isobel's 
and yet was not, "Aye# I'll make it under 
high heavent an the moor where there's beasts 
that stand straight and dinnae crawlt where 
there's fine air to breathe instead ol the 
reek of mealy-mouthed lies. Be damned to 
youl" And she stepped off the stool so that 
the sunbeamg losing her hairp seemed to go 
out of the place. 

I ran and took her arm **e*1 
77 

It is the infusion of courage from Lal and Isobel that 

makes Annie stand up to the bullying Dominiev Black Aliatýr, 

She outwits him in his own class-roamt but it is the horrific 

scene on the day of the school picnic to celebrate the 

completion of the dam that stays in the reader's mind. 

Black Alist2ir does not think that Annie is climbing up 

the shoulder of Bohespic Hill fast enought so he cuts 

himself a birch rod from a young tree and lashes out at 

her bare legs, Annie finally collapses an the path with 

Black Alist'ýr towering above her. 

'It was then she felt a kind of hissing 
in the airg a stirring in the bracken that 
was like a sigh. And she remembered. With 
all the strength that was in her suddenly 
set freep she jumped to her feet, Her 
eyes blazed as she snatched the whip from 
the Headmaster's handq and slashed him 
oncet hardq across the cheek, 

"Don't ever". she hissed,, "don't ever do 
that to mel" Black Alist& put one hand up 
to his face. H8 stared at her in shockv while 
the blood started to run$, 78 
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She races awayp Black Alistairmaddened with rageclose 

behind* It takes Lalq half-sagleg half-mant to defeat him 

finally. 

'"One more finger laid on Annie"q the 
voice saidq "one finger laid on any child 
of the glen,, and ItIl fly that miserable 
flesh over the mountain and drop it to the 
bottom of Loch Ericht for the pike to nibble 
on". 

And then the eagle's wings beat hardt and 
its great weight hung in the air above Black 
AlistLfrts head, with its claws flashing 
within an inch of his eyes. 

Alistýir fell to his knees and whimpered 
then* Annie saw him cower down as meek 
and scared as any bairn held ever walloped* 
and her heart was light* 

Inside her head the voice sounded again. 
"You can be proud of this day's workq lass"* 
And the eagle was gon in a. ri3ple of airg 
swooping across the v: lleyt 7 

The Dominis never recovers from this encounter and is 

shortly afterwards crushed to death in the landslide* 

The extracts quoted above again underline the respect 

for courageq previously noted in a Scottish contextv and 

suggest a certain element of violence in Scottish socistyo There 

is also a tumultuous period of Scottish history seen in flashback and 

interpreted from the view-point of the victims, 

The whole fantastic story in Tachipa, by contrsatq lacks 

fire. It is told in a calm# tolerant, at times amusing way. 

Hohler sometimes presents the scene from the child's point of 

view and makes the grown-ups seem comic. His father's bright 

idea of combining the soup and fresh air of the doctor's 

prescription results in the family eating their meals clad in 
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overcoats. Tachako and Tachipo are part of the same 

fantasy. The same $rules' govern them and consequently 

the tale unfolds with a specious air of logicality, Tachaka 

teaches Tachipo a great many thinges how to catch crabag to 

load the boat correctly for a voyageq to steer itt to set snares* 

He is a kindly understanding man. After some initial hesitation 

he allows Techipa to keep the hare as a pet. The love of the 

bay for the hare is one of the heart-warming aspects of a storyp 

which occasionally seems like science-fiction* Tachako also 

passes on his own standards to Tachipo in a very unassuming 

ways 

#"Hast du die Weckpillen nicht verlarent als 
du abgestürzt bist"? fragte Tachlpoe 

ffNeinn, sagte Tschakop "ich habe sie hier 
In meiner Jacke"* 

"Und warum willst du sie jetzt noch bringen, 
wann es doch schon zu spät ist? " 

"Vielleicht ist es halt doch nicht zu spitn, 

nAber wenn es doch zu spit ist? " fragte Tschlpa, 

"Ich halte es eben gern, was Ich versprochen 
habe"# sagte Tschak01 , 

80 

Hohler also likes to give information of a factual naturep 

and at times addresses himself directly to his young readerss 

#Mura**nenp das wißt Ihr� sind jene Ekolg die 
In Klippenspelten wohnen und mit ihrem ungemÜtlich 
scharfen Gebiß andere Fische Überfallen» Tochipa 
wußte das# weil es im Fischbuch von Onkel Herbert 
stand. Ihr müßt Euch eben auch einmal ein 
Fiechbuch wÜnscheng oder habt Ihr keinen Onkel 
HerbertV 81 

He likes to make direct contact with his readers and make 

them feel members of a friendly group* tGoing it alone' is not 

part of his philosophy. Co-operating with others and being part 
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of a group seems to be a feature of such children's books. 

Corrodi too made direct contact with his group of children* 

Before Tschako and Tachipo leave for Snirciroraq Hohler 

makes his readers feel they too are going on the journeyt 

80a Ihr sicher auch alle möglichst 
rasch nach Snircirore fahren wolltg beschreibe 
Ich hier nicht mehr langg wie sie das Boot parat 
machten, obwohl es noch allerhand zu tun gabv 
zum Beispiel den Kaninchendreck könnte man 
nicht einfach so liegen laaseng und dann 
mußte neues Wasser nachgefÜllt werden in 
den schönen Krug# den als erhalten hatten, 
und Benzin mußte aus einem Ersatzkanister 
in den Tank gegossen wordeng und frischen 
GrÜnzeug mußte für den Hasen abgerÜpft 
werden# und NÜßchen mußte von einen 
Strauch gerissen worden fÜr den papage, ooot82 

Cleanliness and orderliness is taken for granted and the 

list of desirable actions to be taken towards this and is 

rattled off in the passive voice like the framework for a day 

of satisfying domesticity* There is an echo here of the 

Swiss Family Robinson and of the legendary efficiency of the 

Swiss housewife* The almost pedantically down-to-earth tons 

adopted gives more verisimilitude to the fantastic parts of 

the book. 

Hohler uses much the same successful technique as J. M, Barrie 

did, when he asked the children in the audience to clap if they 

. 
believed in fairies and so save Tinkerbell's life* 83 Hohler 

asks them to hold both thumbs tightly to encourage Tachipo to 

dreamg although they may have to loosen one thumb so as to turn 

84 
the page and find out what happens in the next chapter. Later 

ong as Tachipo runs against time to pick up the magic key for the 
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chest of drawereq Hohler calls out to his readerst 'Helft ihmt 
85 Kinder,, helft ihm1' This technique of involving children 

in moments of make-believe crises gives some of the power 

of the old story-tellers to this account of -Tachipo* 

Hohler is much less successful in his last chapterg when 

he attempts to explain why all these fantastic things happened. 

Coleridge's words come to minds 

'That willing suspension of disbelief 
for the momentq which constitutes poetic 
faitht. 86 

The reader must have faith in the truth of the fairy-tale; 

otherwise it is without meaning, pure dross in fact. Sol, of 

course, must the writer. Here are the words of the kingo used 

to explain his drsamst 

l"Achp lieber MinisterR, sagte KÖnig Snarca, 
der jetzt zu faul gewesen werg um etwas zu 
sagen und nur amÜsiert auf dem Bettrand 
gesessen hattag wenn er nicht gerade jemanden 
umarmen mußtag "es ist wunderbarg daß mich 
endlich jemand berÜhrt hatg wahrscheinlich 
habe ich nur so Idiotisch getraUmt, weil 
mich nie jemand berÜhrt hat. Von jetzt an 
will ich nichts anders mehr tun als berÜhreng 
berÜhreng barÜhrenlftt 87 

Presumably Hohler is making a plea for people to be more 

outgoing, friendlyp affectionateg loving in their relationships 

with others* Such an attitude would release the pressures which 

cause people to opt out of life into dreams. Instead of being 

allowed to continue to accept Hohlerls make-believe for what it 

is -a nonsense fantasy - the reader is being persuaded by the 

king to change his way of life. I regard as a stumbling blockq 

howevert the emphasis on the word tbarahrent as a penaceaq for 

the word is normally taken to mean bodily contact* 
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Tschipo is invited to sit on the king's knee and the 

conversation continues along the same liness 

"Wie kanntest du nur so triumen? w fragte 
KEnig Snarco, "faßt dich denn auch niemand an? " 

Tschipo Überlegte* 

"Jang sagte er danng udas Ist wahr. Meine 
Eltern fassen mich fast nie an und umarmen 
mich auch nien. 

"Dann mußt du ihnen dasselbe eageng was 
ich jetzt meinen Untertanen befehlas BerÜhrt 
auchln8 88 

There are two things wrong with this part of Hohlarla story. 

The first is of minor importances the use of the word lber0hrent 

without prior explanation of any kind. The second is rather 

more complicated. For a short time Hahler seems to leap from 

one kind of fantasy into another. He emphasizes the fact that 

his fantasy is not trueg but he is also drawing a moral: 'Love 

one another$. He has not succeeded in fusing fantasy with 

truth. The homecoming in Switzerland is much more credible, 

A foot-note should perhaps be added. There is no tradition 

in Scotland of showing emotion of a personal nature in publicq 

however deeply felt. The recent euphoria of the football field 

is a different kind of emotion. This may perhaps be part of 

a Calvinist inheritancep and behaviour in this respect is 

changing, Hohler's homily with its text 'Ber0hren' suggests 

there may well be a similar restrictive pattern of behaviour 

in Switzerland which he feels needs altering* There is a 

snatch of conversation between Peter and Wendy in O*M* Barrio's 

play Peter Pan that reminds the reader of King Snarco IV's 

notice "Berilhren strengstene verbotenl".. It occurs near the 

beginning of Act I when Peter flies through the window and meats 

. Wendy for the first timet 
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Peters You mustn't touch me* 
Wendyt Why? 

Peters I donIt know. (Stags directions He is never 
touched by anyone in the play). 88a 

Both authors may be painting out that this is an inhibition both 

countries have in common* 

Alison Fell's bookq from the very first page, is set against 

the background of Highland Scotland* The location is Perthshire 

and the date is 19539 the year of the Queen's coronation. The 

reader is soon introduced to Annie's favourits vantage pointq 

the birch wood an the ridge of Dals 

'She leaned her head back. resting it against 
the trunk of the tallest tree of the wood* She 
named this tree the Grey Dancer., for the way it 
swayed and rippled its branches higher than any 
other tree of Dalq and wilder. She yawned., and 
stretched out beneath it, raising her arms 
behind her head and clasping them round the 
papery bark of the trunk. She put her 
ear close to iý. listsning. From within 
came the familiar creaking and rending which 
had always convinced her that the tree 
yearned to be dancing - not just in the 
top branches which she could see waving and 
-ýIuttering against the blue sky - but in 

all of itq a whole long movement which even 
the deep roots joined in'* 89 

Annie is as yet unaware of the significance of this treat 

for it was under its branches that Lal and Isobel plighted their 

troth. It is a link with the history of the valley and the people 

who lived and loved and suffered there. She does not know either 

that the birch tree was a traditional lovers' trysting-place. 90 

There are other signs of the book's Scottish origint like 

the pro-Christian ceremony which Isobel devises for herself and 

Lalq in which she invokes Bridep who was the old Celtic goddess 
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of fire and of crops, a fertility goddess, later disguised as 

Sto Bridget in a Christian cloak. 
91 Isobel is carried away 

by the solemnity of the occasiont 

'And then she went on to chant the lines 
of some ancient blessing of wedding or of 
harvestv she told me* 

"The mother of birch tress keene a high song* 
The mother of landslides is heavy-hipped* 
The mother of rainbows speaks glary"* 

Afterwards she smiled and untied the wreath from 
about usq so that the branches sprang back into 
place with their leaves shaking and whispering* 
And in that way we were wadq without priest or 
prayer bookv on the open heath'. 92 

Of course the Celtic myths, woven into The Gray Oancar, 

were wide-spread in pro-Christian timeaq and the Helvetii round 

Bern certainly worshipped the Celtic goddessp Artico 93 

The wedding-feastv prepared by Isobelq has a much more 

familiar ring even in present-day Scotlands 

'That night our wedding supper was 
laid out in Isobel's cottage by the burn* 
There was ale and whiskyt meet and gamet 
and oatcakeaq chesseq and all manner of 
currant Jame'. 94 

Alison Fell emphasizes the Scottish background in many other 

ways* Although the book is written in Standard Englisht the 

speech of local people is modified to suggest Scots* This helps 

significantly to create the tone of the book and to underline 

the gulf between the Big House and the villagers. The children's 

namesq Sandy McPhersont Mairi McDonald and so ong are clearly 

Scottishq so are the names of the dances in the village hall# 

the Gay Gordons, Strip the Willowg and the many place-names like 

Murchuag Crianach or Loch Ericht which cause incomers some 
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difficulty with pronunciation. 

Only the first few pages of Tschino are set in German 

Switzerland; the language used is High Garment but Hohler 

makes quite sure early in the story that his readers know 

Tschipo is a Swiss bay. This is largely achieved by 

introducing Swiss German exprsssionsg which Hahler explains 

sometimes amusingly. To monaglot Germans and Austrians he 

makes the Swiss world sound cosy and friendly* 'Chilbil (fair) 

p. 9p 'Zn0nipausel(nine o'clock snack) p*10# 'Chabial (nonsense) 

p. 29, 'GrOazit (good-day) p. 339 'Sslul(Hullo) p*61t 'ExgUail 

(Sorry) p. 1029 'Zsmorgal(breakfast) p, 114, are a few* There 

is casual mention of geographical featureep like the Matterhorn 

and the Bernese Oberland. In Snarcarora Tachako is slightly 

put out, when he discovers that the king's courtiers have 

studied in Freiburg im Breisgau (not Uechtlandj in Frankfurt a, M, 

and in Austriag but none of them in Switzerland. Before the 

Swiss schoolchildren depart for home, there is a real 'got- 

together$, when they sing Swissq German, Italian and 

R9toromanisch songs. 

Apart from a brief mention of Tachipa'a mother and the 

gym-teach8rp who set on one of King Snarco's bed-posts and 

played the tambourinp there is barely a reference to women in 

the whole story. This is in marked contrast to. The Grey Dancer 

in which Annie and Isobel play vital roles. Although Tschipo 

is clearly a fantasy and full of larger-than-life incidents# the 

atmosphere of the book is J'-ý, --- , middle-class and provides no 

social commentarye The Grey Dancer is a very serious bookq which 

looks at Scotland through the eyes of a working-class childv who 
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is beginning to ask questions. 

To Lalp Annie and Isabel, life and death are inevitably 

bound together in a tragic and mysterious union. There is 

no dimension of this nature in Hohler's work at all, His 

fantasy is addressed to a younger age-group of course and is 

excitingp funny and lighthearted, Annie knows that when the 

other two have finally goneq she must face life stoically and 

aloneq but that they have left her the legacy of courage. The 

last page of the book describes Annie's farewell visit to Lal's 

deserted homes 

'And then Anniete breath came whistling out 
in a long sigh* On the mantelpiece was a 
sheet of paperg rolled up like a scroll* In 
one bound Annie was across the roomo When 
she unrolled the paper the white knife slid 
out intG her handq and she looked down at 
the drawing of the Grey Dancers 

Annie hold the knife in the palm of her 
hand and watched her tears blur the shining 
blade* 

A small wind came through the room thong 
stirring the pile of dust. And in her headq 
it was as if the wind had set up a rustlingg 
like the shiver of reeds at the loch's edge* 
And in the whispering she seemed to hearg 
faint but clear enough ) the wordss 

"We leave you the knife for truthiand 
for the fight"* Annie stood there an age 
in the white roomq until the weeping stopped# 
and with it the twisting in her heart. 

Thong slipping the knife into the pocket 
of her dress, she walked out into the sunshine 
and closed the door firmly behind her'. 95 

The action of The GreX Dancer is confined to a remote 

Highland villageq but it seems to span the, universe. Tschipo 

describes how a man and a boy accomplish a bizarre voyage, solve 

every problem that presents itself and come safely home, Both 
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of them have courage and tenecityp ingenuity and determinationg 

but the violencep the evil and the otherworldliness of The 

Grey Dancer are absent. The class of Swiss schoolchildrent 

tumbling about on King Snarco's bed, makes such a marked 

contrast to the cowed class of Scottish childreng ruled by 

the sadistic Black Alistqjr, that even when given the date of 

the Scottish story, the reader must draw an inevitable conclusion 

about violence in the two countries* There are certainly 

challengesq dangersq weird phenomena galore in Tschipolt but 

few moments that touch the heart. Tschipo and Techako-enjoy 

a real friendshipp but Snarco and his courtiers are as unreal 

as the pack of cards in Alice in Wonderland. Hohler's easy 

solutiong as earlier suggested in this chapterp does not quite 

ring true. The last page of Tschino marks the difference in 

mood from The Grey Dancer. The Swiss atmosphere seems 

comfortable and cosy* There is a not dissimilar contrast 

between MacDonald and Carrodi that suggests a national difference. 

It is worthwhile quoting a whole key page of Tschino to strengthen 

such an impression* The Swiss children are on their way home 

with Tschako at the controls of the aircrafts 

tTscheka lud iAhrend das Flugs alle Kinder 
einzeln eing nach vorn zu ihm ins Cockpit zu 
kommeng und als letzter kam Tschipa und durfte 
dafÜr-am längsten bei ihm bleibeng und bevor 
ich Euch noch sage, daß sich die Eltern von 
Techipa und Tschaka unmissig freuten und 
ihre beiden weggebliebenen SO'ihne lange 
umarmtenp als sie zu Hause landeten und 
daß die Eltern Tschipa von jetzt an immer 
vor dem Einschlafen umarmteng und daß die 
Lehrerin von jetzt an auch lieber turntag 
weil sie immer mit der Klasse Snarcarara 
spielte* und daß jeder einmal die Rolle 
das Werni Lutz spielen wollte, der noch 
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im Grunde genommen schuld daran gewesen 
warg dae der K5nig aufwachte, weil er 
ihm Ins Gesicht gesprungen warg und daß 
Übrigens der Werni Lutz von jetzt an 
ein guter Turner warg weil ihm dieser 
Sprung so in die Knochen gefahren warg 
und daß Tschako und Tachipa selbst- 
verstindlich gute Freunde blieben und 
Tschipa von Tschaka immer Postkarten 
erhielt von allen Orten der Welt, an 
die er jeweils gerade flog - bevor 
ich auch also all das sage# m6chte 
ich Euch noch erzihlang was Techipo 
und Tschaka im Flugzeug miteinander 
sprachen# als sie hoch Über den 
Mittelmeerwolken ihrer Heimat 
entgegen schwebten. 

"Du. Tschako? " sagte Tochipag 

"Ja? U 

"Glaubst du überhaupt� daß wir das 
alles erlebt haben? " Und w4t Ihrg 
was Tschako sagte? - Genaut Wie 
seid Ihr da nur draufgekommen? 

Er drehte seinen Kopf zu Tschipog 
zwinkerte mit den Au 89 n und sagtet 
nEigentlich nicht". 

By addreseing his young readers, uaing the familiar plural 

which is lacking in Englishp Hahler draws them all into a friendly 

cosy group so that they can all colebrateg along with Tschako and 

Tachipa, their homecoming from a land of Make-believe* It is 

this final conversation which emphasizes the gulf in outlook 

between the Scottish and Swiss books. George MacDonald 

and Alison Fell believe implicitly in another world beyond 

the naturalv familiar one. Belief in that unseen world 

has not changed in a hundred years, August Carrodi and 

Franz Hohlorg by the time they come to the end of their 

stories# are seen to want to make the best of the world they know 

here and now* Their kindlyg tolerant and relaxed approach to the 
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difficulties they encounter offers an alternative view 

of life to the one found in the Scottish books. 

3. 

Differences ever the years between the two pairs of 

books are in some ways not so striking as in the first 

chapter. Fantasy by its very nature tends to be concerned 

with universal and eternal subjects and to be above national 

differences. In actual fact the fantasy books under 

consideration reveal very clearly their different rootsq 

but they do not set out to analyse social developments or 

family life in such detail that the reader immediately sees 

contrasts between the earlier and later booksq apart from 

obvious differences like the development of aeroplans travel. 

All four books again make clear the Importance of love in 

childrents lives. Diamond loves and is loved, His 

relationship with North Windp his parentsv his friendst 

people he barely knowsq is essential to his wellbeinge 

Annie suffers deeply at the loss of Lai and Isobel* The death 

of the rose busht symbol of love in Corrodits storyt Der Garten 

der blaichan Benediktao proclaims his view. 
97 Hohler's whole 

elaborate fantasy is finally ascribed to a lack of love* 

In At the Back of the North Wind little Diamond saddles 

big Diamond all by himself and drives out alone and in The 

Grey Dancer Annie Latto faces up to Black Alistair alone. In 

neither of the Swiss books are children such loners. Corradi 
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puts his whole collection within the framework of a group of 

children who# if need beg can enter a sad story like 

Die Geschichte der sch5nen Theoda to bring comfort. 

Hohler brings a whole class from Switzerland to rescue 

Tschako and Tschipoo 

The position of religion, howeverg seems to have 

changed. George MacDonald's vision derives clearly from 

his religious faith# whereas Alison Fellp if anythingp shows 

hostility at least to the Kirk, although her general attitude 

is very much a spiritual one, Corradi has a relaxed attitude 

to religion. It obviously is not of great importance to himp 

but his storyt Was des Pfarrers Wilhelm Ahrend der Sommerferian 

, arlabte, 
98 

shows him well-disposed to the minister and his 

family. Religion is never mentioned in Tschipa. 

It is clearly seen to be of importance for Diamond to 

learn to readt and both his parents and Mr Raymond help him* 

At that time it would have been very easy for a bay like 

Diamond to remain illiteratat but he learns quickly and gets 

much pleasure out of reading to otherst very much as Heidi. 

did. In Onkel Auqusts Geschichtenbuch the children are able 

to go to village schools which are clearly happy placese 
99 

only Wilhelmý the minister's son# lives later in lodgings in 

the nearby town to attend a school where he can learn Latin 

and Greekoand eventually he becomes a minister like his father* 

In both the later bookst school attendance is automatic. 

Annie Latto goes to a small village school and is a bright 

childt who probably enjoyed school until she entered the top 

class with the Headmsaterv who made the children's life a 
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misery by a not uncommon sadistic use of the strap* None 

of the children in the two Swiss books seem to have undergone 

such harsh treatment at the hands of teachers* There are 

no descriptions of school life in At the Back Of the North Wind# 

for Diamond never went to school* Annie's experience reveals 

one of the drawbacks to a school systemv of which Seats in 

the past have tended to be proud* 

The only reference that George MacDonald makes to Scotland 

in his bookq is an obliquet botanical reference, to Scottish 

children calling auriculas $dusty millers' and of course the 

very important reference to James Hogg's 'Kilmanyto The 

description of the violent storm at sea and of the horses 

spring from his childhood in Aberdeenshire* It was 

probably in a library in a great house in the far north of 

Scotland that he came across the German Romantic writer# 

Novalisq who helped to inspire his imaginative fantasieae 

But MacDonald lived long before a Scottish Renaissance was 

ever thought about* He may have been happiest in Italyq 

where he spent about twenty years, Alison Fallts attitudeq as 

revealed in The Gray Dencerg is quite different, One cannot 

identify the views of the writer with those of the heroine. 

Annie Lattov seeing the Clearances through Lal's eyes is 

auspicious of the attitudes of the lairds and ministers of 

that time* In her own time she shares her father's mistrust 

of the developers* The impression left an the reader's mind is 

of a Scotland under threat, Alison Fell may share these views* 

Neither Corrodi nor Hohler feel particularly under threat. Carrodi 
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belongs to the same period as Spyrit when the frontier 

between Switzerland and Germany was rarely thought about, 

Hohler comes across as confidently Swiss, as all his 

cheerful references to Swiss vocabulary peculiarities 

suggest, but he also makes a cosmopolitan impression. 

His world, rather like his fantasyt has no limits. 

The disparity between the tradition of fantasy 

writing in Scotland and Switzerland still persists, but there 

are more Swiss authors now in that category, whom one can 

compare with Mollie Hunter# George Mackay Brown or Eileen 

Dunlop. Beat BrechbOhl har edited a collection with a 

highly suggestive title. 100 
JBrg Steinert the writert and 

JBrg MOllert the illustratorg have produced together a number 

of highly successful fantasiesp which tend to have a social 

message. 
101 Interestingly the Swiss publishers are now 

selling in Germany and Austria. The Second World War 

gave Swiss firms an opportunity to develop which they were 

not slow to exploit* As I have indicated earlierp the pro- 

1914 group of children's books tended to be published in 

Germany. Political developments under Hitler changed all 

that. Now the West German book market has recoveredt and 

German Swiss writers would naturally like to benefit from 

that., In this situation Switzerland is of course a 

sovereign power. The United Kingdom is dominated by Londont 

although there are some very activep smallq Scottish Publishers* 

Giant enterprisesp like Blackis and Collinsp both Scottish 

foundationsp have recently moved their Children's Back 

Divisions to the London area, 
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The next chapter is concerned with historical fiction 

for children, I felt that the history of a country would 

certainly reveal the origins of national attitudes and that 

has proved to be correct; but categories of children's booksv 

notably historical fiction and adventure storiesp tend to 

be astonishingly intermingledt especially in the earlier 

period. Rigid classification may in any case be self- 

defeating. In Scotland some themes like Maryp Queen of 

Scatel Bonnie Prince Charlie and the Clearances recur again 

and againt 
102 

whereas in Switzerlandq Calvin and Zwingli 

and religious themes in general have been virtually, avoided 

in children's books. Only Bruder Klaust Niklaus van FlUet 

with his conciliatory attitudes and devotion to his country, 

appears* There isp however, no shortage of other 

historical subjects* 
103 
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B. Fantasy 

1. George MacDonaldv At the Back of the North Wind (Londant 1871), 

A small boyp called Diamondp lives in London about the time 

this book was written. He is the son of a coachman and cabdriver 

and has his home in a mews with his parentst where he has a 

bedroom of his own, really the loft directly above the horses, 

His favourite horse and friend is Big Diamond who has a white 

star on his forehead and after whom the small boy is named. 

Diamond is very friendly with a ladyp invisible to all 

but himselft whom he first meets when she calls to him through 

the little knot-hole in the boarding of his room. As a rule 

she is tallt beautiful and dignifiedp but she can also be so 

small as barely to be seen among the flowers* She is called 

North Windq but even Diamond does not know who she is* She 

is certainly a great and powerful goddess who seems to control 

all the elements and can act as the Angel of Death* 

The story is told an two levelsq a realistic and a 

spiritual one. First of allt there is a picture of Victorian 

London and the reader is presented with a wide variety of 

people: Mr. Coleman who employs Diamond's father and his 

family; Mr, Raymondq a wealthy philanthropistp who helps destitute 

children and-ultimately engages DiamondIs father as his coachman 

in the country and employs Diamond as a page in his house. Then 

there are Diamond's own friends: Nannyt the road-crossing sweeperv 

cripple Jimq his immediate neighboursp the drunken cabman and his 

wifeq the group of cabman whov when his father falls ill, help 

Diamond to manage horse and cab in the rough London streetsp most 

important of allt Diamond's father and mother and presently his 

two baby sisters whom he adores, To them Diamond tells storiest 
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sings songs and recites poems mostly out of his own head. 

Secandlyq there is the magical world which Diamond 

shares with North Wind: the most magnificent journey of 

all when North Wind carries him through stormsp mountains 

and icebergs to the far northt where he manages to enter 

the country at her backt but only fleetinglyp for he has 

yet to make the final journey with hert from which he does 

not return in any earthly sense, He is found lying dead 

in a big attic room by Mrs Raymond* The other name by which 

he is knowng God's Babyr seems appropriate then* 

This magical world has other aspects* MacDonald weaves 

into his story three tales which are almost complete in 

themselves. Mr. Raymond tells a very original and moving - 

version. of The Sleepi q Beauty, on one of his visits to the 

Children's Hospital* This story he calls Little Dayliqht, 

Diamond himself also pays a visit to the stars in the heavens 

where he watches the little angels dig out individual holes 

and he himself leaves for earth through the star-hole. Nanny 

visits the moon where she is taught to clean windows but 

unfortunately she allows three bees to escape and 80 CaU88S 

a storm. 

The final aspect of the magical world is Diamond's 

relationship with the horses whose language he und8ratands. 

Rubyt Big Diamond's partner in the coach and pairt tends to 

be a fatv lazy horses Little Diamond appreciates the 

courage of the horses as they are driven through the 

streets of London in all weathers and their desire to please 

their masters* The two Diamonds are really the joint heroes 

of this books 
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2. August Corrodiv Onkel Augusts Geschichtenbuch (Winterthurg 1922), 

The fantasy stories in this memorial volume ere as follows: 

Der Garten der bleichen Benedikta tells a medieval love-storyp 

connected with some local ruinsp which Onkel August relates to 

his young friends. Adelmart a youth from a local aristocratic 

family# is fond of Benediktap a village girl. He is sent away 

to Paris where his love for her fades. This is reflected 

in the fading of her rosebush. 

Der Wasserman und die Kgninstochter is about a Merman who falls 

in love with a beautiful earthly princess whom he takes to 

his palace under the see. She does not wish to return from 

a visit that he allows her to pay to her parents and suggests 

sharing their seven sons. He will only agree to an equal 

divisiong so she returns to him forever. 

Lustige Geschichte eines gelben Lebkuchens takas the form of 

an amusing conversation between the ingredients in a ginger-cake 

before the cake is baked and sold to a women and her children. 

Die Stedtkinder im Welds is quite a long account of how two 

town children get lost in the mysterious wood. Corrodi 

increases the mood of mystery by introducing a magic grey 

bird and a kindly ant* There are also tales of timber-thievea, 

poachers and gipsiesg but at the end of the day the children are 

fetched by their parents and taken home. 

Male. ein MArchen, is full of magic happenings and enchantmentso 

Melat a headstrong and rather uncaring child, is sent through 

the woods with a letter and apples to her grand-father* She 

eats some of the apples and reads her mother's letter. The 

greygreen mannikin casts a spell over them all but they are 

eventually freed* 
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Mona. sin M9rchen is another mystery tale. Mona loves 

plants and tress, and by nibbling a herb she is able to join 

the tiny root-people as one of theme Sadly she is unable to 

regain her former size until her parents are dead and she is 

able to free the fWaldfraulain' with the help of the grey bird* 

Dia Geschichte der sch5nen Theoda is another medieval storyt 

connected with a local castle and its chapel. There Theoda 

had livedq tending her flowers so beautifully that the Queen 

of the Flower Spirits invites her to see the innermost workings 

of the earth, where the flowers must wage a constant war against 

insects. Thereafter the Flower Spirits keep in touch with 

her. In the end her wicked brothert Adalmar# returns and 

destroys the garden. The chapel contains a beautiful fresco, 

depicting Theoda which seems to smile with plessureq as Corrodi 

tells her story* 
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3. Alison Fellp The Grey Dancer (Londonv 1981)o 

Annie Latto is a girl of eleven who lives in a small village 

in Perthshire in Scotland with her parents, Her father works 

an a hydro-electric schemeq where a new dam is being constructedt 

and her mother helps in the big house of Dal. It is 19539 the 

year of the Queen's coronation* The class of which she is a 

member is taught by the sadistic Head-mastert called by the 

childreng Black Alistair. 

The new driver of the school bus is Lachlan McLennant Lal 

for shortv who is kind to Annie when a wasp stings her leg. 

She senses that there is something unusual about hie4 and the 

children think he may be a tinkerp who has come across Rannoch 

Moor from Moidart, 

Ond day, when Annie is sitting up an the top of the ridge 

of Dal under her favourite birch tree, she is attacked by Fergie, 

the simple-minded son of the ghillis, a bay of aboutfifteen. Suddenly 

out of the sky a huge eagle swoops down and rescues hert 

terrifying Ferg18. Eventually it dawns on Annie that Lal has 

the power to take an the eagle's shape, over a period of time 

he tells her his storyp that he is really a crafter who had 

lived in the glen a hundred years earlier at the time of the 

Clearancesp when people were driven off the land to make way 

for the more profitable sheep. He was in love with the lame 

girlt Isobel and wanted to marry hert but they had led the 

opposition to the laird's plans for the landt thus incurring 

the enmity of the authorities. The Kirk Session refuses 

Isobel permission to marry in churchq accusing her of what 

amounted to witchcraft. She defies minister and elders and 
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in the end she and Lal celebrate their wedding under the 

tall birch treep according to pro-Christian rites. Not 

long afterwards their cottage is set on fire and they both 

parish in the flames* Their souls move into the bodies of 

eagle and trout respectively and are only able to meet an 

Midsummerls Eve. 

Annie bravely stands up to Black Alistair in the class- 

roomp is later beaten about her bare legs by him as she climbs 

the hill to the school picnicl when she is rescued again by 

the maný-eagls. The dam is duly declared opent but is damaged 

during a violent storm and floods the valleye Annie has gone 

out after her father and is swept away by a sheet of water 

and wakens up in an ambulance on the way to Pitlochry* She 

only learns later that Lal and a girl in a green dreasp a 

stranger, had rescued her and otherat but were later drowned. 

Afterwards in Lal's deserted room she finds a picture of her 

treat the Gray Dancerp wrapped round a knife and hears Lal's 

voice saying "We leave you the knife for truth and for the 

fight". 
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4. Fritz Hohlerq Techipa (Darmstadt und Neuwsidq 1978)e 

Tschipo is a bay of eight who lives in a Swiss town - where 

exactly is not specified. His real name is Philippq but he 

is never called thatt only Tschipo. He lives with his parents 

in a flat and seems to be an only child. He develops unusual 

symptomsp which made his mother take him hurriedly to the 

doctors whatever he dreams about at night is translated into 

his real everyday life. If he dreams about walking in a woodt 

there are the pine cones in the morning in his bed. it 

becomes all too mucht when he dreams of fishing and the whole 

building is flooded. The doctor prescribes fresh airp soup 

and sleeping-pills and during the following visit he tells 

them of a similar casep a pilot who has now gone missing. 

Tachipa finally dreams himself onto the tropical islandq 

where the pilot, Tschakoq has been forced to land. The main 

part of the story describes the many adventures the two have 

togetherp visiting in the motorboat# dreamed up by Tschipot 

a whole series of fantastic islands with confusing nameaq from 

'Snurcurarat to their destinationg 'Snarcarcral. They spend 

time on a coal islandq another on which the birds swim and 

the fish flyp a third where everything and everybody has 

turned or is turning to goldt a fourtho perhaps the most 

frighteningo where the main feature is a chest of drawers 

as big as a block of flats* The drawers fly out to capture 

whatever catches their attention# and in the end Tschakot 

Tschipat the hare and the parrot all end up prisoners* 

Fortunately Tachipo is able to dream up a key to unlock the 

drawers. Everyone escapes# including the native islanders. 
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The chest is burned down and Tachako and Tschipo set out 

once more for Snarcerorap at first with little success. It 

turns out to be a floating island and suddenly looms up 

behind them. Adventures now come thick and fast* They 

walk over the sea in boats that swim. These shoes take 

them through a gateg over a lake, up a waterfall and an to 

the edge of an enormous bath. The tap can speak German 

and seams to know all about Tschakots crash; the soap-dishp 

as large as a boatv also speaks German. They explain that 

whatever the king dreams comes true and they are unable to 

wake him up. Unfortunately the waking-pills Techako had 

brought with him to cure the king have been eaten by a 

water-lily, Tschipo dreams his whole class from 

Switzerland an to the king's bed and Werni Lutz wakens 

him up. The king explains that he dreamed these strange 

dreams because nobody ever touched him. 

The end now comes quickly. A Swiss aeroplans comes 

to fetch them and Tschako flies them all home* Tachipols 

parents become more loving to him so that he has no need to 

dream weird dreams any more. 
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August Corradi Hans Witzig. Kinderbuchkünstler Litersten Pädagogen 

20 September bis 5 November 19839 Zentralbibliathek Zürich 

Quotation from F6r mein kleines V61klein 1856 

There was once a man who could write and paint and loved nothing 

so much in the whole world as children. And wherever he went 

children loved him too from the very first quarter of an hour.... 

Quotation from a poster in the exhibition, - no source given 

What did most people do with my gifts? They made fun of them 

or else passed indifferently by. 

August Corrodip Onkel Auguste Geschichtenbuchp edited by Professor 

Otto von Grayerz (Winterthurg 1922) 

p. 368 from the postscript by Dr. Rudolf Hunzikera 

He is the first who wants not to instruct and improveg 

but only to give pleasureq the first who pronounces himself 

satisfiedp if he can transport children into their element of 

innocent gaiety. 

p. 296 

"Do not be afraid, dear childv I am the Queen of the Flower 

Fairies and I'm fond of you because you've looked after and waited 

on us so kindly"* At these friendly words Theoda had recovered 

from her frightt stood up and looked at the little figure closeby. 

Then the Fairy Queen clapped her hands and suddenly there floated 

and flaw out of all the flowers in the garden flocks of little 

fairies and danced round the astonished Theoda in happy circles. 

They ware delicate garments, as if woven out of airv in a great 

variety of colours: the rose fairies ware pals pink, dark red 
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and whitaq the lily fairies silvery whit8o the carnation 

fairies - they dancedg most energetically of all - dark and 

brightp the cornflower fairies sky bluev the marigold fairies 

yellowt and all of them in the hues of the flowers they 

inhabited. 

Then they sang in soft little voicest 

"Roundq roundq all around 
Dancing our beloved roundq 
As the evening dew descends 

And with wood and pasture blendsp 

Swaying through the azure airg 

Fragrant flowers provide our fare; 

We sing, 
We spring, 
We flyl 

In cool lakeq afloatv we're seen 

In the grass and clover green, 

In fields and shrubs and hedgeraws low, 

Round and round and off we got" 

pp, 235-6 

"That is called Mikrynusa minima or in English 'least make- 

littler#. If you sat it you'll become the same size as we are 

and be able to go with us". 

In the meantime she cleaned the little plant in the brook. 

"But it isn't poisonous? " asked Mona* 

"Ohq yes, About the same as nux vomica. Well? Take it"o 

"Here goest" said Mona and ate the little plant. 

Now the child's tongue shrank to a teeny-weeny mouse's 

tonguat her head shrank like linen in the wash and bit by bit 

everything right down to her toes* Of course, for it would have 

been odd indeed if only her big toe had remained the same sizet 
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about as big as her whole body. Then she would have had an 

awful timep dragging it aboutg bumping into everything. Nag 

no# her big toe became as small as everything else. But our 

dear Mona felt a little strangag when she saw the flowers and 

grass grow up past her head so quickly and the dear little 

cranberries come so near her eyes and the little beetles 

become so largep so amazinglyp uncannily large* Oh yesp but 

the two did not allow her much time to be astonished or afraid 

but soon led her into all the roots and disappeared with her 

underground. 

p. 242 

And so Mona remained with the Woodmaiden who taught her to 

spin with the spindle and as the spindle tripped so merrily on 

the floor, our child had never felt so goodp so much at home 

and suddenly she understood, when the branches rustled in the 

windq that they were telling the most splendid stories to the 

flowers below; she understood also what every little beetle 

was hummingg every tiny midge was sayingg what every blade of 

grass was lisping and was filled with a great joyous amazement 

at the way the wood was one bigg beautiful family and that they 

all lived and spoke so graciously together. 

And then Mona asked: "Dear Woodmaident oh let me stay with 

YOU41 I'm so happy with you". 

And so they lived together for a long# long time until Mona 

died. Then the Woodmaiden changed her ashes into anemonese 

So the Woodmaiden had every spring a gracious reminder of dear 

Mona in the beautiful white starry flowers, 
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po 158 

"0 woodv 0 woodq you dear green woodl 
Below the brooklet rushes clear 
While grass and flowers long to hear 

The stories that it tells of sprites 
And wood and water nymphs' delights, 

My merry shouts reflect my mood. 
0 UU00d) 0 woodv,, you dear green woodl" 

ppo 163-4 

Mela sat down in a spot, where many flat stones were 

lyingg warmed through by the sun. From there she could see 

over the whole stream, On the other bank great willows hung 

down into the watarg old tangled rootsg carried downstream# 

gleamed from the depths and some beautiful yellow water-lilies 

floated in amongst their broad leaves an the warm surface. 

Away in the distance flitted the shadows of the white summer- 

clouds that bring good weather. Then followed another gleam 

of sun, and so it went merrily on. it was so stillq so lonely 

there, that it seemed as if for a radius of a hundred miles 

or morep no people lived. Mela sat on the stonesp put her 

hands round her knees and stared for a long timet silent and 

motionlesst into the water* 

pp. 155-6 

Indeed the girl's personality had cast a spell of its own 

an the whole company andq would you believe itt Father filled a 

glass with dark red wine and offered it to the girl* She took 

the winev looked at the donor and saids 

"Red blood and port wineg 
Both taste fresh and final'. 
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"Something I've never triedl" laughed Fathert "but you 

have, it seems". 

The girl didn't answer 

"I want a go tool" Cornelia suddenly called outt to the 

great suiprise of the other two children and held out her little 

white hand. The gipsy took it quickly and said: 

"Black eyes and black hairg 

Keep heart white and fairl" 

Then she gave the child a big kiea on the forehead and was 

gone like a falling star. 

pq 98 

Then the merman let her gap and when she got backq the 

trees and the flowers bowed down to her and when she entered 

the churchp the noblemen and counts and knights did likewiS8, 

And when she entered her pewq her father opened the little door 

to her seat and on it her mother placed a fine cushion. And 

the king's daughter sang and prayed and listened to the sermon* 

And after church she went to her parents, kissed them and was 

very sad that she already had to go back home. But her parents 

saidt "We're not letting you go away again so soong you must dine 

with us". 

p. 46 

$the white chain of the Alps from the "Sintis" to the "Oungfrau" 

pp* 121-125 

"I am called Cyprian Honeycomb from Beehivetown in Switzerland". 

900*00*9 

"Lookl Here's Frau Christine% 

"Now let's get on with the workl" said the latter on enteringt 
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put on a white apront washed her handap put an her spectacles, 

without which she never baked ginger-breadt and soon the seven 

Journeymen were kneaded into such a close communityp that they 

could never be separated, Then into the oven with them and 

In a short time Out C8M8 8 108f of gingerbreadq so fineg so 

fine, that no words can describe itl 

A mother came into the room with her children end bought 

it, and when the children were eating the cakev not one of them 

dreamt what the seven journeymen had been telling each other 

a short time beforel 

That's what happenedv childrang and whenever you eat 

gingerbread, give a thought to the seven journeymen insidel 
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Franz Hohlort Tschipo (Darmstadt und Neuwiedt 1981). 

p. 6 

If you think long enough about something, it also somehow 

suddenly becomes true. It is just not right that everything 

you have only in your head is untrue and everything else is 

true. Often what you have in your head is truer than anything 

SIS8. Apart from thatj surely it must sometimes have happened 

to youg that you've thought so hard-about something that you've 

forgotten everything else? Or that you've dreamt so hard about 

something that you've thought it was true? 

p. 15 

"In the meantime I've made a few enquiries and found out 

more about this strange illness. We know of only one other 

person who has had it and he unfortunately disappeared more 

than a year ago. From what I've heardp Iýve gathered he was 

a pilot who did not return from a flight, but in his casep that 

business with the soup and the fresh air and the pill also 

helped* Let's carry an with these for six months# shall we? 

Thatts the right treatment for our Pippop I'm sure". 

"Yea, Oactor" said Tschipop and his mother was surprised 

that he said 'Yes' so nicely* 

On the way home Tschipo was quite bucked and his mother 

thought he must surely be bucked because he knew it was nothing 

serious. But Tschipo was happy for quite another reason. 

After supper he just pretended to swallow the pill, actually 

he kept it in his hand and put it in his pocket. That's for 

Pippov he thought* The doctor said nothing about Tschipo. 
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22 

"Sleep well and pleasant dreams". 

p* 134 

Theng to cap it all, Werni Lutzt who is the worst at 

gym, jumps right onto the KingIs face. The King, without 

waking upp seizes Werni and is about to strangle him* Werni 

howlsp whereupon Tschipo shrieks: "Get the Kingt all of youl" 

and the whole class fling themselves an the King; they all 

grab him somewherep some by his armsq others by his neckt some 

even crawl down under the bedcover to his knees and the two 

cheekiestt Daniela Habeisen and Lea Leuenbergerp hold their 

noses and creep down to his feet where they tickle the King 

as hard as they can. 

"Aah-111 shouted King Snarco IV of Snarcarorao "Aahl" and 

he shouted so loud that Tschipo wake up and noticed that he was 

in King Snarco's bed with all his class-mates and all were lying 

like a heap of pot&tftSspilled all over the Kingt but the King, 

who a moment earlier had been lying like a giant in a gigantic 

great bedv was no longer a giant at all but just an ordinary 

big man who was lying and nearly suffocating under a heap of 

wriggling children. 

p. 32 

"You shouldn't have said 'Damn'" said Tschipo when they had 

both lain down in a corner after their meal, 

"You seep when I say fOamn' I get told off by my parentat 

but my Father is allowed to say 'Damnt", 

"That's rightlIp said Tschako. "Then I can too* Until we get 

homeg Itm looking after you as if I were your father. Only as far 
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as I'm concernedq you can say 'Damn' as often as you like". 

"As often as I like? " asked Tschipo. 

"Yes". said Tschakop "You'll soon get sick of it". 

"Damnq Damnq Damnl" said Tschipo. 

"Right then. Sleep well"t said Tschako. 

"You too"p-said Tschipo. "Damned well". turned over on 

his side and fell fast asleep.... 

p. 53 

'Apart from a bit of homesickness down in his tummyp 

Tschipa found he was happy and he had as much faith in Tschakot 

as one usually has only in one's father - he was confident that 

Tschako would get him home again#, 

ppo 39-40 

"Oidn't you lose the waking pills when you crashed"? asked 

Tschipo. 
"I have them here 

"No". said TscnI3KOq 111ý in my jacket". 

"And why do you still want to deliver them, when it's 

already too late? " 

"But perhaps it's not too late yet". 

"But what if it is too late? " asked Tschipo, 

"I like to keep a promise", said Tschako, 

45 

"Lampreys, you knowq are those horrors that live in the 

clefts of cliffs and attack other fish with their unpleasantly 

sharp teeth"* Tschipo knew about that because they were in 

Uncle Herbert's fish-book. You must sometime ask for a 

fish-book - or haven't you got an Uncle Herbert? " 
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'SinC8 YOU all Certainly went to get as quickly as possible 

to Snirciroraq I'll not go into how they got the boat readyt 

although there was still no end of things to dot for instance 

you couldntt just leave the rabbit-droppings lying around and 

then the fine jug they had been given had to be topped up with 

fresh water and petral had to be poured from a spare can into 

the tankt fresh greens had to be picked for the harep and nuts 

had to be plucked from a bush for the parrot.. o*o' 

93 

"Help himg childrent help him", 

po 139 

"Chp door Minister"q said King Snarcot who up till then 

had been too lazy to say anything and had just sat on the edge 

of the bedq amusedt whenever he didn't have to embrace anyoneg 

"it is wonderful that someone has at last touched map apparently 

I dreamed in such an idiotic way because no one ever touched 

me* From now on I won't do anything but toucht touchp touch", 

Z040 

p. 140 

"How were you able to dream such dreams? " asked King 

Snarco. "Did no one touch you either? " 

Tschipo considered the matter. 

"Yes"q he said at lastf "that's true. My parents hardly 

ever touch me and never kiss me". 

"Then you must tell them to do the same thing as I have just 

ordered my subjects to doe 'Touch one anotherl"I 
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p. 142 

'During the flight Tschako invited the children to come 

into the cockpit and join him one by onep and Techipo came last 

and was therefore allowed to stay longer with him# and before I 

tell you that Tschipa's and Tachakols parents rejoiced immoderately 

to be able at last to embrace their two long absent sonsp when 

they landed in their homeland, and that Tschipols parents from 

now on always kissed him before he went to sleep and that from 

now on the teacher enjoyed gym mareq because she always played 

at Snarcarara with her class and that they all wanted to have a 

go at the part of Werni Lutz who was actually responsible for 

waking the King up because he had jumped on his facep and that, 

mareavert Werni Lutz was now a good gymnastq because that Jump 
of C 064rse. 

had entered his bonesp and that Tschako and Tschipo. remained 

good friends and that Tschipo constantly received post-cards 

from Tschakot from whatever corner of the globe he had just 

landed in - before I say all that, I should just like to tell 

you what Tschipo and Tschako said to each other as they were 

hovering high above the Mediterranean clouds on their way 

home. 

I sayp Tschako? " said Tschipoe 

"Yes? " 

"Do you really think that all these things happened to 

us? " 

And do you know what Tschako replied? Exactly. How did 

you manage to guess? 

He turned his head to Tschipo and said with his eyes twinkling: 

"Not really". 
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C. Historical Fiction 

10 

Robert Me Ballantyne (1825-1894) and Robert Schedler 

(1866-1930) are the two writers whose childrenta books I have 

chosen from the earlier period under consideration to give a 

view of history in their respective countries* Already as a 

bay of sixteen Ballantyne 1 followed the well-beaten Scottish 

track to Canada to work for the Hudson's Say Companyp where he 

remained for six years, His first successful book was 

The Younq Fur Traders 2 
an adventure-story for boyaq and whenThe 

Coral Island was published shortly afterwardag 
3a 

scams a 

best-seller* Thereafter he wrote book after book all his life 

long and continued to be acclaimed, Hunted and Harried (1892). 4 

subtitled A Tale of the Scottish Covenantersp came very late from 

his pan. This period of history has rarely been treated by 

writers for young peoplep especially presentedg as it in in this 

casep from the Covenanters' point of view, Ballantyne hasp 

howeverp clearly researched the period carefully and avoids 

depicting Claverhouse an the charming and romantic "Bonnie Dundee", 

He is attempting to write a work of historical fiction rather than 

an adventure. storyo Ballantyne was an artist as well as an author, 

publishing a series of stories for very young children# in which 

animals with human attributes are the only characters* 
5 Some of 

his work will be seen in the chapter concerned with illustration. 

Robert Schedler (1866-1930) was a very different kind of 

mane 
6 He was born in Altatitten near St. Gallon in the Rhine 

valleyq where his people had lived since the Reformation, and he 

had to overcome many difficulties before he could attend the 
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secondary school in St, Gallon. From there he made his way 

to the Universities of Basel and Jena bef are entering the 

ministry. All his life he was devoted to the poor and the 

old and did what he could to help theme He had little 

time to devote to writingt but for eight years he edited a 

journal of the Reformed Church# the Schweizerische Reformbldt-torg 

and undertook some historical research* He was also interested 

in young people and their aducationg and it was with them in 

mind that he published Der Schmied von Gbschenen, 1919 07 

his only work of fiction, which is by any standard a 

masterpiece. He died suddenly in 1930* 

Hunted and Harriag has for its subject the history of 

Scotland between the Union of the Crowns in 1603 and the Union 

of the Parliaments in 1707, a century which saw much bloodshed 

in both Scotland and England, More particularly it portrays 

the period from 1660p when upon Cromwelits death Charles II re- 

turned from exilepand 16889 when William of Orange and his 

wifet Mary# were offered and accepted the throne of Great 

Britain, thus putting an and to the Stuart dynasty* In 

Ballantynals wordes 

tCharles II filled the throne* Unprincipled 
meng alike in Church and Statet made use of 
their position and power to gain their own 
ends and enslave the people. The King# 
determined to root out Presbytery from Scotland 
as less subservient to his despotic aimeq and 
forcibly to impose Prelacy on her as a stepping- 
stone to Poperyl had no difficulty in finding 
ecclesiastical and courtly bravos to carry 
out his designs; and for a long series of 
dismal years persecution stalked red-handed 
through the land#, B 
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Many Scats particularly in the south-west or the country 

regarded the King9s policy as an attack an the freedom of 

conscience of the individual and were determined to uphold 

that freedom. As early as 1638 members of the nobility and 

clergy as well as ordinary people had signed the National 

Covenant in Grayfriars Churchyard in Edinburghp in opposition 

to Charles I on much the same iasuag hence the name'Covananteres 

for the aignatoriseq a name borne also with pride by those who 

practised their way of worshipping God throughout the later 

period of appalling persecution# named ultimately the 'Covananters' 

Killing Time. ' People in Scotland were to be forced to take 

an oath of allegiance to the Kingt recognising him an the Head 

of the Church as well as Head of State. This they refused 

to dog nor would they attend services in church conducted by 

curates, willing to take such an oathp who had been foisted on 

themo Instead they gathered in the open air in conventicles, 

in barns or on the hill-sides to hear their own ministers 

preachp offences which were declared punishable by death by 

the so-called authorities* Ballantyness sympathies are clearly 

with the Covenanters and all the heroes and heroines of his 

exciting and tragic story are of that suasion* He was anxious 

that Scottish children should not forget what their forefathers 

had fought for* I have outlined the background to the book in 

such detail because this period of Scottish history is not so 

well-remembered or understood as the campaigns of Wallace or 

Bruce or the Forty-Five* It is of interestp howevert that in 

the last few years an old Covenanterat house has been transpartedg 

stone by stone# from the hills by a group of young people under 
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expert supervision and rebuilt as a Covenanteral Museum in the 

town of Biggers 

Schedler is concerned with a much earlier period long 

before either Switzerland or cantons came into being, The sub- 

title of his book is Eine ErzAhlung aus der Urachweizv which simply 

means a story taken from the beginnings of Switzerland* He 

describes events leading up to the year 1231t when King Heinrich 

of Hohenstaufen, at the request of his fatherp the Emperor 

Friedrich II, grants freedom to the people of the valley of 

Uri* The parchmentg known as the tFreiheitabrieft (letter of 

freedom)p can still be seen today in Altdorfo Schadler tells 

the story behind this first stop towards the free association 

of cantons, known as Switzerland todayp but he also tells the 

story of how another freedom was achisvedq the freedom of the 

Alps# as it werev the building of the first bridge across the 

Sch6llenen gorget which linked Italy directly with Germany 

and brought prosperity to the valley of Urip and thus for the 

first time freedom from want* Neither of these freedom8p 

political or economicp can be achieved for the valley of 

Urit until Heinip the hero of Schedler#s storyp has gained his 

fresdomp for when the book opens he is a bandsman of the Count 

of Rapperawil and can be sold to another masterp along with other 

youngsters from the valley at any time that Konrad# the Countle 

stawardv sees fit* Schadler understands and describes the 

medieval background of his story so well and has such an innate 

sympathy for the mountain peasants of that day, that the modern 

reader is immediately involved. The illustratorg Felix Hoffmanng 

has also been inspired by the text to produce some of his finest 
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work, At every turn the reader is rewarded by fresht 

imaginative Insights. 

When Ballantyne's story beginst the struggle of the 

Covenanters against the Privy Council# appointed by Charles Nt 

has been going an for very nearly eighteen yeares 

'This council which was ruled by two 
monsters in human formg namelyq Archbishop 
Sharp of St. Andrews and the Duke of 
Lauderdalev having obtained full powers 
from King Charles II to put down conven. - 
ticles and enforce the laws against the 
fanatics with the utmost possible rigourg 
had proceeded to carry out their mission 
by inviting a host of helft if not quitat 
savage Highlanders, to assist them in 
quelling the people. This host,, 
numbering with 2tOOO regulars and 
militiag about 109000 ment eagerly 
accepted the invitationt and was let 
loose an the south and western diptricts 
of Scotland about the beginning of the yeart 
and for some time ravaged and pillaged theJ4,9 
landq as if it had been an enemy's country 

Ballantyne's opinion of the 'Highland HostIt as this body of 

troops was later to be calledt although it included many 

Lowland Militiap 10 is quite cleart and I have no doubt this 

kind of experience did much to fuel dissensions within 

Scotland at a later period and to drive a wedge between 

Highlanders and Lowlandereg a theme which will be treated in 

the next chaptert when Robert Louis Stevenson's KidnaDpad 

is considered. 

Ballantyne isp howevarv not only concerned with freedom of 

worshipq but also with a soldier's moral responsibility to 

carry out orders which he considers inhuman. Ballantyne 

quotas Claverhousa as saying: 
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'"In any service I have been ing 
I never inquired further in the laws 
then the orders of my superior officer"t, 

This is fortunately not a view shared by the young hero of 

Hunted and Harried, Will Wallaces who starts out in the story as 

a dragoon under orders to hunt down the rebels* He is accompanied 

on his mission by Glendinningg a hard-bitten soldier, intent on 

settling a private score with Andrew Blackt a Dumfrisashire 

farmer and a staunch Covenanterg one of the main characters in 

the book* Will soon realiess he cannot carry out the orders 

given and confesses to Glandinnings 

I"I'm thoroughly disgusted with the 
service* I know little or nothing about 
the principles of these rebels - these 
fanatics as you call them - but tyranny 
or injustice I cannot stand, whether 
practised by a king or a bagger and I am 
resolved to have nothing more to do with 
such fiendish work". 

"Young man"9 said the swarthy comrade 
in a voice of considerable solemnityp "ye 
has obviously mistaten your callin'. If 
you werenal now to thas pairts, ye would 
ken that the things ye object to are 
quite common* Punishint and harryint 
the rebels and fanatica - Covenanters 
they cat theirsels - has been gaun an 
for years ower a' the land, In my 
opeenion itte well deservadq and neething 
ye can do an' say wull prevent itv though 
what ya do an# say is no unlikely to cut 
short yer ain career b means ot a rope 
roond yer thrapple". 9 

12 

When a little later on Glendinning attempts to intimidate a child, 

Aggia Wilsong and to kiss a young girl of about 159 asan Blackq 

Will knocks him senseless and takes to the moors as a deserter* 

This action sparks off Ballantynels whole drama and shortly brings 

the reader face to face with the Covenanters, 
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When Schedlerts tale openeg Heinit a peasant bay of 15t 

is on a visit to his unclog Kuono von Hospentalq the Keeper 

of the watch-tower in the valley of Urig when suddenly a troop 

of knights is sighted afat offg the vanguard of Emperor 

Friedrich II's armyp on the way to Banal. The Emperor must 

arrive there before his rival. 9 King Otto of Brunswick, but 

first he must have shelter for the night* After a careful 

scrutiny this is granted and for a short time the valley watch- 

tower becomes the headquarters of the Emperor himself and Heini 

one of the participants in the drama of eventat 

#Nenn der Welfe Otto vor mir in Basel ist# 
bin ich verloren. Dieser Sitzberg da drÜben, 
wer den Überwinde-n könntep der verrichtete 
Besseres und Gr6Beres als der größte Feldherrt 
Er schlÜge eine Brücke zwischen zwei Welteng 
die sich feindlich scheiden; er diente 
der Menschheit durch die Vermittlung und 
den Ausgleich zwischen germanischer und 
romanischer Kultur. In fünf Tagen von 
Mailand nach Beselt Wer mir das 
ermaglichte 9 der könnte von mir allen 
verlangenR. t 13 

Heini volunteers to take a message from the Emperor to the 

Bishop of Basel telling him that help is at hand and should this 

be successfully accomplished# he hopes to obtain in return his 

freedom from serfdom. Heinits journey an f act to Bawl enables 

Schedler to describe in greater detail medieval conditions. 

The mission is successfully accomplishedt but alaspthe promised 

parchment granting freedom never materialisas. Thereafter 

Heini puts no trust in the promises of princes. Along with 

five other boys he is sold to the monastery of Sankt Urbanq a 

Cistercian foundation in Aargau# and so a long way from his home 

in GBschenen. The journey to Sankt Urbant under the escort of 
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the fair-minded knightv Eberhard von GrUnenberg, is used 

to present further aspects of the countryside and of the 

townso On their arrival the boys are amazed by their first 

sight of the huge monastery with its frequent religious 

services and vast workshops in which they are to be apprentices* 

This story takes place long before the Reformation so there is 

no religious conflict9 but Heinits vision of a bridgeg inspired 

by the Emperor's wordav to span the Sch5llenen gorgag 

is forever present. 

In many ways Der Schmied van G39chenen is a 'Bildungeromant* 

On the way to the monastery Heini has already been befriended 

by an old minor who by teaching him to compromise helps him to 

come to terms with his unexpectedly continuing bondage. The 

whole tons of their conversation is completely different from 

anything in the Scottish bookv where problems tend to be met 

head-ons 

#"Du wirst dort schaffen muaoen, aber 
auch das ist kein Übel$ im Gegenteile Du 
lernst dabei und wirst ein tüchtiger 
Arbeiter. Das gibt dir Vertrauen zu 
dir selbst und verschafft dir die Achtung 
der Rechtdenkenden. Wenn du dich gut 
h*8*lt. ftpbekommst du auch einen rechten 
Lohn. Die Deuder in Sankt Urban sind 
gerecht. Spare dein Geld und spiter 
kauf dich last Die Klostaiherren 
worden es gern gewihren". v 4 

The overseer at the monastery soon recognisse Heinits 

character and intelligence and listens with sympathy and 

insight when the boy at last confides in him: 
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luMeisterg ich muß ein großes Werk 
fÜr meine liebe Heimat leisten, Es ist 
etwas in mirg das mir keine Ruhe l»äßtg 
bis ich es vollbracht habeR. 115 

He teaches Heini to be less bitter about the Emperor's 

apparently broken promise, teaches him to keep his own counsel; 

more important in a practical sensehe turns Heini into a first- 

class mason and advises him about the training as a blacksmith 

he will need-to make the great chains to support a hanging bridgee 

Father-figures like the overseer and Andrew Black in 

Hunted and Harried , occur i often in children's books and 

play the important role of passing on the accumulated wisdom 

and skill of generations. More vital still is the feeling of 

being loved that they convey to children. 
16 1 was much 

struck in the early pages of Der Schmied von Gbachenen by the 

calmv orderly measures taken in sequence by Kuono van Hospental 

to prepare his watch-tower for a possible assault and siege, 
17 

The whole atmosphere makes a marked contrast to the 

argumentative muddle of the Covenanters before the Battle of 

Bothwell Bridge in Hunted and Harried. 18 Although professional 

soldiers are being here contrasted with ameteureq which 

expWnsFart of the differencaq 
,I am still left with the 

impression of a fatal inability to compromise and a self- 

destructive argumentativeness. 

Shortly after his desertion from the dragoonag Will Wallace 

is found and taken prisoner by Andrew Black who escorts him home and 

soon sets him freeq on realising the type of lad he is, Will has 

no knowledge of the real nature of the conflict between the 

Covenanters and the government. On the death of his father he 

has only recently come to Scotland from Irelandq bringing his 
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mother to live in Lanark with her brother. Poverty and the 

advice of a cousin had caused him to take service with the 

dragoons. This situation gives Ballantyne another opportunity 

to explain the Covenanters' viewpoint to the reader. He also 

makes a rather literary analysis of Andrew Blackle character 

which fits awkwardly into a tale of actions 

'Now this man Black is not easily 
described, for he was a curiously compound 
character. To a heart saturated with the 
milk of human kindness was united a will 
more inflexible, if possible than that of a 
Mexican mule; a frame of Herculean mouldt 
and a spirit in which profound gravity and 
reverence waged incessant warfare with a 
keen appreciation of the ludicrouao 
Peacefully inclined in diapositiong with 
a tendency to believe well of all meng and 
somewhat free and easy in the formation 
of his apinionag he was very unwilling 
to resist authority; but the love of 
truth and justice was ranger within 
him than the love of p: atcal. 19 

The last sentence expresses the fundamental belief which binds 

Andrew and Will together and explains the depth of their friend- 

ship. Loyaltyto one's friends recurs as a theme in both books 

and is the motivation for some of the bravest actions undertaken. 

But it is belief in their principles which bears Andrew and Will 

inexorably towards the disastrous defeat at Bothwell Bridget where 

they are both taken prisoner. Andrew is condemned to incarceration 

on the Bass Rack and later tranef erred to Dumottar Castlep while 

Will is transported to Barbados to work as a slave in the sugar 

plantations* Only towards the end of the book are they 

raunitedo 

In Der Schmied van GBschenen even after the bridge in built 
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and the valley seemingly freed from povertyp Heini suffers 

another setback. The avaricious Hapsburg bailiffs raise 

the tax for using the bridge to such an extent that merchants 

begin to revert to the older routes* It is at this point that 

Heini, now a well-established blacksmith and a respected figure 

in the valley of Uri, sets out with his friendq Knopfliq for 

Sicily to petition the Emperor for freedom from Hapsburg 

tyranny. Heini tells the Emperor of his sarlierp apparently 

broken promise andp crestfalleng the latter supplies a written 

promise of freedom for Uri. The frosdomaq sought by Heiniq 

have all had immediate practical advantages and have been won 

by steadyp patient, determined and undoubtedly courageous efforts, 

The fresdomq sought by the Covenantaraq is altogether different 

and has no practical benefits beyond being left in peace* Heini 

is largely motivated by devotion to his beloved homeland# whereas 

the Covenanters are driven by their love of God* Compromise is 

not regarded as a solution by either side in the Scottish struggle 

but as a weakness, 

In both books prisoners are taken and methods of extracting 

information or forcing confessions are described* Although the 

events in Hunted and Harried takes place well over four hundred 

years later than those in Der Schmied van Gbachenent men remain 

as cruel as ever* The reaction of meng and in the Scottish book 

of women and children to torture is reported. The treatment of 

the boyp Ramblint Paterg by the soldiers gives the atmosphere of 

several such scones in the Scottish starys 

'Not being satisfied with the truth of-his replies 
they proceeded to apply torture in order to extract 
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confession. It was the first time that 
this made of obtaining information had been 
used in. Slack's cottage and it failed 
entirely, for Ramblin' Peter was staunchp 
andq although inhumanly thrashed and 
probed with award-pointat the poor lad 
remained dumbq in so much that the soldiers 
at length set him down as an idiatt for he 
did not even cry out in his agonies - 
excepting in a curious half-stifled 
manner - because he know well that if 
his master were made aware by his cries 
of what was going on he would be sure to 
hastan to the rescue at the risk of his 
lifei, 20 

The $boot' and the #thumb screws$ were the main instruments 

of torture used against the Covenantersq and these are 

mentioned in the book frequently. At one pointg Will's 

mothert Mrs* Wallaceg and his unclat David Spencep an old 

mant are driven from their home and found sheltering in a 

caves 

t"What is the matter with your handsp 
uncle? " asked Will# observing that both 
were bandaged* 

*They tried the thumb-screws on mej said 
Spence with a pitiful smile,,, "They wanted 
to force me to sign the Bondt which I declined 
to do - first because it required me to 
perform impossibilities; and secondt because 
it was such as no government in the world has 
the right to exact or free men to sign"*# 21 

Andrew Black's torture in the Council Chamber in Edinburghp in 

the presence of the Duke of Lauderdale and the Bishop of Galloway 

is described in some detailv but the scene is unexpectedly brought 

to an and by the arrival of a Icavalierg boated and spurred and 

splashed with mud' 
22 

who brings news of the murder of the 

Archbishop of St. Andrews, a noted persecutor, The Battle of 

Bothwell Bridge# thereafter the driving of the Covenanters all 

the way to Edinburghq and the herding of the victims into Grayfriars 
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Churchyard are highlighted by Ballantyne. Mrs* Black 

(Androwls mother)q Mrs, Wallaceq and Joan Black (Andrew's 

niece) share the misery of their ment for they live in a 

house in Candl8maker Rowq which has a window overlooking the 

churchyard* Women are often treated as harshly as men, Isobel 

and Mariont Andrew Blackle farm maideq are hanged in the Grassmarket, 

Margaret Wilson and old Mrs. MacLachlan are tied to stakes and 

drowned at the mouth of the River Bladenoch in Wigtownshirse 

The miseriest described by Ballantynet are doubly bitterp for he 

is writing of civil war and the dissensions are among the Scats 

themselvess I cannot help feeling that Ballantyne dwells too 

much on the details of torture. Young peoplop if not childrent 

should be aware of what their forbears have endured in a cause 

they believed to be just, buttoo much repetition of horrors blunts 

the effect of the storyo 

The possibility of torture is never far away in Der Schmied 

van G69cheneng but there are not as many detailed descriptions 

as in Hunted and Harri-edt perhaps because Schedler's book is 

addressed to a younger age-group, In the first few P89899 

howeverg the reader is made aware of medieval dungeons. A 

wandering minstrel is discovered to be carrying a hollow staff 

with a parchment message insideq which has to be sent to the 

Abbot of Disentis to be deciphered# for only the monks can read. 

Heinits unclev the keeper of the watch-tower mentioned earliert 

has the minstrel hunted down by two great black mastiffs and then 

lowered into a tiny dungeone When no information about the 

message is forthcomingg the keeper tries to bribe the prisoner 

with foodq but to no avail: 
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#*Wer so unverschämt 1Ggtp soll Buße tun 
und fastenim Langsam zog er den Korb wieder 
aus dem Lach und Übergab ihn der Magd'. 23 

Schadler deals in a much more matter-of-fact way with these 

harsh measures and does not linger long over agonies. 

Heini to journey to Basel on foot on behalf of the Emperor 

is full of terrors. He travels mostly by nightq constantly 

haunted by the fear of capture and torture, He is befriended 

on the way by the night-watchman of Wassent crippled in youth, 

an the orders of a Hapsburgq by being pulled up an a raps with 

sixty-pound stones tied to his feet. 24 The experiences that Heini 

undergoes along the way are told in such a simple# clearp 

dramatic style and are always so wall visualised that the reader 

foolm hop toop is making the Journeys 

'Gegen Mitternacht hbrte er Hutschlag 
auf der Straße* Er sprang abseits und 
ver4erg sich hinter einem Dornbusche 
Zwei Reiter sprengten an ihm vorüberg 
die einen Gefangenen zwischen sich an 
die Sattel gebunden hatten, Schauerlich 
tbnte das Xchzen das gequälteng gefasselteng 
Mannes# der mit den trabenden Pferden 
gleichen Schritt halten mußtag durch die 25 
stille Nacht* Was mochte der verübt haben? t 

The real period of harassment comes with the advent of 

the Hapsburgs. Schadler makes sure that the reader understands 

how this has coma about and Distagen im Moosp one of the foremost 

men in the valley of Urit and also Heini's father-in-law, appeals 

to him for help* Open confrontation with the Hapsburgs comes 

soon snoughq and Heini is advised to seek refuge with his family 

in Italy with his good friendq Motto von Airolo. He does that 

but makes arrangements to be called back to Uri as soon as 
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Knopfli the minstrel# now languishing in some. unknown 

dungeon, has been traced. The rescue of Knopfli is one 

of the most exciting parts in the bookq but it is a snatch 

of conversation an a Greek shipt taking Heini and Knopfli 

to the Emperor in Palarmog that reveals the true extent of 

Knopflits sufferings. He had never lost hope or his belief 

that Heini would rescue him. Their friendship is reminiscent 

of the staunch loyalty the Covenanters felt towards each 

other and the efforts made to rescue prisoners from Greyfriars 

Churchyard. Heini finds life on board ship very confinings 

"'Das ist kein Leben"v sagte er zu 
Knopflig *am Morgang wann man sich vom 
Lager erhebt, hat man schon Feierabend. 
Im Gefängnis kann es kaum ärger sein", 

"Stimmtg aber bloß zu einem gewiesen 
Grad"# meint der Spielmanne "Wann du vier 
Wochen lang in einem dunklen Gewölbe an 
einer feuchten Mauer mit Ketten angeschlossen 
gewesen wäreatp das Essen in schmutziger 
SchÜssel hingeworfen wie einem Hund und 
alle paar Tage auf der Falter gestreckti 
um Dinge zu gestehen, die gar nicht wahr 
sindv wGrdest du andere reden"* 

"Wie hast du das aushalten ki5nnen#Knopfli7n 

"Ich hoffte auf dichp Heinig sonst wäre 
ich vor Kummer und Schmerz gestorben* Die 
Hoffnung auf deine nahende Hilfe hielt mich 
aufrecht". o 26 

The idyllic setting of the Mediterranean makes a sharp contrast 

to the northern dungeong as does the loyalty and steadfastness of 

Haini and his friends to the Hapsburg bailiff and his vicious 

family. 

Closely connected with capture is naturally escape. Both 

books have a strong element of adventure and excitement which 

makes them particularly attractive to the young. On one occasion 
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in Hunted and Harried Andrew Black is cornered by the dragoons and 

makes for the Cluden river near his homes 

'On his right an open glade revealed to 
him the 

' 
dark gorge through which the Cluden 

thundered. The stream was in flood at the 
timov and presented a fearful aspect of seething 
foam, mingled with dark rocks as it rushed over 
the lynn and through its narrow throat below. 
A path led to the brink of the gorge which is 
now spanned by the Routen Bridge. rrom the 
sharp-edged cliff on one aide to the equally 
sharp cliff on the other was a width of 
considerably more than twenty feete Towards 
this point Andrew Black sped* Close at his 
heels the dragoons followedt Glendinningg on 
a superb horsev in advance of the party. It 
was an untried leap to the farmerv who never- 
theless went at it like a thunderbolt and 
cleared it like a stag. The troopers behind# 
seeing the nature of the ground# pulled up in 
time, and wheeling to the left made for the 
ford. Clandinningg howeverg was too late. 
The reckless sergeantt enraged at being so 
often baulked by the farmort had lot his 
horse go too for. He tried to pull up but 
failed. The effort to do so rendered a leap 
impossible* So near was he to the fugitive 
that the latter was still in the midst of 
his boundt when the former went over the 
precipicep head foremoatt horse and all* 
The poor stood fall on the rocks below and 
broke his nockg but the rider was shot into 
the deep dark pool round which the Cluden 
flowed in foam-flocked eddies. In the midst 
of the heaving waters he quickly aroset 
flinging his long arms wildly aboutq and 
shouting for help with bubbling crys, 27 

This is a key passage which seems to crystallize in Andrew's 

dramatic leap the impossibility of ever destroying the soul of 

the Covenantersq whatever may be done to. their bodies* 

A number of other daring escapes keep up the momentum of 

Ballantynets storyq including one from Grayfriars Churchyard 

itself, and one even in the High Street on the way to 

interrogation in the Council Chamber, but death or long 

incarceration lies ahead for nearly all the Covenanters after 
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Bothwell-Bridge in 1679. The most courageous and resolute 

escape of all is made by Andrew Black from Dunnottar Castle* 

He is now so emaciated after years of captivity thatv at 

dead of nightg he manages to squeeze through his small 

dungeon windowg opening on to the almost sheer precipice to the 

sea below. Once outside, an a tiny narrow ledge he reconsiders 

his position. 

'Behind him were tortureq starvationg 
prolonged miseryg and almost certain death* 
Below him was perhaps instantaneous deathq 
or possible escape. 

He pushed off9 again commanding his soul 
to God, and slid down. For an instant deg- 
truction seemed inevitablev but next moment 
his heals struck the lower ledge and he 
remained fast* With an earnest "Thank Godt" 
he began to creep along* The ledge conducted 
him to safer ground and in another quarter of 
an hour he was freelt 28 

This passage brings the reader vividly back again to the 

idea of fresdomp which is most important to the two books* 

There are two major escapes in Der Schmied van GUchengn 

The first involves five rich Italian merchantat laden with 

Flemish wares, on their way home. In Bern they recruit a 

Swiss bodyguard to escort them over the mountains* Hgini, 

who has just completed his apprenticeship an a blacksmithq 

and is about to make the same journey himselfq offers his 

services. Just beyond Faulanses an Lake Thunt a well-organised 

band of brigandag taking advantage of the narrow pasev attack 

the convoy* After a dramatic fightt in which Heini plays a 

leading role# Interlaken is safely reached and there two of 
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the merchantsp badly wounded# have to remain behind. Heini 

escorts the rest of the convoy as far as Airolo, On the 

way he explains his idea about a bridge over the Scho"llenen 

gorge which would greatly shorten the Alpine journey to Italy. 

As a gesture of thankfulness- the merchants give Mini twenty 

gold coinag enough money to buy the iron for the suspension 

chains to support the bridge. Heini has bought his own 

freedom alreadyv and now the building of the bridge becomes 

more and more equated with two other freedoms in his minds 

freedom from poverty and freedom from Hapsburg tyranny for 

his homeland. 29 

The rescue of Knopfli from the castle at Amstag is even 

more exciting. The whole operation is carefully planned; a 

secret way into the castle is knowng so that the main entrance 

can be opened from the inside for Heini and his friends. Mean- 

while they stand ready with ladders to storm the walls if need 

be. The bailiff and his wife are entertaining friandsi the 

whole operation is over before they realise what is happenings 

t09-r-hapsburgische Vagt streckte den 
Kopf bei einer Schießscharte das SÖllers 
heraus und schrie ängstlich in den Hof 
hinuntert "Wer ist da? ohne Fahdebrier 
eine Burg Überfallen ist gegen Kriegsrecht"* 

"Narr, du fragtest bis jetzt auch nach 
keinem Recht# wenn du gestohlen und gemordet 
haat"i antwortet Heini drohend# Nzuerst gib 
den gefangenen Spielmann heraus und dann komm 
selber ohne Waffen mit erhobenen Hinden oder wir 
verbrennen dich und deine ganze Sippechaft bei 
lebendigem Leib mit samt dem Turm"* 

In einem Fensterschlitz des Turms erschien ein 
Lichtschimmerg dann ging das Tor aufg das etwa 
zehn Fuß Über dem Erdboden angebracht war und 30 Knopfli stieg die schmale Holztreppe hernieder$. 

The Bailiff and his family and the visiting Bailiff's wife from 
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Altdorf are carried off as hostages. The final scene 

underlines the total success of the undertaking: 

fAls die Urner mit ihren Gefangeneng 
dem erbeuteten Vieh und Plunder abzogen, 
schlug das Feuer schon zum SglIer heraus 
und beleuchtete ihne 91 den Weg durch die 
finstre Regennscht' 

The heading of this chapterg 'Selbsthilfe des Volkslq 

spitomises this period of Swiss historyp 
32 

and Schadler# in 

the last paragraph. of the book,, repeats the well-known Swiss 

rallying cry "Einar fUr alle und alle fUr sinenl", rZjThere is 

a confident ring to that, Ballantyne ends his story an a 

proudg sad note with a quotation from the "Ayrshire Elder" 

(not traced by staff of National Library of Scotland): 

'"0 for the brave true hearts of oldg 
That bled when the banner perished 

0 for the faith that was strong in death - 
The faith that our fathers cherished. 

The banner might fall, but the spirit lived, 
And liveth for evermore; 

And Scotland claims as her noblest names 
The Covenant men of yore". ' 

The escapes and rescues in both books make an interesting 

contrast. The icattish escapes spring largely from impulsive 

decisions and are on a much smaller scale; the Swiss ones are 

the result of careful planning by a larger group of people and 

the outcomes are more permanently succasafulo 

Woman play an important part in Ballantyne's booko They 

attend the forbidden conventiclas out on the moors and even very 

oldg frail women stand firm under pressures 
33 The three women 

who live in Candlemaker Row9 Mrs* Blackt Mrs. Wallace and Joan 

Black# accept their highly dangerous role without question# and 

their house is always open as a refuge for Covenenters. Marion 

Clark and Isobel Scottj Andrew Black's servants die with 

dignity and courage in the Gressmarket. A bystander says 
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of thems 

I",,. they ended their coorse bravely. 
Ana sang the 84th Psalm and the ither spake 
of God's great love an I free grace to her 
and to sinfut man"O 34 

Old Mrs* MacLachlan and Margaret Wilsong condemned to death by 

drowning, die just as bravely. 3S 

Ballantyne also introduces an element of romance. Several 

of the young couples are obviously in lovep such as the ill-fated 

Quentin Dick and Margaret Wilsong and later on Ramblint Peter 

and Aggis Wilson* It is the love between Will Wallace and 

Joan Black that Ballantyne chooses to highlightv but only when 

Will unexpectedly and happily returns from the Barbadoat is 

their love declared. Will has just made himself known to 

Andrew in his basement workshop (Andrew is an escaped prisoner 

and still in hiding) when Jean enters. Black springs up: 

'"Jeang my wummin"p he said hastilyp 
putting on his blue bonnet, "there's no 
light enough for ye to be intryduced to 
my freend herev but ye can hear him if 
ye canna see him. I'm gaun out to sea 
what sort ol night it is, He'll tak' 
care of ye till I come back". 

Without waiting for a reply he went 
out and shut the doort and the girl 
turned in some surprise towards the 
stranger* 

"Joan". he said in a low voicat 
holding out both hands* 

Joan did not scream or faint. Her 
position in life# as well as her rough 
experioncesp forbade such weakness, - 
but it did not forbid - well it is not 
our province to betray confidencest All 
we can say is, that when Andrew Black 
returned to the cellar, after a prolonged 
and no doubt scientific inspection of the 
weatherg he found that the results of the 
interview had been quite satisfactory - 
eminently solo 36 
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Ballentyne's description of this episode is both coy and 

awkward. I assume he is attempting to suggest the traditional 

reticence of the Scat in an emotional situationt but to the 

modern reader Ballantyne's handling of the scene is stilted 

and faintly ridiculous. 

In marked contrast women play a minimal role in Schedlerts 

book, and when they do appearv the part they play is often an 

unpleasant one. The only woman presented in a kindly way is 

Heini's mothert and that largely by implication. On his way 

to Bd-r, 91 Heini is subjected to a torrent of questions from an 

old woman whom he has helped with her basket* 

t"Wo kommst du her? " 
`gAus dem Lande Urime 
uWas ist dein Vater70 
"Er ist gestorben vor zwei Jahreng auf der 

G8schenen Alp beim Wildheuen erfallenne 
"Und deine Mutter? " 
*Sie plagt sich abp um ihre sieben Kinder 

zu ernähren und zu kleideng ich bin der älteste, 
im Winter werde ich fünfzehn Jahre alte. # 37 

Heini rows her across the Sampach Lake, but she is in no way 

grateful and resents his refusal to answer all her questions. 

Once an the other side Heini hurries on by himselfe 

tOas alte Weib bekreuzigte sich 
und flüsterte erschrecktt "Gott steh 
mir beit Der hat ein bÖses Gewisseng 
so jung noch und schon an verdorben# 
jag jag ich sage es immer: die heutige 
Jugend - daß Gott erbarmt e 38 

The meeting between Heinig now about twenty-two and his 

mothert after an absence of seven yearst is by contrast restraineds 

'Da trat eine ältere, noch rüstige 
Frau aus der Türe. Einen Augenblick 
stutzte sieg dann eilte sie auf den 
fremden Kriegsmann zuz 

"Heinig mein Heinilff rief sie, "Gott 
Lob und Danky daß du wieder daheim und so 
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gesund und stattlichp ganz wie dein 
Vaterlm 

Heini zog sein MÜtterlein an die 
Brust* Ein seliger Augenblick das 
Wiederfinden nach so langerg langer 

38 Trannungt. 

Heini's interest In the opposite sex is summarised inýkur---- 

bare liness 

'Heini hat mit Nesag der ältesten 
Tochter Distagens Im Monsq den eigenen 
Haushalt gegrÜndet und seine alternde 40 Mutter zu sich genommen'. 

Later, when Heini is escorting his relatives safely to 

Italy to escape the Hapsburgag the reader catches another 

glimpse of his family lifes 

tAuf Heinis Saumrc$ wer das beste 
Handwarkzeug gepackt und darauf ritt 
sein dreijihriges S6hnloing das frBhlich 
in die Hinde klatschte und NHÜ9 Pusterlig 
hUl* dem Pferde zuriaf�� 

"Tr5i3te dich9 Naang wir worden die 
Heimat wieder sehenng sprach Heinis Mutter 
zu der still weinendeng jungen Schwieger- 
tochter* "Heini ist klug und stark* Er 
wird schon einen Ausweg findennet 41 

Heinits mother's words to her daughter-in-law are warm and kindly 

and they suggest a good relationship between the two women as well 

as a mutual love of their homeland, 

Diategen im Moos's wifaq and therefore Heinils future mother- 

in-law, has a sharp tongue. She gives Heini barely a civil welcome 

in the house and calls out after Dietagen and Heini as they leaves 

tnDag du ihm kein Geld auslohnstln rief 
das Weib giftig nach, "Das fehlte noch, dem 
hergelaufenen Hochmutanerreng der na heimlich 
tut und unsereinem nicht einmal das Wart 
gÖnnen mag. Keinen Pfennig# hBrat du, 
Dietegenl, sonst bist du ein Schelm und ein 
Geldvertuer, hBrat dug ein Rabenvaterp der 
an den Galgen gehÖrt". 

42 Der Bauer achtete des keifenden Weibes nicht$., 
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She bitterly resents being excluded from the confidence 

of the two meng but her very attitude, as well as her words# 

tell the reader why this exclusion was necessary. 

Worse women are to come# first tdis b6se Gret' (wicked 

Gret) who is provoked by the now bridge and even more by 

Heiniss skill and kindness in rescuing hert when she falls 

and breaks her legag 43 then Grat's daughtert *die rate TrudIq 

who is a harlot and hanger-on of the Hapaburget but it is 

the Bailiff's wife from Amsteg who is really evil, When 

the castle falls to Heini and his friendst she calls outs 

InErbarmeng ihr Minnerg" riet die Frau 
mit erhobenen Hindeng "laßt uns freig wir 
sind unschuldig an der ganzen unglücklichen 
Sache*. 

"Faßt die Taufelinug schrie Knopflig 
wütend. "Sie ist viel ärger als Ihr Manne 
Als ich an der Folter hingg wahrlaag nicht 
fihig ein Glied zu rUhreng haben die Kinder 
mich mit Nadeln in den Rücken gestochen und 
sie fuhr mit einer glühenden Kohle vor meinen 
Augen hin und her und hZhntes "Jetzt# Spiel- 
manng sing# sing dein Lied. Mein linkes Auge 
ist geblendstOot 44 

Both Ballantyne and Schedler create the different atmosphere 

of their two countries in very similar ways. The first similarity 

is in their use of language. Ballantyne uses Standard English 

throughout for his narrativeg but most of the conversations are 

in Scats; only where Ballantyne wants to indicate a different 

backgroundp for examplaq in the case of Will Wallacep some of 

the officers commanding the dragoonap the curates who have 

been sent mainly from England to replace dismissed ministerst 

the Duke of Lauderdale and Claverhouse himself does he introduce 

conversational Standard English* The first exchange in the 

book sets the scene as immediately in Scotland. 
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'"We should be near the river by this 
times Glandinning"p said the leader of the 
partyp reining in and addressing the swarthy 
trooper. 

"Ayp sirt the Cluden rins Jist ayont the 
turn o' the road there". replied the man, 
"Ye:!, 1, q4ear the roar at the fal in a meenit 

5 or 0 

Descriptions of both town and country re-inforce the 

feeling of being in Scotland. Edinburgh appearsp for instance, 

in all-too-familiar tormes 

'It was one of those dreary days not 
unknown to Auld Reekieg which are inaugurated 
with a persistent drizzlet continued with a 
"Scotch" mist and dismissed with an even 
downpourl, 46 

Ballantyne also describes the preparation for a great conventicle 

at the Compunion Stones in the hallow an Skeach Hill in Dumfries- 

shire. Sentinels posted on the surrounding hills include 

Andrew and Will: 

'They were too far distant to hear the 
words of prayer that followadq yet they 
continued to stand in reverent silence for 
some time - Black with his eyes cloasdq his 
young companion gazing wistfully at the 
distant landecapev which, from the elevated 
position an which they stoodq lay like a 
magnificent panorama spread out before theme 
On the left the level lands bordering the 
rivers Cairn and Nith stretched away to the 
Salwayp with the Cumberland mountains in the 
extreme distance; in front and an the right 
lay the wildq romantic hill country'. 47 

The longing of thoseq confined in the cityt for the countryside 

just. described and for their distant homes breaks through occasionally, 

not with the same intensity as in Der Schmied van GBschenenq but 

when peace eventually comeep the main characters in the Scottish 

story quickly make for 'the bonny hills of Galloway'. 48 

The copy of Hunted and Harried which I happen to possess is a very 

routine production from the beginning of the century, typical of 
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'Reward Bookst given to children for good conduct and regular 

attendance, The pictures an the binding have no connection 

with the contents. The four illustrations are uninspired and, 

if anythingg detract from the story* This is unfortunstat 

especially since Ballantyne has been described as 'perhaps 

the most popular of all Scottish authors for children$ 
49 

and at the back of my copy is a long list of works by 

ReM. Ballantyne - at least sixty* 

Robert Schedler's bookt including all the conversational 

passagest is written in High German whichv naturallyp makes it 

much more widely accessible to a German readership* The names 

of charactersq such as Heini and Knopfliq of places like Altdorf 

and Disentiev the titlea of the land-ownersp der Graf von 

Rapperswil and Heinrich van Saxt and the occasional use of 

local Swiss terms like Emd (the second mowing of grass) p. 186t 

and Sustmeister (superintendent of shelters for pack animals) p. 13t 

howeverg indicate the Swiss origin of the booko 

Landscape playa a much more pronounced role than in Hunted 

and Harried. The extremes of temperatureq the contrast of plains 

and high mountains, the difficulty of communication - these factors 

often dictate the action of the storyt and indeed the building of 

the 'ToufalabrOcks' (devilts bridge)p symbol of freedom and a 

mastering of one of nature's obstacles# is one of the main 

themes in the book. Mention is made of housest built low 

to avoid the force of the biting windst 

'Da und dort eilte ein stämmiger Bauer 
keuchend unter schwerer EmdbÜrde mit behendem 
Schritt dem DSrfchen Hospental zu# dessen 
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niederag steinbeschwarte Hiuslein und 
Stille sich wie schutzauchend an das 
graue Haspiz schmiegten4o 50 

Schedler very effectively varies and contrasts his physical 

settings. On his way to easelHeini sees a very different 

landecaps: 

tHier weite Äcker und üppige Wiesen; 
Überall tiefgründigeg fette Erdel Fruchtý 
biume deren Äste unter ihrer aGesen Last 
sich bogen# 51 

and contrasts this in his mind with his own poverty-stricken 

countryside. Yet Heini and his follow bondsman in Sankt Urban 

long fot the mountains. 

'Die Mönche erhoben sich und gingen 
durch den Kreuzgang in die Kirche hinÜbere 

Heini aber und seine Freunde erstiegen 
einen unbewaldeten HÜgel in der Näheg dem (sic] 
sogenannten Eisenhutg und schauten nach den 
Schneabergen, die im Sonnenabendgla27 : u8 
dem fernen SÜden zu Ihnen harübergrußt nt6 

52 

The terrible difficulties of the Alpine posses are described 

in detail and the reader becomes aware of the almost superhuman 

qualities of body and mind needed to overcome thems 

fUnausgeruhtg frierend, durchnißty 
erkkttert man am Morgen die Paßh6heo Die 
nassen, glatten Granitplatten erschwerten 
den bepackten Pferden den Aufstieg unsäglich. 
Alle Augenblicke stürzten die Rasse und waren 
kaum weiterzubringen. Mit Ziehen und Schieben# 
mit freundlichem Zureden und Schmeicheln 
brachte man schließlich die erschapfteng 
zitternden Tiere auf die Wasserscheide. 
Das schlimmste schien Überstanden. 

Da kroch Über den Nagolgrat vom Rhone- 
glatscher her der Nebel mit unheimlicher 
Schnelligkeit wie ein riesigerg grauer Drache* 
In weniger als fÜnf Minuten stand man im 
stockfinstern Nebel. Man sah nicht drei 
Schritte viaitt, 53 

Heini hasq howevert developed an attitude which helps him to 

overcome these problemat 
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und wußtet daß man mit Ruhe und 

Kaltbrätigkgit die Gefahren am besten 
Überwindet', 54 

The mein imprassion made by theeg b00k8 ls Of th9 

importance attached to freedom by both authors. They 

andeavour to inapira their young readers so that they too 

will see life in terms of devotion to this ideal. Freedom 

in the Scottish book is an inner freedomp defined in religious 

and moral terms* Freedom in the Swiss book has more innediate 

results in practical terms: the teaching of the medieval 

church is accepted without queationp so there is no religious 

conflict* Only the Children's Crusade meets with disapproval 

from two Knights of the Teutonic order met in Rotenburge SS 

The bridge and the Emperor's latter may be symbolic 

of a now freedom, but they have instant benefits also for 

ordinary people. If there is a moral to be drawn from 

Der Schmied van G69chenen, it is the necessity of compromise 

as a preliminary to success. The #happy ending' of Hunted and. 

Harried is lose convincingg since it is brought about by a 

Ideus ex machinat in the shape of William of Orange. No 

agreement has been raachedq no lesson learned* 

The two modern books chosen for the second part of this 

chapter again treat two quite different periods of history* This 

time the Scottish book is concerned with the earlier period and 

recounts dramatic events, leading up to the Reformation# but again 

a religious conflict provides the background and indeed dictates 

the actions of the young hero and heroine in their everyday 

lives. The happenings in the Swiss book take place during the 

Napoleonic Waraq when Switzerland wasq as it werev in the 
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melting-pat and its ultimate shape was far from clear. 

Again no religious question is raisadq although many moral 

ones are by the Swiss writer. 

Careful and conscientious research is clearly reflected 

in both books. As in the previous chapters an attempt is 

made not to pre-empt issues about national identity, bot 

deduce from the texts themselves what values the authors 

re attempting to pass an to children, what picture they 

resent of their countries. It is virtually impossible 

to disentangle a man from his nationality and endlessly 

intriguing to speculate to what extent his viewev his 

attitudes, his entire personality are conditioned by national 

background, Writing childrents books may well take an author 

back to his own childhood and make him clarify his thoughts 

about his own roots; at any rate his language must be clear 

and compelling if he is to succeed with the young* It may 

well be possible to draw some conclusions about the Scats 

and the Swisat as they appear in their books for children and 

young people, 

2. 

The two authors whose books are considered in this 

second section are both well-established children's writers 

who specialise for the most part in historical fiction. 

Iona McGregor (1929 -) was barn in Aldershot but has lived 

in Scotland for many years. She teaches Classics in Edinburgh 

and all her children's books have historical themes. 56 Adolf 
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Haller is much the older of the two and was already in his 

fifties when Beresina was written. He died in 1970.57 

Iona McGregor was probably in her late thirties when 

The Popin-jay appeared, 
58 The main events in The Popinjay 

take place in Scotlandq in the town of Ste Andrews in 1546 

during a period of religious strife. The first supporters 

of the Reformation are being persecuted as heretics and 

George Wishart has just been burnt at the stake. Cardinal 

Beatong responsible for Wishartle deathq is himself 

about to be murdered in revenge by Norman Leslie and other 

Protestant lairds of Fife. Two foreign countries play 

important roles throughout the story. Francev bound to 

Scotland since 1295 by the treaty, known as "The Auld Alliance". 

supports the Roman Catholics and also dasires a French marriage 

for Mary, the little Queen of Scats, then aged four* England, 

the *Auld Enemy". or rather Henry VIII, wants Mary to marry 

his sont Edward, and thus units England and Scotland once and 

for all. His rage and frustration, when thwartedt have 

resulted in the disastrous laying waste of southern Scatlands 

a campaign known as "the Rough Wooing". It is on the very 

day before Beaton's murderg that David Lindsayt the Cardinal's 

prot4g6 and the haro of The Popin-jay. now aged sixteeng arrives 

back in St. Andrews from Bordeauxt from where his father,, a- 

wealthyt Scottish wina-merchantq has been shipping wine to his 

homeland for many yearst the Cardinal being one of his valued 

customers* 

(Lindsaihad left Scotland twenty years ago# 
but his heart was still in this violentg divided 
country. Every evening he used to talk about the 
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brave sword fights and neighbourly quarrels 
that spiced the dull days at Pitcairnis, He 
told stories about his grand-father, who had 
died at Floddent and although he was now a 
wealthy, respectable marchantg he was proud 
of the unruly Scats nobles that no king could 
keep in order', 59 

David had already spent a year as a student at Ste Leonard's 

College, sponsored by Cardinal Beaton. There he had shared a 

room with a follow-studentg Martin# whose mother was a tenant of 

Norman Leslieq the laird of Rothese The two had become close 

friends. He is now returning after further studies in 

Bordeauxt which had included Greek and Lating Logicp Mathematics 

and Astronomy; he can also fence and compose his own music 

for the lute; his clothes reflect the latest French fashion, 

and to ordinary Scats folk he appears a fop and a dandy and so 

is christened "The Popinjay", In shortv he is now a young 

gentleman ready for the advancement he takes for granted. For 

him religion is a pure formality; the church will provide a 

lucrative career. He is smug andq in his mindv aeon himself in Q. 

different class from Master Raidt the merchant and previous 

master bakert his father's old friondt who had accompanied him 

back from Bordeauxt where he had been buying fine cloth* David 

arrogantly assumes that money can buy him anything he wants. He 

is somewhat taken abackq when the coin he throws to Elspethq the 

fisher-girl who has rowed him and Master Reid in from the French 

ship, "Girofl6s"q is smartly thrown back at himt much to the 

amusement of a beggar who snaps it up* 

This novel is about the lose of illusions, the gaining of 

insight into hard factsv but it is by no means negativet for in 

the end David enters a warldq where he is much less vulnerable 
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and where the new values he is about to acquire act as a 

protection* 

Adolf Haller (1897-1970) was barn in Muhen in Aargau and 

died in Luzern* For many years a teacher and school-inspector, 

he was deeply interested in Peetalozzi and published a novel 

about him, Heini Wunderli von Torliken (Aaraut 1944), 60 The 

heroes of his books often have difficult backgrounds and in 

the event obey the dictates of conscience. Haller takes no 

obviously religious stance. He chooses David Zimmerli to be 

his hero in Beresinae David was an actual person who lived 

through the period of the Napoleonic wars and took part in the 

retreat from Moscow* Haller attempts an imaginative re-creation 

of his childhood and youtht 
61 telling the story in the first person, 

a technique which succeeds in involving the reader closely 

in the narrative. The story is told within a framework@ 

Davidg now aged twentyt is in hospitalv recovering from 

his appalling experience in Russia. He wants to got his 

young life into perspective and begins to write down 

an account of his early years and of the historic sIcenest in 

which he has just played a part as a subaltern in one of the 

Swiss regiments of the Grand Army. This device permits Haller 

to tell his story with a freshness and immediacy which captivates 

the reader. Like his Scottish counterpartv David Lindsayq David 

Zimmerli is very ambitious, feels himself to be a cut above his 

companionst and despite lack of influence, money and any extendedt 

formal educationt he achieves his dream of becoming an officer* 

Both authors make imaginative use of symbols. The epaulets 
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of officer rank symbolise David Zimmerli's ambition in 

the first part of Beresina. The loaf of broad brought to 

him in hospital stands for his Swiss homeland# the gold coin 

Karrer-Joggeli wears round his neckq hidden by his uniformv 

is the signal of his unspoken love for Rosins. In the 

Popinjay Martin's English Now Testamentp buried with him in 

the plague pitq represents his faith; the exquisite Venetian 

goblet shatters on the Cardinal's stone floor and with it all 

hope of advancement for David Lindsay. One of the most 

interesting contrasts between the Scottish and Swiss books 

in this chapter is provided by the way in which religion 

displaces homeland for the Scotaq whereas love of country 

is paramount for the Swiss. 

The first half of Beresine is concerned with David Zimmerli's 

life up to the age of eighteeng when he runs away from home to 

enlist* From early childhood he has been fascinated by soldierss 

81ch ging in mein sechstes Lebenajahrg 
als das fuh die Geschichte der Schweiz so 
bedeutungsvolle Jahr 1798 anbrach. Man 
wird deshalb nicht erwarteng deß ich die Vorgänge 
in ihrem Zusammenhang verstanden hätte* Dennoch 
habe ich sie leidenschaftlich miterlebte Dazu 
trug mein frÜher und unbe4nglicher Hang zum 
Militär beit Lazu half fürner meine 

David is a country boyp whose life is contrad an the mill 

his father manages near Zofingen in German Switzerlandp not far 

, from Aarauo 
-He 

is one of four children, The family pattern 

is such thatq although the mother is loving and lovedv the 

father is not able to communicate; he seems strict and 

dictatorialt which is perhaps a legacy of his own hard youth. 

The mill is a big concern, for there is also a saw-mill and a 

smallholding with several horses which David adores and is 
2reuiidschaf L rili L dein rarrer-. ý orr Feli, der 
inir auch sp6ter oft und oft von seinen 
z- dh1te. 
, voBefi -L -. n erz. 62 
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allowed to ride* This part of Switzerland is occupied by the 

French and there are at least six soldiers always billeted on 

the Zimmerlis. The most painful family crisis is caused by 

the mother's deathe Rosinap the eldest childt can almost 

manage the day-to-day running of the householdp but eventually 

the father remarries a kindlyp local widowq whom the children 

are to call Mamaq but whom they find difficult to accept. He 

has the utmost difficulty in breaking the news of his remarriage 

to David who had been away in Granges at the time. The almost 

total lack of communication between father and children on 

any emotional level eventually isolates them all from himp but 

Haller through the reminiscences written in hoapitalp gives the 

reader insight into David's ambitiont pride and loneliness and 

his secret decision to leave home at eighteen and enlist in one 

of the Swiss regiments serving under Napoleon# who has become a 

hero in the youngster's eyes* The slogan "Libertfig fgalitip 

Fraternit'" is accepted at face value. It is the second half 

of the bo: kt the story of the crossing of the Beresina and the 

rearguard actiong fought by the Swiss regimentaq as they protect 

the withdrawal of the Grand Armyp including the Emperor himself, 

the day-to-day account of ever-increasing hardships and perils 

which reveals the inner thoughts of David Zimmerlie Haller shows 

how his values gradually altert how he comes to hate war, to 

despise the Emparorg to treasure the loyalty of friends like 

Karrer-Joggeliq to appreciate his home and to realise the depth 

of his father's love for him. 

The events of the Scottish book in sixteentli-century 

St, Andrews are dominated by the Priory, the Cathedralt the 
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Castle, the two colleges St. Salvatorts and St. Lsonardta, 

but also by the sea. The Roman Catholic Church is still 

very powerful, but as Father Anthonyp Davidle great friend 

and mentarisurmises: "The roof has begun to fall", 63 The 

official date of the Reformation in Scotland is 1559, but 

long before then there was much unrestv violence and rioting, 

The sea remains a constant factor in a number of ways; it 

is the high-road that carries goods back and fare from the 

Hanseatic Partap the Low Countries and also France. 

After the seizure of the Castle by the Protestantep it 

is by sea that the Regentg Lord Arran# and the Dowager Queen 

arrive to win it back from the "Castilianalt as the murderers 

of the Cardinal come to be called. Looking out from St. Andrews 

itselfs 

I rpeople] saw in the bay two ships gaudy 
with pennants and banners. The mizzons flow 
the white St. Andrew's cross on blue# and from 
the main masts fluttered the red lion rampant, 
The loading ship carried the royal arms of 
Scotland. 

The two vessels sailed steadily towards the 
harbour; they rods low in the water and their 
docks were piled with wooden berrelst pikes 
and glinting pieces of armours, 64 

But there were also fishing boats in and out of the harbour 

and the fishing folk are a community on their owng with their 

own superstitions* Elopeth's fatherg lost at seat had been a 

fisherman and she herself earns her living mainly by fishing and 

by gathering mussels and crabs along the shore. In the town 

itself there are also groups of apprenticeso organised by their 

guild or trade who can be provoked quite easilyt especially if 

they have tarried too long in the taverns. The lata-medievalt 
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unique So a ttish towny teeming with lifev is 

used skilfully by Iona McGregor to provide a dramatic 

and sometimes frightening background for her main characters, 

the Binniest David-and Master Reid. 

Haller makes sure that the reader appreciates the 

divisions and fears within the Swiss Confederacy. At 

this period Switzerlandt a tiny countryp surrounded by 

powerful neighboursp could easily disintegrate and disappear. 

Political and social divisions are obviously deep* The ideasg 

spawned by the French Revolution# encourage $the lower orders$ 

to hope and make the ruling classes fear* Davidp still a 

little boyp gets into the habit of eating his midday 'piece$ 

with an old one-logged gate-keeper, a retired soldiart who 

foods his imagination with tales of the heroism displayed by 

the Swiss Royal Guardv when the Tuileries were stormed by 

the mob. He is already aware and proud of the Swiss tradition 

of independencet inherited from the Forest Cantons in their 

struggle for freedom from the Hapsburgs. Now there is war 

in his own country* When NSP018anta troops attackt the 

disorganised Swiss put up stiff resistance only in certain 

areas, notably round Neusnegge Oakob PlUB or Karrer-Joggeli 

(Carter 3ohn)v as he is known at the millt describes one of 

the actionsg in which the Bernese militia surprise the French: 

tAuf der Straße und in breiter Front 
zu ihren Seiten - die Zafinger rechte 
außan - rÜckte sie unaufhaltbar durch 
Wald und GestrÜpp wieder Neuenegg entgegen 
und trieb die kriegegewohnteng an Zahl 
ihnen dreifach Überlegenen Franzosen vor 
sich her* Der Bernermarsch befeuerte den 
Mut, die noch unversehrten Banner flatterten 
im Morgenwindl, 65 
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At the and of the day Oakab asks himself: 

tuWaren der blutige Kampf und der 
harterstrittene Sieg umsonst gewesen? 
Sollte es keine solbststgndigeg freie 
Schweiz mehr geben? " , 66 

0 
Shortly afterwards the astute Emperor declares Switzerland 

to be both independent and free and so is able to recruit 

Swiss soldiers once again for his armies* Throughout 

the Russian campaignt as David reiterates many timeaq 

the Swiss are intent an upholding the honour of their 

country: "Auch hier in Rupland kimpfan wir far dig 

Schweiz". 67 

When David Lindsay visits his old college friendp Martin, 

at Ste Leonardlaq the latter calls him a spopinjayl and 'more of 

a Frenchman than ever'. 
68 Wearing his blue-velvet doublet, 

David calls the following day on the Cardinal at the Castle and 

unwittingly allows the murderers to enter too* He trios to 

warn the Cardinalq but is summarily knocked down and locked 

in the chapel. When he regains his senssav he looks out at 

the windowl only to see the "GiraflOG" departing for France 

with practically all his belongings on board. Martin comes 

to sea him later in the day and# to David's horrort reveals 

himself as a supporter of the murderers: 

$"The Cardinal was a godless tyrant, He 
burnt George Wishart and many other poor souls. 
He deserved to die. His fat priests are like 
leaches on the body of Scotland. It was Godis 
work that was done this morning". 1 69 
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Lef t once more alonet David shows resolution and pluck, He 

finds the postern-gate unlockedt alips outt but is spatted 

from the roof and shot in the foot. He struggles to the 

towng but discovers that fear has caused both Master Reid 

and the Priory Fathers to bolt their doors. Elapeth and 

her grandmothert Janet Binniev rescue him, but the injury 

to his foot is beyond their skillt so they leave a message 

for Father Anthony to comeq when he returns from the lepers 

at St. Nicholas* Although David realises by this time 

that Elspeth is really a Lindsay from Pitcairnie and so 

his own cousint he is still too much of a snob to say so 

openly* Class distinction is rife in The Popinleyp and 

no lose so in Beresins. 

The man who shortly enters the Sinnies' hut is to play 

a decisive role in David's life. In all four of the books 

in this chapter of the thesis there is a similar character 

representing the ideal human being who commands the respect 

and love of the young hero: in Hunted and Harried Andrew Black; 

in Der Schmied'von G39chenen the overseer at Sankt Urban; in 

Beresina Karrer-Joggeli and in The Popinjay Father Anthony. 

These people can be seen as devices to teach the youngg but 

they have been created with such skill and faith that the 

reader's heart warms to theme When Father Anthony arrives, 

David shows reserves of courage and strength, for he expects 

the treatment to involve cauterizing and boiling oil. But 

Father Anthonyt erstwhile soldiert has learned the now methods, 

as practised by the French army surgeon# Ambrose Parift whose 

teaching was beginning to revolutioniss the treatment of wounds* 

David's foot eventually healaq leaving only a scar. He finds 
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that Father Anthony's work so interests him that he ends 

up by becoming his assistant, He also fools grateful to 

the Binnies and volunteers to help Elapeth mend net8t an 

occupation he finds exceedingly difficult but eventually 

masters, 

David ceases to be a loner and becomes one of a group, 

Master Reidq the Binnies and he all join forces and for safety 

and comfort live in the bake-housso There is danger all aroundq 

for a mine has been sunk in the garden next door in order to 

tunnel under the Castleg but a counter-mine puts paid to that 

plan, By far the worst danger is an outbreak of plague. The 

Court moves at once to Linlithgow Polecat the siege is liftedq 

and the Castilians emerge from the Castle and begin to terrories 

the town. Master Reid is threatened on several counts; he 

is a Roman Catholic who has served the court with breadt and has 

thus infringed the code of the Guild of Bakers by bakingt although 

now a merchant* David had been working for James Cargill, a 

fisherman, as one of his crewt but he now turns his hand to 

anything. With tremendous courage he beats out the fire 

when the house is attacked by a mob of apprentices# but 

despite all his efforts old Janet Binnieq declared to be a 

witch and hold responsible for bringing plague to the towng in 

dragged out of the houset tied to a sledge and pushed over 

the nearby cliff to her death. It is an unbridled scene of 

mob violencet in which . wanton viciousness provides the 

climax to weeks of fear and horror. Thereafter even the plague 

dies down. Although an a much smaller scale, these events 

compare with the horrors of Russiaq as shown in Bargains. 
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David Lindsay suffers two crises which many young people 

pass through., With Father Anthony's help, he has found a job 

which will be a vocationt but he has also to find a potential 

mate, McGregor describes with sensitive insight the 

burgeoning of David's love for Elspeth - her forthrightneasp her 

independence, her officiancyg her courage and her beauty all 

evoke his admiration; possessive jealousy overwhelms him 

with regard to Master Raid who fortunately finds a more 

suitable match in Widow Brown; he tries to prepare Elspeth 

for another kind of life by teaching her to read and writal he 

fools ashamed of his earlier snobbish arrogance and deeply 

embarrassed when Elspeth admits she has known for a long time 

that he is her cousin* Neither Schadlor nor Haller attempt 

to describe a sexual relationship nor a real flesh and blood 

girl* Schedler produces a series of cleverg thumbnail sketches 

of repulsive womeng probably drawn from life* Haller's women 

re mainly good and pure but very shadowy* Ballantynals girls 

nd woment although important, are like extras in a play* These 

m We books are really still 'Books for Boys'* Similarly : 

idi became the forerunner of many 'Books for Girls$* H 

These are categories which dominated writing for children 

for an unconscionable time* 70 McGragort the only woman 

writer in this chapterg has created, with subtlety and 

conomyg a female character who is strong and resourcefult : 

ut not unduly aggressive and who has an attractive and 

affectionate disposition. Of course men can produce equally 

successful female charactersq but they have not done so in these 

books, particularly in the Swiss ones* 
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At no point is the change in David's character more 

apparent than during the plague* His loyalty to his 

friendq Marting who has attempted to escape from the more 

violent Castilians by hiding in the mine and is then later 

smitten by plague, is absolute* Along with Father Anthonyg 

he tends Martin until he diseq and then together they carry 

him to the plague pit. Martin's Now Testament in Englishq 

heretical and proscribed, is buried along with him. Friend- 

ship and compassion are seen to be of infinitely greater 

importance than any question of dogma* Moved as never before 

in his lifet David makes his way home past the Castles 

'There were lights in the chapel and he 
could hear the words of the hymne He leant 
against the gate of the fore-courtt as 
exhausted as if he had walked for several 
miles against a gale. 
"Gag heart, unto the lamp of lightq 

Got heart, do service and honour. 
Gag heart, and serve him day and nightg 
Gag heartv unto thy Saviour, 

Gag heartq with full and true intentv 
To Christ thy help and whole euccouro 
Thee to relieve he wee all rente 
Gag heartg unto thy Saviour". 

David stood there for a long time with 
the tears running down hie face, Then he 
groped his way up the Castle Wyndt thankful 
that there were no lights showing through 
the shutters of Master Reidta house'. 71 

DavidIs friendship with Martin has increased his understanding 

of Protestentismg so it is with great interest that he now takes 

an opportunity offered to listen to John Knox# who has joined 

the Castilianag debate with the doctors of the university, it 

is a very different David who sails back at the end of the story 

to Bordeaux. With him goes Elspetht who will be warmly welcomed 

by his fatherv ashamed of his son's initially churlish behaviour 
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to her. The French fleet passes them an its way to St, Andrews 

and the final reduction of the Castlet almost as if a curtain 

were descending an the troubled events of the past year. But 

David's adoptive family in St, Andrewsp the Binnies, Master 

Reidq Father Anthony and Martinp have provided him with new 

values which will inform his later life, David Zimmerli 

starts life in much more modest circumstances than his 

Scottish counterpart. It is a way of life he utterly 

rejectap as he strives ambitiously to improve his status 

in society. It takes a period of appalling suffering and 

the devotion of a simple mang Karrer-Ooggelip to make him 

reject the 'glory' of a military careerp to see himself as 

serving rather than commandingg and to value the inarticulate, 

but constant and deep-rooted love of his father. Starting 

with dissimilar backgrounds and travelling by different 

routes, the Scottish David and the Swiss David have 

developed an almost identical set of values. 

Even as a little boyq David Zimmerli loved the natural 

surroundings of the mill and remembers one day especially# 

when his father carried him shoulder-high: 

"Ich bin immer ein leidenschaftlicher 
Reiter gewesen# aber jener Ritt will mich 
nun doch der schönste meines Lebens 
bedÜnkene Ich Überragte alle andern; ich 
alleing glaubte ichp sah die Schllösser und 
die KirchtÜrme an den dunkel beweldeten 
Hingen. Unter mir wagte das reifende Korn 
im einbrechenden Wind# ein Wirbel vor uns 
sag Staub und Heufetzen von der Straße in 72 
die Luft. Ich war stolz wie ein K8nig", 1 

Later on he is thrilled by Karrer-Joggelits account of how the 

Zofingen standard was rescued from the battle against the French, 

but gradually he becomes awareq through constant contact with 
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the French soldiers billeted in the houseq that they were, 

Just like the Swisap Isinfache Louts' (ordinary people). 

He is asked home by the son of a wealthy industrialist, 

but he feels uncomfortable and patronisedg particularly by 

the fathers 

tuDann fragte er mich# was ich worden wolle. 
Dachte er vielleicht an eine Schreiberstelle 
in seinem Geschäft? Mir aber schien in 
diesem Augenblick alles mSgliche Generell 
hätte ich am liebsten geantwortet; doch 
ich fand das in Gegenwart der Schul- 
kameraden gar unbescheiden und antwortete 
"Offizierig 

"Nicht übelin schmunzelte der Hausherr# 
fÜgte aber nach einer Weile hinzut "Nun 
am Ende bist du auch mit dem Unteroffizier 
zufriedentut 73 

More then ever he wants to develop the social graces 

which he fools will help him to tget an' and find a now 

identity. He is proudt determined and daringg longing 

to lead those around him, This period comes to an end with 

the death of his mother - he is ton-and-a-halfe 

'"In der folgenden Zeit wer unser 
Haus wie ausgestorben* Der Vater 

stÜrzte sich verbissen in seine Arbeit, 
um Vergessen zu suchen, Dft ging er 
an uns Kindern vorbei# ohne uns zu 
sehen. Wie wohl hAtte es mir getan 
mich in seine Arme stürzen zu dürfang 
und auch ihn hätte es gewies erleichtert* 
Doch wir waren beide zu herbe und zu 
verschlossene Naturen# als deß wir 
unseren GefÜhlen den natÜrlichen 
Lauf hätten lassen können, Dabei 
spÜrte ich trotzdem# daß Ich meinem 
Vater nichts weniger als gleichgültig 
warm, t 74 

Shortly afterwards his father allows David to go to 

French-speaking Switzerland where he learns a great deal 

from Pfarrer Estoppsyp an eccentric and endearing characterp 
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who does not appear to take his religious duties too 

seriously and introduces a welcome touch of humour to the 

story. 
75 Religion plays only a small part in David's life 

and in the book generally, David certainly fools, as he 

struggles through the waste of Russiap that some Providence 

appears to be watching over himt but the preservation of the 

honour and reputation of his country is the driving force within 

him. 

The stay in Granges completes David's formal education 

for an his return home he finds Mamat the new step-mother, 

installed and his own future decided for hims he is to be 

a Miller* David realises he has no choicep so he determines 

to make a success of what he is offeradq while using every 

spare momentto read. At the end of two yasrsp he feels daunted 

by the prospect of a lifetime in the mill, His father lots him 

leave home and seek similar work elsewherst but there is none 

to be had and he is offered only the traditional 'Zohrpfennig' 

(subsistence money) which makes him feel like a beggar* He 

is deeply humiliated and returns home, To his father he sayst 

"Ich kann nicht bettaln"g to which the reply is simplys *So 

76 bleibe im Lands und nýhrs dich redlich" . 

When he is eighteen, he leaves home secretly and duly 

enlists as plannedt but the reality is far from his dream. 

Almost immediately he falls ill and spends months in military 

hospitals, but eventually the fever leaves him and he is greatly 

encouraged to most up again with Karrer-Ooggeli who had joined 

up earliere Oust before he departs for Russiag his commission 

comes throughp so he writes his father with this news in the hope 
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he will now feel proud of his son. David still herco. - 

worships the Emperort but disillusionment begins to set in, 

particularly when he is force-marched with thousands of 

others to a parade, The great man neither appears nor 

sands a massage. David loathes bsing ssnt out to 

requisition supplies from the starving peasentryt sapecially 

when in ons hut he finds a woman with six children and 

absolutely no food. However he shows compassions 

'"Ich suchte die schOnste Kuh aus 
der Beutag die wir schon bei uns hatten# 
und ließ sie in den leeren Stall stellang 
einen tÜchtigen Bund Heu dazu, Neben dem 
Broty das uns noch geblieben warg ließen 
wir einen Sack Mehl zurÜckn. i 77 

The Grand Army is now in full retreat* Fifty-thousand 

men have been reduced to seventeen-thousand and out of the 

four Swiss regiments only fifteen hundred men have survived. 

David's inner thoughts reveal a marked change in his valuest 

#Als wir stundenlang in einer Kolonne 
auf dem schmalen Waldweg nach der Quartier 
zurÜckgingeng hatte ich Zeit meinen traurigen 
Gedanken nachzuhangen, Und da kam mir einmal 
in Erinnerungg daß heute der neunzehnte 
September� also mein zwanzigster Geburtstag 

, sei. Ich erschrak. Wohin war es mit mir 
gekommen? Nun trug ich in der Armee des 
unbesiegten Kaisers die Epaulatteng die 
mir als Inbegriff allen GlUckes auf Erden 
erschienen waren. Allein sie machten mir 
keine Freude mehrg obwohl wir vor wenigen 
Tagen erst vernommen hatteng daß Napolean 
bei Baradina in einer großen Schlacht die 
Russen geschlagen und unterdessen wohl 
schon seinen Einzug in Moskau gehalten 
hatte. Wo wer mein Stolz hingekommeng der 
mich immer von den andern mich absondern 
hieß? Des ehrlichen MUllerhandwerks hatte 
Ich mich geschimt; nun aber hatte ich mich 
zum Riuber und LandstÜrzer erniedrigen 
lassen, Was hitte mein Vater gesagtv wann 
Ihm mein Tun bekanntgeworden wire? Hatte 
ich ihm nicht versprochen, daß ich seinem 
Namen immer Ehre machen wÜrdet Wie sollte 
d ter gehen? Ein Zuru*ck gab es nicht 
m: hrt. 78 

a wei 
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The Swiss regiments now appear to have been reduced to 

a pitiful three-hundred man* Davidt to his amazement still 

alive and unwoundedq searches for Karrer--Joggsli and finds 

him. It is clear the Joggeli is near death and resigned 

to his fats, but he is granted enough time to reveal two 

secrets, First he wants to make aura that David realises 

how his fatherg in his reserved wayq loves his son: 'Der 

Vater war ein Schweizer; die Warte gingen ihm nicht leicht 

von den Lippent. 79 Joggelits anxiety to make this truth 

clear to David already builds a bridge from son to father 

and cements their love for each other even without wordso 

The second secret is Ooggelile love for Rcainav David's 

older aistart which has remained unspoken: 

'Ein neuer Hustenanfall erschütterte 
ihn�, Er "Öffnete den Waffenrack an der 
Brust und zog ein kleines Leinwandtäschen 
hervorg das an einer Kordel an seinem 
Halse hing, *Da drinnen habe ich ein 
GoldstÜck. verwahrt"v flüsterte er mir ins 
Ohr; "seit Jahren habe ich es mit mir 
getragen, Versprich mir# Davidv es 
heimzubringen und es dem iltesten Kinde 
Raeinas zu Übergebent Es ist das Einzigeg 
was ich zu verschenken habe, Und mein 
Segang wann er etwas bedeuten kann# soll 
mit Raeina und den Ihrigen sein"*' 80 

In the Scottish book a similar reticence is shown by 

Elapeth. David's upbringing in Bordeaux has made him less 

reserveds 

'"Elspeth"t he whisperedt "I have something 
to tell you". 

"No. Davidp dinna say it*" She looked more 
agitated then he had ever seen her. "Not just 
now. Wait until the quarantine's over", 

"Why? " 

She looked down and reddened. "Maybet you'd 
be vexed at yourself later", She laughed 
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awkwardly. "Folk take strange notions when 
they're shut up". She pressed his hand and 
slipped away to the next room'. 81 

David is one of the very few ; urvivers of the disastrous 

Russian campaign. He cannot go directly home to Switzerlandt 

but must spend some time in the military hospital in Landau. 

His father makes the long journey to Germany to visit him and 

David realises at last how much his father has sufferedg 

blaming himself for David's flight from homet 

80ann erzählte er mir von daheimp von 
Rasinag von Samuelg von Eliaabethv von der 
Mamap von den Pferdeng den Schul- und 
Spielkameradang den Stadtneuigkeiten von 
Zafingen, und ich fühlte mich von einem 
warmen Hauch umfangen, Er Uübergab mir 
die kleinen Geschenkleing welche die 
Angehbrigen ihm fUr mich mitgegeben 
hatten. Ganz zuletzt zog er fast 
verschimt einen Bratlaib aus seinem 
Reiaeseckg unausgesprochen als sein 
persönlichsten Geschenk, Ich hielt 
das Brot in den Hindeng ich roch derang 
und die heimischen Kornfalderg unsere 
Mühleg die Sackstube stiegen vor mir auf# 
so lebendfig daß Ich sie zu riechen 
meinte'* 8 

With sudden insight David becomes aware that his father had 

wanted to fulfil his own dreams about the mill through his son. 

From now ont there will be no more Igetting on' for David* He 

will continue to be a soldier, but, as soon as he cang in the 

service of his own country, 

Iona McGregor and Adolf Haller make very clear in the 

course of their stories many of the values they consider 

important: couragag loyaltyp loving-kindness,, compassion 

are high an the list. In both these basically very serious 

books there is violencee In the Scottish back it seems to 

stem largely from religious intolerance, feart superstition 
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and drunkenness* Hatred lies just below the surface of 

this still medieval town and quickly erupts. In Beresina 

it is mainly the arganised violence of war which is manifested, 

but on a vast scale. The Swiss regimentsp selected to fight 

the rear-guard action of the Beresina crossings, beer the 

brunt of the Russian attack: 

'Zum Viereck geballt9 wahrten sis 
drei w0tende Angriffe ab; vor ihren 
Balonetten wichen die Russen immer 
wisder zurUck'. 83 

Both the young heroes are ambitious and want to carve out 

careers for themselves. To David Lindsay powerg position 

and wealth are initially of paramount importance* Only when 

he has lost all theast does he realise that human relationships 

ars mars important than anything else. David Zimmerliq because 

he starts further down the social scalev strives almost desperately 

for status and power. The extremely harsh experience of the 

Russian campaign makes him rethink his values: only his family, 

his friends, in particular Karrer-Joggeliq and his own small 

country seem important to him now. 

When the values displayed are so similart what is it that 

gives the books their national character? In The P ainlay 

the religious situation dictates the action and is divisive, 

so also is the political situationt with England and France 

playing at power politics at the expense of Scotland, The 

geographical situation of Sto Andrewsp with the ever-present 

seaq the busy little fishing-boatag the foreign vessels with 

their pennants and flags, the social organiaation of Scotland 

with a court and a Queen - all suggests a very different 

class structure. Even small details like students playing 
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golf catch the eye. The distinctive Scats language also 

marks the story as taking place in Scotland. Although Iona 

McGregor writes in Standard Englishp some expressions might 

well keep a few readers guessings "Come inby at oncep you 

gyte old besoml" (Come into the house at onceg you foolish 

old womanp p. 120)p "Yon stupid carline" (that stupid old 

woman# p. 121)t "wild camateery lads" (wildp quarrelsome ladep 

p. 127)9 "theytll never dare stravaig" (they'll never dare 

wander# p. 15S) are a few chosen at random* 

During the period covered by Bersainat Europe was shaken 

to its foundationsp first by the French Revolution and then 

by the Napoleonic Wars. The Swiss Confederacy# as a neighbour 

of France# was immediately affected and suffered war within 

its borders. This experience awakened and reinforced a 

strong feeling in the population of belonging to a particular 

national group. Nationalism in a Swiss. sense derives from 

this period. Most of the events in Haller's book take place 

outside Switzerlandq but the Swiss regiments form such a 

homogeneous wholeg that their country is always present. 

Their loyalty is not to the Emperort whom they eventually 

seem to hate and despiseq but to their own country, David 

Zimmerli is acutely aware from which town or village his 

comrades come* There is almost a family feeling amongst 

the Swiss soldiers of responsibility for one another. When 

Switzerland is attacked by the Frenchp great strength is drawn from 

the old tradition of fighting for freedom* Bannerap bearing 

inscriptions like 'Tapferkeit und Mannszucht' (courage and 

military disciplins)q become important as rallying points. 
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There is no feeling of nationality being threatened in the 

Scottish back. It is not an issue in the story. The 

language in The Popinjay is much more evocative of the 

country, Of course names like 'Sigil and Joggelif and 

obvious words like 'Kantonschulolg as well as the almost 

automatic inclusion of a soldier's place of origin with his 

nameg makes the book clearly Swiss. So does the singing 

in unison of songs of home, led by Lieutenant Legler from 

Glarus. Haller generally accepts the convention of writing 

in Standard German. 

Like Der Schmied van Gbscheneng Beresina, has the 

incalculable advantage of being illustrated by the Swiss 

artist,, Felix Hdrmannq who with every stroke of his pencil 

brings his countrymen to life. The difficulties of 

communication with father and step-mother mentioned earlier 

are admirably suggested (ppo 61 and 71)1 so is David's 

ecstatic joy at appearing on horseback as leader of his 

school-bay troop (p. 56)e There are dozens of such 

sketches in both books* The Popinlay is not illustratadq 

but Krystyna Turskat the distinguished Polish illustratort 

has provided an attractive cover for the Puffin edition of 

the book, with old St. Andrews in the immediate background, 

David in all his finery well to the fare, Elspeth with her 

beloved little monkeyo Mahoundq and old Mrs. Binnie working 

at the nets* Even rather Anthony and Master Raid are there* 

It is a cover well-related to the content of the book, which 

even suggests David's distaste for his first contacts in the 

town. 
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The most striking difference between the Scottish and 

Swiss books in this chapter is certainly in subject-matter* 

All four books are concerned with strifeg but the conflict 

in Scotland is about religion* Roman Catholics are bitterly 

opposed to Protestants and the most one can hope for is 

an uneasy trucep even when the Reformation is an established 

fact. In The Popinlay Reformers are still heretics and 

are burned as such. In Hunted and Harried the quarrel is 

between two groups of Protestants, one of which recognises 

the king as head of the church and therefore has government 

backing. Members of the opposing group can then be dubbed 

traitors and executed. There is no tolerancev no compromise 

and freedom of conscience is, not- allowed@ There are 

certainly echoes of these religious differences in Scotland 

today and certainly in an extreme f orm in Ireland. 

It proved impossible to find a Swiss children's book 

in which religious persecution and conflict provided the main 

theme. There were certainly religious wars in Switzerlandq 

and Zwinglit or even Calving might have served as a theme. 

One can only conclude that no writer wanted to present this 

type of internal struggle to young readers. Perhaps in such 

a small countryp a confederation of so many cantonst the 

emphasis is on making a success of living together as the 

Swiss National Day of Celebration suggests. Religious 

intolerance seems to be a problem the Swiss do not want# even 

as a subject in children's historical fiction. The fight for 

fresdamt basically. from foreign domination, is the main theme 

in Der Schmied von GBschenen but in Beresina., the subject is 
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more complicated, Initially David sees Napoleon as a saviour 

of mankindt who will set all men free from old, outworn 

regimesq but in the and it is Karrer-Ooggelits simple but 

telling phrase which sums it all ups "Wazu das alles? n84 

[what is the point of it all? ]* By the end of all four 

novels, the young heroes have learned to think for 

themselvest judge for themselves and feel for themselves. 

3. 

By definition historical fiction must be concerned with 

the past and the children's books just discussed range from 

the thirteenth century to the nineteenth, None of them 

describes the life of todayp but all foreshadow the present 

and reflect clear differences between Scotland and Switzerland. 

It certainly was not foreseen that religion would provide an 

historical interest that would link the early and present-day Scottish 

writers and that in Switzerland there would be very little interest 

in religion as a subject and that the link between generations 

would be an intones love of homeland. 

R, M. Ballantyne was such a prolific writer that it is 

difficult to imagine that he had time to do original research, 

but he had obviously studied the Covenantere with care and thought 

himself into their minds as far as he could* The other three 

writersq Schedlerg Haller and McGregorq had all gone to 

primary sources about the periods they present and Schedlert 

aspeciallyg had made a life-time's study of the history and 

geography of his particular area* All the books make interesting 
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reading for grown-ups as well as for teenagers, They were 

not written in the first place for young children, but the 

stylet vocabularyq shortness of the chapters, the dramatic 

actiont graphic descriptionag the simplicity of the emotions 

and situations make the two modern books accessible to a 

wide age-range. 

All four books are fBildungsromanal or 'navels of 

development and education'. 
as This is a literary form 

which is easily adapted to suit children's bookap in which 

the main protagonists are always youngg setting out in life. 

Such a novel can encapsulate a short period of life or of 

history and is adaptable to the desires of the 

writers. The main characters are seen in a more convincing 

family setting in the two modern novels; the reader is more 

closely-involved with the family groups and is made more 

aware of underlying stresses that affect young people* 

This is partly due to a simpler and more familiar style of 

writing. The mothers in the two older bookat Mrs* Black, 

Mrs* Wallace and Heini's mother# are clearly good and trusp 

but barely impinge on the reader. They havep howevert 

provided a bensficialg loving atmosphereqt4ýic_h has meant 

a great deal to their sons in later life. All the fathers 

are dead. David Lindsay's mother is a cipher, as far as the 

back is concernedt and her son's selfish and arrogant 

behaviour reflects no credit on her. His father is almost 

in the same category@ David Zimmerlits mother is 

a loving. person and there is much of her in Davidq but 

his fathert taciturn and unapproachable once she diesp closes 

all avenues of approach and David is auspicious of his 
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step-mother. Elspethq who is a heroine by any standardev 

is an orphan and responsible for her seemingly senile 

grandmothers The main characters have a poor complement 

of parents between thamt which is quite a common situation 

in children's books, for parents are notoriously technically 

difficult to handle. In thirteen out of the seventeen books 

discussed one of the heroes has lost one or both parentse 

I have lingered so long over parents in order to show 

that the main source of atabilityq inspiration and love 

lies not so much in the family unit but in the substitute 

father-figures mentioned earlier in the chapter: Andrew 

Blacks 'der Werkmaistarl (overseer) in the monastery of 

Sankt Urbang Father Anthony and Karrer-Joggelie Elspathle 

substitute mother Widow Browns who is brevet kind# efficient 

and above all sensible, arrives rather latep at a moment 

when Elspeth is nearly desperate. The outward historical 

circumstances have changed, but human needs remain basically 

the same. There must be communication and love# from 

whatever sources before the young heroes can achieve their 

potential in any sphere. There are many fascinating 

differences between the Scats and the Swisev but the basic 

human situation is common to both nationalities, 

The position of the church has obviously altered con- 

siderably down the canturiesq and the changes are reflected 

according to the period of history# until the reader comes to 

Beresinat where the church and religion in general are barely 

mentioned* Only the delightful# oldt bachelor minister, 
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Pfarrer Estoppey in Grangest with his knittingg his cat 
66 and his apron might well awaken an interest in religiont 

In Der Schmied von Go"schanen the life of a great Cistercian 

abbey in its heyday is both impressive and moving and makes 

any visitor to south-west Scotland remember the ruined abbsys 

of the same order in their quiet vallayss Glenlucav Dundrannan 

and Sweetheart. In the story the universal church seems a 

reality again* The Papin. lay and Hunted and Harried bring 

back the conflicts of the Reformation and the Covenantersp 

and remind us of our tunfortunate and self-destructive love 

of fierce polemics'. 
87 

This love is also reflected in 

children's bookst 

'David edged his way towards the south 
door, "What's happening? " he asked a young 
man in a student gown. 

"Ohq the same as usual* The Castilians 
have sent their preachers to argue with the 
University doctors. There's a now one today. 
He used to be one of the cardinal's notaries. 
Fancy a priest speaking against the KirkI 
His name is Knox"* 

David pushed Into the body of the church* 
The floors and galleries were crowdedg and 
close to the altar rail near the PulPitv 
David saw a cluster of black University 
gowns and caps* There was a loud babble 
of conversationg but the preacher's voice 
rose above it all* 

For a few moments David stood still and 
listened, The voice came from a swarthy 
bearded face. It rose and fell with loud 
ejaculations, and it spoke of tyranny and 
anti-Christ# and the reign of men of blood 
who had perverted the sacrifice of the mass. 188 

opportunities for education also increased considerably 

during the same period of timso Only the learned monks in 

the monasteries could read and writaq when Heini and Knopfli 

went to Sicily to petition the Emperor for the freedom of Uri. 
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Only the highly privileged like David Lindsay could read 

and write and learn Latin and Greek in the year 15469 when 

Cardinal Beaton was murdered. Printing had been invented 

about 1454 and books were becoming more plentiful. The 

Reformers would soon encourage men to read the Word of God 

for themselveag but aducationg even simply reading and 

writing, would be for the few until wall into the nineteenth 

century; even Duncan Ban MacIntyre (1724-1812). the great 

Gaelic post, for instance, who lies now in Greyfriars 

Churchyard, not far from the Covenantersp was illiterate. 

David Zimmarliq whoo above all elseq wanted to become an 

officer in one of the Swiss regiments under Napoleon was 

told that he stood a much better chance of promotion if he 

could read and write and speak French* 89 To David literacy 

meant the opportunity of moving into a higher social 

class and frequenting the company of cultivated psoplap 

so he applied himself with the greatest diligence and 

eventually won the epaulets he longed for with all his 

heart, But in the and it was the simple mang Karrer- 

Joggeliq he loved and revered* 

Scotland and Switzerlandq in its various formag 

were impoverished countriesq where just keeping alive 

was hard work. That is quite clear from Heini's description 

of his mother and of the people he met on the way to Basel. 

There are a number of toughg old women in the book, who seem 
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to have survived, The bailiffs' wives certainly have more 

comfortable conditions but very circumscribed lives. The 

two Scottish books which cover the Reformation and the 

Covenanting period have plenty of women in themg some of 

them with strong and forceful personalitiesp and their 

status in the community seems well established. Only a 

minute percentage of womeng aristocrats and ladies-in- 

waiting to the Queen and the Queen herselfp would enjoy 

any advanced form of education* Girls like poor Elspeth 

had no opportunity to become literatev but it was obviously 

quite different for Davidta sisters in Bordeaux* Wealth 

as well as position could open doors. Most of the women had 

large families. Death in childbirth and the loss of children 

were commonplace* Old confused women ran the danger of being 

branded as witchesp as happens in St. Andrews in The Popinlay, 

There is no mention of girls going to schoolp until 

Beresina, when the four Zimmerli children all go to the 

local primary school in Zofingen. Felix Hoffmann has drawn 

a delightful sketch of Rosinag Samuel and David on their way 

to school* 
90 

The subject of the next and last chapter in this section 

is adventure stories* In some ways they bear the same 

relationship to historical fiction as fantasy does to everyday 

stories. The writer of historical fiction is interested 

primarily in interpreting history and he will make every 

attempt not to modify historical facts to fit in with his 

fictional characters* The adventure story writer, on the 

other handq has no restrictions of that nature. He mayp 
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howeverv choose to introduce an historical background to 

his story and this should be accurate enough not to offend 

the susceptibilities of his roaders* Kidneopedlis a case 

in point and is consequently often listed under thistorical 

fiction' rather than 'adventure'. All these categories 

are inclined to overlapq and none more so than, historical 

fiction and adventure stories; indeedv one might 

justifiably classify all children's stories as adventures. 

What matters in this piece of researchv howeverg is to find 

out whether Kidnapped and Catriona too if that may help# 

can throw some light on what it means to be Scottish* 
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Historical Fiction 

le Robert Me Ballantyneq Hunted and Harried (Londont 1892). 

This story is set in south-west Scotland, in Dumfriesehire 

and Gallowayq and in the town of Edinburghp at the time of the 

Covenanters and their struggle against the government. The 

Covenantereq so-called because of the signing of the National 

Covenant in Grayfriars Churchyard in 16389 demanded the right 

to worship according to Presbyterian practicep whereas the Kingg 

Charles 119 favoured Anglicanismq organised under bishopee 

The Scots saw this as a step towards Rome* 

The events in Hunted and Harried take place between 1660, 

when Charles II returned from exile, James II was deposed and 

William oF orange offered the Crown of Great Britain in 1689. 

It is an account of two radically opposed groups of peopleý the 

Covenanteraq forbidden to worship according to their conscience 

under penalty of death. The staunch Covenantert Andrew Black, 

has a farm in Irongrayq below which he has built a hiding place 

for refugees from the government dragoons. Associated with him 

are his niece Joan Blackt his mother and Jack Brucev a blacksmith, 

the two girls Margaret and Aggis Wilsong his shophordt Quentin 

Dick, his two farm servantaq Marion Clark and Isobel Scottq and 

the loyal boyt Ramblin' Peter. The group is joined unexpectedly 

by Will Wallacep a dragoong who deserts from the army rather than 

carry out the inhuman orders given to him. He had come recently 

from Ireland on the death of his fathert bringing his mother who 

now lives with her brothert David Spence. Spence after being 

tortured with thumbý-screws goes into hiding and Mrs. Wallace goes 

to live with old Mrs. Black in Candlemaker Row in Edinburgh* Will 
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is the young hero of the book and he and Jean Black eventually 

marry, Other important characters are the brave ministers 

like Donald Cargillq Richard Cameron, John Welsh and James 

Renwick who address the conventicles. The implacable 

enemiest backed by the governmentt are the Duke of Lauderdale, 

the Archbishop of St* Andrewat Graham of Claverhouss and the 

dragoont Glandinning. 

After the defeat at Bothwell Bridge (1679)t Andrew Black 

is sent to the Base Rock and later Dunnottar Castle. Will 

is sent as a slave to the sugar plantations in Barbados. Some 

of the women have been savagely treatedt the maids Marion and 

Isobel hangedq Margaret Wilson drowned* Nevertheless most 

of the Covenantera in Ballantyne's story meet again in Edinburgh, 

and Glandinning is killed trying to arrest them. In the nick of 

time news arrives of the landing of William of Orange, The 

Covenantars need fear no further persecutiong and return home 

to rebuild their lives. 
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2. Robert Schedlert Der Schmied van GBschenen, (Aarau, 1919), 

The events in this story take place in the thirteenth 

century in the valley of Uri in central Switzerland. it 

is on the direct route from Milan to Bllej,, but only 

potentiallyp for the Sch8llensn gorge of the River ReqjB forms 

an impassable barrier and travellers with their pack-horses 

have to take much longer roads over the Alps* The peasant 

farmers are beginning to think in terms of personal freedomp 

for many of them are bandsman to overlords who can sell them 

at will. They would also like to free their valley from 

the oppressive rule of the Hapsburgs and their bailiffs* 

This book tells the reader how three freedoms are won for 

the valley: freedom from bandage for individualaq freedom 

from want due to the economic success of the Schallenen 

bridgep and finally freedom from tyrannyo Heini von 

Go"scheneng later always known as the 'blacksmith of Gbachenent, 

is the man who achieved all this for his valleyq but always with 

help from other farsighted individuals. 

The story falls into three parts. In the first part Heini 

is a bay of fifteen whose father has recently been killed while 

mowing grass an high Alpine ledges* He leaves a widow with 

seven children. Heini is the oldest. When Frederick 119 the 

Hohenstaufen Emparort arrives in Gaschenent an his way north 

from Italy with about two hundred knights, he asks for a 

volunteer to carry a message to BbSelb3lling the bishop to 

stand firm against King Otto of Brunswick, for help is on the 

way* Heini accomplishes the long journey on foot in less than 

three days and is given a promise of personal freedom from the 
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Emperor. Unfortunately the parchment granting freedom does 

not arrivat an experience which initially embitters Heini. 

The second part begins sadly. Heini and five of his 

friends are sold to the Cistercian monastery of Sankt Urban 

in Aargau. He is befriended there by the overseer of the 

workshopaq who encourages him in the idea of building the 

bridge, and Heini is trained as a mason and blacksmith. 

The overseer also teaches him to be patient and forget his 

bitterness. Heini earns enough money to buy his freedom and 

is also richly rewarded by Italian merchants whom he rescues 

from brigands. He succeeds in building the bridgep which 

brings prosperity to the valley. 

The last part tells the story of the peasants' successful 

struggle against the persecution of the Hapsburg bailiffev the 

rescue of Heinits friendq Knopfli, the minstrelp from 

imprisonment in the castle of Amsteg, and the final journey 

to Sicily to petition the Emperor for the freedom of Uri from 

the Hapeburgag which is granted by Friedrich 119 anxious to 

retrieve a broken promise. The scenet when the six simple 

peasants from Uri receive the freedom charter from the Germsnt 

King Heinrichq the Emperor's song in Hagenaug makes a memorable 

and to the story* 
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3. Iona McGregort The Popinjay (London, 1969). 

As is perhaps fitting for a narrative which aims at being 

historical fictiont we know the exact date of David Lindsay's 

arrival in St, Andrawas 28 May 1546. He returns from Bordeaux 

with Master Raid a well-to-do cloth merchant and erstwhile 

master baker, an old friend of his father# himself a wealthy 

wine-merchant. David is now sixteen and hoping for rapid 

advancement from his patrong Cardinal Beaton, who is murdered 

by a group of Protestant lairdev as David comes to the Castle 

for an audience. David himself is incarcerated temporarily 

in the chapelg where he discovers that Martint a close student 

friend is one of the Castilians and a devout Protestant. 

David makes his escape by the postern-gatat but he is badly 

wounded in the foot as he runs across to the town. The French 

shipt Girofl6eq is seen departing with all David's possessions 

on boardt all doors are locked and barred out of fear, but David 

manages to drag himself into the Binnies' hut# where Elspethq who 

had previously rowed him and Master Raid ashorep lives with her 

grandmother and pet monkeyp Mahound. Elspeth is a Lindsay of 

Pitcairnis through her mothert now deadt which makes her a cousin 

to David* This relationship is not recognised initially. 

Meantime Father Anthonyp trained as a physician, comes from 

the Priory and treats David's foot successfully* 

A quite different way of life develops for David. Gone 

is the popinjay with the fine clothes. Dressed like a fishermang 

he helps the Ginnies with mending nets# fishing and cleaning 

the hutt but he also goes with Father Anthony on his rounds and 

determines to become a doctor himself* Old Mrs. Binnis has long 

0 
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been suspected of being a witch by the fishermen# and the 

apprentices* She is difficult and quarrelsome. It is the 

Castilians who finally attackgwhen she refuses them fish, 

destroy the hut and steal David's remaining money. Master 

Raid gives them all shelter permanently in his house. The 

Dowager Queen and her little four-year-old daughterg the future 

Maryt Queen of Scatag now hold court in the town and Master 

Raid is appointed their baker. The Regentq Lord Arran, 

initiates the siege of the castle by sinking a mine in the 

garden next door to Master Reid's house. The story now 

moves towards a climax with an outbreak of plaguet the 

Court floss to safety in Linlithgow# and most terrible of 

allt Mrs. Binnie, accused of bringing the plaguep is thrown 

over the cliff by a mob of apprentices* 

The end of the tale is happy, David has long realised 

his love for Elapethp Master Raid decides to marry Widow Brown, 

a much more suitable match than the intended one with Elapeth 

herself, the young people return together to Bordeauxt where 

David's family makes the now cousin welcome and he himself 

can begin his medical training* Back in St* Andrews the 

French fleet will reduce the castle, but they will be unable 

to hold back the Reformation. 
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4* Adolf Hallarg Beresina (Aaraul 1956). 

David Zimmerliv the haro of this bookq was an actual person 

whov as a very young man took part in the retreat from Moscow 

and died in 1875 as a respected officer in the Swiss army. 

The storys which is told in the first person, falls into 

two distinct partss Davidta childhood and experiences# mainly 

in the country near Zofingen in German Switzerlandv where his 

father is a miller, and then his departure from homet aged 

eighteeng unknown to his fathert after a disagreement about 

his career. He enlists in a Swiss regiment in the French 

armyp takes part in the Beresina crossings and is one of the 

few survivors to got back home. Haller himself points out 

that there are two sides to his account of the Russian campaignt 

the battlefields and what goes on in the human heart. 

David is one of four children. He has an older sister and 

brotherg Rosins, and Samuel and a younger Sister# Elisabeth. It 

is a happy family, in which the mother is loving and gantlet the 

father rough and strongg basically deeply affectionate# but 

incapable of expressing his feelings. Oavid is unusually 

ambitious, highly intelligent and hard-workingt but it is made 

impossible for himg mainly for economic reasonag to attend 

either the 'Lateinschulal or the 'Kantonachulelp which would 

have made it much easier to become an officerp the dream of 

his life. He continues in the local Zofingen schoolt enjoys 

some wonderfully devised 'battle games' with his fellow-pupils 

which clearly reveal his potential* The most terrible experience 

of his young life is the death of his mothert when he is ton and 

a half* His father sends him for a while to French Switzerland 
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to Granges# where he meats a very different man from any 

he has knownp the learned and eccentric 'Pfarrer' Estoppey* 

On his return home he finds a new mother installedp a pleasant 

enough local widowq whom the children are to call Mamas His 

own future is also decided without consultations his brother 

Samuel is to be trained in a local cotton factoryp while he 

is to learn how to run the mill* He completes his apprantica. - 

shipp attempts to work elsewhere as a miller unsuccessfullyt 

and takes the inner decision to enlist at eighteen* 

The second part of the book is an intensely interesting 

and detailed account of army life in the early nineteenth 

century, during the period of the Napoleonic wars. David 

becomes an officert but his great friend and mentor remains 

Karrer-Joggeli who had been a carter at the mill* joggeli 

sacrifices his life for David by sheltering him in the bitter 

cold of the Russian night* At long last David returns to a 

German military hospital in Landau to which his father goes 

to visit him, feeling bitterly responsible for what had 

happened to David& Father and son are genuinely reconciled 

and at last there is communication between them* 
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Robert Schedlert The Blacksmith o-f--Goschenen (Aaraut 1919) 

pp* 27-8 

"If Otto the Guelf gets to Basel ahead of meg I am lost. 

That Bitzberg over there - anyone who could conquer that 

mountain range would achieve something better and greater 

than the mightiest commandert He would establish a bridge 

between two worlds9 which are at enmityp he would serve 

humanity by negotiating a settlement between Germanic and 

Roman civilisations, Five days from Milan to Basalt 

Whoever made that possible, could have anything he liked 

from me". 

P. 89 

"You will have to work thereq but thatle not a bad thing. 

on the contraryp you will learn in the process and become a good 

workman. That will give you confidence in yourself and win for 

you the respect of right-thinking folk. If you do wellp you'll 

got a fair wage. The brothers in Saint Urban's are Just. Save 

your money and later on buy your freedom. The monks will be 

happy to grant it"* 

p. 127 

"Mastarg I must achieve a great work for my beloved 

country* There is something within me that will give me 

no peace until I have brought it to fruition". 

p. 12 

"Anyone who is such a bare-faced liar must do penance 

and fast"* Slowly he pulled the basket up again out of the 

dungeon and handed it to the maid. 

336, 
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pp* 49-50 

Towards midnight he heard the sound of horses' hooves 

on the road* He jumped aside and hid behind a briar bush, 

Two horsemen sped pastv between them a prisoner tied to their 

saddles* Horriblyq the moaning of the bound and tortured 

mang who was forced to keep up with the trotting horses, 

echoed through the quiet night* What crime could he have 

committed? 

p. 243 

"This is no life"9 he said to Knopfliq "from the moment 

you got up out of your bad in the morning# it's leisure time* 

It can hardly be worse in prison". 

"That's trueg but only up to a certain point"q said the 

minstrel# "if you had been four weeks in a dark dungeon# chained 

up to a damp wallp your food in a filthy dish thrown to you as 

to a dog, put to the rack every few dayev so as to confess things 

that are quite untrusp you would speak differently"* 

"How did you manage to stick it outp Knopfli? " 

"My hopes were pinned an youg Heini. Without that I'd 

have died of misery and pain. The hope that you would bring 

help kept me going"* 

pp. 235-6 

The Hapsburg bailiff put his head out of a first floor 

embrasure and called down into the courtyard nervously: 

"Who is there? Without a written challengeg to attack a 

castle is against the rules of war"* 

"Blockheadt you didnit ask up till now about any ruleaq 

when you pillaged and murdered"g answered Heini threateningly* 
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"First of all hand over your prisonerg the minstrelt and then 

come out yourselft unarmed and with your hands up, or weill 

burn you and all your kin alive together with the tower". 

At a window slit in the tower there appeared a glimmer 

of light, then a gateg let into the wall about ton feet above 

ground levelt opened and Knopfli came down the narrow wooden 

steps. 

p. 239 

As the man of Uri, along with their prisoners and their 

booty of livestock and goodag were setting offq fire was already 

belching out of the first floor and lighting the way for them 

through the dark and rainy night. 

pp. 46-7 

"Where do you come from"? 

"From Uri"* 

"What does your father do"7 

"He's deadq two years ago on the GBschenen Alp he fell to 

his deathq mowing grass in the mountains"* 

"And your mother"? 

"She's wearing herself outp getting enough to ýF lathe her 

seven children. I'm the eldest. In the winter I'll be fifteen". 

p. 48 

The old woman crossed herselfq howeverg and whispered 

fearfullyt 

"May God protect me. That fellow's got a bad conscience; 

still so young and already so depraved* Aye, aye, I always 

sayq the youth of-today - may God protect us from them". 
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pe 167 

Then an olderp but still vigorous woman came out of 

the door; she hesitated for a momentf then ran to the strange 

man-at-armss 

"Heinit my own Heinit" she cried* "Thanks and praise 

be to God that youkre home againg in such fine fettle and so 

well set upq just like your father". 

Heini clasped his mother to his heart* A blissful moment 

of reunion for mother and son after such a longt long separation. 

p* 212 

Heini had set up a home of his own with Nesap Dietagen im 

Moos's eldest daughterv and brought his aging mother to live with 

them. 

p* 223 

The best tools were loaded onto Heini'a pack-horae and hie 

three-year-old little son rode aloft, clapping his hands and 

calling out to the horses "Goo upq boy9 gas upt 

"Cheer upp Nesap we'll see our homeland again"t said Heinita 

mother to her young daughter-in-law who was quietly weeping* 

"Heini's clever and strong. He's sure to find a way out", 

p. 170 

"Be sure not to lend him any moneyl" the women called 

venomously after them* "That would be the endq to lend money 

to that jumped-up arrogant simpleton who's so secretive and doesn't 

so much as say a word to us, Not a penny, do you hearp Dietageng 

otherwise you're doing your own children down# doing them down 

and wasting their moneyp are you listaningt Distagen? q you're an 

unnatural father who should be strung upIII The peasant paid no 

attention to the nagging scold of a woman. 
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ppe 2369 238 

"Have pityp men"p called out the woman with her hands 

up, "set us free, we're innocent of the whole unhappy affair", 

"Seize the fiendl* shouted Knopfli in a furyp "she's much 

worse than her husband, When I was hanging on the rack, 

defencelsesv unable to move a limbp the children stuck needles 

into my back and laughadq while she waved a glowing lump of 

coal to and fro in front of my eyesp taunting met INowV 

minstrelt come ong sing your songf. My left eye is blinded". 

p. 6 

"Here and there a thickset peasantf panting under a heavy 

load of after-grasst was hastening with quick steps towards the 

village of Hospentalp whose low-built cottages and outbuildings, 

weighed down by stonesp clustered round the gray hospice as if 

seeking shelter. 

45 

Here broad fields and lush meadowsq everywhere deep rich 

soilp fruit treeaq whose branches bent under their burden of 

sweetness. 

p. 137 

The monks rose and went through the cloisters into the 

church* But Heini and his friends climbed a bare hill in 

the neighbourhoodg called "Helmet: " and looked towards the snowy 

peaks whichq in the evening sunshinev sent their greeting over 

from the distant south* 
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p. 155 

That morningg without restq freezingg soaked throughp 

they climbed to the top of the pass* The wet smooth granite 

slabs made the ascent indescribably difficult for the laden 

horses. Every minute the beasts stumbled and could scarcely 

be persuaded forward. By dint of shavingg friendly coaxing 

and blandishmentag the exhaustedg trembling animals were 

finally brought up to the watershed, The worst seemed to 

be over. 

Then from the Rhone glacier over the highest ridge crept 

the mist at a weird pace like a gigantic grey dragon* In less 

then five minutes they were blanketed by pitch-dark fogo 

Visibility was down to three paces. 

p. 157 

He encouraged the horses with friendly words* He 

understood the vagaries of the Alpine world and know that 

dangers are best overcome with calm and composure* 
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Adolf Haller, Beresins (Aarau, 1956) 

po 20 

I was entering my sixth year of life when 1798 begant 

that year which was so important for Switzerland. It will 

not therefore be anticipated that I should remember the 

happenings in their context* Yet I experienced them with 

paasion. My early and unassailable desire to be a soldier 

contributed to that. My friendship with Karrer-Joggeli 

(Carter John) contributed too, He also told me later 

often and often about his great days* 

p* 27 

Along the road and on a broad front to either side of 

it - with the Zofinger on the far right - they went forward 

irresistibly through the wood and undergrowth again towards 

Neuenegg and drove the Frenchv war-hardened and three times 

more numeroust before them. The Bern march increased their 

courage; the still undamaged standards fluttered in the 

morning breeze. 

p. 29 

Had the bloody struggle and the hard-won victory been in 

vain7 Was there not going to be an independent free Switzerland 

any more? 

p. 140 

Here in Russia too we are fighting for Switzerland, 

p. 18 

I have always been passionately fond of riding, but all 

the same I like to think of that ride as the finest in my life, 
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I was higher than anyone; 19 alone, so I thought, could sea 

the castlesand the church-towars an the dark wooded slopes. 

Below me the ripening corn waved as the wind made inroads; 

a swirl of wind ahead of us sucked out dust and bits of hay 

up from the road into the air* I was as proud as a king. 

36 

Then he asked me what I wanted to be* Was he thinking 

perhaps of a job as a clerk in his business? But to me anything 

seemed possible at that moment. "Generall" Itd liked to have 

repliadv but in the presence of my follow pupils that seemed 

somewhat pretentious and I answered "an officer"* 

"Not badt" smirked the head of the house and added after a 

pause, "but in the and you'll be satisfied enough with the rank 

of non-commissioned officer", 

p. 60 

In the period followingp our house was as if dead. Father 

plunged himself doggedly into his workp seeking oblivion. He 

often went past us childreng without seeing use How much it 

would have helped me to be allowed to throw myself into his armsq 

and it would certainly have made things easier for him. But 

we were both too austere and reserved by nature to be able to 

let our feelings take their natural course, At the same time 

I sensedv despite thist that my father was anything but 

indifferent to me* 

p. 86 

"I cannot beg". 

"Then stay in the land aýd earn your broad honestly". 
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p. 131 

"I chose the finest cow from among those we already 

had as booty with us and put her into the empty cowshed 

along with a good bundle of hay. Besides the bread we 

had over, we left a bag of meal behind. " 

p. 136 

"For hours as we were making our way backv in single 

file along the narrow path through the woodsp I had time to 

brood an my sad thoughtag and I suddenly remembered that todayq 

the nineteenth of September, was my twentieth birthday. I 

was appalled. What had I achieved? A soldier in the army of 

the invincible Emperor, I now ware the epaulets that had seemed 

to me the sum of all earthly happiness. But they did not make 

me happy any more, although we had learned only a few days earlier 

of Napoleon's victory over the Russians in a great battle near 

Borodinot and that he had meantime probably already made his 

entry into Moscow* What had become of my pride that had 

always bade me draw apart from others7 I had been ashamed 

to do the work of an honest miller, but now I had sunk to 

the level of robber and vagabond. What would my father have 

saidg if my conduct had become known to him7 Had I not 

promised him that I would always bring honour to his name7 

What was the next stop to b97 There could be no turning back 

from now on* 

pp, 157-8 

Father was a Swiss* Words did not come easily to him* - 

0 
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p* 168 

A new attack of coughing convulsed him. He opened his 

great-coat at the top and drew out a little linen purse which 

hung from his neck on a cord* "Inside this I've saved a 

gold coin" he whispered in my ear# "for years Vve had it 

with me. Promise moo Davidt to take it home and give it 

to Rosins's oldest child. It's the only thing I have to 

leave. And may my blessingv if that has some value# be 

on Rosins and hers". 

pp. 183-4 

Then he told me about homet about Rosinap about Samuelq 

about Elisabsthv about Mamap about the horsest about the 

friends I'd played with at schoolq the local news of Zofingen 

and I felt the air around me warm. He handed over the little 

presents that the relatives had given him for me. And then, f; na-t/y-) 

almost shamefacedly, he took a loaf of bread out of his 

travelling bagp without a wordq his very own present* I 

held the loaf in my handst I smelt it, and the cornfields 

of homet our mill, the bakehouse took shape before me so that 

I seemed to small their very presence. 

p. 136 

Formed into a squarat they warded off three frenzied 

attacks; confronted by their bayonets the Russians fell back 

again and again. 
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0. Adventure 

10 

Ochanna Spyri wrote Heidi in two parts: Lehr- und 

Wanderjahre. which tells the story of Heidi's journey to 

Frankfurt and what she learned there and Heidi kann brauchen, 

was as Qelernt hat an account of how she applied her newly 

acquired experience and knowledge on her return to Switzerland, 

Robert Louis Stevenson published Kidnapped in 1886 and its 

epilogue Catriona in 1893p when he had already been several 

years on Samoap but David Balfour binds the two books 

together for Stevenson in much the same way as Heidi does 

for Spyri. It seemed therefore logical to treat these two 

books as onet and as a Scottish contribution to the adventure 

story in the earlier period under consideration. 
I 

Robert Louis Stevenson (185G-1894). although constantly 

dogged by poor health, still managed to produce in a very short 

life a number of books which place him in the first rank of 

writers in English. By the general public he is perhaps 

beat remembered by the children's classicst Treasure raland 

(1883). Kidnapped (1886)p A Child's Garden of Verses (1885). 

The Master of Bellantrae (1889) and The Black Arrow (1888). 

but all of these are increasingly read and appreciated by 

adults. Like Sir Walter Scattq Stevenson was fascinated by 

his country's turbulent past but he was more Interested in 

the interplay of his characters against that background than 

in the historical accuracy of the background itself. He has 

a magical talent when it comes to telling a tale of adventure# 

but it is the depth of his perception that fascinates the 
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grown-up as well as the child. The scones that linger in 

the mind have really no connection with history as such* 

There are many such scones in. Kidnapped, and Catriona, 

but the battle in the roundhouseq the quarrel in the heather, 

the seizure an Gullans sands come to mind. This quality 

of discernmentv allied to his skill in conveying to the 

reader exactly what the characters are thinking and feeling, 

put Stevenson's two books an quite a different plane from 

Ballantyne's Hunted and Harriedv which remains A Tale of the 

Scottish Covenenters and nothing more. 

Niklaus Bolt (1864-1947)9 like his compatriotp Robert 

Schedler, was barn and bred in the northeast of German 

Switzerland and lived so long that he is still quite well 

remembered there. 2 He too was a minister but spent 

several years of his ministry out in Chicago. As one 

might expect, he was interested in education and social 

problems, and wrote non-fictiong including a biography of 

Peatalozzi; he also published a number of books for young 

peopler the main characters in which are usually adolescent 

boys and girls# leaving home to seek adventure and normally 

having to combine that with earning a living. Only two 

of these are now reads Peterli am Lift (1907), a youngster 

from the Engading whose father is badly hurt in a fall and 

for whom the local hotelkeeper finds a job as a liftýboy 

in a grand hotel in Italy; and Svizzero, the adventure story 

chosen for this chapter. 
3 

We can now read Kidnapped and Catrione in the Chambers 

Centenary Edition which has the circumstances of the story 

inscribed on the fly-leafs 
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lbeing Memoirs of the Adventures 
of David Balfour in the year 1751 
How he was Kidnapped and Cast away; 
his sufferings in a Desert Isle; 
his Journey in the West Highlands; 
his Acquaintance with ALAN BRECK STEWART 
and other notorious Highland Oacobites; 
with all that he Suffered at the hands of his Unclet 
EBENEZER BALFOUR OF SHAWS9 falsely so-calleds 
Written by Himselft and now set forth by 

ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON' 

There is a similarly detailed inscription for Catriona 

and the whole story is told in the first persong thus endowing 

the text with a feeling of intimacy and verisimilitude it might 

otherwise lack* On reading Kidnappedp the reader realises early 

on there is danger and excitement aheadq but for the moment he 

sees the peaceful scene of David, aged sixteen# bidding farewell 

to the kindly ministert Mre Campbel1q, whop with his wifeg has 

cared for him since the death of his parents not long before. 

The minister gives David his parting giftev but then has difficulty 

in expressing his emotions, a not uncommon situation in Scotlands 

tWith that he got upon his feet, took off 
his hatt and prayed a little while aloud# and in 
affecting terms for a young man setting out into 
the world; then suddenly took me in his arms 
and embraced me very hard; then hold me at arm's 
lengthq looking at me with his face all working 
with sarrowl then whipped aboutv and crying good- 
bye to me, set off backward by the way we had 
come at a sort of jogging run. 1 4 

David is so full of the prospect of a now and grander lifet that 

momentarily he fools no corresponding emotionp but quickly 

reproaches himself, 

Women play only a minor role in Kidnapped# but more than 

come into their own in Catrione. The witch-like cranst Jennet 

Cloustong appears like a portent of doom# as David approaches 

the house of Shawsv but disappears Just as quickly. 
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On the island of Mullq after his experience of ship- 

wreck and near starvation an Erraid# David has his first 

experience of Highland manners and hospitality* Towards 

evening he comes across an old gentlemeng sitting smoking 

outside a cottage* He turns out to have very little Englishq 

only Gaslicq but they manage to communicatet 

I*. * he took me by the handq led me into 
his hut (it was no better) and presented me 
before his wife, as if she had been the Queen 
and Ia duke, 

The good woman got oat-bread before me 
and a cold grouse# patting my shoulder and 
smiling to me all the timet for ohs had no 
English; and the old gentleman (not to be 
behind) brewed me a strong punch out of their 
country spirit, ' 5 

Mrs, Stewartg wife of James of the Glensp is both brave 

and loyal and does not hesitate to provide David and Alan with 

moneyt when they are on the runp suspected of the murder of 

the Red Foxt Colin Campbell of Glenurs. Ironically her own 

husband was to be later unjustly hanged for that very murder* 

Alison Hastie, whose father was the inn-keeper at Limekilneg 

is also courageous and kindq when she rows Alan and David across 

the Forth to safetys 

$Even after she was gonev we had nothing 
to sayq as indeed nothing was enough for 
such a kindness* Only Alan stood a great 
while upon the shore shaking his head* 

*It is a very fine lass". he said at 
last. "Davidg it is a very fine lase" .... 
For my partq I could say nothing# she was 
sa simple a creature that my heart smote 
me both with remorse and fear; remorse 
because we had traded upon her ignorance; 
and fear lost we should have anyway 
involved her in the dangers of our 
situations. 6 

There is an echo of Flora MacDonald in this episode and 
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indeed the whole adventure of pursuit and escape is strongly 

reminiscent of an earlier period Just after the Forty-Five, 

when the Prince was in the heather with a price on his head, 

In the first part of Catrionawhen David is developing 

his now role in Edinburgh as gentlemen and lairdq he masts 

the four ladies of Lord Advocate Prestongrangels household 

his sister Miss Grant, and his three beautifulg talented 

daughtersý who take some interest in grooming a now young man. 

But strangely enough for an otherwise sensible and ambitious 

Lowlander# it is the Highland girlq Catrione Drummond or 

MacGrsgorq with the renegade fathert that David loves. She 

is in some ways the female counterpart of Alan Brock Stewart 

to whom David is also devoted, David's love for Catriona 

pinpoints the bitter conflict within Scotland itself. There 

is no doubt about the importance Stevenson places on Catrionate 

role in his hero's life. After all he has named the whole 

book after here But in the endq for all her independent ways, 

Catriona will perhaps be absorbed into the social round of 

Edinburgh legal circles* Meantime Stevenson ex; y-: Inds all his 

loving skillp humour and gentle irony on providing the reader 

with much innocent pleasure in the deepening attachment between 

his two restrained, but emotional Scottish characters. 

The events in Niklaus Bolt's Svizzero, take place almost 

a century and a half later in the heart of Switzerlandq but the 

tale is in the same tradition as Kidnapped: the bay goes out 

into the wide world to seek his fortune, Christen Ablenalpt 

aged fifteeng has just been confirmed in the local church in 

Unterseen near Interlaken and is about to leave school* The 
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family is in very straitened circumstancesp for the fatherg 

previously a policemant is now bedridden and there are two 

children younger than Christen. The mother goes out to 

work as a washer-womant is often tired and worried and has 

a sharp tongue like some of the women in Der Schmied van, 

Gdechenen. But in her heart she loves Christen and 

on this important day makes a special meals 

8Der Mutter Liebe zum Buben iusserte 
sich nicht in Warten. Aber eine gute Suppe 
hatte sie ihm gemacht, und ein zarter 
Rindebraten schmorte im Ofen, schon während 
ein in der Kirche saß; Kartoffelsalat mit 
Kresse gabte dazu und Birnfladen mit viel 
Rahm zum Kaffee#, 7 

Christen's godfather has also marked the day with the present 

of a suit, with extra cloth for lengthening* He also offers an 

apprenticeship in his tailor's workshop. A bitter quarrel breaks 

out over this offer. Christen had for long cherished a desire 

to become an engineer or also to work in the open air like his 

mother's people# who had been hunters in the mountains: 

t"Waag nicht gehen willst? " schrie Ihn die 
Mutter eng "wo wir gar kein Geld habeng dich 
etwas lernen zu lassen* Ein Gotteageschenk 
ist das Anerbieten von Göttiln 

"Und ich geh nichtiff 
"Du Undankbargri Ist das alleag was der 

Unterricht eingetragen hat? " 

"Lieber mauern als auf einem Tisch hacken 
mit den Beinen und stichelni" 

"Schneidern ist ein schÖnes Handwerklft 

*Jag aber fÜr Weiber"* 

"Du gehatig rief der Vater aufgeregt, 

RJag ich gehp aber nicht zum G8ttilm 

"So geh und werde nichts119 
a 

Christen is later haunted by these words and the reader too 

hears an echo from Beresinag for David Zimmerli's father takes much 
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the same stance. His fatherls words may sap Christen's 

confidencet but they also present a challenge. He throws 

a few things together and leaves home. 

Eventually he finds himself on the station at Chiesso 

on the Italian frontier. Thera he is recognised by a Swiss 

ladyq Friulsin Zurtannenq who is working as a welfare officer 

among the Italian immigrants and who knows his mother slightly, 

She becomes a very important influence in his life* Not only 

does she arrange for him to join the Italians going to work 

an the Oungfrau tunnelt make him a good mealt and pay his 

f are, but she also gives him a portable Now Testament to 

carry in his breast pocket, This little book becomes 

eventually a symbol of his faith for him in the way Martints 

English Testament did in The Papinjay,. 

Christen now has a permanent job and reels he can face 

his parents again. Having work and doing it to the best of 

one's ability is considered of paramount importance in this 

whole story. Work confers status and the possibility of 

moving up in the Swiss meritocracy, His mother shows her 

affection in her inarticulate but effective way: 

8Schon krachte den Holz in der Küche 
unter ihren Fingern. Im Nu prasselte das 
Feuerg und drei Eier kreischten in der 
Pfanne#, 9 

She makes up a parcel of his good suitq not realising how 

rough the work was in the tunnel even an Sundays. As he hurries 

back to work# for Unterseen is not so very far from the Jungfrau: 

tSein Vater hielt seine Hand noch immer 
fastl obwohl in das Buben Hand die Eile 
zuCkte. "Subt halt dich guttut 10 

Later an an Italian agitator among the workman instigates a 
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strike. Christen refuses to take part and is quite badly 

hurt, When he comes home with his head still in bandageov 

his mother jumps to the conclusion that he has been dismissed 

for striking: 

InSie haben dich waggejagt"g rief sie 
ihm entgagen. ON& ihr streiken mOBtI Ich 
hab's im Blatt gelesen - bist am Ends noch 
der Rfidelef0hror, und die Polizei ist hinter 
dir here Oesusgottl So sine Schand f6r 
uns, wo der Vater selber Polizist istl"I 

She is a very hard woman and for the first time Christen 

is near tears. Even the news his old teacher brings of 

Christen's brave stand against two hundred workmen does not 

impress her. Yet still her son remains loyal to her* 

There are other women in the story too* In the school- 

holidays the Swiss in charge of the tunnel operations bring 

their wives and families up into the mountains* These 

women attempt to create a kind of family atmosphere and to 

alleviate a little the. homesickness from which the Italians 

suffer so badly. Christent who loves children and is 

adored by themq finds himself maki ng a dangerous climb to 

uproot adelweiss which he transplants to a more convenient 

position so that Marielaq the engineer's little daughter can 

pick the flowers for her mother's birthday* 

The Italian women form another group whose presence is 

felt mainly through their letters. Santinop a young Italian 

boy of fourteen--not seventeen,, as he had pretended, to obtain 

the desperately needed job-gets regular letters from his mother 

which he shows to Christen and translates as best he can. The 

letters express love and pridep but also reveal an imaginative 

grasp of working conditions: 
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t'90ank ich darant wie du auf dem 
hohen Barg in schwerer Arbeit atehat, 
daß du Deine Hinde an dem harten 
Gestein zerreissest, an drÜckt es mir 
fast das Herz ab, Denke ich aber an den 
Mut, den Gott Dir eingef15ßt hatg in 
Schnee und Eis auszuharrang daß Deine 
Mutter und Deine kleinen Schwestern 
essen kUnnen, so fÜhle ich mich so 
glÜcklich wie keine anders Mutterg 
weil Ich einen tapferen Sohn habe ... "f12 

These letters give Christen an insight into family life 

quite different from his own. He sees how they seem able to 

breathe hope and courage and the will to live into the men 

who receive them and he becomes lose inclined to think that 

showing emotion is unmanly. 

Years pass while the work on the tunnel continues. 

Christents parents begin to question in their minds the way 

they had handled their son* By the time the Oungfrau railway 

is officially opsnedg Christen's father is deadt but his mother 

and Friulain Zurtannen are his honoured guests at the opening 

ceremony: 

$Einen Augenblick standen beide noch 
still da. Dann schlang der Sohn seine 13 
Arme um die Mutter und fUhrte sie zurÜcký� 

Niklaus Solt has obviously decided not to develop any 

emotional relationship for Christen that could be remotely 

compared with that of David and Catriona. But friendship 

is a most important theme in both bookss David with Alan; 

Christen with Albertelli. It is a relationahipp particularly 

between a boy and an older companiong which occurs in all the 

books reviewed in detail* Of course it is a technically 

useful device f or preparing a youngster for lif at but friendship 

is also seen by the writers as a basic human need* 
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David and Christen had both left home and are immediately 

plunged into the dangersp offered by their respective countrysides. 

In both Kidnapped and Catriona, the sea dominates a good part 

of the story, and with the map of the first edition now available 
14 

we can follow the wide sweep of the Brig Covenant right up to the 

far northp through the sea passage between the Shetland and 

Orkney Islandst south through the Minch in between the Outer 

and the Inner Hebrides until the final shipwreck an the 

Torran Rocks off the coast of Mulle Stevenson knew these 

sea lanes well# 
is for his family were distinguished light-house 

engineers and had many light-houses round the Scottish coast 

to their credit. He had himself first thought of becoming 

such an engineer, before qualifying in law as an advocate and 

finally devoting himself to writing. The research he had 

done into ships and their crows also stood him in good steed 

for Kidnapped as well as Treasure Island. From personal 

experience he knew how easy it would be to run down a smaller 

boat in the fog and to go on the rocks. Scotland with all 

its islands and lachs is a vast place and it only needs a 

single ship to carry a boy to the Carolinas and out of eight. 

In Catriona the weather is rough an the way from Leith to 

Rotterdam in the tRose', and it takes a lot of pluck for 

Catriona to leap in a half-gals from the height of the ship 

into a small boat well belowv so that she might keep 

tryst with her father in Helvastaluys* 

In the middle of the eighteenth century the Highlandst 

where most of the action in Kidnapped takes place, were very 

inaccessible. Some military roads had been built by General 
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Wade between the two Jacobite Risings of 1715 and 1745, 

but for the most part there was only a huge expanse of mountains, 

lochs and streamag inhabited by clans, organised largely an a 

patriarchal system under individual chiefs# to whom the members 

of the clan were intensely loyal* At the time when David and 

Alan are fleeing from the forces of lawq suspected of being 

implicated in the murder of Colin Campbell of Glanurst the 

Government in both London and Edinburgh were taking determined 

measures to destroy the clan system forever* The great Clan 

Campbollq howeverg under the Duke of Argyllt supported the 

Government and was consequently hated by most of the other 

clanag notably the Stowarta to which Alan belongedt and 

Catriona's clan, the outlawed and nameless MacGrogorat to 

which Rob Ray belonged and also his song Robin Gig# who so 

enchanted Alan with his pibroch playing, James Stewart 

tof the Glonst was hanged in 1752 for the murder of Colin 

Campbellp who had been empowered to evict tenants from 

the forfeited Ardshiel estates, It was the rents from 

these Stewart estates that Alan Brock was taking to his 

chiafp Ardshislq in France - at great peril-to himself. 

The Appin murder was never solvedl but James Stewart 

has usually been regarded in the popular mind as the victim 

of judicial clan murder* There are many divisions in the 

Scottish past and there is a certain emotional tension 

connected with them even today, but Stevenson presents 

Kidnapped and Catrione with tolerance and understanding, 

Edinburghq a city remembered vividly from his youth by 

Stevenson and Loydeng a town closely connected academically 

with Scotland; these two contrast allied to the see and ships, 

provide the background to Catrions. 
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The action in. Svizzero, on the other hand, is largely 

confined to a much smaller area in a much smaller countryt 

but the mountains of this Alpine massif, the Jungfraup M6nchj 

Eiger and many moret are of an altitude unknown in Scotland. 

The incidents take place at the turn of the twentieth century, 

when the Swiss Alps were being opened up to transport and 

tourism* During the period 1898-1912 a whole series of 

railways were constructed to develop the Berness Oberlandp 

and it is against the background of these gigantic, inspired 

and daring engineering undertakings that the story of Christen 

Ablanalp unfolds* 

It is important too to realise from the very beginning 

that Christen is working in very unusual circumstancest quite 

apart from the normal difficulties of the job. He is the 

only Swiss workman among hundreds of Italianst who come to 

do the heavy work in the tunnel because of unemployment at 

home. They have difficulty pronouncing the surname Ablanalp, 

so Christen becomes known universally as ISvizzarol. In some 

ways David Balfour fools the samesurrounded by Gaelic-speaking 

Highlanders especially in such a Highland place as Cluny 

MacPherson's Cavaq even with Alan Brack beside him* But the 

largest group of immigrant workereq coming into Scotland to do 

similar heavy workv were the Irish from Donegal. Christen 

makes goods friends in Sentino and particularly Albertalliq but 

he feels himself isolated nationallyp especially when Albertelli 

is promoted and joins the Swiss officials in their administrative 
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building. To emphasize that he is different f rom the Italians Chris- 

ten takes to wearing Swiss-style knee-stockings and short 

trousers. He definitely uses more aoap than any of the 

Italians, as the teacher Treuherz from Graubunden who runs 

the workers' shop notices. This reminded me immediately 

that David had taken care-in Mull to wash the old 

Highlander's cap before putting it on his own head* 

Eventually Christen makes a distinct break with the 

Italians: 'Christen schlief jetzt mit don Deutachschweizern 

zusammen'. 
16 This takes place just before the careless 

accident he has, fooling around with three young Swisep which 

lands him in hospitals He is so ashamed that he leaves the 

tunnel and goes to work in an aluminium factory in Valais. 

There is much that Christen experiences in thb company of 

the Italians that he will never forget: the way that together 

they are transforming the landscape and building a now 

environment: 
tOis Jungfraubahn hat im Berner 

Oberland ein TÜrlein aufgetang durch 
das Hunderttausende von Menschen ein- 
tretang um glUcklich an der Schinheit 
der Berge teilzuhaben. Den Leuteng 
die hier wohnen# bringt die Bahn aber 
Arbeit und das tägliche Brot, denn sie 
haben nichts anderes als ihre grossen 
Berge# aus denen sie loben mÜssenet 17 

He notices how they long to spend Christmas with their 

families and how on the way they are killed by an avalanches 

tOis wollten unbedingt heimp pressiert 
hatten sieg daß sie noch zum Christbaum 
heimkämen. Da kam der Schnee ins Rutschen 

- und tat hat man sie gefunden. Stehend 

sind sie gestorben#. 1 

The high altitude bringe some compensationst 
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8Wann im Winter das Tal im Nebel liegtv 
i haben sie oben strahlenden Sonnenschein. 

Wohl kommen Schneatagep aber die Sonne 
dringt immer sieghaft durch* Feuerschmelz 
liegt in der Mittagstunde auf den Höhen* 
Silbern schimmern die Glatscherg golden 
die dunklen Felsen, Und am Abend sind 
Fels und Schnee blutÜbergassenie 19 

Some aspects of their Alpine surroundings the Italians 

find particularly frighteningp for with the spring# avalanches 

returns 

ODonnernd fahren die Lavinen ins Tal 
hinunter* Grausen erfaßt die Söhne des 
SÜdens, die gezwungen sind da oben zu 
bleiben. Sie dringen in den Tunnel 
hineint. 2D 

The itrength and the violence of the 'Fghn' are terrifying 

and even in May the snowfalls are heavy. The Italians find these 

circumstances difficult to bear, especially when with-the pro- 

fusion of the-spring flowersiptheir homesickness is increased. 

They all take then to wearing floweret 

'Mehr als die Sonne# die Königin das 
Himmelag geben die tausend Blumenaugen den 21 
Menschen da oben das Gefühl der Gotteanähet 0 

But the Italians are not the only ones who experience 

these feelings. Christeng partly at the insistence of the 

childrenp has come back to work in the tunnel. At the final 

breakthrought when all the excitement has died downp he returns 

by himself and looks out silently through the opening into 

infinity. He seems to undergo a spiritual change which reminds 

the reader of Heidi's experiences in the mountainst 

#Über der Mathildenspitze stand der 
Morgenstern, Im Osten Über den fernen 
Firnen ein leichter Schimmer* Vor ihm die 
Jungfrau sternumstrahlte 

Allein in der ewigen Stille. Heiliger 
Gottg wie groß bist dup und wie herrlich ist 
dein Namelt 22 
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Albertelliq Christents great friendq is finally killed 

in an accident in the tunnel. He had been the only Italian 

to cross an invisible but rigid demarcation line between the 

Italians, who did the rough workt and the Swiset who planned 

and commanded* At Albertallits funeralq the Swiss carry 

the coffin as a mark of respect and this gesture is 

appreciated by the Italianst 

$Es tat ihnen wohlg daß Schweizer einen 
der Ihren trugen: und aller Augen hingen [aic] 

an dem Ingenieurg der an dem Grab sprach 
und mit den Warten schloß& "Er war nicht 
nur das Vorbild eines Arbeitarag auch eines 
Mannes* Wir wollen ihm in unseren Herzen 
ein Denkmal setzeng das länger hält als 
dieses Kreuz von Holzw. v 23 

There is a similarity here between the aituationev in which 

the Scottish Highlanders an the one hand and the Italians an 

the other find themselves. The Highlanders are driven from 

their homes for political and economic reasons and bitterly 

resent the evictions# which are already beginning in the 

aftermath of the Forty-Five. As David crosses the Sound 

of Mull to Marvent carrying the passport of Alan's silver 

buttong he hears a great sound of mournful singing. It is 

the tuns of 'Lochaber no more1q coming from an emigrant ship 

bound for the New World, 
24 

In the train at Chiasso the Italians 

sing toop for leaving their homeland through necessity and not. 

by choicaq and journeying, forever perhepaq into an unknown 

and dangerous future are awesome experiencess 

#Die Italiener fangen an zu singen# 
als wollten sie ihre Heimat in den Liedern 

mitnehmang ein Durcheinander von Melodien 
aus allen Provinzen'. 25 

David and Christen are affected for life by their close 

contact with cultures so different from their own. and the 
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realisation that love and friendship know no frontiers. 

David may wall spend the rest of his life in 'good society# 

in Edinburgh and be a success at the Scottish bar# but he will 

always have at his side Catriona, whom: -Glengyle addressed 

as a girl of twelve: "my kinewomang you are the only lady 

of the clan that has come out". 
26 Christen is accepted by 

the German Swiss finally as one of the team and invited 

by the engineer-in-charge to go an with him as his assistant 

to the next construction job. He will realise his dream of 

becoming an engineer himselfg but Santino and Albertalli will 

have left their values behind in his mind and heart* 

There are remarkable resemblances between David and 

Christen as they set out on their adventureaq although their 

expectations are quite different. Both are given Bibles and 

both are Proteatantap one at the outset suspicious of the Roman 

Catholic Gaelic-speaking Highlanders like Alan Breckv and the 

other of the Italian immigrants. Both boys become gradually 

more aware and more tolerant of different approaches to life. 

David's Bible is not mentioned again and religion plays very 

little part in either Kidnapped or Catrionat except in a 

conventional sense. Christen becomes an overt believer. 

Bolt puts the same emphasis an religion as Spyri and both 

streas their view of God; revealed through the beauties of 

nature. Both these writers influenced the style and content 

of children's books in Switzerland for decades* 27 

Loyalty and courage are qualities which both boys possess 

and they are soon called upon to display theme Davidq hold 

prisoner aboard the Covenantp soon learns of the horrors 

of life at sea through the pitiful cabinboyt Ransomet who 
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greatly admires Captain Hosesson and will. admit to only one _ 
fault in hims 

#"He ain't no seaman"t he admitted. 
"Thatle Mr. Shuan that navigates the brigs 
ha's the finest seaman in the tradep only 
for drink; and I tell you I believe itl 
Why# look tore"; and turning down his 
stocking, he showed me a great, raw, red 
wound that made my blood run colds "He 
done that - Mr, Shuan done it"q he said 
with an air of pride# . 

28 

There is violence in Svizzero ton but no mention of drink 

as there is in Cleg Kellyt Lelix and At the Back of the North 

Wind. Christeng completely surrounded by a hostile crowd 

of Italiansq will not be intimidated and refuses to sign a 

letter of complaint prior to a strikes 

"Ich unterschreibe nicht. Die Kost 
sei schlecht? Der Ingenieur ißtg was wir 
essen* Der Direktor sei brutal? Ein Vater 
ist er für uns, Die Lebensmittel sind zu 
teuer? .... " 

Christens Rede wurde immer wieder von 
Rufen und Drohungen unterbrocheng aber er 
ließ nicht nochp bis alles heraus war. 

Jetzt warfen sich die Arbeiter auf 
ihn, als wollten sie ihn erwürgen. Einer 
hielt Ihm den Mund zu und biß ihm das Ohr durch, 
Wie ein LÖwe wahrte er aich**49 

Er etZrzte Über die Bahngeleiae zum BÜrchauee 
Des Blut rieselte ihm Über die Jacke 000029 

Yet there is nowhere in Kidnapped, Catrions or Svizzarp the 

detailed accounts of deliberately inflicted tortures that occur 

in Ballantyne'a novel about the Covenanterst Hunted and Harried, 

One will look in vain in Svizzero for any subtle psycho- 

logical study of fear, Although Christen knows his life 

is at risk# he still attempts to prevent Uzielli from making 

the first break-through. Stevenson uses the wait in the round- 

house to allow David to analyss his fear for ust 
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'"I do not know if I was what you call 
afraid; but my heart beat like a birdtat both 
quick and little; and there was a dimness 
came before my eyes which I continually 
rubbed awayp and which continually returned, 
As for hope, I had none; but only a darkness 
of despair and a sort of anger against all 
the world that made me long to sell my life 
as dear as I ýas able* I tried to prayq I 
remembert but that same hurry of my mindp 
like a man runningg would not suffer me to 
think upon the words; and my chief wish was 
to have the thing begin and be done with it". 00 

Both boys are honest and trust and both know they can make 

only one decisiont but Stevenson can use and combine simple words 

to convey a complex 8mation with a skill unknown to Bolt. 

There is one figure in Kidnapped and Catriona for whom 

there is no possible counterpart in Svizzera. Alan Brack 

Stewart is uniquely Highlandt barn and bred in a society 

doomed to disappear. He makes first and foremost an 

admirable fail to the young Lowlandert David Balfour* From 

the moment he appearsp swinging miraculously an the brig's 

bowspritt he dominates the scene. He seems the epitome of 

adventure, the archetypal hero who evokes wonder and admiration 

in the young* But it is his friendship with David and the 

interplay of their differing views and temperaments that make 

the story such a fascinating psychological studyg as well as 

a straightforward adventure story, Stevenson also uses Alan 

Brock to present an idaalised picture of old patriarchal values, 

pride in valourt loyalty to kith and king hospitality to strangers. 

The isolation of the Highlands had helped to preserve these 

almost Homeric valueeg as well as a lingering belief in the 

old gods and the spirits of nature* For the moment Alan 

stands four-square in the round-house: 
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'He was smallish in statureq but well 
set and as nimble as a goat; his face was 
of a good open expressionp but sunburnt very 
darkv and heavily freckled and pitted with 
the small-pax; his eyes were unusually 
light and had a kind of dancing madness 
in them,, that was both engaging and 
alarming; and when he took off his great- 
coat, he laid a pair of fineq silver-mounted 
pistols on the table, and I saw that he was 
belted with a great sward* His mannerat 
besidev were elegantq and he pledged the captain 
handsomely. Altogether I thought of him# at 
first sightv that here was a man I would rather 
call my friend than my enemy'. 31 

Alan's love of fineryq colour and drama revealsthe Celt. 

After the terrible slaughter In the round-housep he composes 

and singa an account of the battle in the style of the old 

clan bards: 

'This is the song of the award of Alan: 
The amith made it, 
The fire set itv 
Now it shines in the hand of Alan Brack* 

Their eyes were many and brightq 
Swift war@ they to behold, 
Many the hands they guideds 
The sward was alone. 
The dun door troop over the hillq 
They are manyt the hill is one; 
The dun door vanishq 
The hill remains, 

Come to me from the hills of heatherg 
Come from the isles of the see* 
0 far-beholding sagleat 
Here is your meet, 32 

Although the above lines are just a rendering into English 

of Alants Gaelic songg something of the complexity of the 

warrior's intense prideq elation and triumph is caught. 

David gradually realises thatq despite his considerable 

prowess in the round-houset Alan has made no mention of David at 

all. His succinct remark sums up the whole affair and Alants 

part in it: 
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'For though he had a great taste for 
courage in other mang ýet he admired it 
most in Alan BroW, 3 

Stevenson devotes Chapters 20-5 of. Kidneoped to $the 

flight in the heather' with just an interlude in Cluny's 

Caveg when David recovers from his exhaustion and Alan 

gambles all their money away* This period is by far 

the severest test of the friendshipq for the basic 

differences between the youngster and the man are laid 

bareq most of them rooted in the opposing environments that 

nurtured them* There are simplaq though irritating disagree- 

mentap springing from Alan's love of cards and David's 

disapproval of them, but the yawning chasm is in the field 

of politics. Religion and language are lose important. it 

is the sort of gulf between honestly held convictions that can 

lead to civil war. 

Yet in this story the shared experience of the round-house 

has created such a bond of love and loyalty between David and 

Alan, that their personal relationship cannot be brokeng whatever 

also divides the society in which they live. For the moment a 

fortuitously shared experience has made them both fugitives from 

the same lawt for they were at one and the same time present at 

the Appin murder* Stevenson describes the stoical way they 

share the sufferings of the flightt when they may at any moment 

be discovered by the soldiers: 

'That one good Scotch wordv Obirstleig 
was indeed the most of the story of the day 
that we had now to pass, You are to remember 
that we lay on the bare top of a rockq like 
scones upon a girdle; the sun beat upon us 
cruelly; the rock grow so heated, a man 
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could scarce endure the touch of it; and 
the little patch of earth and fern, which 
kept coolarg was only large enough for one 
at a time. We took turn about to lie an 
the naked rockq which was indeed like the 
position of that saint that was martyred 
an a gridiron; it ran in my mind how 
strange it wasq that in the same climate 
and at only a few days' distance, I should 
have suffered so cruelly# first from cold 
upon my island* and now from heat upon this 
rack', 34 

Later on Stevenson uses quite a different style in the quarrel 

in the heather. Alan and David scarcely speakt when they do they 

insult each other until David draws his swordv but Alan will not 

fight him and throws his sward awayo Davidv who is quite ill, 

collapses and so does the quarrel. 

'"Alan". I criedv "what makes ye so 
good to me? What makes ye care f or such 
a thankless follow? " 

"Dead, and I don't know"t said Alan. 
"For just precisely what I thought I liked 
about yet was that ye never quarrelled; - 
and now I like ye bettertat 35 

Alan appears twice more in Catriona but now he is far from 

his kith and kint his familiar countrysidev the very things that 

gave him such confidence and unique panache* He wanders with 

David through a landscape unfamiliar to himp as far as Gullane 

sands, a fugitiveg and yet the reader fools that Lord Advocate 

Prestongrangs wants him to escape. The whole mood is muted: 

tI stood where he had left me, with my hands 
behind my back; Alan set with his head turned 
watching me; and the boat draw smoothly away. 
Of a sudden I came the nearest hand to 
shedding tearsq and seemed to myself the 
most desertedt solitary lad in Scotland. 
With that I turned my back upon the sea and 
faced the sandhills. There was no eight or 
sound of man; the sun shone on the wet sand 
and the dryq the wind blew in the bentst the 
gulls made a dreary piping.... 1 36 
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Alan and David most again in Leyden and they go back 

towards France via Ounkirkq where Alan helps David to win 

Catriona and is himself nearly betrayed to the English by 

her father. The contrast between Alan and the whining James 

Moreq both of them Highlandersg is striking. 

Catriona barely qualifies as a children's book and it 

is much too long to be a successful sequel to Kidnapped. 

It has some of the faults of. Cleg Kelly, in which SeR. 

Crockett allows the story to ramble ong once the main 

characters become older& Even the love-atory becomes 

oversweet and palls through a failure of nerve* out it 

is the way in which Stevenson allows David to develop in 

the course of Catriona that disillusions the reader* 

David makes a brave attemptv when he returns to Edinburgh 

with Alant to hold himself available as a witness for the 

defence in James of the Glens' trial at Inverarayg strong- 

hold of the Campbellap but he is neatly side-tracked by 

the'Lord-Advocate and otheraq including perhaps innocently 

enough his daughters. What is particularly displeasing 

is the apparent ease with which David acquiesces in James 

of the Glens' fateg and then returns to Edinburgh for 

further training as one of the landed gentry and the 

legal establishment. Kidnapped started as an adventure 

storyq whereas in Catrionalhistory and adventure are 

uncomfortable bedfellows. It should be mentioned 

that Oenni Calder has written a most percipient intro- 

duction to the Centenary Edition of-Catrionaj but she is not 
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concerned in this instance either with national identity or 

children's literature. ' What she writes goes some way to 

explaining the inability to compromise which seems a national 

feature in both Hunted and Harried and. The Popinjay: 

'The hanging of James Stewart for a 
crime he did not commit is in its way as 
symbolic of Highland devastation through 
Lowland connivance as the defeat at 
Cullodent. 37 

Stevenson's last words in Kidnapped and Catriona make a 

contrast: 

t... whatever befell themt it was not 
dishonour, and whatever failed thamt they 
were not found wanting to themselves'. 38 

tFor the life of man upon this world of 
ours is a funny business, They talk of the 
angels weeping; but I think they must more 
often be holding their sidesq as they look 
on; and there was one thing I determined 
to do when I began this long storyp and 
that was to tell out everything as it 
befell'. 39 

The world of Niklaus Boltts bookq despite the infinite 

majesty of the surroundings9 seems a small tight place, like 

the inside of the tunnel itself. Salt knows very well right 

from wrong and consequently so do his main characters* 

Despite the obvious dangers and disruptions Svizzero is a 

reassuring book* When a store of dynamite explod8ev a 

section of the tunnel roof collapses; Albertelli and Christen 

are caught at the far endq but there is a way out onto the 

glacier: 

I"KOMMI" 

mUnmÖglich, Cristianat ich war untang 
mußte zurÜckg Luft zu schlecht* Daiana"o 

"Dann so schnell wie möglich nach 
Grindelwald hinuntert Kannst dule Übers 
Eis? Ich bin Schweizer# ich kann 999 aber du? n 
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"Ich probier's". 
Es war doch schwarerg als Albertelli 

geglaubt hatte* Die SprÜnge, die der 
junge Schweizer mit angeborner Sicherheit 
ausfÜhrtep waren dem Italiener unAglich, 
nIch kann nicht". 

"Du kannstIft schrie Christen* 

Eine gihnendeg grUnbleue, tiefe Spalte 
trennte sie* 

njetztln 
Christens Kraft schien sich auf den 

Freund zu Übertragen. Er sprang hinÜber. 
"Achp jetzt kann ich wirklich nicht mehrIll 
at8hntg er bald, 

"So ruhe ein wenig� ich bin auch mÜdaft, 
Der Freund schlief in guter Hutg aber 

Christen verbrachte angatvolle Stunden. Er 
ruft in die Eiawildnig hinein, Da sieht er 
durch die Gletscherserake zwei schwarze 
Punkte", 40 

Af tar hearing the explosion, the two young guidesp Kaufmann 

and Schluneggert had taken the initiative and climbed up from 

Grindelwald. With Albertalli roped in the middle they 

negotiate the return journey over the glacier* 

In the style of the day Salt points the moral: 'So gibt 

der Mut der Starken such den Schwachen Kraft'* 
41 Contemporary 

childrents writers in Scotland draw morals from their stories 

in much the same way: 

"Oh,, blessed be the true one who follows the road, 
Holding fast to his Gold Thread of Duty to God, 
Who, when tempt8dt is firmq who in danger is bravaq 
Whog forgetting himselft will a lost brother savg. "42 

Svizzero, is claustrophobically dominated by the mountainag 

on all sidest and Salt introducea further details which increase 

the Swiss, as distinct from the Italian atmosphere* The 

Italians love their own music and Santino's most precious 

possession is his mandolins. In the special shop they can buy 
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pastag cheaset sausages and wine, all from home. They 

are delightedp when Bishop Bonomelli comes an a special 

visit to his Italian flock in the tunnel camp. The 

director's great St, Bernard dogt with the traditional 

name of Barry# takes to Christen at once. Nine little 

marmots, deep in their winter sleepq are brought up 

carefully to the glacier and tucked up in a specially 

prepared nest. When the fine weather comest they will 

provide the children with endless delight* The celebration 

of Cbristmas brings the Swiss together as a family; the 

children have prepared presents for Christen and in the end 

it is their love f or him that helps to bring him back* All 

these things, in themselves smallq become symbols of homeland 

and forge links between individuals. The Swiss and Italians 

become more aware of themselves and more tolerant of each other as 

national groups. 

In the end Santino dies and Albertelli is killed, so 

Christen is absorbed by the Swiss group. Those in charge 

become aware of Christen's potential and begin to make him over 

in their own image. For the first time the boy hears words of 

encouragement from those he respects: 

tuIn dir steckt auch Kraft. Etwas 
starrkÖpfig kommst du mir vor. Aber läßt 
du dich leiteno so kann etwas TÜchtiges 
aus dir worden". f 43 

These words contradict the initial harsh judgement of Christen's 

own fathert but they express a confidence that Christen will 

adapt to the general attitude of those in control. Christen 

himself is very ancouragadq when he discovers that the engineer- 

in-charge has a background as simple as his own. He feels that 
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if he works hardt he will 'got on' and 'make good', Christen 

very much exemplifies the Protestant work ethic. In Kidnapped 

and Catriona David appears in a very different light; he 

inherits propertyt he does not earn moneyp he simply goes to 

the bank and cashes his draftj the forces that help him 

towards maturity are not closely connected with work as such. 

His contact with Alan Brack in Kidnapped has considerably 

widened his sympathies and made him more ideallaticp but 

in Catriona his association with the Lord Advocate and his 

circle in Edinburgh shows him a very different aids of 

Scotlandt and makes him more worldly. Stevenqon underlines 

the complexity of the moral choice facing the young* salt 

seems to give a much clearer view* 

Kidnapped is written in Standard Englishq but there is 

a liberal sprinkling of Scottish words, which Stevenson might 

well have used himself when at home in Edinburgh# for example 

'canny' (prudent) p, 29 triapt (metal bar and ring attached to 

an outer door to make a noise) p, 3. laumryl (cupboard) p. 269 

Idunt' (knock) p* 38, Obauchlef (bungle) p, 60, When ordinary 

people are talking or telling a story like Tam Dale the language 

becomes more purely Scotss ITod was a wabster to his tradev his 

loom stood in the but, There he satv a muckle fatq white hash 

of a man like creishq wi a kind of holy smile that gart me 

scunner'. 
44 (Tod was a weaver by tradet his loom stood in the 

outer room. There he satt a great fatq whitat slovenlyt greasy 

mant with a holy smile that made me feel sick). In the Lord 

Advocate's housev the Misses Grant are speaking what looks 

like Standard English an the page. It is difficult to indicate 

any accent. There is clearly a class distinction in speech being 
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made by Stevenson. Catrionals native language is of course 

Gaelic. Of their very first encounter, David says she spoke 

'with a pretty accent, most like the English (but more 

agreeable)', 
45 Stevenson makes no use of Gaelic - we 

do not even see it on the page with an English rendering# 

There are quite a few Italian phrases used by the workmen. 
46 

For instancog the foreman calls outp referring to the number 

of explosions he is listening fort "Sedici e. *. * Tutti partiti" 

(Sixteen ..... They've all gone off, ) Another workmen explains 

that he has left his homeland to earn money for his family 

and breaks into Italian to explains "LlItalis a bella per i 

signori me non per noi paveri* (Italyls fine for the well-to-dol 

but not for us poor folk). Bolt also introduces from time to 

time an Italian songt with a German tranalationt a device which 

successfully emphasizes national differences* 47 Mr* Ranksillo r. 

the Queensferry lawyert adds quaint variety with his use of 

Latin tagat a suggestion perhaps that ordinary people may find 

the law bamboozling. Svizzera, is written almost exclusively 

in High German, with only the add wordt like 'Gbttibublp 

suggesting Switzerland. The Ablanalp family would never 

have used the stilted German Niklaus Bolt devises for them* 

The German Swiss still have a problemp when it comes to conveying 

the atmosphere of their country in a widely comprehensible 

German. I am always startled by the change of personality 

the Swiss undergo when they relax together in their own 

language. In Svizzera the only sign of 'Schwyzerd0tsch' 

is an occasional song: 
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fLungstl va Bergen und Tal 
flieht scho der Sunnestrahl. 
Lusget, uf Auen und Matte 
wachse die dunkele Schatte; 
diSunn uf da Berge na stchtl 
0 wie sy d#Gletacher so rott@48 

Although both authors have elected to use standard forms of 

English and Germang Stevenson makes the language used by ordinary 

people sound more natural by a liberal and adroit use of Scottish words, 

The books to be considered in the next part of the chapter 

are again both by man and havet as their heroes, boys of much 

the same age. The Scat has just lef t school, the Swiss is 

still at school but a senior pupil, It is not surprising 

that adventure stories tend to be written by men and to 

feature boyaq which is merely a reflection of society in 

Scotland and Switzerland even todayt but it may be only 

a question of time until a woman writer specialises in this 

field. So fart in Scotland at any rateg women have tanded 

to concentrate on historical fiction rather than Istraightf 

adventure, Examples are The Spanish Letters by Mollie 

Hunter and The Desperate Journey by Kathleen Fidler* Swiss 

women writers have largely remained in the field of psychological 

and social problemov but Klara ObermOllar published in 1978 Nobel 

Zbar dam Riadv concerned with the environment; the environment 

is also the subject of Hans Schmittar's book about to be 

discussed. An outstanding woman writer of historical 

adventure is Lisa Tatzner with her Die Schwarzen BrOder. 49 

Ageing as in the previous three chapterat the books will be 

analysed to see what light they throw on the Scottish and Swiss 

conception of each nation. Since the first adventure is 

. sited on the distant Isle of Skye and the second takes place in 

the suburbs of a large town# the contrast should be marked. 
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2. 

Master of Mornana, (1960) by Allan Campbell McLean 

(1921 -) and Verwirrung an der N 19 (1967) by Hans Schmitter 

(1913 -) are the books under discussion in the second part 

of this chapter and both are clearly adventure stories* 

Both authors are well established as children's writeraq 

although Allan Campbell McLean has many more books to his 

name than Hans Schmitter. 50 Both heroes are boys well an 

in their teens. Niall has just left school and Johannes 

will soon follow suit. The crofting/fishing life of the 

Hebrides contrasts sharply with the outer suburbs of a busy 

Swiss town. The adventures the boys undergo bring 

them tension and danger through encounters with law-breakers 

and their attempts to solve the mysteries confronting them 

are intended to maintain the reader's interest throughout both 

stories. Niall and Johannes emerge from their experiences 

more mature and clearly more tolerant* The activitiest which 

dominate the two booksp salmon-netting and matorway-buildingg 

are described in considerable detaill, and since Niall is directly 

involved in learning to fish and to manage a boat in all 

weathersq the reader is immediately affected* Despite the 

noise# dust and dislocation# caused by the huge construction 

operationg the Swiss youngsters are genuinely interested in 

the complicated machinery and the complex processes they can 

observe. Although Niall is one of a teamt he is the only 

bay among men and so in a sense he is alone, but one of the 

meng Long Johnt observes and admires his spiritv has the 

patience and takes the time to pass on traditional skills. 
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The Swiss appear as a group andt perhaps because of their 

numberst seem somewhat threatening to the foramen, Schiggt an 

the motorway site. At any rate he resents their presence and 

is suspicious of their intentionsg with the result that they 

engage in mischievous pranks of a fairly harmless nature. These 

are notp however, seen in that light by Schiggg who is exaggeratedly 

concerned about the orderliness and neatness of the site and much 

aware of his own importance and responsibility as the employee 

in charge. Schigg spreads a much tenser atmosphere around 

him than Long John who certainly seems relaxed an the surfacep 

whatever may go an within. Both these older men are destined 

to play the same roles as Alan Brock and Albertalli in the 

earlier bookst although such a possibility seems quite remote 

in Schigg's case* Both books are told in the first person, 

but in Verwirrung an der N 19 the narrator tolls his story 

to a follow patient in hospitalg which puts the reader at a 

greater distance. Johannes seems to be thinking over his 

immediate past experiences and reflecting; Master of Morgans 

has a much more emotional ending. Niall stands alone on the 

shoreq gazing out over the sea into the mist as the 'Kingfisher' 

disappears, bearing Long John out of his life forever* 

Niall's father has been dead for two yearaq but his 

mother continues to provide firm# and loving guidance for 

her three childrang Ruairidh who is grown-upp Niall and Morag. 

One day Ruairidh is brought home on a stretchart having 

fallen off a high bridge spanning the river moutht where he 

worked as a salmon fisherman# Long 3ohnq although he has only 

one lag# captains the salmon fishermen and rescues Ruairidh 
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from the rocks and the sea all by himself. From his isolated 

home Ruairidh is transported first to Broadford and then 

Invernesev where he remains for weeks in hospital, Niall. 

describesthis home: 

10ur house stood at the foot of the croft 
with its back to the rising moorland and the 
cliffs and the sea. I looked at it as if seeing 
it for the first timep thinking how it must 
have looked to Ruairidhv homely and welcoming 
when he came back from a long spell at sea in 
strange parts. 

It was a good solid house of gray stonst 
with a slated roof and three storm windows 
on the upper storey, My father had built it 
himself with stone quarried from the hillsidep 
just as my great-grandfather had builtt long 
agog the little thatched house behigj the 
stackyard which was now our byrelo 

This passage makes us see Niall and his family in a long 

perspective - generations of crof ter-fisherman, drawing their 

substance from this land and this sea, feeling strongly 

that this was their own native land. This family would 

indeed in the old days have provided the chief with fighting 

menv and the country more recently with sailors and merchant- 

seamen. But the crofts all belong now to the estate of an 

absentee laird, administered for him by a now English factor. 

Niall is determined to help his family and sat without his 

mother's knowledge# he goes somewhat timidly to the Big House 

to apply for RuairidhIs job. 

'I believe it was the thought of the old 
Factorv and how easy it was to talk to him in 
the Gaelic that made me loiter on the foot- 
bridge. Ever since I had left school# over a 
year agog I had hardly aver spoken English# and 
I was afraid of getting flustered and making a 
fool of myselfp because it is a tongue I am 
not handy at'. 52 

The Factor is quick to deny any responsibility for RuairidhIs 
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accident, but grudgingly offers Niall the job at half a 

man's wages. It is clear that the man and the boy have 

no shared beliefs or convictions and hence no language 

of any kind in commant but it is also self-evident that 

money is not the only reason Niall has for wanting to 

join the fishing crew. He does not believe that 

Ruairidhis fall was an accident and he is determined 

to got at the truth an his own. The timidv awkward 

Highland boy has another side* He is bravep self-reliant 

and decisive and able to hold his own with the three men 

in the crows Long Johng Murdo and Big Willis, The women 

and girls play only minor roles in the staryp as they do in 

more than half those discussed in details they aret howeverg 

presented sympathetically p even old Aunt Phemisp who had been 

a lady missionary in Africa and was extremely devout even by 

Skye standardst It is clearly a ments world and one in which 

Long Johnis the leader* McLeant in choosing this namep 

acknowledges his debt to Stevensont but Master of Morgans is a 

very different book from Treasure Island* Only the mixture of 

good and evil in John MacGregor and Long John Silver provides a 

linkt and also the immediate impact of a powerful 

personalityt 

'His face was the colour of old well- 
worked leatherg the result I supposet of 
years of exposure to wind and weathert and he 
had the blackest hair I have ever seen an a 
man, It was the sort of black you find in 

a pot of boiling pitcht and there was not a 
single fleck of gray in it. I thought to 
myself that he had the face of an old piratet 
and I very near gave a gasp when he came out 
from behind the cable. His left trouser log 
was pinned back neatly below the kneet and he 
walked with a crutch* 
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He stuck out a leathery brown handq 
tattooed with the head of a serpent, the 
body of the beast disappearing under the 
sleeve of his navy-blue Jersey. The jaws 
of the serpent were openg and its long 
ýongue reached out to his forefinger* 

"John MacGregor"q he barkadq "Who are you? " 
"Ruairidhls brother"q I saidq taking his 

hande 

He squeezed my fingers until the bones 
cracked. "A good workerg Ruairidh"q he 
said, and I discovered later that this we 
the highest praise he had for any man$, 51 

This emphasis on the importance of hard and sound work 

occurs more frequently in Swiss than Scottish books* Both 

Svizzoro and Schigg exemplify a firm belief in the virtue 

and necessity of hard work. Long John and Alan Brock 

can work hard9 but work does not seem to be a tenet of 

faith. They are both intensely proud in a peculiarly Highland 

way# have disciplined themselves to be fighting men* Alan 

Brock is a professional soldierp and Long John fought just as 

surely against the whale and the weather in the South Atlantic* 

'A good worker' in Long John's sense is a self-disciplined man. 

Subtly suggestiveg howevert is McLeants choice of the serpent 

(symbol of wiliness and duplicity) for Long John's tattoos 

he is certainly not the sort of man he at first appears. 

Johannes' immediate background is totally different* Whereas 

Niall's home is in the far West of a country which itself 

forms part of the seaboard of Europep Johannes lives almost 

in the centre of a smallt densely-populated country in the 

middle of the continent* On all sides he is surrounded by 
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peoplev houses and traffic. Both his parents go out to work 

and he seems to be an only child, An unusual feature in 

his home life is the presence of two grandmothers. The 

'little Granny' (die kleins Grofmutter) has plenty of spunk. 

She had once been arrested for knocking a policeman over 

the head with her umbrellaq when convinced he was wrongfully 

detaining somebody. When Johannes is summoned to see the 

juvenile magistratat she volunteers to accompany him and does 

not hesitate to speak up for him. The ttall Granny' (die 

lange Gropmutter) observes the world from the kitchen window 

and is a great source of information an the comings and goings 

in the street. Feminine influence is strong in the house and 

Johannes has fewer household chores than his contemporaries. 

Anni, one of Johannes' five close friandeq has many bright 

ideas and contributes much to the activities of the group. 

She disapproves of their destructive behaviour: 

f0a nahm sich Anni der Sache ang die 
Dunkle mit dem strihnigen Haar. Sie ist 
etwas fast. Nicht eigentlich dick# so eher 
richtig. Fast mittel. Auf dem Schulweg 
sagte sie einmal zu Rolfz "Warum hErst du 
nicht auf? " 

ffWie so soll ich aufh8ren"o sagte Rolf* 
"Schigg ist ein Schweinehund111 

"Und du bist ein Schafakopfnp sagte Annie 
"Wann ich die vielen gelben Scherben herum- 
liegen sehe ... dann regt mich das,. -auf"v 
sagte Annie "Es stört mich fast� wie wann 
Brot weggeworfen wird. Ich hitte manchma 14 
Lustg sie zusammenzulesenug sagte Annile 

But Anni is as mischievous as any in the group; she 

becomes unintentionally involved in social workq instigates 

an imaginative prank and noticas a fault in deduction made 

by the other young amateur detectives* She is likeablet 
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clever and not afraid to state her opinions. The author 

skilfully underlines Anni's more mature attitudeq while at the 

same time emphasizing her cleverness and attractive appaarancet 

but he is not overtly didactic in the style of earlier children's 

writers. 

Apart from his home and friendeq the other great influence 

in Johannes' life is the matorwayq more particularly Harr 

Huber, the overseer on the site, of ISchiggIg as the group 

of youngsters call him: 

fAlsag Schigg# den kannten wir nicht 
ausstehen* Nicht weil er so Higlich ist# 
sondern weil er uns verfolgte* Ob jemand 
schon oder häßlich, daf5r kann er ja nichts* 
Meine Großmutterg die langeg behauptet sogarg 
die Häßlichen seien Innerlich manchmal die 
Schgnetano Mag sein. 

Er verfolgte unag weil nung grundlos 
eigentlich. Wir waren ihm einfach im Wege. 
Überall und zu jeder Zeit waren wir ihm im 
Wege. Näherten wir uns den Barackang so 
verjagte er uns mit Fluchen und Schimpfen* 
Wagten wir 999 eine Maschine etwas genauer 
anzuseheng so amchien er sogleich Ahne- 
fletschend und mit drohender Faust. Er 
bildete sich ein, niemand dÜrfe ahrM seine 
Erlaubnis auch nur einen Markierunofahl 
anrühren. 

Wenn er mit Offenem Munde seinen Tabak 
kaute, glaubt man manchmelg In seinem 
Gesicht ein Schmunzeln festzustellen. 
Aber da täuscht man sich. Stimmt nicht. 
Er verzieht bloß die Birne. Ogg Mann 
lacht nie, hat keinen Humor'. 

Schiggt thong is the very antithesis of a hero figure and 

yet by the end of the story he will have exercised as profound 

an influence an Johannes as Long John an Niall. Schigg is 

repulsively ugly and as aggressive as he is ugly. However his 

ugliness may make him more bad-temperedv because he is on the 

defensive and expects people to find him unattractive. Schigg an the 
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motorway site and Schigg at home turn out to be quite 

different. In public he exaggerates his unpleasant side 

to scare off potential vandals from the sitep for which he 

fools personally responsible to his employersp Morf and 

Bucher. He is a loyal and trustworthy employee. Johannes 

and Anni discover that he is also a loving husbandq a devoted 

father, particularly to his retarded childp Toni; Schigg 

discovers that Anni and Johannes are not the bad characters 

he had thought. These mutual discoveries change both youngsters 

and man for the better. Schigg may well have no sense of 

humourt Johannes may perhaps have no social consciencet but 

they have reached a working solution to their earlier 

disagreements. They have done more than that; they have 

shown how friendship and even love develops between human 

beings. 

The relationship between Long John and Niall can hardly have 

a happy outcome* 3ohn MacGregor is a charismatic character 

with a long, adventurous past* Even at this stage in his lifsp 

he is a fins-looking mant with great panache and courage. His 

devotion to Niall and earlier to Ruairidh makes him behave to the 

bitter and as the hero-figure he is. Phrasseq here and there 

in his conversationg reveal how deeply the loss of his leg has 

affected hims "If I were a right man still, with all my 

strength ... nq nA fine jobq skipper at the salmon fishingg for 

56 
a man with a mate's ticket -. -deep-sea at that - in his packet". 

He had found jobs hard to'come by for a anip-legged mang he had 

bought a boat of his owng'Morgena, and fitted her with a 

harpoon-gun for shark fishing round the Western Islaaq but he 

0 
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could not compete with the Norwegians* Eventually he 

became a salmon poacherg fishing six days a week for the laird 

and the seventh for John MacGregor and his crew with 'Morganalo 

The very name, 'MacGregor!, is grand, with the clan motto: "My 

race is royalt. Stevenson's Catriona is a MacGregorq but must 

call herself Drummonds for her own name is outlawed. Long 

John has been given a name with many associations by McLean, 

Poaching has also a long and quasi-honourable history in 

the Highlanday before it became the sardidt commercial 

undertaking it often is today, Anyone barn and bred in 

the Scottish Highlands has an ambivalent attitude to 

poaching. In Master of Morgana, Niall and his friend Lachie 

have often taken 'one for the pat'* This is an area where 

the law and traditional sentiment are at variance. There seems 

to be no parallel situation in Switzerlandq but in Scottish 

parlenceg for all his nefarious involvementaq Long John is no 

'common criminal'. 

Both Master of Morgans and Verwirrung an der N 19 are 

exciting adventure stories in themselves* Only at the very 

and of each book does the reader discover the solution to each 

mystery. Tension is maintained throughout both bookap but 

it is the way in which the two boysp Niall and 3ohannesp pass 

through a series of dangers and difficultiest learning all 

the time more about lifev the inevitability of heart-breakv 

the problems that grown-ups facog the beauties of the environment 

and how so-called progress can sometimes destroy thamt that is 

the real subject of these two books* 

Niall knows already that the sea is a dangerous element and 
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the routine of the salmon fishermen in all weathers makes 

that doubly clear. Long John shows him how to steer the 

cobl8. It takes the three men and Niall to empty and 

change the six bag-nets in-the astuaryp to bring in the salmon 

and the used nets for cleaning and mending. Niall gradually 

rises to the challenge and a feeling of achievement fills him 

with exultationt 

'All around me were the things I loved 
beat; the towering cliffst rising sheer from 
the seat like the great wells of a giant castle, 
the harsh cries of the wheeling gulls, the 
trilling whistle of the scarlet-billed oyster 
catchersq the gentle slap-slap of the sea against 
the cable# and the talk of fishermen. Above allq 
the talk of fishermen**. * 

It is a queer thing about the fishingp supposing 
you were being paid more for a poor catch than a 
good oneg you would not be pleased. There is 
nothing to equal the Jay of a good hault and, 
when it is a noble fish like the salmong you 
feel a pride that is not there with lesser 
breeds. Indeed, the salmon spoils you for 
other fish. You come to despise a lythep or 
a cod, or a mackerelp looking down on them as 
so much offal* 

When we had fished the last net there were six 
full boxes lying in the cable, and a fine array 
of salmon laid out an top of them as well. 
Looking across at themq I came near to bursting 
with the glary of the day. And when Long John 
lot me bring in the cable myself, and I steered 
her safely up the narrow river mouthg I believe 
I was fit for tackling a lion single-handed', 57 

Even the terrible day of stormq when Long John insists an 

taking the cable out and they are nearly all drownedg does not 

deter Niallp but the two ment Murdo and Big Willist are so 

incensed by Long John's foolhardiness that they leave the bothyt 

supposedly for good. To his delight Niall is left to have his 

supper alone with Long John and to listen with awe to his tales 

of the South Atlantic and of the hunt for the blue whale south 

of Cape Horn. 
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Johannes finds the building of the great viaduct for 

the motorway as exciting and thrilling in its own way as 

Niall finds the salmon-fishing* He is not participating 

directly as Svizzero did in the Oungfrau tunnel# but even 

from his own house he has a wonderful view of the whole 

construction and sees also the distant countryside being 

transformed, But he also realises that his pleasure is 

not shared by plenty of his, compatriats round abouts those 

who lived in the suburbs to enjoy their gardenst those like 

the retired train-driverv who felt the railways were needlessly 

giving way to these now monsterst the farmers who were losing 

fertile land in a small countryp but above all the general 

populace who were sick and tired of the appalling noise and 

dust. Some even felt like attacking the cranes and the 

numerous containers of oil and petrolg needed to keep the 

machiners and vehicles functioning. Johannes convoys his 

enthusiasm: 

tHaben Sie schon einmal zugesehang wie 
eine große BrÜckendecke entsteht? Ein Teil 
das Viadukts an unserer N 19 zum Beispiel? **es 
An unserem Viadukt worden von Morgen bis zum 
Abend Flächen gegosseng grEßer als der Boden 
einer Turnhalle. Unglaublicht Ein Wald von 
Eisenstützen trägt einen glatteng sauber 
gezimmerten Holzbaden. Auf diesem Boden 
liegen die ungezählten rostigbraunen 
Eisenstäbe und Drähte, fingerdickeg 
bleistiftdickeg die in langwieriger 
Arbeit . aLiteinender verbunden *und verhängt 
werden, Und kommt der Tagg an dem die 
Zementdecke gegossen worden kann* 

Was das Material verschlingtl Das 
glaubt man kaum. astanmischer von der 
GAße, wie Schigg sie verwendet, kännt 
man aufstellen# so viele man wollte, die 
wÜrden niemals ausreichen* Das versuchen 
sie gar nicht. Irgend wo gibt es eine 
Großmischanlagep dort holen sie den 
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Beton. Von fruh bis spät fahren Lastwagen 
den dickflüssigen Brei herabv leeren ihn 
in einen großen Silo. Darauf worden Behälter 
abgefüllt .... 

bar Lasthaken am Krenseil 
erfaßt sie� befördert sie hoch in die Luft. 
Der Kran fährt wegg schwenkt seinen Arm Über 
die richtige Stelleg rollt gleichzeitig 
Seil ab und senkt den Behälter. Jetzt 
greifen die Arbeiter danach .... f 58 

Ochannes is amazed by the hugh quantities of cement 

involvedq the expert way it is conveyed and handled and 

finally brought to the placet where workmen can manoeuvre 

it into position. He is seeing a man-made world being created 

and Switzerland maintaining and extending still further a 

communication system at the heart of Europe* 

Niall's second reason for joining the salmon fishermeng 

to ascertain how his brother really fell from the bridge, 

begins to occupy his mind. His certainty that Murdo, the 

Harrismang was up there with Ruairidhp the entries of numbers 

and the word 'Morganal in Ruairidh1s diaryt subsequently stolen 

by a bald-headed strangerg make him more puzzled and suspicious 

than ever. Monaco seems to be closing in round him, and he is 

paralysed by fear at the sound of a scream and the sight of a 

bloody hand at the bothy windowo In the event the 'ghost' 

turns out to be Murdo trying to frighten him away. The 

Harrisman is now convinced that Niall believes him guilty of 

attempted murderý attacks the boy and shakes him like a rat. 

Long John comes quickly to the rescue: 

$"When I had two whole legsq they used to 
say I was a bad fellow to cross"q he said 
softly. "You mind them saying that, Murdo? 
Wellq it is worse I have gotq not bettert 
ever since they took off my leg and gave me 
this piece of useless timber. Uselesst" 
He spat an the floor. "No bone or muscle 
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or good red blood, curse itv curse it. 
Oust a hunk of useless timber. But I can 
put it to good use when I am crossed". 

The words were hardly out of his mouthp 
when I saw his hand reach down and toss the 
crutch in the air. The red fellow must have 
seen him toop for he released me and stepped 
back* But he was too late* Long John 
caught the crutch near the end of the shaft 
and brought it down across the Harrismants 
back, He let out a yell of pain and stumbled 
against the door. It crashed shut against 
his weight'. 59 

Long John is a tought violent man when rousedt but as 

well as angerv all the misery and frustration of his semi- 

helpless condition goes into the blow, But the and of 

violence has not yet comet and Long John will save Niall 

twice more before their final parting* Niall is caught 

unexpectedly an the cliff face by Murdo, loses his footing 

and plunges down into the sea below. There follows a 

nightmare struggle to keep alive, as Niall makes his way, 

inch by inch along a ledge of rock towards the bothy, This 

is the time whent it is made clear that Niall leaves 

boyhood behind and becomes a man. In the and he manages to 

reach the bothy and is given first aid by Long John* Niall 

enjoys this last untrammelled friendship with Long John, 

who is about to be unmasked as the leader of the salmon- 

poaching gang, the master of Morgans' which calls in every 

Sunday to take a cargo of salmon to quiet Loch Duich for 

quick export to the south. This is a heart-breaking moment 

for Niallq probably for Long John toot for the depth of his 

love for his young friend is obvious* Niall will soon find 

himself on board 'Morganalp the plan being to put him ashore 

an the Crowlin Islands* All this is an experience Niall will 
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never forget. He will never again make a clear 

distinction between good and evil nor a dogmatic judgement 

an his fellow-men, 

There is tension, fear in Verwirrunq an der N 19, but 

the violence is at first confined to attacking objectsv not 

human beings. All the same when oil-drums are ruptured 

and the mighty crane put out of action an the dark motorway- 

sitst people begin to fear the next development* Johannes 

and his friends call the unknown attacker the 'Falkdrderl 

(Drum-destroyer)* When the six youngsters themselves come 

under suspicion# partly because of their rasht threatening 

letterg they decide the only way to solve the mystery is to 

work together like a group of detectives and logically 

deduce who are the most likely perpetrators of the 

damage. There is never any suggestion of a supernatural 

force at work; the old haunted Highland bothy has no 

counterpart in the Swiss story. 

Johannes is changing from the bay who only did a good 

deed so that he had a valid excuse for being out late at night, 

who could take part in the play of hanging up Schigg's warning 

lanterns in the nut-tree like so many Christmas baublesp into 

a determined, purposeful youngster anxious to solve the 

problem, posed by the outbreak of matorway vandalism. It 

is important to realise that this change of attitude has partly 

been brought about by his growing affection for Schiggfs son, 

Toni and the realisation that the child loves him. He had 

given the boy a small tin frog thqt clicked when pressed, a 

little toy which gradually takes on a symbolic meaning. He 
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unexpectedly hears the click of the frog out at the Haselbacher's 

farm and reallses Toni must be there with his fathers 

#Trotz Schiggs Anwa-senheit wollte 
ich mich von Toni irgendwie verabschieden# 
ich wußte nur nicht wie, Die Hand geben? 
Den Kcljf tätscheln? Ich tat weder das 
eine noch das andere# sondern Ich zog 
kurzentschlossen aus seinen Hasen, so wie 
Schwester Frieda es getan hatteg das 
Taschentuch heraus und wischte ihm 
beherzt den Mund trocken. Denn stieg 
ich auf mein Rad und fuhr weg9.60 

Thie seemingly ineignificant action tolle the reader something 

about 3ohannes' potential as a human being and about what he considers 

important* Meantime the noise from the matorway site becomes ear- 

splitting and another oil-drum is damaged. But this time Schigg does 

not suspect the youngsters* achannesq toop begins to see Schigg 

in quite a different lights 

tNain, ich hoote ihn Angst nichtmehre 
Doch jetztg wie ich Ihn so vor mir am Boden 
knien sahp da *�*�'Die Händeg die da eine 
alte Sturmlaterne pflagteng kamen mir ganz 
vertraut vor* Kräftige Hinde waren eng 
wetterharte Hände* Das verschUttete Petral 
hatte da und dort die Haut bis auf den 
Grund reingewaschen. Wie Flecken sahen 
die sauberen Stellen aus» Und ich hatte 
sie plötzlich gern, die Hände. Und den 
ganzen Manne Fast*' 61 

Schmitter changes his style of writing to make the reader 

more aware of 3ohannes' growing affection for Schigg. He 

describes Schigg's hands as he adjusts the old storm-lantern so 

that they symbollse a lifetime of service* Johannes' heart 

warms to him, 

Niall has already given plenty evidence of couragag by 

attempting to clear up the puzzle of Ruairidh's fallt even 

when faced by the murderous red fellowq by his whole attitude 

to the tempestuous seat but most of all on board 'Morgana'q 

when instead of accepting his fate meekly he knocks out the man 
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at the wheel with Long 3ohn's salmon clubp wrecks the 

shipp but is then imprisoned in the wheel-houes by the 

f orce of the water andq it seemsp In mortal danger. 

There is no scene in Verwirruno an der N 19 to match the 

struggle that Niall puts upp with Long John's help, to a&- 

caps death by drowning, nor is there a relationship as 

close as that of the Highland man and boy. Only the 

scene in the round-house in Kidnapped suggests a similar 

intimacy. Niall and Long John have in common the panache 

and imagination sometimes associated with the Celts, 

Niall has undergono a whole series of initiation rites, 

as It werep to prove his courage. Johannes and his friends 

have now, made careful and calculated plans to catch the 

'Drum-Destroyart and their testing time is near at hand. 

Johannes has a bedroom which actually overlooks the motorway 

site* He cannot sleept although it is well before his turn 

to go on duty, Instead he makes notes an every movement he 

observes; he sits up in the window and with 'little Granny's' 

binoculars surveys the site* Johannes experiences mounting 

fear: 

, Zweifel Überfallen mich - oder# besser 
gesagt - ich hatte Angst. Immerhin# es war 
Mitternacht, alles schlief, da unten geisterte 
der FaßmBrder umher, sicher zum Platzen gefüllt 
mit b5sen Gefühlen gegen die Autobahng gegen 
alle Leute vielleichtp und ich sollte ihn fangen, 
war alleing sollte ihm zurufent "Halti Hgnde hochiff 
oder so. Dabei ist es nicht meine Wachel dachte 
ich oe, Meine Zeit beginnt erst um halb eins. 
So wurde es abgemachtg aufgeschrieben sogar* 
Es weiß ja auch nismandl deß ich alles beo- 
bachtet habe. Ich brauche nur zu schweigen. 

Ich ging dann dochl. 62 

This la a turning pointin Jahanneal. life. He la convinced 
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that whoever lurks out there is wicked and that he is up 

against evil. He visualises the encounter* He could 

convince himself that he need not got but he goesp and 

thus demonstrates to himself and the reader that he is 

not lacking in cool courage. 

He crosses over to the site and in a scene of considerable 

0 

anti-climax finds the retired train-drivert Harr Vetter, a 

mild-mannered neighbour cowering in a ditch* He is the self- 

confessed 'Drum-Destroyer$ who had reacted in this ways because 

of his dearly-lovedt invalid Wa's intense suffering from 

the constants wearing noise of the motorway preparations. 

This explanation is not entirely satisfactory to the readers but 

before we have had time to grasp all the implications of this 

revelations Schigg appears from nowhere to check what is going 

on. At that identical moment a sports car draws upp lights 

are switched offs two figures make for the sheds where Schigg 

knows dynamite is stored. Preventing the theft of the dynamite 

takes precedence over everything also. Johannes pursues the 

taller thief towards the car: 

tIch war so aufgeregt9 dEß ich alle Angst 
vergaß und nur daran dachtag den fliehenden 
Burschen zu stallen. Wie das m8glich sein 
konnte# wußte ich nicht. Er durfte aber auf 63 
keinen Fall in der Dunkelheit untertauchent. 

An extremely exciting race ensues. Johannes has only 

one thought in his headt how to got first to the ignition key 

of the car* Using a manoeuvrat learned from his friend, 

Rolfp he trips up the intrudert and throws away the key before 

he is struck senseless to the ground. He ends up in hospital 

and it is there he recounts his story. 
I 
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The ending to Hans Schmitter's story is the least 

successful part of it, as is seen in the apparently chance 

arrival of the criminals in search of safe-breaking explasivest 

their knowledge of where these could be foundv the way Harr 

Vetter is exonerated from prosecution despite all the damage 

donev presumably because he helped with the capture of the 

criminalav the fact that Marf and Sucher permitted explosives 

to be kept in an unautharised place and that Schigg know of 

this. It is all too pat to make a satisfactory conclusion 

to the story of how a boy finds his way through a series of 

adventures to maturity. Leaving aside the 
. 
#whodunit' 

atmosphere of the conclusiong I still find the glossing over 

of Herr Vetter's guilt and the quasi-acceptance of Morf and 

Bucherls storage policy for dangerous explosives (because 

it never comes to light) somewhat disturbing* One cannot 

escape the feeling that a double standard is being applieds' 

one for the Vatters and for firms like Morf and Bucher and 

another for the two dynamite thieves. 

Some readers may also find the moral standards operating 

in Master of Morgana, unacceptable. Donald Stewart who gives 

Niall a lift part of the way to the hospital in his old Austin 

leaves the car with its long expired licence right in front of 

the police-station in Portree. Niall says of Donelds 

#He said he once knew a man who cut the 
label off a beer bottle and put it into the 
licence holder on his car and went around 
with it for years. I believe he was sorry 
it was not himself who had thought of that 
one. He had a good nerveg Donald', 64 

Such anecdotes remind us of gloriously funny films 

like "Whisky Galore". set in the Highlands. Niall 
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'I liked the moor. It hold its secrets 
well* Many a distant forebear of mine 
had been hunted here by the English 
redcoats and untold generations of the 
men of my blood had been pursued across 
the moor by the Laird's gamekesperst but 
not one of them had ever been caught. The 
moor was kind to those who know It well# 
and there was not a bag or a hillock in 
the many miles of it 16 gid not know like 
the back of my hand', 

Niall retains many of the attitudes of his ancestors 

and this gives him a certain compatibility of temperament 

with Long Johng but the salmon fishing/poaching operations 

involving the 'Morganal cannot be defended and have caused 

Long John to associate with really wicked men like Murdo, 

the Harrisman. Bei6g brave, resolutst atrongp loyal to 

his friends and remaining throughout the story a hero-figure, 

he has so much good in him that he must appeal particularly 

to the young* 

The last pages of the two books are in marked contrast: 

Long John has just made his final escape an board the 'KingfisherIq 

which normally comes from Portres to collect the official catch 

of salmon. Niall thinks he is recovering from a heart attack 

and has gone ashore at the bothy to fetch some rum: 

'"What are you doing7l' I yelled, "You 
should be lying down", 

"A MacGregor never lies down"t he said 
"not until there is six feet of cold earth 
on his chestq or fifty fathoms at watert 
more like* I am offq Niallq so good luck 
to you# boy"* 

He throws across to Niall a knotted handkerchief with his silver 

pocket watch inside: 
I 
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'Standing there at the river moutho 
with the watch in my handq I looked out 
across the Sound. The mist had almost 
reached the water at my feet, great 
swirling clouds of thick white vapour. 
There was not a rack or a raef in the 
Sound that would not be hidden by it. 
And there were scare upon score of rocks 
and reefs lying in wait for the Kingfisher. 

It was the Sabbath Day, and I thought 
of His discipleaq Simon and James and 
Johnt who had left their nets to become 
fishers of men. The Lord would surely 
look kindly upon a fisherman* I shut 
my eyes and said a prayerl, 66 

The ending of his adventure story with a prayer is perhaps 

McLean's way of reminding the reader of Niall's traditional 

Skye background and of the way the bay associates Long John 

with the most aolemn thing in his life. Niall is pronouncing 

a requiem rather than saying a prayer# for in his heart he 

surely knows Long John has chosen to sail to his death. There 

is a poetic dimension to the scene toot for the watch is surely 

a symbol of time and eternity as well as representing the love 

the man faels for the bay. 

Verwirrung an der N 19 ends with an account of Schigg's 

visit to Oohannes in hospital. The practical working of 

Schiggts mindv expressed in colloquial Germang sound almost 

ponderous, as he thinks his way through the immediate past, 

shared with 3ohanness 

#Er stand da am Fußende meines Sattes# 
sauber rasiertg braun im Gesicht, die grosaang 
weissen Zähne herausstellend. 

Mir schleng er schiele wenigerg ein klein 
bißchen weniger. 

Er sagtes nGut abgelaufen, Es hätte' 
schlimmer ausfallen kÖnnen, Mein Meister 
war recht zufrieden# daß wir das Knallzeug 
sicherstellen konnten. Es wurde nimlich 
in der Baracke auf vorschriftswidrige Weise 

0 
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aufbewahrt. Hitten die Burschen damit 
einen Kaaaenschrank aufgasprangt, ao 
wara es auch der Firma Marf und Bucher 
an den Kragen gegangen* Sie hätte 
ordentlich blachen mÜssenftg sagte Schigg. 
Und denn sagte er nacht "Ich habe Marf an 
den versprochenen blauen Lappen# erinnert, 
weil wir den Traxmördarg wie du ihn nanntastg 
doch gefaßt haben" - wir sagte er abermals - 
"und da ließ er sich nicht lumpen". Schigg 
strahlte. "Zwei hat er spendiert. Einer 
gehÖrt dir. Dochp docht Du hast dich ganz 
brav gestellt. Und Toni sitzt bereit in 
seinem Wagen, Fabelhaftl Den mußt du 
dir gelegentlich ansehenVý 67 

Schigg does not ask too many moral questions of himself, 

He is pleased to have the approval of his bass and is delighted 

to accept the raward money from him which will enable the chair 

to be bought for Toni. He is fair-minded and honest# and he makes 

certain that Johannes gets hie share. He is making a real 

effort to build a bridge to the youngsters. Johannes may 

well. outgrow the relationship with Schiggg but Toni will remain a link., 

and the standards Schigg reveals in his private life must surely 

rub off on Johannes. 

The landscape of one's country is one of the factors which 

dictates feelings of national identity. I have accordingly 

given it due attention in assessing the books chosen for detailed 

analysis. In this passage Niall is going out with the three men 

to empty the bag-netas 

'I could see the length of the gorge to 
the waterfall at its headq the bridge an the 
main road looking like a toy in the distance* 
There were sheep grazing on the cliff topt 
specks of white against the greeng and a 
long plume of smoke from the bothy hovered 
motionless in the still air* Looking back 
from the cobleg feeling the movement as the 
bow lifted against the swell of the incoming 
tideq it made a eight that I knew would 
remain with me always$. 68 
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Niall is already looking back nostalgically and fixing 

the beloved picture in his mind, as if he felt already he 

would spend his life elsewherep for work prospects-are poor in 

the Highlands. The seep the cliffat the boatt the occasional 

sheep and the very distant horizon make a very different 

picture from the oas confronting 3ohannes as he steps out 

of his houses 

tDer Nalkenweg verliutt parallel zur 
Autobahng etwas tieferg einen Meter tiefer 
vielleicht, In die kleine 86schung fraß 
das Regenwassar Gribleinp schwemmte die 
Erde hinaus Übar den dunklen Asphalt. 
Lehmige Fächer zeichneten sich am 
Straßenrande ab, 

Plötzlich fiel mir aufg daß die 
Rinnsale nicht nur von Erde getrÜbt 
waren* sondern daß sie sich auch 
schmierig ansahen. Trotz das 
aufschlagenden Regens erblickte ich 
811ge Pfützen# blaurandige Ringe, 69 

Johannes sees in front of him the man-made environment 

of the great motorway, not yet quite complete. What was in 

all probability a garden suburb has been fundamentally altered. 

He is seeing his country change before his eyes and takes a 

keen interest in how the transformation is being brought about. 

He is able to adapt himself to the demands of a new landscape 

and, if need bev modify it still further* He is an observant 

boy and suddenly notices the tell-tale traces of oil in the 

roadway# seeping out of the damaged drums, There is no 

distant vision in the scene and no suggestion of timelessness, 

nothing of the mystical or romantic* 

Both McLean and Schmitter have modified their usage of 

English and German in order to indicate the national background 
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of their characters# but the language used also reveals 

claast temperament and even age* The reader's ear soon 

becomes attuned to variations in place- and family-namesp 

in everyday vocabulary and in sentence construction and his 

enjoyment is increased by these fresh and unexpected deviations 

from the norm, 

Master of Maroons is written in Standard Englisho but 

McLean wants to convey to his readers that many of the 

characters are not speaking their native languaget so he puts 

into their mouth Gaelic turns of phrase in Englishp not all the 

way through the back but sufficiently often for the reader's 

ear and imagination to catch the echo of another culture. 

McLean is offering a compromise solution to the problem of 

conveying the mood of a language without using the language 

itself. When Niall applies to the English factor for Ruairidhis 

old job he has difficulty in understanding the queer clipped 

speech, 
70 He tries to impress the factor with his knowledge 

of outboard motors and volunteerat 

#"I was working the outboard on my brother's 
boat since years"go 71 

and wonders why the factor smiles to himself* Morag# NiallIs 

sistarg wanting to convey that her brother likes his food 

remarkst 

'"You are after satin more for your breakfast 
than I take all day"91 72 

or Long John. trying to say he has not told a list 

f"My tongue is straight anought whatever". ' 73 

The names of the characterat Niall, Ruairidhq Moreg and 

Catriona at once suggest a non-English background* 

Verwirrung an der N 19 is written in Standard German, an 
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agreed convention in Switzerlandq but early in the story place- 

names like Dunantplatz and forenames like BAchi and Anni are 

ordinarily Swiss. 3ohannes and Schigg speak 

ordinary colloquial German not the 'Schwyzer dutschl they 

would have used in real life: Itraxeln' (to climb) p. 44t 

'Darauf kannst du Gift nehment (109 a dead cart) p, 849 

'Mumm habent (to have guts) p. 132, are a few examples; ses also ppo 20t 

72,, 1009 1309 1409 154. Hans Schmitterj, as a school-teacher, 

must have been very familiar with these expressionso One 

of the problems of using language which is colloquial is 

that it sometimes goes out of fashionp and may no longer sound 

naturalO but initially at any rate it makes the dialogue much 

mars authentico Some of the vocabulary in the back is also 

specifically used in Switzerlands 'die Trassel (line of a road) 

p. 25, 'die Mattel (Alpine meadow) po 106t 'Trottairrandt 

(edge of pavement) pe 138. Occasionally too there are 

examples of verbal fung for instanceg when the sharp-tongued 

flittle Granny$ mimicks the farmert GroBanbacherg who has made 

a mint of money out of selling his land for matorway purposes, 

In his speech Icht is substituted for Or'* 

fffGemeinwohl geht voch"p sagte er, "wenn 
es fUch die Allgemeinheit notwendig istg muß 
doch einzelne Büchgach ein Opfech behingen 
k8nnen". Ah# das muß man meine Grcßmutterg 
die kleinsq sagen hören. Sie senkt dabei 
die Augenlider und bZachalt den Mund# genau 
wie der Großenbacher, aber geneul Zum 
Quistschenli 74 

The narrator takes the reader into his confidence by addressing 

him directly and includes him in the fun. 

Inevitably, howeverg some of the atmospherep especially 

perhaps the humour, the dramaq the poetry is lost by using 
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Standard English or Garmang but that is the inevitable price 

to be paid for a much wider readership* 

3. 

In this chapter, as has been noted already, all the writers 

are man and the main characters boysalthough R4, Stevenson 

has paid Catrions, the compliment of calling his book after her. 

Reviewing in my mind the f8Mal8 characters in the adventure 

storiesq considered in this chapterv I cannot see that their 

roles have appreciably altered with the passage of time nor do 

I see that these roles are in any way inferior to those of men 

and boys; they are simply different and complementary and 

have remained so over the years* In children's literature, 

as opposed to mere reading matter, - and all the books 

mentioned in this chapter are in this first category - women 

and girls appear in an extraordinary number of guises. One 

has only to think of Stevenson's Misses Grant and Schmitter's 

little and tall Grannies to see that. The women and girls living 

in the countryp as opposed to the townt seem to lead more 

traditional liveag clearly because of the way rural society 

is organised. I would find it very difficult to make a general 

statement about the roles played by Scottish and Swiss girls. 

Anni in Verwirrung an der N 19 is, for want of a better wardt 

a most 'emancipated' character. So are the Grant sisters in 

Catrions. 

The situation is quite different when we come to consider 

men and boys and their roles in the adventure story. Here a 
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clear distinction can be made between the Scottish and Swiss 

books*., In Kidnapped and Master of Mornana, Alan Brock and 

Long John are dominant charactersp larger than lifev 

and seem almost like mythical heroes in the way that they 

dominate the existence of both David and Niall* They couldv 

with their particular provenanceg be related most easily to 

the Irish hero cycle of Finn and Cuchulainnq but for all their 

aura of romancev they are basically flash-and-blood adventurers. 

They will both finally disappear into unknown futureaq leaving 

David and Niall behind - but the two boys will have passed 

through the trites de passage? and will be able to cope with 

life alone* There are really no such dramatic relationships 

in the Swiss booksp although there are the close friendships 

with Albertallip depicted in Svizzeroq and with Schigg in 

Verwirrunq an der N 19. Svizzero and Johannes also take 

young and relatively helpless boys under their wing - Santino 

and little Toni - as if they wanted to pass an some of the help 

they themselves had received. 

Both the Swiss booksq Svizzero and Verwirrunq an der N 19. 

are concerned with the creation of means of communicationq in 

the case of the first the building of a railway tunnel through 

the Mdnch and Oungfraut which has resulted in the opening up 

of that whole area to tourism and sport, thus greatly increasing 

economic possibilities for the Swiss themselvese What started 

for Svizzera as an adventure grows in the end into something 

much bigger. The Swiss show they have the expertise and grit 

to transform their harsh landscape for the benefit of the 

community. Technical advances of all kinds have been immense 
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between the construction of the Oungfrau tunnel and the 

building of the motorways. Any modern map of Switzerland 

reveals what a planning programme has been accomplished. 

Many of Hans Schmitter's descriptions of land transformationg 

huge and complicated machineryp the storage of oil and 

explosives bring such a map to life. Niklaus Bolt1s 

workers have been separated from the community at large and 

few people really know what conditions of work are really 

like. But the motorwaysv with the constant noise of 

explosions and the movement of transportv exert pressure on 

a large section of the populace and cause untold frustration 

and misery. That is the other aide to progress and may in 

fact be a kind of modern vandalism* 

In Svizzera religion plays an important part in Christen's 

life, sand he sees the beauties of nature around him as a 

revelation of God. This dimension to life has simply vanished 

in Schmitter's bookf although the tenderness displayed to Toni 

shows that loving kindness is still very much alivep but it 

needs to be awakened. Schmitter's group of young people are 

initially rather selfish and uncaringg but they work 

well togetherg once they make up their minds to solve the 

mystery of the motorway site. Only Anni and 3ohannes, 

howevert go back willingly to help Sister Frieda look after 

the Schigg children and clean out the rabbit hutches* 

Schmitter sees his teenagers with a coal and realistic eye 

and does not describe any emotional or sudden transformationt. 

although Johannesq by putting his own life at risk in the end, 

displays determination and courage. Schmitter succeeds in 
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drawing a picture of the confused world in which his youngsters 

live and conveys the uncertainties of the grownups as well as 

those of the young. In this respect Schmitter mirrors the 

changes in belief that have taken place since Bolt wrote 

Svizzero. 

McLean makes a public acknowledgement of his debt to 

Stevenson in the very naming of his charactersq but Master of 

Morgans is a much slighter book than. Kidnapped,. McLean has 

no Lowland character like David Balfour in his book and the 

sparkle of the contrast between Alan and David is missingp 

that sparkle which enlivens the whole Scottish scene. McLean 

also makes little attempt to develop the relationship between 

Niall and Catriona, so a whole areap explored in Stevensont 

falls outside the province of his book. Religion is not 

a theme of any deep significance in these Scottish adventure 

stories, but is accepted as the conventional background of the 

young people's lives. In some ways Niall's reference to 

Christ and his disciples at the and of Master of Morgana 

strikes a contrived note, although McLean suggests in his 

presentation of Skye that religious values are widely hold: 

Niall's mother makes every attempt to see that her children 

retain them. Despite the continuing depopulationg the falling 

off in the use of Gaelic and the intrusion of harsh commercialism, 

even in poaching enterprisesq many traditional Highland values, 

like Niall's mother's unwillingness to accept money for her 

hospitalityq are reflected in this modern story. There is far 

less change and fewer pressures in the distant islands of the 

west coast of Scotland then in the suburban sceneq described by 

Schmitter. 
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The simplicity and style and shortness of the more 

recent books make them much more accessible to the young 

and give readers an opportunity to sample individual 

experience. The development of the paperback industry 

has also been of immense value in this regard. Further- 

more universal education and the development of Youth 

Libraries have opened the doors wide. 76 

This chapter concludes the survey of individual books. 

for children and young people, drawn mainly from two periods, 

the late nineteenth and early twentieth century and the period 

following the second world war* The books analysed have 

all been written in Standard English or German and certain 

conclusions about national identity can be drawn from them. 

Such conclusions cannotg however, be fruitfully made without 

including two further aspects of children's literature in Scotland 

and Switzerland. One chapter will be devoted to books published 

in languages other than those used by the majority populations 

in both countries, In Scotland that means Gaelic and Scats, 

and in Switzerland French# Italian and Romanche* The 

final chapter in the thesis is concerned with the illustration 

of children's books. It early became clear that Swiss 

illustrators have made outstanding contributions in this area, 

and much of their work reflects their country more 

compellingly than the printed word9 with its national 

limitations can ever do, Equivalent Scottish material has 

been found and assembled# and it is intended that the inclusion 

of the visual elamentg of such undoubted importance in children's 

bookst will reinforce the conclusions ultimately drawn* 
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Adventure 

1. Robert Louis Stevensong Kidnapped (Londong 1886) and 
Catriona (London, 1893)9 

This story takes place in Scotland a few years after the 

Jacobite rising of 1745. David Balfour# aged sixteen, whose 

parents are not long deadq says farewell to his faster-father, 

a ministert and sets out with a letter of introduction to his 

unclog Ebenezer Balfour of Shows near Edinburgh. His uncle 

first tries to murder himt then has him kidnapped on board the 

brig, 'Covenant'# destined for the Carolinas to be sold as a 

slave. The weather is very stormy and in the fog off Mull 

the brig runs down a boat. one of the passengers manages to 

board the fCovenant'. He is wearing fine clothes and a belt, 

weighted with gold coineq round his waiatt the rents for his 

chief Ardshial in exile in France* Captain Hoseasorr decides 

to rob the newcomert Alan Brock Stewartq but David is shocked 

by the plot which he overhears and warns Alan. Together they 

fight off the attackersp but in the meantime the ahip, strikes 

the Torran Rocks and sinks. David is cast up an the island 

of Erraidt but escapee from there andt with Alan's silver button 

as a passportg makes his way to Apping where he meets up with 

Alan at the very moment when Colin Campballp known as the Red 

Foxg is shot. He. had been on his way to evict more Stewart 

tenants. Alan and David are suspected of the murder and flea 

over the moort pursued by soldiers. They are able to rest for 

a few days in Cluny MacPherson's cave on Ben Aldert they pass 

by Balquidderg where they hear Robin Oigg Rob Royle song play 

the pipes and are then rowed over the Forth by Alison Hastioo 

Mr. Rankeillor of Queensferryt David's lawyert comes to their 
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aid. Ebenezer Balfour is confronted with his villainyt 

forced to recognise David as his elder brother's son and the 

real owner of Shaws. David now sets about helping Alan to 

make his escape to France. 

In Catrionap the sequel to Kidnapped, p David first sets 

about helping to have Oames Stawartv 3ames of the Gleneq acquitted* 

He has been wrongly accused of killing the Red Fox. The Duke of 

Argyll9 head of the great Clan Campballt is determined to find 

at least one scapegoat. In the High Street of Edinburght David 

hears a Highland girl talking to her attendants in Gaelic and 

immediately falls in love with Catriona Drummond or MacGregor, 

grand-deughter of Rob Ray and daughter of 3ames More MacGregor# 

now a down-at-heel rogue who cannot be trusted* David is 

advised to ask Lord Advocate Prestangrange for advice, The 

latter admires David's courage and presents him to his sister, 

Miss Grant. - His charming and talented daughters befriend 

David and introduce him to Edinburgh society. He finds out 

that Catriona is living in the Dean Village under the care of 

Mrs* Drummond-Ogilvy of Allardyce and endeavours to keep in 

touch with her. Prestongrange presents David to Simon Fraser, 

the forfeited Master of Lovatv now currying favour with the 

Government by helping to prosecute Oames Stewart* The Lord 

Advocate makes sure Alan escapes to France and that David is 

prevented from bearing witness at Inveraray for Jameep who is 

duly condemned and hanged. David's friendship with the Grant 

girls continues. They encourage him to continue his studies at 

Leyden and see that he travels an the same ship as Catrionat whot 

an her arrival in Holland with no moneyt is not met by her father 
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as arranged. David takes her with him to Leyden and looks 

after her tenderly. She is greatly embarrassed by her father 

trying to arrange a match for her with David. Eventually she 

and her father go to Dunkirkt where Oames Mors attempts to have 

Alan Brock arrested by the English Captain Palliser of the 

ISeahorS81. This plan misfires. Alant David and Catriona 

go to Paris to her chief# MacGregor of Bohaldis and she is at 

last persuaded to marry David. After her father's death they 

return to Edinburgh* 

0 
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store over the summer months. Most of all Christen loves 

the director's and engineer's children who come up during 

holidaysp and their pets. There are great dangers to be 

faceds avalanchest explosionst accidents and at times 

violence and hostility from the Italian workers who strike 

and later use forbidden dynamite to break through the last 

feet of the tunnel and snatch victory from the incoming 

shif t. 

Christen is himself involved in a careless accident with 

a trolley and ends up in hospital for several weeks. There 

he undergoes a spiritual re-awakening and so much does he 

regret his behaviour that he leaves the tunnelp takes a 

job in an aluminium factory and gives to his parents all 

the money he had saved to train as an engineer* During 

the period in hospital he has as a follow patient an 

American painter with a particular regard for the healing 

qualities of Switzerland. Christen begins to think of 

the tunnel through the Jungfrau and the M6nch as an adventure 

on a huge scale. The children welcome him back and the great 

task is eventually completed* Now Christen sees a whole now 

life open out before him. 

Please note that p. 410 

and p. 411 have been 

inadvertently transposed. 

0 
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2. Niklaus Bolt, Svizzera. Die Geschichta einer Ougend (StlAttgarl ;,, 
1112) 

Christen Ablanalpq aged fifteeng lives in Unterseen near 

Interlakent during the first years of this century. His fathert 

who was once a policeman is not now well enough to work and his 

mother earns her living as a washer-women* He has two younger 

sisters. His god-father suggests Christen join him as an 

apprentice-tailor. Christen cannot face this prospect and 

after a violent quarrel, leaves home* His first job is to 

protect golden eagles in the Mucta valleyt but that is only 

a seasonal occupation and he moves down south until he comes 

to Chiasso on the Italian frontier. He is still full of the 

excitement of adventurev and when he sees a large group of 

Italians in the station on their way to work an the Jungfrau 

tunnel he longs to go with them* He is recognised by a 

Swiss welfare workert Friulein Zurtanneng who knows his 

motherv and he is befriended by h8r* She makes arrangements 

for him to join the partyl pays his farst gives him a meal 

and a small testament which is to become an important 

possession. In the train he meets two Italians who become 

close friends of hist Santino# a young bay# and Albartelli, 

with whom he shares sleeping-quarters in the workers' huts, 

The small group of Swiss who are responsible for planning and 

carrying out the whole operation live separately in an 

administrative building. Albertalli is invited to become 

one of this small bando an unusual promotion* The work 

inside the tunnel is long and hard. Christen will work 

there in the and nearly five years. He makes good friendep 

Schluneggerv the postmang and 'Lehrer# Trauherz9 who runs the 
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3* Allan Campbell McLeant Master of Morgana (Londong 1960)9 

Niallp aged aixteent lives in the island of Skye with his 

widowed mothert his older brothert. Ruairidh and his sister, 

Morag on the family croftt not far from Staffin. Ruairidh 

works at the salmon fiahingg and stays in a bothy at the 

river's mouth with three other meng John MacGregor (Long 3ohn)p 

Big Williet a local man who goes home at nightp and Murdog the 

red fellowq a Harrisman. One day news is brought of Ruairidh1s 

fall from a narrow bridge, high above the river and he is brought 

home unconscious an a stretcher* The doctor decides to send 

him by ambulance to the hospital in Broadfordt some distance 

away by road, on the far sida of Sligachan and Portree. Niall 

is sent over later in the dayt in Donald Stewart's car to bring 

back news of Ruairidh and also his clothes. Suspense and 

mystery enter the atoryp when Niall is told that a man has 

already collected the clothes. Luckily Niall is able to catch 

him up and to retrieve the parcel intact. In a trouser-packet 

a diary is found which has the wordt 'Morganal entered several 

times, followed by a series of numbers. Getting news of 

Ruairidh1s progress is difficult. Although the story takes 

place after the Second World Wart there are few cars and telephones 

an the island and only an occasional bus* When Ruairidh is 

transferred to a much larger hospital in Inverness visiting 

becomes virtually impossible. 

Niall succeeds in getting his brother's old job from the 

estate factor and joins the salmon fishers in the bothy. He 

is glad to earn some money especially for his mother's sake# but 

he is also suspicious about the circumatencest in which his 
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sure-footed brother fell from the bridge. Long Oohnq so 

called becauseq like Long John Silver in Treasure Islandt 

he has lost his legg is in charge of the fishing operation. 

He grows to admire Niallts guts and determination and a 

close friendship develops between the two. The bothy is 

said to be haunted, the main reason why Big Willis goes home 

at night* Murdo# whop in Niallts mindt may have pushed 

Ruairidh off the bridge, is particularly aggressive. Long 

John uses his wooden log to defend Niallq but Murdo still 

causes Niall to lose his balance and fall down the precipice 

into the sea. Niall survivesp but is taken on board a shipt 

the 'Morganal. The mysterious numbers in the diary are 

explained. These are the numbers of salmon poached on 

Sundays and exported on the 'Morgenate The legitimate 

catch is delivered to the 'Kingfisherlp a fishery vessel, 

Ruairidh had been attempting to gather information about the 

illegal operation. Niallp in an attempt to escape from the 

'Morganalp wracks the ship an a rockt but his life is saved by 

Long 3ohn* They are both taken aboard the 'Kingfishorlp where 

John feigns a heart-attack when the other prisoners are being 

transferred up the cliff to a waiting van. The mist was 

coming down so the 'Kingfishers had been forced to make for 

the bothy instead of Portreso Long John and Niall are 

left alone on the ship. Niall is sent ashore to fetch some 

rump and while he is searchingp Long John escapes in the 

'Kingfisher#, 
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49 Hans Schmitterv Verwirrung an der N 19 (Solothurn, 1967), 

Johannes lives an the edge of a towng probably in the Aare 

valley near Berne (We are not told exactly whers)q possibly in 

the early sixtisev when the N 199 a now motorwayq was being 

constructed. He is getting towards the end of his schooldays, 

earns money delivering newspaperst and is one of a group of 

six school-friendes Ralf, Kurtq Bichiq Olga and Anni, He 

is happy at home with his parents and two grandmothersp who 

are known as tlittle Grannyl and the 'tall Granny'* His 

mother will not allow him to ride through the traffic on 

his bicycle with the heavy bag-of newspaperaq but prefers 

to pay the tram-fare herself, She works in an unlicensed 

restaurant; his father also works locallyt but what exactly 

he does is not made clear, Johannes seems to be an only child* 

The main action of the story revolves round the relationship 

between the group of young friends and Herr Huberg the overseer 

of the section of motorwayp or 'Schigglp as he is known to them. 

He guards the property of his employers carefully and greatly 

resents the prankst played by the youngsters an the construction- 

site* On one occasion most of the groupp organised by Anni, 

volunteer for social work which takes the form of looking after 

a retarded boyq Toniq and his baby sister. Their mother is 

ill in hospital and the father has to work late* This 

arrangement enables the group to got permission to be out late 

and they use the opportunity to hang up all Schigg's storm- 

lanterns on a tree an the site just like Christmas decorations. 

Meantime some really serious damage is done to an oil container 

and to a valuable crane. The young people are at once suspected 
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and so bitterly do they resent this, that they write a foolishp 

threatening letterg which they pin on the office door. They 

also set about trying to discover who the real culprits are in 

order to clear themselves. They find a tin of red paintp 

which had been poured into the working machinery of the crane, 

wrapped in one of their own newspapers* They attempt 

unsuccessfully to track down the purchaser of that particular 

newspaper. Johannes and Anni are called upon to do another 

stint of social work and it comes to light that Schigg is the 

father of the children they have tended and whose rabbit-hutches 

they have cleaned out. This revelation transforms the whole 

relationship and Schigg no longer suspects them* The group 

organisse a round-the-clock watch an the site* A neighbourt 

Herr Vetter, is revealed as the damager of the crane. His 

wife had been driven to distraction by the noise. Hop in his 

turnt helps Johannes to corner one of two young criminals who 

were attempting to steal dynamite for safe-breaking. Johannes 

foils their escape by throwing away the ignition-key of their 

car. He is quite seriously injured and ends up in hospital, 

but Johannes and Schigg are wall rewarded by the site-owners, 

A new and splendid wheel-chair can now be bought for Toni, 

which gives great pleasure to both grown-ups and youngsters. 
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Niklaus Boltv Svizzera (Basel,, new edition 1979p originally 
published 1912), 

14 

The mother's love for the bay was not expressed in words. 

But she had made a good soup for him and a tender piece of 

roast beef was already simmering in the oveng while she was 

sitting in church; there was potato salad and cress to go 

with it and pear flan with lots of cream with the coffee. 

p. 18 

"What? y-I 
I 
don't want tt go7" his mother shouted at himt 

"when wetve no money at all for y'r education* GBttils offer 

is manna from heavenl" 

HI'm NOT goingl" 

nYou ungrateful boyl Is that all education's done for you? " 

"I'd rather be a mason than squat on a table and sewl" 

"Tailoring1ca fine tradel" 

"Yest for womenl" 

"You're goingl" shouted his fatherv roused. 

"Yesq I'm goingo but not to GSttil" 

"Go theng and be a nobodyl" 

48 

The wood in the kitchen was already snapping under her 

fingers. In next to no time the fire was crackling and three 

eggs were sizzling in the pan* 

p. 49 

His father was still holding his hand tightp though the 

lad's hand was itching to be gone* "Take care of yoursolfp 

soni" 
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p. 149 

"They've given you the sack"t she shouted at him, 

"Fancy strikingl I read it in the newspaper - so you've 

ended up after all as the troublemaker with the police after 

youl Good Godl What a disgrace for usq and your father a 

policeman himselfl" 

p. 94 

"When I think of you up on tho. mountaint doing such 

rough work that your hands are cut to bits by the hard stone# 

I'm almost heart-broken. But then I think of the pluck Godts 

given youg to stick it out in ice and snowq so your mother and 

little sisters don't starve. I feel prouder than any other 

mothsrq because I've a brave son". 

p. 226 

For another moment they both stood quietly there. Then 

the son put his arms round his mother and led her back, 

p. 173 

Christen now slept along with the German Swiss. 

p. 242 

The Jungfrau railway has opened a door into the Bernese 

Oberland, through which hundreds of thousands of people have 

passed to enjoy the beauty of. the mountains. But to the people 

who live here the railway gives work and their daily breadq for 

their only means of livelihood comes from their great mountains. 

pe 80 

They just had to get home and they had hurried to be there 
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in time for the Christmas tree* Then the snow began sliding 

and they were found dead* They died where they stood. 

88 

When in winter the valley is shrouded in mist, up aloft 

they have brilliant sunshine. Of course there are snowy 

days# but the sun always breaks through again triumphantly. 
a fier glow 

On the heights at midday there is always 
x 

from 

the heat. The glaciers shine like silverp the dark rocks 

like gold, And in the evening the rocks and the snow are 

blood-red. 

Like thunder the avalanches roar down into the 

pe 89 

valley. Fear grips the lads from the south whd are forced 

to stay up there* They crowd into the tunnel. 

p, 93 

More than the sung the queen of the heavensp the thousand 

eyes of the flowers'give men up, there the feeling of God's 

nearness. 

pp. 209-210 

Over the Matilda Peak stood the morning star, In the 

east over the dark firns a slight shimmers In front of him 

the Jungfraug shone round with stars* 

Alone in the everlasting stillness* 0 Godo how great 

You are and how glorious is Your namel 
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pp* 17G-l 

They were happy that the Swiss should carry one of their 

people and every eye was fixed on the engineer, as he made 

his speech at the gravesidev closing with these wordss 

"He was not only the paragon of workmeng but also of 

men. Lot us raise a monument to him in our hearts which will 

last longer than this wooden cross". 

44 

The Italians began to singg as if they wanted to take 

their homeland with them in songsp a medley of tunes from 

every province. 

141 

"Itm not signing. The food is bad? The engineer eats 

what we do. The director is brutal? He's been like a father 

to use The provisions are too dear? ....... 

Christen's speech was continually interrupted by shouts 

and threatst but he didn't stop until held had his say. 

Then the workers made a rush at him, as if they intended 

strangling him* One of them held his mouth shut and bit 

through his ear. He defended himself like a lion ..... 

He rushed across the rail-track to the office. Blood 

was dripping down his jacket**. *** 

pp. 164-5 

"Come ont" 

"It's no good, Cristiano, I've been down and had to come 

back. The air's foulq stifling". 
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"Letts get down to Grindalwald then as fast as possible. 

Can you manage across the ice? I cang I'm Swisso but what 

about you? " 

"I'll have a go". 

It was harder than Albertalli had thought. The young 

Svizzera leaped with an inbuilt confidence that was impossible 

for the Italian* 

"I can't". 

"You cant" shouted Christen. 

A gapingf greenish-blust bottomless chasm separated them, 

"Nowl" 

Christen's strength seemed to be carried across to his 

friend. He jumped over. "I just can't go on", he soon moaned* 

"Well, have a rest then. Itm tired too"* 

Under his watchful eye his friend sleptv but Christen spent 

anxious hours. He calls aloud into the icy wilderness. Then 

between the glacial serecs he catches sight of two black data. 
P, 9 2- "You seem to-merather obstinate. but if 

you let yourself be C-uiý, 'ed, sometlriing 

good can be mace of you. " 
PJ65 The courage of the strong also gives strength to the week. 

105 

Looki to mountain and to dell 

The sun now bids farewell. 

LookI an meadows far away 
dark shadows hold their sway. 
From mountain tops now flees the sunI 
0 how red the glaciers runI 

or alternatively in Scota, rendered by Hamish Whyteg Senior 
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Librariant Mitchell Libraryp Glasgow: 

LookI the sin flees the glang 
its last licht quits the ben. 

Lookl the faur meadows ower 
The shadows gloam and glower; 
the peaks tak leave o sint 
Hoo rid the glaciers rint 
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Hans Schmitterg Verwirrung an der N 19 (Solothurnt 1967)o 

p. 22 

Then Anni took the matter upv the darkp wispy-haired girl. 

She is rather plump. Not really fatt just about right. Almost 

average. 

On the way home from school she once said to Rolfs "Why don'-t 

you stop7" 

"Why should I-stop7 Schigg's a swinel" 

"And youtre a blockhead, " said Anni. "When I see the many 

yellow bits of glass lying about . *.. I got worked'up"t said 

Anni. "It worries me, almost like when broad is thrown away. 

I would sometimes like to. clear them upy" said Anni, 

16 

That man Schigg - we couldn't stand him* Not because ha's 

so uglyt but because he persecuted us. Nobody can help being 

nice-looking or ugly. My grand-mother# the tall onsp even 

asserts that ugly people are inwardly often the most beautiful. 

Maybe. 

He persecuted us because - wall really for no reason. We 

were just in his ioad. Everywhereg the whole timet we were in 

his road. If we happened to go near the Nissan hutst held 

chase us away, cursing and swearing. If we dared take a closer 

look at a machinet he immediately'appearedt baring his teeth and 

shaking his fist. He seemed to thinkv that without his permissiong 

no one was allowed to touch so much as a marker post. 

a 
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When he chews his tobacco with his mouth open, you 

sometimes think you can see a look of pleasure an his face, 

But there you'd be wrong, Not at all. Ha's just screwing 

up his mug. The man never laughs - no sense of humour. 

46 

. Have you ever watched how a big flyover is constructed? 

A part of the viaduct on our own motorway N 19 for example? 

From morning to evening surfaces bigger than the floor of a 

gymnasium are poured out on our viaduct. Incrediblel A 

forest of iron supports holds up a smooth well-constructed 

wooden floor. On this floor lie the uncounted rusty brown 

iron rods and wireaq as thick as fingers or as pencilst which 

by dint of protracted labour are connected and intertwined, 

And then the day comes when the cement cover can be poured* 

The amount of material that swallows upI You'd hardly 

believe it. You could set up as many of the concrete-mixers 

that Schigg uses as you liked, there'd never be enough. They 

don't attempt to do that at all* Somewhere there's a large 

mixer - there they fetch the concrete* All hours there's 

lorries transporting the thick runny mixturep emptying it 

into a big silo. Then containers are filled up 

the lifting hook an the crane cable grabs hold of themp lifts 

them high into the air. The crane moves backp swings its arm 

over the right placaq pays the cable out at the same time and 

lowers the container* Now the workers set to ... oo 
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p. 113 

In spite of Schigg's presencep I wanted somehow to say 

good-bye to Toniq only I couldntt think how. Shake his 

hand? Pat his head? I did neither. Instead I decided 

to take his hankis out of his trouser-packett as Sister 

Frieda had done, and boldly wipe his mouth. I then got an 

to my bike and rode off. 

p. 143 

Not I hadn't hated him for ages* But now when I saw him 

kneeling before me an the groundv there so** Those hands, that 

were attending to an old storm-lantern therev seemed quite 

familiar to me. They were strong handat weather-beaten hands. 

Here and there the spilt patrol had washed the skin thoroughly 

clean. The clean places looked like spots. I suddenly 

liked them, those hands* And the whole man, Almost. 

pp. 175-6 

Doubts assailed me - or rather -I was afraid, All the 

same it was midnightp everyone was asleepq down there the 'Drum- 

Destroyer' was haunting the place, certainly sure to be brim full 

of feelings of hate towards the motorwayt against everyone perhaps, 

and I was to catch himt was alonev was supposed to call out to 

him: "Stopl Hands up! " or something like that. And then it 

wasn't even my watchp I thought . ..... My stint doesn't begin 

until half past twelve. That was agreedv even in writing. 

And there's nobody who knows I've seen everything* I just 

need to keep my mouth shut. 

But I went all the same. 
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po 185 

I was so excited I forgot all my fear and I only thought 

of intercepting the chap as he made off. How that was 

possible I didn't know. But on no account must he be 

allowed to disappear in the dark. 

189 

He stood there at the end of my bedp freshly shavedt 

his brown face emphasizing his big white teeth. 

I thought he Was squinting 1888t a tiny little bit less. 

He saidt "It's all gone well* It could have turned out 

. worse* The bass was very pleased that we managed to put 

the explosives in a safe place. You see they were being kept 

in the Nissen hut against regulations. If the gang had blown 

a safe with themt the firm of Marf and Sucher would have been 

in the soup. They would really have had to stump up", said SchigES- 
And then he added: 

"I reminded Morf about the blue bank-note held promised,, 

because we'd caught the 'Crane-Killerlv as you called him" 

. ýLe he repeated once more - "and then he did the decent thing". 

Schigg beamed. "He coughed up two. One belongs to you. Yes, 

yesl You put up a very good show. And Toni's already sitting 

in his wheel-chair. Marvalloust You really must come and have 

a look at it some time". 

138 

Carnation Way runs parallel to the motorwayo but at a lower 

levelq perhaps a yard lower. Rain-water had eaten away into the 

slight escarpment and washed sail out on to the dark asphalt* 

Streaks of clay could be seen along the wayside. 

Suddenly I noticed that the gutters were not only muddied 
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with soilt but that they were also smeary. In spite of the 

driving rain, I noticed oily puddlest circles edged with blue. 

P. 105 

(Notes GroBenbacher has difficulty in pronouncing Irl, 

In his speech Or' = Ichl). 

"The common good is pachamount"t he said* "If it's 

necessachy foch the public goodt then individual citizens 

must make sacchifices". 

Oht you should hear My grand-mother - the little one - 

say that* She lowers her eye-lids as she does sog and purees 

her lipst exactly like GraBenbachert exactly like himl It's 

a scream. 
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